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Editorial

Logistics management is concerned with the design and control of efficient
and cost-effective flows of material and information through complex net
works from point of origin to point of consumption. Increased international
competition and an increased need of quickly confirming to customer require
ments despite longer distances for distribution and a growing product variety
stresses the importance of distribution logistics, that part of logistics man
agement responsible for delivering products to customers at the right place
at the right time in the right condition for the right cost. Physical distri
bution is just a part of the supply chain. Effective distribution management
is, however , impossible without taking the strong links to procurement and
production as well as the interrelations between other logistic processes and
parties involved in the supply chain into account. Therefore, there is no clear
cut dividing line between logistics in general, distribution logistics and supply
chain management .

Interest in logistics and supply chain management, both in industry and in
academia, has grown rapidly over the past years . On the one hand, this trend
is due to the enormous potentials in improving logistics efficiency exploitable
by means of intelligent planning techniques and improved coordination of lo
gistic processes. On the other hand, this trend is caused by the development
of information and communication systems that are able to provide access
to comprehensive data from all components of the supply chain. Vendors of
supply chain management software are going to add "business intelligence"
components to their systems, which not only allow to access, share and trans
fer data in the supply chain but also to utilize this information in order to
improve decision making with the help of decision-support systems. Such
systems heavily rely on quantitative models and techniques developed in the
field of Operations Research in the last decades. Today, there is no doubt
of the importance of quantitative techniques in our modern business envi
ronment . Fortunately, advances in quantitative models and methods and in
their applicability to practical logistic problems are still achieved. Trends like
e-cornmerce, the globalization of markets and the need of integrating reverse
flows in the supply chain add to the growing complexity of logistic networks
and require even more effective models and algorithmic tools. The papers
collected in this book contribute to some of these new developments in quan
titative approaches to distribution logistics and supply chain management.
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The main orientation of the book is not towards the theory underlying the
employed methods but towards practical problem solving.

The volume in hand continues a series of books, which are the outcome
of the work of a group of researchers who have met at a number of "Interna
tional Workshops on Distribution Logistics (IWDL)" since 1994. This book
includes reviewed papers that were presented and discussed during IWDL 5,
at Fontainebleau (France) in October 1999, and during IWDL 6 at St. Gallen
(Switzerland) in February 2001.

We have organized the 22 papers in seven Chapters. The first three chapters
address general issues in supply chain management , in the relatively new field
of reverse logistics as well as new challenges to distribution logistics caused
by the evolution of e-commerce. The other four chapters deal with main func
tions of distribution logistics: strategic and tactical planning of distribution
networks; operational, tactical as well as strategic problems related to vehi
cle routing and transportation; tactical and operational issues internal to the
production center or the warehouse; and finally inventory problems .

Chapter 1 is concerned with various important topics in the field of sup
ply chain management. The paper by Vis and Roodbergen first introduces
basic supply chain concepts and afterwards analyses the impact of various
trends on supply chain performance. The importance of cycle time reduc
tions , the influence of reverse logistics, e-cornmerce, third party logistics and
global logistics and the resulting threats and opportunities are analysed by
means of a number of case studies. In his contribution, Blackburn outlines
a methodology for valuing response time in supply chains. Using results of
inventory theory, he establishes important properties of the marginal value
of time, which are at first sight astonishing: Firstly, the marginal value of
tim e increases with decreasing response time. Secondly, for equal response
times, the marginal value of time is greater at non-optimal inventory levels
than at the optimum. The paper of Fjell and Jernsten concludes Chapter 1.
They study the important question, how coordination between supply chain
partners can be achieved by means of pricing mechanisms, which result in
a locally rational behaviour that is also efficient from a global perspective.
They propose a novel negotiated two-part tariff scheme and argue that this
pricing mechanism is a good means to achieve channel coordination.

Chapter 2 exclusively addresses managerial problems and solution meth
ods in the field of reverse logistics. Over the past years, environmental prob
lems have reinforced public interest in reuse and recycling. Take-back and
recovery of used products leads to additional goods flows from the user back
to the producer. Reverse logistics is concerned with the management of these
opposite flows. Since product recovery affects product design , procurement,
production and forward distribution, the challenge is to integrate forward and
return flows and to obtain integral closed-loop supply chains. Guide and Van
Wassenhove give an overview of the field of closed-loop supply chains . They
summarize various cases of reused products, elaborate the differences between
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branches and elicit main man ager ial problems and success factors. Furth er
more, im por tan t research issues in remanufacturing are poin ted out. The
paper by Krikke, Pappis, Tsoulfas and Bloemhof-R uwaard gives an overview
of des ign principles of reve rse logistics, which extend the scope and applica
bility of design rul es for for ward supply chains to reverse supp ly chains. The
presented pr inciples are applied in a case study and may provide a checklist
for improving closed-loop logistic systems . Mazzarino , Pesen ti and Ukovich
consider logistic system optimization for a reverse logisti c case. In cont rast to
t ra dit ional approaches, they propose, however , a mul ti -agent approach, which
takes actors ' behaviour and mul tiple decision makers into account. The pa
per by Gotzel and Ind erfurth examines an extended MRP approach, materi al
requirem ents and recovery plan ning (MRRP ), for production cont rol in a sys
te m with exte rn al stochast ic return flows and stoc hastic demand. They show
that the applicat ion of MRRP lead s to near-optimal resul t s. Bloemhof, van
Nunen, Vroom, van der Linden and Kraal describe a practi cal reverse lo
gist ic problem th at eme rged at a dairy producer in th e The Neth erl ands. A
cost evaluation too l based on scenario analysis for select ing betw een differ ent
packaging sys te ms is developed . In addit ion to t radit iona l costs , environmen
tal costs and aspects are also taken int o accoun t.

Chapter 3 addresses the influence of e-commerce on distri bu tion logisti cs.
The papers in this chapter descri be threads , opportunit ies and new problems
that have to be solved in order to cope wit h the challenges resul tin g from the
evolut ion of e-comrnerce. T he paper by de K oster is concerne d wit h the ques
tio n of how to organize logistic fulfilment processes in a Bt C e-comrnerce envi
ronment . Differen t alternatives for designin g effective dist ribu t ion structures
are pointed out and a mod el relating a company's objectives to characterist ics
and choices in distribution is presen ted . The need of quickly res ponding to
diverse customer needs in BtC e-commerce raises the com plexity of deliver y
processes and timely delivery gets more difficul t. Daduna discusses this pr ob
lem and proposes a heu rist ic meth od for solving rout ing probl ems wit h t ight
t ime windows that arise in elect ronic retail t rade. T he spread of the Inter
net has also significant ly increased t he use of In tern et auctions for exchanging
goo ds among and between individuals and companies. Bj¢rndal and Jernsten
consider combinato rial auctions where bidders bid on bundles of it ems and
where the value of an objec t to a participant depends on what other objects
the participant acquires. Bjerndal and J ornsten employ sensit ivity analysis
and linear pr ogramming du ality in order to solve the pri cing problem and to
derive a feedback mechani sm providing information to bidders that may give
the bidder s incenti ve to change their bids.

Chapter 4 treats st rategic planning of distribu tion networks as well as al
locat ion problems arising in tactica l network planning. The paper by B auer
discusses practical pr oblems of data gathering, data validation and insuffi
cient data qu ality in distribu tion system design and gives hin ts on possible
solutions elaborated on two case studies. T he pap er by Rom eijn and Mora les
cons iders the problem of ass igning plan ts to wareho uses and customers to
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warehouses in a mult i-level dist ribut ion network with time-varying demands.
They present a mixed-integer model for the minimization of transpo rt at ion,
production and handling costs , an d derive an effective greedy heuristic for
solving the model. Klo se and Drexl describ e assignment ty pe optimisation
problems aris ing in logistic system analysis and propose a solution method
based on problem par ti ti oning and column generation.

The to pic of Chapter 5 is t ransportation planning and vehicle routing.
The pap er by Angelelli and Mansin i deals with a vehicle routing problem
with time windows and simultaneous pick-up and delivery. A branch-and
pri ce algorithm for computing optimal solutions is proposed . Angelelli and
Speranza apply a vehicle routing model to est imate the operational costs of
different wast e collection systems and to support decision making regarding
the ty pe of system to adopt. Although vehicle routing is usually t reated as an
operational or tactical issue, th e det ermination of efficient vehicle routes can
be a strat egic problem if stable routes ar e required. Dillmann summarizes
t he experiences made when solving a large number of st rategic vehicle rout
ing problems for press wholesalers. He addresses imp ortan t practical prob
lems related to data measurement , data validation and model building in the
presence of soft constraints and mul tiple objectives. For solving lar ge-scale
vehicle routing problems a dialog-based procedure is proposed. Furtherm ore,
it is shown how the implementation of computed routes in pr actice can be
supported.

Cha pter 6 is concerned wit h tactical and operational issues of warehous
ing. The pap er by Chevalier , Pochet and Talbot presents ana lyt ical result s
from queuing theory for est imating the num ber of vehicles needed in an au
tomated material handling system. The model can provide a meth odology
for designin g automated guided vehicle systems and is validated by means of
simulation. De Ko ster and van der Meer compare t he performan ce of on-line
and off-line rules for dispatching vehicles in intern al t ra nsport systems. Th e
authors show that for different layouts of the t ransportation system off-line
opt imisat ion at tain s high perform an ce if t he system is relatively idle; how
ever, in high throughput environments the proposed on-line dispat ching rules
attain high performan ce.

Finally, Chapter 7 addresses to pics in inventory cont rol. Laan and Te
un ter compare average cost models with approaches based on the net present
value for single-source, mul ti-source, multi-stage inventory syste ms and for a
system with remanufacturing and disposal. The authors show in particular
that for complex inventory systems there is a considerable performance gap
between the widely used average cost and the net present value approach.
T he pa per by Wagner t rea ts the problem of determining safety stocks in
capac itated single-stage mul ti-product production-invent ory systems. Simple
schemes for calculating safety stock levels are proposed and their reliabili ty
shown by means of simul ation experiments . The pap er by Smits and de K ok
considers the imp act of freight consolidation policies on the lead time, which
influences inventory requ irements. T he aut hors derive approximations for the
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lead time behaviour where items are consolidated according to different types
of consolidation policies.

Unfortunately, a tragic event overshadowed the making of this book. In
September 2001, one of the authors , Roland Dillmann, died unexpectedly
and far too early in the age of 56 years . Roland Dillmann was professor for
mathematical methods in Economics at the University of Wuppertal from
1975 until his death. He teached Economics, Statistics, Econometrics and
Operations Research. Furthermore, he was engaged in the administration
of the faculty and acted successfully for a long time as consultant for press
wholesalers in fields like transportation planning and demand forecasting. We
have not only lost an excellent researcher with an extremely broad knowl
edge but also a very good friend . We are grateful to Simon G6rtz, University
of Wuppertal, and Thomas Bieding , Dillmann&Co GmbH, for their help in
reediting parts of Roland Dillmann's paper that is published in this volume.
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Supply Chain Management



Examining Supply Chains from Practice

Iris F.A. Vis and Kees Jan Roodbergen

Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam School of Management/Faculteit Bedrijfskunde,
P.O. Box 1738,3000 DR Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract. Companies have to adjust their actions constantly in order to remain competitive
in the current world of Internet and e-commerce. In this paper we first give an introduction
in supply chains concepts and trends that impact the performance of the supply chains. The
issues we discuss include the importance of cycle times reductions, the influence of reverse
logistics, e-comrnerce, concentration and centralisation, third party logistics and global lo
gistics.
Some practical consequences, threats and opportunities are sketched for six supply chains
from real life. For example, the supply chains of mobile phones, glass and design furniture
are studied. The intention of this study is to shed some light on the current state of logistic
innovations in Dutch companies by means of a number of case studies.

Keywords. Supply chain, supply chain management, performance improvement, cycle time
reduction, case studies.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, products can be ordered electronically with computers or mobile
phones via the Internet. As a consequence of such a fast ordering process, custom
ers expect a fast delivery process as well. Existing suppliers have to adapt to this
new situation to remain competitive. Furthermore, new organisations emerge to
deal with this new challenge.

The supply chain encompasses all activities associated with the flow and trans
formation of goods from the raw materials stage through to the end-user, as well
as the associated information flows (Handfield and Nichols (1999)). Historically,
the focus of many companies has been on improving processes within the com
pany. More recently the awareness has grown that it is also necessary to improve
the process of interactions between firms to keep up with customer demand. Ac
tivities of multiple companies within a supply chain should be adjusted to ensure
an efficient supply chain instead of an efficient company within a potentially inef
ficient supply chain. As a result, involvement in the entire supply chain is a neces
sity to be able to meet, for example, tight delivery schedules and high service lev
els. The efforts to harmonise the processes in a supply chain are called supply
chain management. Co-operation, effective coordination of materials and informa-
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tion and confidence through the entire supply chain are necessary to obtain a valu
able chain with satisfied customers.

The costs of the flow of materials through the supply chain can approach to
75% of the total budget (Handfield and Nichols (1999» . This material flow should
be managed accurately to ensure that the corresponding costs can be reduced,
while meeting the service levels simultaneously. Therefore, attention should be
paid to logistics activities, such as planning of transport, planning of activities
within warehouses, determining inventory levels and determining locations of dis
tribution centres.

Logistics can be defined , according to the Council ofLogistics Management, as
that part of the supply chain process that plans, implements, and controls the effi
cient , effective flow and storage of goods , services and related information from
the point of origin to the point of consumption in order to meet customers re
quirements. This includes, for example, the transportation of goods from one loca
tion to another as well as inventory keeping in warehouses. Inventories are 
among other reasons - held to balance fluctuations in production and demand, to
combine products from several producers for delivery to common customers and
to enable emergency deliveries of critical components. However, logistics is not
just concerned with handling products. The information flows to ensure that the
right product is at the right place at the right time in the right quantity are part of
logistics as well.

As described, information is one of the flows through the supply chain. Cus
tomers just present their wishes to retailers . From the retailers this information
flows to distribution centres and thereafter to the manufacturer. Next , the manu
facturer can fulfil the wishes of the customers. In the past information was gener
ally passed through to other members of the supply chain on paper. This was a
slow, error prone and expensive process. However, for successful management of
supply chains, well organised information flows are of great importance. Good in
formation flows can, for example, reduce inventories becaus e of reduced uncer
tainty. Furthermore, to serve customers in the best way it is important to have in
formation on orders, product availability and so on available on the fly.
Information should be available for various departments within one organisation
and for organisations acro ss the supply chain. Therefore, a paperless environment
should be created. More details on this are given in section 2.2.

To measure the performance of a supply chain, the performance of an individ
ual part, such as a warehouse, or the performance of the complete supply chain
can be observed. Several performance measures can be defined for measuring the
complete suppl y chain . Firstly, the total cycle time of the supply chain , which is
the time from the stage of raw materials to the delivery of the product to the cus
tomer can be used as a performance measure . Secondly, the changes in average
inventory through the supply chain and thirdly, the reliability of the quality of the
product are potential performance measures.

In section 3, six actual supply chains are discussed. Success factor s and sugges
tions for performance improvements of these supply chains are given . Firstly, a
number of trends that impact the supply chain, are discussed in section 2. For al
most all of the cases described in section 3 a corresponding trend can be found in
section 2.
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2 Trends

In this section we discuss a number of trends that potentially impact the supply
chains. More trends and forecasts for the developments of these trends in supply
chains in 2008 are given in Carter et al. (2000).

2.1 Cycle Time Reduction

The cycle time of a supply chain equals the total time required to complete the to
tal process from raw materials to the delivery of the finished product to the cus
tomers . According to Handfield and Nichols (1999) only a small amount (5%) of
the cycle time is used for executing real processes. The rest of the time is spent on
activities like waiting. To remain competitive and to satisfy demands of customers
the complete process should be executed effectively. Therefore, one of activities
in supply chain management is to make improvements in cycle time performance.
This increases the flexibility to react on changes in customer demand, it decreases
the risk of unsaleable stock and reduces inventories.

To shorten the cycle time of the supply chain, we can focus on the separate
processes in the supply chain. The key processes are processes with the longest
average throughput times and processes with the greatest variance in throughput
times. Possible candidates for review are warehouses, planning and scheduling of
materials, transportation of goods and the manufacturing processes.

One radical way to shorten the cycle time is to design a supply network without
warehouses. Products are then shipped directly or via cross-docking centres from
the manufacturing centre to the customers. Cycle times are mainly decreased be
cause products are no longer stored (i.e. waiting) in warehouses. However, feasi
bility of this option may depend on several factors , such as flexibility of the pro
duction, communication facilities between companies and reliability of production
and distribution.

A less rigorous way is to reduce the number of warehouses within the supply
network . Traditionally, inventory is held at several locations in the supply chain ,
such as at the retailer and at the distribution centre . A reduction in the number of
inventory points is possible, for example, by concentrating inventory at the distri
bution centre. See section 3.6 for an example. As a result, all warehousing activi
ties of the retailer become superfluous and savings in time and costs can be ob
tained.

Important in this respect is also the just-in-time concept; it does not matter how
long it takes for a product to arrive as long as it arrives exactly at the time it is
needed to satisfy demand of customers.

2.2 E-commerce

E-commerce is the collective noun for all techniques, which take care of the fact
that all transactions can be executed in a paperless environment. EDI, Internet and
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e-mail are examples of these kinds of techniques. Electronic Data Interchange
(ED!) is one of the systems that can be used to enable faster and more reliable de
livery of orders to warehouses and goods to the customers. With ED! standard
documents are exchanged between computers. For example, orders of customers,
requests for production and so on. With ED! information can be exchanged, in
contrast to paper based systems, within a few minutes . As a result , an effective in
ventory management, a better service and a better way of communicating can be
obtained. Besides ED!, the Internet is used more and more . In Rogers et al. (1996)
it appeared that using these kinds of technologies in warehouses results in a sig
nificantly better performance in the areas of quality improvement, cycle time re
duction and productivity improvement.
On the Internet suppliers can offer their products against fixed prices . Another
way, to buy or sell products on the Internet is to participate in an auction. With
Internet all aspects of the traditional purchase process can be executed. The cus
tomer can search on the Internet for information on the product and potential sup
pliers. The customers can buy the products of their choose via the Internet without
actually having seen them. The payment can be done by filling out a credit card
number. Next , the retailer sends the products directly to the customer. Sometimes,
it might be possible for the customer to indicate the preferred time of delivery. Af
terwards, the service continues via the Internet. Questions concerning the product
can be asked bye-mail. The only physical flows are the delivery of the item and
potentially some spare parts and return flows (see section 2.4) . See also Hagdorn
Van der Meijden and Van Nunen (2000).
Customers order more frequently and in smaller amounts. Furthermore, they want
their products to be delivered as fast as possible. Therefore, one of the most im
portant consequences of Internet is the fact that the size of orders becomes smaller
while the number of orders grow simultaneously. As a result, the order processing,
the inventory management, the layout of the warehouse and so on, may have to be
changed for efficiency. The delivery times should become smaller and more flexi
ble. The supply chain is directed straigh t by customers. Furthermore, 'power rela
tions' within the supply chain will shift . For example, from the retailer to the
manufacturer if products are delivered directly to the customers by the manufac
turer.

By using e-commerce, supply chains can become more competitive. For exam
ple, costs can be reduced and information can easily be distributed through the
supply chain (see also Fraser et al. (2000)) .

2.3 Concentration and Centralisation

Firms that expand their business and increase their production capacity often
spread out their activities over a number of locations. There are basically two
ways by which the number of locations of a firm can increase. Firstly , by building
new locations, where a part of the activitie s or all types of activities are carried
out. Secondly, by taking over other firms, for example small family businesses. As
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a result of either option, the firm has a number of production locations through out
the country or world. When expansion occurs by taking over other firms, then the
management structure is generally not homogeneous. Each location may have its
own goals, markets, computer systems and so on. To ensure an efficient supply
chain, an option is to centralise the management function. Decisions concerning,
for example, the product assortment, planning of transport between production lo
cations and customers and planning of orders over various subsidiaries can be ma
de centrally.

A prerequisite for centralisation of management is co-operation of all subsidiar
ies. This can be a problem if the right to make decisions has to be taken from firms
that were taken over. Secondly, well organised and fast information flows between
all locations of the firm should be established. As a result, the costs within the
supply chain will be lowered and the supply chain will be more transparent for
employees and customers.

Expanding the business by taking over other businesses instead of building new
firms at chosen locations, can result in illogical choices for locations of new sub
sidiaries of the firm. As a result, the supply chain will function less efficient than
possible. This problem also occurs if a firm has too many locations, where activi
ties can be carried out. Concentration, i.e. uniting different parts of the firm, is a
possibility to deal with this problem. A large reduction in costs might obtainable.
For example, transport between some locations becomes a superfluous activity. By
concentrating subsidiaries of a firm, centralisation of management can be obtained
more easily.

2.4 Reverse Logistics

Return flows in the supply chain consist, for example, of products that customers
ordered via the Internet but decided not to buy, products that are defective and
need to be repaired and products that have reached the end of their life cycle and
need to be dismantled, remanufactured or recycled. New products that return need
to be checked before they can be sold again. These return flows are managed by
the receiver. There is a lot of uncertainty in return flows. Reuse of products, com
ponents and materials , initiated by the desire for environmental improvements, is
enforced by legislation. It may induce cost savings, but can also constitute a com
petitive advantage, due to the 'green image' of the company. Return flows are thus
becoming increasingly important in logistics.

It is clear that several adaptations in the logistics branch are needed to respond
to this trend. In Fleischmann (2001) some new logistics concepts for the handling
of return flows are discussed .

2.5 Third Party Logistics

As described in the previous sections, customers are requiring more and more of
their suppliers. As a result , high demands are made on production and distribution.
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Each firm should decide whether all activities can be executed or that only key ac
tivities should be performed by the firm itself. The remaining activities can be out
sourced to third part ies. The relationship between firms and third party logistics
providers features mutual trust, respect and openness. This is necessary to obtain
strategic competitive advantages.

Warehousing and transport are two of the main logistics activities, that can be
outsourced. In 1996, 50% of all transport activities in The Netherlands was exe
cuted by third party logistics providers. Furthermore, 15% of the warehousing ac
tivities were outsourced (see also Van der Baan (1997)).

Advantages of outsourcing side activities are, for example, reduction of costs,
better service, larger flexibility and efficiency, less investments in logistics and
skilled staff. On the other hand, the direct contact between the firm and the cus
tomer disappears. Furthermore, confidential information has to be shared with the
logistics provid er. This might be a disadvantage, if the provid er also works for the
competitor.

To ensure that the supply chain is managed efficiently, the outsourcing process
should be well implemented. The third party logistics provider should function ef
fectively as part of the complete supply chain.

2.6 Global Logistics

Suppl y chains are no longer concentrated within one country, but they are spread
ing out all ove r the world and flows of material are crossing borders. Supply chain
managers nowadays have to deal with the uncertainty and complexity of global
networks. Numerous differences exist between national and global supply net
works. We will discuss a few of them (see also Dornier et at. (1998)).

Within global networks geographic distances will be larger and time differ
ences will occur. Firms are dealing with this probl em by keeping larger invento
ries. Delivery times will be larger. A larger variance in delivery times will also oc
cur due to unexpected delays, like customs regulations. Firms face a great
challenge in implementing just-in-time production while suppliers are at a great
distance.

Secondl y, forecasting demand in foreign countries is more difficult than in the
home country. Firms are operating in environments with different languages, dif
ferent cultures and habits. As a result large safety stocks are held. An other influ
ence on the performance of the global supply chain is the effect of the change of
exchange rates. They influence costs, prices and the amount of products sold.

If firms are starting operations abroad, they have to deal with problems con
cerning infrastructure. In, for example, developing countries there is a lack of
sources, like transportation networks, telecommunication networks, skilled em
ployees and material s. Furthermore, firms should be aware of (changes in) foreign
regulations.

As a result , supply chain managers should be aware of local regulations, condi
tions, habits and so on when implementing a global network . Still, in global net-
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works it is important to reduce inventories, to reduce the cycle time of supply
chains and to pay attention to all other trends mentioned .

3 Practical Cases

Six case studies have been performed to investigate the current state of Dutch
companies with regards to the trends we described in section 2. The goal of the
case studies was three-fold . Firstly, the intention was to identify the trends that
impact the various supply chains . For some case studies we also identified possi
ble future developments. Secondly , it was investigated which actions were taken
by the companies to react on these trends. Thirdly, additional actions were identi
fied that companies could take to further improve the supply chain efficiency. The
latter aspect was merely added to illustrate one of many possibilities a company
has to adjust to the observed trends. It is by no means intended to be an exhaustive
list of possible actions. In each case study several research methods have been
used, such as observation, literature study and taking interviews. In the case study
on return flows for food retailers a questionnaire was sent to a number of retailers .

3.1 Supply Chain of Glass

Glass is produced by using the raw materials sand, soda, lime and aluminium,
magnesium or oxide . In a factory these raw materials are put together in a furnace
for four days. Glass can be made in one size with various thicknesses. Changing to
another thickness is a very time-consuming and expensive activity. The glass can
be worked up to for example carglass, layered glass and sun-blind glass. Glass can
be stored in warehouses. However, glass can taint and as a result it cannot be
stored for more than one year. From the warehouses at the production site, glass is
transported to other production sites or to warehouses of wholesalers. At the other
production sites, glass is worked up to, for example , isolation glass. At the whole
saler the glass is cut into standard sizes and stored in a warehouse until orders of
customers arrive.

The supply chain that has been studied , has experienced an enormous growth in
the past 15 years. All parts of the supply chain belong to a single company. The
different production stages of glass occur at various factories. As a result , frequent
transport of glass is needed to produce the final product. This is a time-consuming
and expensive (high probability of damage) process.

To expand its business, the company has taken over small wholesalers. The ex
isting management and organisational structures of each small wholesaler have
remained the same after a take-over. The various subsidiaries (23) are spread out
over The Netherlands. However, some subsidiaries are quite close to each other.
Most wholesalers still carry their own name instead of the name of the owner.
Therefore, it is not clear to most customers that they purchase glass from a multi-
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national. As a result , customers order their glass at a wholesaler they are familiar
with, instead of at the nearest wholesaler.

There is no organised communication among wholesalers concerning transport
or order handling. Each wholesaler has its own profit target, i.e. the wholesalers
behave like competitors of each other. Thus, an order is not fulfilled from the
wholesaler established closest to the customer , but by the wholesaler that received
the order. Also, transportation is not coordinated between wholesalers, allowing
multiple partially filled trucks travelling to nearby destinations. Clearly , transpor
tation costs are higher than necessary.

To obtain an efficient and effective supply chain co-operation between all parts
of the supply chain is needed to deal with the problems mentioned. When solving
the problems it should be kept in mind that the service to customers has to remain
equal or increase. Suggestions to improve the supply chain were found by observ
ing the current situation and by interviewing people at wholesalers and factories.

First of all, it can be concluded that there are probably too many wholesalers.
From literature it is known that inventory keeping at a single location generally
outperforms inventory keeping at multiple locations (see e.g. Cherikh (2000». A
concentration of wholesalers should, however, be executed slowly, because of cul
tural differences between various wholesalers. Furthermore, to give up ones busi
ness will be emotionally difficult for several of the (previously independently
owned) wholesalers. The required number of wholesalers and there prospective
locations should be determined with care.

Furthermore, centralisation of planning activities could potentially improve ef
ficiency. Orders could be processed centrally and distributed over the remaining
wholesalers. This would require wholesalers to stop behaving like competitors.
They should cooperate with all subsidiaries to achieve common objectives. For
example, incoming orders should be forwarded to the central order processing
unit. This cultural change can only be achieved gradually. With centralised plan
ning it will be possible to send glass to a customer from the nearest wholesaler or
to send a specific type of glass from the wholesaler that has this type of glass on
stock. As a result , trucks can be used more efficiently and costs will decrease.

Secondly, the names of the wholesalers could be changed into the name of the
owner. Despite the high marketing costs , this process will increase transparency of
the supply chain for the customers. Thirdly, a lack of communication is found be
tween wholesalers and the factory and among wholesalers.

Clearly , the suggested changes would impact this supply chain dramatically.
Therefore other mechanisms, or only partial implementation of these suggestions,
could be desirable. For example , improvement of communications by itself could
potentially achieve some of the same benefits as concentration and centralisation.
A common computer system could be used to introduce "virtual warehousing".
Each wholesaler could then check the stock levels at all locations, transfer orders
to other wholesalers, combine shipments and so on. Landers et al. (2000) report
possibilities for substantial savings on resources when using this concept.
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3.2 Supply Chain of Mobile Phones

Customer demand for mobile phones is still increasing world-wide. As a result ,
mobile phones tend to be scarce goods at the moment. It often occurs that retailers
in The Netherlands cannot offer some of the popular models of major brands like
Ericsson and Nokia. Generally, phones are transported from factories to a whole
saler. This wholesaler distributes the phones over various retailers. Most retailers
keep only small inventories due to a lack of space.

One of the largest retailers in the Netherlands preferred to be no longer de
pendent on the wholesaler. Furthermore, one of the major suppliers of mobile
phones realised that valuable information, like sales figures, was lost if there is no
direct contact between supplier and retailer. Therefore, this supplier decided some
time ago to start a pilot project to eliminate the wholesaler from the supply chain
and to have direct contact with the retailer. The retailer now orders directly from
the supplier and the supplier delivers the order directly to the retailer. The supplier
guarantees timely delivery to the retailer, such that the retailer can always offer
mobile phones of this brand. Other brands are still delivered to the retailer through
a wholesaler.

The supplier takes the responsibility for all logistics activities . However, no
knowledge and experience of distribution was available at this supplier. Therefore,
the transport was outsourced to a third party logistics provider. Although logistical
costs were not analysed, the common opinion among supplier and wholesaler was
that a third party logistics provider is cheaper than using a wholesaler. The profit
coming mainly from economies of scale in transport and from the fact that prod
ucts will not be stored in a warehouse.

However, a disadvantage of using a logistics service provider appeared to be
the loss of control over timely delivery and the increased probability that phones
may be lost or stolen during transport. At this moment, the co-operation is evalu
ated and it is examined if the co-operation should be continued in this way. One
option considered is to return to the concept of a wholesaler, but to retain the di
rect order process from retailer to supplier. This could then be combined with
dedicated shipments from the supplier, which the wholesaler is allowed only to
ship to this retailer and not to other retailers. The wholesaler would serve as a
cross-docking centre , i.e. ship the products to the retailer on the same day they are
received. This could circumvent some of the problems encountered with the logis
tics service provider, while keeping the same information flows and the same
speed of delivery.

Another valid option would be to revise the contract with the logistic service
provider. As described in Lim (2000), it is important to draft the contract such that
the logistics service provider is stimulated to tell the truth about its capabilities be
forehand, and to try to achieve maximum performance afterwards . This could, for
example, be achieved by a penalty schema or a gain-sharing scheme.
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3.3 Supply Chain of Design Furniture

Furniture is basically sold in two types op stores. Firstly , the stores selling regular
furniture, which is produced in large quantities and is available for shipment to the
customer on fairly short notice. Secondly, there are showrooms for design furni
ture. In the latter type of stores, customers can choose from furniture developed by
designers and produced by firms that have bought the design. For many types of
design furniture , the customer can personalise the product by specifying, for ex
ample , the desired height of a couch or the colour of the leather used.

Design furniture is a clear example of a make-to-order environment; a piece of
furniture is only produced after the order of a customer is received. Consequently,
large lead times exist within this supply chain. The store determines a preferred
delivery date based on the wishes of the customer and previous experiences with
the factory . Thereafter, the order is sent to the factory by mail or fax. The factory
confirms the order and indicates the expected delivery date , which is based on its
production schedule and the availability of raw materials. Note that this construc
tion can imply that the expected delivery date is quoted by the factory only after a
delivery date has been agreed upon with the customer.

Inventories of raw materials are held at a warehouse. Small replenishment or
ders are sent at a regular basis to suppliers of raw materials to keep inventory lev
els low, because furniture is fashion sensitive with the risk of raw materials be
coming obsolete. As a consequence, the lead time of the supplier of raw materials
influences the delivery date of the furniture as well.

To ensure that the piece of furniture can be delivered to the customer at the
agreed delivery date, some safety time is incorporated when negotiating delivery
dates with a customer. As a consequence, the piece of furniture is often available
at an earlier time than estimated. In such cases, the customer is contacted by the
store and it is asked if the piece of furniture can be delivered earlier. If this is not
possible, the piece of furniture has to be stored until the agreed date of delivery.
Associated costs, for example, for renting storage space at a warehouse, have to be
paid for by the factory or store . On the other hand, late delivery of the piece of
furniture also occurs, due to delays in the production process of the factory or the
supplier of raw materials.

It is clear that the cycle times are high in this supply chain . Furthermore, due to
a lack of good communication between the members of the supply chain, delivery
dates are difficult to forecast, which results in higher costs . Solving these prob
lems is a difficult task since the supply chain has a complex structure and the
members of the supply chain are reluctant to change . The common opinion is that
there is no need for changes since there are few complaints.

Delivery times could possibly be improved by using Internet or ED!. If orders
are processed over the Internet by using standard forms instead of fax or mail sev
eral advantages can be obtained. For example , up to date information on delivery
times becomes available instantaneously, communication between members of the
supply chain will improve and fewer errors will be made. This can reduce cycle
times because the ordering goes faster and because there is no more need to over
estimate delivery times. Secondly, by introducing a tracking and tracing system
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waiting times can be reduced. The facto ry and the store can obtain direct informa
tion on the status of the order.

Internet could also be used to give the customer the opportu nity to send the or
der directly to the factory. It might however not be expecte d that the store disap
pears in this supply chain. Due to the fact that customers probabl y want to see the
furniture in reality before buying, the store can retain the function of showroom. If
customers send their orders via the Internet straight to the factory, good agree
ments have to be made on commission fees for the store. Otherwise, the store can
not survive in this supply chain. See, for example, Griffith and Palmer (1999) for a
discussion of the role of intermediates in a supply chain where a manufacturer in
troduces Internet sales.

It has to be noted that the introduction of an IT application in this supply chain
may encounter several difficulties. In Lammings et al. (2000) a distinction is made
between supply chain s for innovative and unique produ cts on one hand and suppl y
chains for functional products on the other hand. Clearly design furnitur e falls into
the category of innovati ve and unique products. The paper notes that there are
possibilities for sharing large amounts of non-str ategic information in a supply
chain for innovative and unique products. However, they note that sharing of sen
sitive information and knowledge is much more problematic than in the supply
chains for functional products. Therefore, it seems to be advisable to focus on IT
enabled ordering and tracking and tracing at first.

3.4 Supply Chain of a Supplier of Technical Parts

In this supply chain technical parts are delivered from a wholesaler to a broad
range of firms like chemical firms, oil industry and shipbuilders . Products are
transported from the factory to the wholesaler. Customers order their products at
the wholesaler. The policy of the wholesaler is to have all products directly avail
able. As a result, large inventories are held at the warehouses. According to the
wholesaler, the inventories can be divided in fast movers (25%), medium movers
(15%) and slow movers (60%). From an economic perspective the amount of slow
movers could be reduced. However, acco rding to the wholesaler his position in the
market depends on his short response times. Still, many options exist to reduce
stock levels while simultaneously improving customer service levels, for example,
by improving (or introducing) customer demand forecasts. See e.g. Perry and So
hal (2000). Otherwise, costs and service should be weighed against each other.

By studying this specific chain, it could be concluded that the supply chain is,
except for the high inventories, functioning rather efficiently. The customers are
satisfied with the delivery times and the quality of the produc ts. During the last ten
years, the wholesaler has constantly been busy with improving its business. This
business process improve ment is used to make processes efficie nt, effec tive and
adjustable (see also Harrington, 1991). Within the supply chain small improve
ments are made continuously by using, for example, feedback of employees , sup
pliers and customers and by applying new techniques, like a new computer sys
tem.
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3.5 Reverse Flows in a Supply Chain of a Food Retailer

From the distribution centre trucks transport food to various supermarkets. In the
distribution centre orders from the stores are collected by order pickers and put
into carts . For each store the order is collected in at least 20 and at most 32 carts
per truck . Each day a number of trucks arrive at a supermarket according to a
truck plan . Within the supermarket the carts are emptied by putting the product in
the shelves. To ensure that the order picking process at the distribution centre
functions efficiently, sufficient carts should be available. Therefore, empty carts
should be returned as soon as possible from the stores to the distribution centre.
Some time ago, it was decided within this supply chain that empty carts from one
truck should be returned with the next truck that arrives at the supermarket.

For this specific food retailer with 32 subsidiaries, 4050 carts are available.
That is, 126 carts are available per subsidiary. On average 25 carts are transported
per truck. Consequently, five trucks per store can be filled with carts. However,
during a day carts for three trucks are used at most at the same time: carts used by
order pickers at the distribution centre, carts in the truck on the way to the super
market or distribution centre and carts at the supermarket. From this data it could
be concluded that sufficient carts are available to ensure an efficient order picking
process. However, in practice it appears that the number of carts available at the
distribution centre is insufficient.

As a result, return flows of carts should be coordinated more effectively or
more carts should be available. By observing three supermarkets and sending
questionnaires to all supermarkets, several reasons were found for the fact that the
amount of carts available for the order pickers is not sufficient. Firstly, for most
subsidiaries it is not clear that there exists a problem at the distribution centre and
that they are required to send the carts back with the next truck. As a result, fast
emptying of carts has no priority .

As described, trucks arrive at the supermarket according to a truck plan. At
Thursday, Friday and Saturday many trucks arrive at the supermarket because of
the fact that customers do most of their shopping on Friday and Saturday. The
times of delivery are determined by the distribution centre without deliberation
with the supermarkets. As a consequence, trucks arrive at moments during the day
that there is not enough staff available to empty carts . Furthermore, trucks arrive
in such short intervals that there is no time to empty all carts before the next truck
arrive. As a result , not all carts are sent back to the distribution centre within a rea
sonable amount of time. Due to a lack of communication on, for example, truck
plans between the distribution centre and supermarkets less carts than required are
returned, which results in a problem for the order picking process at the distribu
tion centre.

A third problem is that carts are used at supermarkets for temporary storage of
products. On average four carts are used for this per supermarket. It is being at
tempted to reduce this to two carts per supermarket.

Apparently, sufficient carts seem to be available within this supply chain. How
ever, due to a lack of knowledge of rules for returning carts, lack of communica
tion, lack of staff at supermarkets and the fact that carts are used for other pur-
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poses , carts are not returned in time. The solutions for these problems seem to be
evident. Communication of rules for returning carts should increase . Motivating
supermarkets to send their carts back by introducing a competition among all su
permarkets could work positively. Furthermore, supermarkets and the distribution
centre should communicate on the truck plan. Wishes of both parties should be
balanced. Furthermore, the supermarket is responsible for hiring staff for empty
ing carts at the right moment of the day, which is based on the truck plan. Finally,
permanent racks and shelves should replace carts which are used for this purpose
at supermarkets.

If there are still insufficient carts available at the distribution centre after intro
ducing these measures, new carts could be bought. The costs of new carts do not
weigh against the costs of a distribution centre that is not functioning.

3.6 Supply Chain of Decorative Coatings

Within this supply chain a chemical firm within The Netherlands produces decora
tive coatings for large retailers , professional painters and other customers. From
the distribution centre the tins with paint are delivered directly to large retailers
where customers can buy the paint. From the distribution centre tins of paint are
also transhipped to wholesalers, that sell the paint to special stores and profes 
sional painters. As described, the paint is sold to customers in tins. Therefore, the
chemical firm needs to have an upstream supplier of tins.

Within this specific chain for decorative coatings a backwards integration be
tween the chemical firm and a supplier of tins has occurred. This integration was
part of an Efficient Consumer Response project between both firms. The goals of
this project are: lower and more reliable inventories within the supply chain , more
reliability in the delivery of tins of paint, higher service levels and lower costs
within the supply chain. First, we will discuss the specific aspects of the back
wards integration in more detail. Thereafter, we will observe if the mentioned
goals are realised.

In the project, the main aspect of integration concerns integration of invento 
ries. Before the start of the project, both firms had an inventory of tins. Every
month a prediction of the number of tins required was sent to a supplier of tins. In
case the supplier had less inventory than ordered then the supplier produced new
tins. Because of lack of trust and communication the level of the value of the in
ventory within the supply chain was equal to approximately 450000 Euro .

To obtain a more efficient supply chain both firms decided to use the principle
of Vendor Managed Inventory to obtain an integration of inventories. The supplier
is in the general case of Vendor Managed Inventory responsible for the manage
ment of the inventories of his product at each location within the supply chain .
The supplier of tins manages the inventory at the warehouse of the chemical firm.
This process is supported by ED!.

The chemical firm determines, by using historical data, forecasts and produc
tion cycles of the supplier, the amount of safety stock and the value of maximum
usage. The inventory level at the chemical firm should be at least equal to the
safety stock. The chemical firm is responsible for the registration of the inventory.
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At the end of each day the level of the stock is sent electronically to the supplier.
If this level is lower than the value of the safety stock plus maximum usage, a re
plenishment order is required. The supplier takes care of this order. As a result,
small orders are frequently delivered to the chemical firm.

By observing this new way of managing the inventory within the supply chain,
it can first be concluded that the inventories within this part of the supply chain
are reduced with 50 percent. Secondly, forecasts of future needs are made more
often and they are more precise . Furthermore, the new electronical order proce
dure is faster and less error prone. The availability of information has increased
and as a result efficiency of the production process has increased . Furthermore,
unexpected changes in demand can be met by using the safety stock .

It can be concluded that the goals of the project are met. The inventory level is
reduced and the availability of tins has increased. Secondly, the reliability level of
the production process and the service level have increased. The number of times
that there are not enough tins available, are reduced and the possibility to react on
fluctuations in the demand has increased because of the fact that processes at both
firms are tuned to each other. Finally, the operational costs are structurally de
creased. Less skilled staff can be used at both firms and the amount of money in
vested in inventory has decreased. Furthermore, the supplier of tins has estab
lished that it is only supplier of tins for the chemical firm.

One interesting difference remains with standard theory. In this case, the
chemical company decides on the safety stock levels, whereas it would have been
logically to transfer full responsibility to the supplier. The supplier can then find
the best balance between inventory investment, the required frequency of delivery
and the expected losses from shortages, provided that a penalty scheme is set up
for shortages. Only if the supplier has the freedom to determine all parameters, an
efficient process can be determined. See e.g. Cetinkaya and Lee (2000) or
Chaouch (2001) for models to optimise this problem . Nevertheless, the project is
considered to be a success and will be extended to other subsidiaries of the chemi
cal company.

4 Conclusions

The world of shopping is changing constantly. Nowadays, products can be bought
at stores or via the Internet. Customers order more frequently and in smaller
amounts. Furthermore, they want their products to be delivered as fast as possible .
As a result, firms face a situation where the number of orders increase while the
size of orders decreases. To remain competitive and to be able to react promptly
on the wishes of customers, harmonisation of all processes in the supply chain is
required .

In this paper a brief description is given of some trends that are effecting supply
chains. The importance of cycle time reduction, e-commerce, concentration and
centralisation of management functions, third party logistics and global logistics is
explained. Furthermore, it is indicated how logistics functions can be changed to
deal with the trends mentioned.
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Supply chains within The Netherlands have been examined to observe in which
way various trends are influencing them. In general, it can be concluded that con
siderable attention has been paid by companies to cycle time reductions. Further
more, it has been tried to reduce costs and inventory and to implement e
commerce. Each supply chain has chosen its own way to deal with its changing
environment.

It can be concluded that progress has been made in harmonising management
within supply chains and in obtaining efficient and effective supply chains with
satisfied customers. However, the finish has not been reached and probably will
not be reached in the near future. Supply chains have to be improved continuously
to remain competitive and to be able to fulfil the wishes of the customers.
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Abstract. Although response time is a critical dimension of competition in supply chains,
the range of strategies employed in practice varies widely with respect to speed. Some or
ganizations are actively compressing time in the supply chain while others within the same
industry are making strategic decisions that embody slower, not faster, response time. The
object ive of this study is to outline a methodology for valuing time in make-to-stock manu
facturing to help clarify the costs and benefits of changing the speed of response. Two im
portant properties of the marginal value of response time are estab lished: (1) the marginal
value of time increases as response time is decreased; (2) for equal response times, the
marginal value of time is greater at non-opti mal inventory levels than at the opti mum. We
establish limits to time-based competition that demonstrate condit ion under which slower
response may be preferred. To illustrate the methodology, we examine the strategic deci
sions about response time faced by a manufacturer of truck components .

1 Introduction

Respon se time co ntin ues to playa pivot al role in operations st ra tegy. T hro ug h
"time-based co mpe tition" (Blackbu rn ( 1991), Sta lk & Hou t (1990)) many firms
have ac hieved do mi nant indust ry positions by ex ploiting an ability to resp on d
faster to cus tomers. Much of the literature on this subject chronicles co rpo rate
success stor ies sha r ing a co mmo n the me that "fas ter is better ." Intuit ive ly appeal
ing as that message is, a closer exami nation of the stra tegies em ployed in mak e-to
stoc k (MTS) manu factu ring reveals an appa rent co ntradic tion: a subs tant ia l num 
ber of U.S. corpo ratio ns are successfully pursuing stra teg ies that embody slowe r,
no t faste r, resp on se time.

T his time parad ox is clearly ev ide nt in the textil e and ap pa rel industry. T he
Quick Resp onse (O R) movem en t was laun ch ed with co nsiderable fanfa re in the
1980s by the US apparel indust ry as a st rategic res po nse to offshore co mpetitio n.
OR propon en ts claimed that do mestic US manu facturers co uld offset their high er
production costs by resp ond ing fast e r and accurately to the taste cha nges of fas h
ion-conscious co nsumers, reducin g the huge costs of markdown s and lost sa les.
OR was ca lle d a "a triumph of information technology. speed. and flex ibility over
low labor rates. .. (Aberna thy et aI., 1999).
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Abstract. Although response time is a critical dimension of competition in supply chains, 
the range of strategies employed in practice varies widely with respect to speed. Some or
ganizations are actively compressing time in the supply chain while others within the same 
industry are making strategic decisions that embody slower, not faster, response time. The 
objective of this study is to outline a methodology for valuing lime in make-to-stock manu
facturing to help clarify the costs and benefits of changing the speed of response. Two im
portant properties of the marginal value of response time are established: (l) the marginal 
value of time increases as response time is decreased; (2) for equal response times, the 
marginal value of time is greater at non-optimal inventory levels than at the optimum. We 
establish limits to time-based competition that demonstrate condition under which slower 
response may be preferred. To illustrate the methodology, we examine the strategic deci
sions about response time faced by a manufacturer of truck components. 

1 Introduction 

Response time continues to playa pivotal role in operations strategy. Through 
"time-based competition" (Blackburn (1991), Stalk & Hout (1990» many firms 
have achieved dominant industry positions by exploiting an ability to respond 
faster to customers. Much of the literature on this subject chronicles corporate 
success stories sharing a common theme that "faster is better." Intuitively appeal
ing as that message is, a closer examination of the strategies employed in make-to
stock (MTS) manufacturing reveals an apparent contradiction: a substantial num
ber of U.S. corporations are successfully pursuing strategies that embody slower, 
not faster, response time. 

This time paradox is clearly evident in the textile and apparel industry. The 
Quick Response (QR) movement was launched with considerable fanfare in the 
1980s by the US apparel industry as a strategic response to offshore competition. 
QR proponents claimed that domestic US manufacturers could offset their higher 
production costs by responding faster and accurately to the taste changes of fash
ion-conscious consumers, reducing the huge costs of markdowns and lost sales. 
QR was called a "a triumph of information technology, speed, and flexibility over 
low labor rates. " (Abernathy et aI., 1999). 
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The critical question is whether using information technology, speed, and flexi
bility to enact a quick response strategy can actually triumph over low labor rates .
An assessment by The Economist in April 2000 stated that "The epitaph for Amer
ica 's textile and garment industry was written decades ago. Clothes making is la-
bor-intensive each week comes news ofanother factory closure, the jobs sent
to Latin America or Asia where they belong ... as go garments, go textiles because
fabric making follows the needle '. Since that assessment, more US domestic
manufacturers have closed their facilities and moved manufacturing to Asia or
Latin America, lengthening the supply chain and slowing response time. Yet other
US apparel manufacturers have chosen to stay and use speed to compete with off
shore manufacturers.

Apparel is not the only industry to exhibit conflicting trends in response time.
The supply line for some components in the automotive supply chain , such as
seats, has increasingly become more compressed in time and space. On the other
hand, production of some components such as wiring harnesses has been moved to
facilities further away from the auto assemblers, usually to lower wage maquila
doras in Mexico. Outsourcing is being widely adopted; some organizations have
offloaded the entire production process to contract manufacturers, dilating the re
sponse time within the supply chain .

These examples of opposing response time strategies beg further analysis be
cause they appear to challenge the assertion that fast response dominates slow.
Upon closer examination these examples force refinement of that claim by high
lighting a critical difference in the role that time plays between MTS manufactur
ing and make-to-order (MTO). In MTO and service systems, faster response time
is a key dimension of competition because it is transparent to the customer; all
other things being equal, customers will choose the MTO firm with faster re
sponse; speed wins at the margin . But in MTS, response time is largely invisible
to customers. If the desired item is in stock, delivery to the customer can be
instantaneous. Shorter replenishment times are unequivocally better than longer
only if factors of production such as labor cost are equivalent. For a firm
considering a shift of production to a location that extends the supply chain and
increases the replenishment time, lower labor costs and other factors of production
can clearly impose limits on time-based competition within the supply chain . To
understand these limits, tools for evaluating the value of changing response time
(faster or slower) in MTS are needed.

The primary purpose of this paper is to develop a methodology for valuing time
in MTS manufacturing and its supply chain, where the range of strategies em
ployed in practice varies widely with respect to speed. To make an informed stra
tegic choice, managers must not only know the direction of change in costs , they
must also know the magnitude of how costs change with respect to time.

We use simple, well-known models to evaluate the monetary effects of both in
creasing and decreasing response time in US manufacturing and apply the models
to the case of a U.S. MTS manufacturer, Springfield Manufacturing, who faced
strategic response time decisions. The concerns that prompted the study , however,
grew out of numerous experiences by the author with organizations that were con
sidering a transformation to lean manufacturing with faster response time and
lower cost. These MTS manufacturers had common characteristics: Management
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was convinced that the finn's survival against offshore competition depended
upon rapid convergence to quick response manufacturing and that massive process
improvement initiatives were required to do so. Management was uncertain, how
ever, of the actual value of benefits accruing from faster replenishment times, par
ticularly the value of time; they were only certain that change was needed. Typi
cally, these MTS firms used order quantity /reorder point (Q,r) inventory
management polici es, but did not maintain their inventories at optimal levels .

2 Literature Review

The effects of changing the leadtime have been studied by a number of authors. In
MTO and service settings, response time is a dimension of competition that affects
customers ' choices, and a number of authors have examined the effect on
competitive equilibrium of changes in an organization's response time . A recent
study by Lederer and Li (1997) summarizes and extends this stream of research.
Hariharan and Zipkin (1995) examine the problem of extending the "demand lead
time"-the time between the due date and when the order is placed- and show
that this has an effect equivalent to reducing the replenishment time in a MTS
situation. In MTS manufacturing, several studies make the replenishment lead time
a design variable, find the lead time that minimizes a cost function and describe the
properties of the optimal policy . Lovejoy and Whang (1995) investigate response
time design by separating the decision into the selection of an order processing
lead time and a production cycle. Dada and Mehta (1996) develop an optimization
model for response time as a function of the investment in information technology
and then extend the model to include price as a decision variable. In a style goods
setting, Matsuo (1990) develops estimates for the marginal value of time by calcu
lating the expected change in cost by producing a product family one time unit
earlier. Fisher and Raman (1996) examine the effects of reduced uncertainty
through improved forecasting and delayed replenishment decisions for fashion
goods with long lead times. Hill and Khosla (1995) consider the optimal lead time
in manufacturing, given a specific, demand-dependen t cost function for leadtime
reduction. They develop an analytical expression for the marginal value of lead
time reduction that is similar to the one we develop, but they do not analyze its
properties or extend it. Our study builds and expands upon one of the Hill and
Khosla models.

This study differs from the existing literature in several ways that are important
in practical situations. With the exception of the paper by Fisher and Raman
(1996), the previous studies are theoretical studies of optimal leadtime reduction
under the assumption that reduced lead times can only be obtained by incurring a
higher , well-defined cost. We do not attempt to capture the cost of changing the
replenishment time or its affects on quality and productivity. Obtaining a lead time
reduction is a complex organizational process involving, in various measures, in
formation technology, changes in planning procedures, process improvement on
the shop floor, and modified logistics. There are costs of implementation, of
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course, but the experience of many lean manufacturing initiatives shows that,
when changes in quality and productivity are factored in, the reduction in response
time may actually result in lower costs.

The models we develop for valuing time specifically do not make the restrictive
assumption that inventories are being managed at optimal levels. As such , this is a
sharp departure from most research on inventory or supply chain management (an
exception is Corbett and Alfonso (2000)). We relax the restriction for greater gen
erality because, in our experience, inventory managers are more likely to "satis
fice" than optimize. Those rare organizations sufficiently sophisticated to attain
optimal inventory levels are likely to have also carried out process improvement
efforts to remove most of the time delays from their processes. The models devel
oped in this study are applicable to both groups including those struggling with
long replenishment lead times, imprecisely-managed inventories, and a vague un
derstanding of the value of time.

3 Problem Description

We study the problem in the context of strategic decisions about response time
faced by Springfield Manufacturing, a first-tier supplier of components to a truck
manufacturer. The generic problem confronting the firm in our study is presented
in Figure 1. At the existing replenishment leadtime 4 and current level of demand
for one of their products, the cost of production and distribution is Tc(4). Man
agement is considering two radically different strategic options: one would reduce
the replenishment time to L\; a second would increase it to l,z.

Option 1: The component supplier can take several actions to shrink the lead
time. Investments in information technology can reduce planning cycles and order
processing; lean manufacturing programs can compress throughput time on the
factory floor ; improvements in logistics can speed the transfer of product from
manufacturing to distribution centers; moving manufacturing closer to customers
can also reduce shipping time. As a MTS operation, the underlying demand is not
significantly affected by replenishment time. We assume that, as replenishment
times are reduced, finished goods inventories are adjusted to keep customer ser
vice objectives invariant. If the firm reduces the replenishment time to Lb then the
cost of production and distribution will be reduced to TC(L\) (not considering the
cost to the organization of making the lead time reductions).

Option 2: The supplier can also increase the replenishment lead time to L2• Of
course, this does not mean deliberately slowing down the process, but moving
production to a more distant location to obtain lower factors of production (spe
cifically, lower labor cost). As replenishment times are increased, the organization
seeks to manage their inventories to keep customer service constant. TC(L2) , the
cost of production and distribution with the slower replenishment time, may be
higher or lower than TC(4) or TC(L\), depending on the situation.
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Cost

Current
Situation
TC(Lo)-.•

TC(L1) · ~ .

Faster

{IT, "Lean" Process
Improvement,
Moving closer to customers}

Lo

.. .................................. eTC(L2)

Slower

{Move offshore;
Outsource or combine
production for scale
effects}

L2 Replenishment
Time

Fig. 1. Strategic alternatives

The objective of this study is to develop a methodology to define the function
that expresses the relationship between replenishment time and the cost of produc
tion and distribution-that is, to quantify the value of response time.

4 Model and Analysis

We assume that a MTS manufacturer plans production and manages finished
goods inventory for a number of products. The inventory for each product is man
aged by a conventional reorder quantity/reorder point (Q,r) policy.-that is, when
the inventory position (on hand+ on order) falls below a level r, a production order
of size Q is released to manufacturing. Demand per time period is characterized by
a distribution with mean l! and variance cr2• Demands in different time periods are
assumed to be independent and identically distributed, so demand over the known
replenishment lead time, L, has mean Lu and variance Lcr2• The firm manages in
ventory to specific customer service goals driven by forecasts of demand; there-
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fore, the reord er point r is set equal to LJ-l + k KO' (mean + k standard devia
tions of demand) for eac h product. Unfilled orders are backlogged.

Lotsizes 0 are computed base d on period ic production cycles and, exce pt for
possible adjustment of lotsizes, manufacturin g capacity is not an issue. For greater
generali ty we spec ifically do not assume that 0 and r (or k) are set at their optimal
values , only tha t the firm maintains a consistent inventory policy (co nstant k) as
the replenishment time is changed; hereafter the policy will be denoted by (Ojk),
Quality and productivity are assumed to be invariant with changes in replenish
ment time L. In the model that follows, the replenishment leadtime is taken as a
key decision va riable.

Additional notation for the model is as follows:

S = Ord er cost;

D =annual dem and;

c = Unit cost of item;

h = Inventory holding cos t/unit;

s = Shortage cost/unit ;

P = product ion/shipment "pipeline" in time units (P = L);

fp= fraction of finished goods value assigned to product in "pipeline" (0 <

fp = 1);

F(J-l, (i , L, k) = expected quantity short durin g replenishmen t lead time;

G(k) = expected quan tity short during leadtime for the sta nda rd Norm al
00

= f(u - k >PCu )du
k

Th en the total expected cos t of following a (Q,k) inventory policy, on an annual
basis, is

TC(O,k) = SD/O + cD + (J-lPfp+ 0 /2 + k JLO' )h + (D/O)s F(J-l, (j2,L, k) (1)

The first two terms of the total cos t function are the annual orde r cost and pro
duction cost, the next term represents the sum of annual cos ts of inventory in the
production pipeline, cycle stock and safety stock, and the final term is the annual
expected shortage cost. In this total cost expression, the "value" of inventory in
the pipeline is repr esent ed as a frac tion of the finished goods holding cost. Short
ages are backordered ; eac h unit of backorder is assessed a shortage cos t s.

In what follows we will assume that demands per time period are Normally dis
tributed. Thi s assumptio n simplifies the development of express ions for the value
of time and is a good fit in most situations. We have confirmed by calculation us
ing distributions such as the Poisson and Compound Poisson that our general con 
clusio ns about the value of time are not dependent on the norm ality assumption.
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Assuming that demand over the lead time L is Normally distributed with mean

Lu and standard deviation K(J , expression (1) simplifies to

TC(Q,k) = SD/Q + cD + (f.l1fpL+ Q/2 + k K(J )h + (D/Q)sG(k) K(J (2)

Expression (2) is a fundamental, well -documented relationship for MTS inven
tory management (Silver and Peterson, 1985). We summarize the properties that
are relevant to the assessment of the value of changes in the response time, L.

Proposition 1. TC(Q,k) is jointly convex in Q and k.

Proof See Zheng (1992).

Although Zheng and others have developed algorithms for the joint determina
tion of optimal inventory policies, we only assume that the firm has chosen a pro
duction quantity Q and service factor, k.

Observation 1. Expression (2) can be written as the sum of a deterministic
(EOQ) problem for the order quantity Q and a time-sensitive, "Newsboy" prob
lem':

EOQ Problem cost expression = SD/Q + cD + (Q/2)h (3)

"Newsboy" cost expression = (f.lfpL+ k K(J)h + (D/Q)sG(k)K(J (4)

Separating (2) into two expressions clarifies the study of the relationship be
tween cost and response time. All the time-related costs are captured in expression
(4) : this is an analog of the classic "Newsboy" problem in which the cost of carry-

ing inventory, (f.lfpL+ k K(J)h is weighed against the expected annual cost of

shortages, (D/Q)sG(k)K(J. Expression (4) is used to estimate the marginal
value of time, and the limiting value of response time (when response is instanta
neous) is given by expression (3) . That is, if production and distribution were in
stantaneous then (4) would vanish, and we would produce to order and eliminate
all the costs associated with replenishment times.

Taking the partial derivative of (4) with respect to L yields the marginal value
of time,

(J
VT(k, L) =,ufph + r;- (kh + (D/Q)sG(k))

2-vL
(5)

Expression (5) is the key to valuing time in a MTS supply chain. The expres
sion has been developed by other authors (Hill , 1992) but in the context of opti
mizing leadtime reduction. In our applications expression (5) is used to evaluate
both increases and decreases in response time. Also note that VT(k,L) is a valua-

1 See Silver and Peterson (1985), pp. 398-405 .
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tion tool of substantial generality because it is applicable with equal force for
production systems with optimal and non-optimal inventory policies.

We observe from (5) that the marginal value of time is a non-linear function of
leadtime and service factor k; however, for a given lead time, the value of time is a
linear function of mean demand and the underlying uncertainty level , the order
frequency 0/0, and holding and shortage costs. The sensitivity of the value of
time to these parameters will be examined more closely in the application of this
model to Springfield Manufacturing. In addition, we note the following properties.

Proposition 2.
(i) Total expected cost is concave increasing in L;
(ii) the marginal value of time, VT(k ,L) is convex and a decreasing function of L;
(iii) Total cost and VT(k,L) are linear, increasing functions of the underlying un
certainty level , cr.

Proof. (i) The total cost expression (1) has the form a + f3 l1L + YL, a concave in
creasing function;

(ii) The first and second partial derivatives of VT(k,L) with respect to L are, re
spectively, negative and positive;

(iii) can be verified by inspection.

Prop . 2 (ii) also has important strategic implications for time-based competi
tors . As an organization decreases its lead time, it receives increasing marginal re
turns. Therefore, the more lead time is reduced , the greater the cost incentive for
further reduction. If firms A and B produce the same product, and firm A has a
faster response time, then A accrues greater benefits from an equivalent reduction
in lead time. The slower firm loses ground in cost competition.

The next proposition states an important difference between optimizing and
non-optimizing MTS manufacturers.

Proposition 3. For fixed °and L, let k* be the minimizing value of TC(O,k). The
marginal value of time is a convex function of k that is minimized at k = k". That
is,

OTC(k,L)

8(L)
< OTC(k,L)

k =k * - 8(L)
(6)

This proposition follows from partial differentiation of (2) and (5).

(7)
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Cost

EOQ
Cost

Lo

Fig. 2. Time-related costs

Leadtime

Proposition 3 states that, for a given value of response time L, the value of time
assumes its minimum value when the organization is managing inventories at the
optimal reorder point. Although intuition might suggest that organizations manag
ing inventories at optimal levels would expect to gain the greatest cost improve
ment from response time improvements, the proposition implies that the opposite
is true . A firm not managing inventories optimally gains more benefit from time
reduction than if they were operating at an optimum level. This should not be
viewed, of course, as a benefit to non-optimal behavior, but only that under non
optimal inventory management, the incentive for time compression (and im
provement) is greater.

Figure 2 displays how the total cost of production and distribution varies with
leadtime for a non-optimal policy , TC (Q,k) , and an optimal policy, TC (Q,k*).
Leadtime reduction brings increasing, rather than diminishing, returns, but for any
given lead time the marginal value of time is lower for the optimal policy. The two
functions converge to the value of the EOQ as uncertainty (and the replenishment
time) diminishes to zero. A non-optimizing MTS organization can reduce its costs
both by reducing its replenishment leadtime and by improving its inventory man
agement.
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5 Modeling The Cost of Increasing Response Time

Although most studies only address the issue of reducing lead times in manufactur
ing, there are attractive strategic alternative that increase replenishment times to
access new, cheaper sourcing opportunities. A simple extension of the curves in
Figure 2 is insufficient to describe the economic consequences of these longer
lead times because there is a reduction in the cost of production.

The model that describes this case is the analog of another familiar inventory
management model : the "all units" quantity discount model (Silver and Peterson,
1985), except that the total cost is as a function of leadtime, or uncertainty, instead
of quantity ordered. This model is displayed in Figure 3: by moving production to
a new location (presumably further away) with replenishment time L2, lower
costs of production and shipping (c) and holding cost (h) are attained, creating a
discount for "all units" ordered. The result is a step function decrease in the cost
function at lead time L2, exactly as in the traditional quantity discount model. As
we will show in the application that follows, the actual comparison of total costs
for different strategic alternatives is trivial, but yields non-trivial insights for proc
ess improvement and location decisions. This model helps establish the limits of
time-based competition.

Cost

..........····························~~·~~:~~!.···K
EOQ •.•.•.•• ! Total Cost at
Cost •••••• . new Location

//..

Leadtime

Fig. 3. "AII units" time discount model
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6 Application: The Value of Response Time at
Springfield Manufacturing

Our experience with Springfield Manufactur ing illustrates how a MTS manufac
turer can use the methodology to evaluate the economic consequences of increases
and decreases in response time. Springfield is a typical, small supplier of compo
nents in the truck and automotive industry. Their customer-an asse mbler of
large, ove r-the-road trucks-demand s JIT shipments of components in an amount
equal to one or two days ' demand . Althou gh the assembl er provides a general
forecas t of the ove rall level of demand for components, the actual orders arrive on
short notic e for quick deliv ery. Becaus e Springfield' s leadtim es exceed the ir cus
tomer' s response time requirements, they are compelled to make-t o-stock and fill
orders from finished good s inventory. As a small supplier, Springfield has little
leverage with which to bargain for advanced information or longer response times;
instead , they must continue to reduce costs or risk losing the business to anoth er
foreign or dom estic supplier.

Springfield supplies up to 100 different specialty components to the truck as
sembler; these components are primarily exte rior trim, constructed of plastic and
welded stee l tubin g (examples are "mud flaps" , grill e protectors, and aerodynamic
trim). For add ed volume, Spr ingfield also produc es a variety of metal and plastic
products for other customers, but these products are ancillary to this study.

Like many small manufa cturers, Springfield' s produ ction facility is organized
as a job shop with work areas for cutting, welding, painting, assembl y, etc.; most
work areas were equipped with sturdy, but aged, machinery. Long setup times at
the work centers make large batch production runs necessary, yielding long
queues of work and long production throughput times. At the time of this study
the total replenishment leadtime for Sprin gfield averaged abo ut 21 days; durin g
the 21 days, we found that there was less than an hour of value-added processing
time.

As noted earlier, Spr ingfield's management was considering alternati ves to re
duce cos t and improve profitabili ty. One alternative was faster response: reorgan 
ize manufacturing by product families into cells, reduce batch sizes and undertake
other process improvements to reduce the total replenishment time from 21 to 7
days. Th e second alternati ve was slower response: move production to a Mexican
maquil adora to reduce labor cost (by more than 50%), a move that would increase
the replenishment lead time from the current three weeks to about 7 weeks. The
threat also existed that another supplier with a lower labor cost offshore facility
could bid away Springfield 's business.

To evaluate these strategic alternatives, Springfield needed an acc urate estimate
of the value of changing their replenishment lead time and its effec t on their com
petitive position. Although in the actual study, we examined the consequences of
changing the response time on the entire product mix, only one of their typical
products is analyzed here to illustrate the methodology. Data for one of their high
est demand components are given below.
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Demand averaged about 500 units per week with relatively low levels of varia
tion from week to week; the data were fit reasonably well by normally distributed
weekly demand (1-1=500, cr=75). As might be expected, there was a small amount
of negative correlation between demands in successive weeks, but this was ne
glected in this study .

The cost of production and distribution was about $15 per unit. Labor content
was relatively low, about 6% of that cost. Further study showed that the product
could be produced and delivered from a plant in Mexico for about 3.5% of the cost
(with the incremental shipping/distribution costs amounting to less than 1%).

Springfield maintained high service levels because frequent shortages endan
gered their relationship with their customer. Their customer service target was
99%- that is, they carried sufficient safety stock of components in finished goods
to satisfy 99% of their customer's demand. Although management was uncom
fortable with setting a value on the penalty cost per unit of a shortage, the cost for
purposes of the study was estimated to be $lO/unit.

Production order quantities were set equal to about four weeks' demand , and
components were scheduled to be produced on four-week cycles (2000 units).
Since management estimated the cost of setups to be $200 , the order quantities
closely approximated the value that would be calculated using an EOQ formula .
Because of the longer leadtimes, we assumed that a facility located in Mexico
would produce in larger batches equal to about six weeks' demand (or 3000 units).

The following assumptions were made in order to evaluate the effect of lead
time reductions on work-in-process, or pipeline, inventories. Pipeline inventory in
the local factory was assumed to be equal to 50% of the $15/unit of finished goods
inventory. For the Mexican production alternative, pipeline inventory was as
sumed to have the same value as finished goods, since a majority of the time in the
pipeline would be spent in transit as finished goods.

Under these assumptions, we calculate how Springfield's cost of production
and distribution vary with response time and display the results in Figure 4.
TC(Q,k) shows how total costs vary at the current facility as leadtimes are
changed, assuming the customer service policy is maintained at level k. The func
tion TC(Q,k*) shows how total costs vary at the current facility under an optimal
inventory management policy . The total cost of supplying product from the Mexi
can facility is also shown ; this function is displayed as a dotted curve because the
only relevant point on the curve for this facility is at a seven-week leadtime (the
entire curve is shown to illustrate that the marginal value of time is roughly
equivalent to the other policies).

There are several important strategic insights concerning the value of time to be
made from Figure 4. The horizontal dotted line comparing the cost of shifting pro
duction to Mexico (with a seven-week replenishment time) shows that the total
costs of production and distribution in Mexico fall between the cost at current op
erating conditions and the total cost that could be obtained from retaining the 3
week lead time but moving to an optimal inventory policy. Significantly, the range
in total cost across the three policies is quite small: the percentage difference in
annual costs between the current policy and an optimal policy , at the same lead
time, is less than 0.5%. Figure 4 shows that, under the current inventory policy, a
reduction in leadtime of one week would be required for the total cost to be
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equivalent to the total cost of Mexican production with a seven-week leadtime.
The marginal change in total cost of reducing the leadtime by one week is about
$1200 (which is about 0.25 % of the total annual cost) .
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Fig. 4. Springfield manufacturing: Total annual cost vs. leadtimc in weeks

Figure 5 provides more insight into the differences among these strategies by
showing labor costs and time-related costs as a percentage of total cost for four
policies: the current (Q,k) operating policy; a reduction in the leadtime of one
week for the current policy; a reduction in leadtime of two weeks ; moving produc
tion to Mexico. Observe first that moving production to Mexico is essentially cost
neutral because the reduction in labor cost is roughly equivalent to the increase in
time-related costs ; labor savings are traded for time-related costs . It is also impor
tant to note that the percentage improvement in time-related costs is surprisingly
small: a reduction in the leadtime from three weeks to one week reduces total an
nual costs only by about 0.6%. This is not to say that a cost reduction of 0.6%
should not be vigorously pursued, only that this cost savings may fall short of ex
pectations set by the proces s improvement literature.
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The results are relatively insensitive to Springfield Manufacturing's specific pa
rameter values. Figure 6 and Table 1 display the results of sensitivity analysis on
the underlying uncertainty level, o, and the shortage cost, s. Figure 6 shows the re
sults if the underlying uncertainty level and shortage cost are doubled . Note that
the relative positions of the policies have not changed and that the value of time is
relatively insensitive to changes in the parameters. The marginal value of time at
the current three-week leadtime increases from $1213/week to $1305 . One reason
for the small change is that as o changes, the k value to maintain an equivalent
service level also changes. Table 1 shows the results for a doubling of both c and
the shortage cost s. Note that the marginal value of time is more sensitive to an in
crease in the shortage cost, yet the effect on total cost (from 0.34% to 0.44%) is
relatively small .

Table 1. Sensitivity of Value of Time

Marginal value of Marginal value of time
time ($/week) as %age of total cost

3 week lead time
$1213 0.31 %

(c, = 0.15; s= 10)

3 week lead time
$1305 0.34 %

(c, = 0.30; s= 10)

3 week lead time
$1727 0.44%

(c, = 0.15; s= 20)
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Are these observations that a change in leadtime brings a relatively small
reduction in time-related costs due to Springfield's cost structure? Our experience
with other MTS manufacturing examples suggests that this is not an isolated case;
the reduction in total costs due solely to the effects of leadtime decreases on
inventory levels tends to be smaller than expected.

What was the outcome of this analysis for Springfield? Armed with a better un
derstanding of the limited benefits of pure time compression, Springfield saw that
their current competitive position was perilous and that action was needed. The
benefits of reducing leadtime alone were not substantial and would not solidify
their competitive position. They recognized that unless there were other compen
sating benefits-such as quality and productivity improvements-radical restruc
turing of their manufacturing process would not be worth the effort.

Their initial efforts at process improvement have brought encouraging results.
Although leadtimes have only been reduced from 21 to about 15 days, reductions
in cost of 1-2% have been achieved across their product line. Most of the benefits
have come however from increases in productivity due to faster machine setups
and in reductions in scrap and rework; these benefits overshadow the inventory
savings that have accrued from the shorter replenishment time.
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7 Conclusions

The methodology we have developed gives MTS manufacturers a useful tool for
calculating the effects of changes in the replenishment time on production and dis
tribution costs. Unlike most inventory models, our models apply to, but do not as
sume, optimal behavior, so they have broad applicability. We demonstrate that the
non-optimizing firms actually have more to gain from time compression.

We also demonstrate that , absent quantifiable cost improvements in quality and
productivity, the benefits of time compression are not as large as generally be
lieved and can easily be overestimated. There are quantifiable limits to time-based
competition. Many process improvement activities have failed to produce the
benefits exp ected, and these models help explain why.

Our models also show that the increase in cost from lengthening the supply
chain is also less than expected. The results explain why the length of the supply
chain in most industries is highly correlated with the percentage of labor cost in
the product.

Much more remains to be learned about the value of changing response times.
By developing a simple tool that evaluates the costs of inventory and relat ed un
certainty, we have by necessity not modeled the effects on productivity and qual
ity and therefore underestimate the value of speed. To properly evaluate faster re
sponse, more comprehensive models are needed to incorporate these other effects.
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Abstract. Managing a supply chain concerns environments in which there are multiple de
cision makers, which may be different firms or different divisions within a single firm. In a
supply chain, behaviour that is locally rational can be inefficient from a global perspective.
Thus, management attention has to be focused on methods or mechanisms that improve
system efficiencies. In this paper we propose a novel negotiated two-part tariff scheme for
use by management. It combines earlier results in the literature as well as introduces a re
versed use of two-part tariffs in the presence of shortfall in deliveries. We argue that nego
tiated two-part tariffs can be used for internal pricing as a means to achieve "channel coor
dination", both under normal delivery and under shortfall, as well as for risk sharing when
parties differ in risk aversion.

1 Introduction

A supply chain is two or more parties linked by a flow of goods, information
and funds . Since this means that supply chain management concerns environments
in which there are multiple decision makers, which may be different firms or dif
ferent divisions within a single firm, attention has to be focused on methods or
mechanisms that improve system efficiencies. The reason for this is that in a sup
ply chain setting, behaviour that is locally rational can be inefficient from a global
perspective. One way of achieving improved system efficiency is through contrac
tual arrangements.'

In the fir st-best case, total expected supply chain profit is maximised. This can
be achi eved if all decisions are mad e by a single decision-maker with access to all
available information. This corresponds to a supply chain with centralised control.
However, in a supply chain, this situation is highly unlikely to occur since nor 
mally none of the parties involved is in a position to control the entire supply
chain. Thus we are left with a situation in which the supply chain control is decen
tralised and where each party involved in the supply chain has private information
and individual objectives.

In the case where the total profit encountered through decentralised control is
lower than the total profit for the first best solution, the decentralised control
mechanism used is regarded as inefficient. There are sev eral objectives that are of

1 Here, "efficiency" is taken to mean the combined expected profit of the vertical supply
chain.

A. Klose et al. (eds.), Quantitative Approaches to Distribution Logistics and Supply Chain Management 
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importance in the design of the control mechanisms in a supply chain . One objec
tive is risk sharing, where contracts are focused on how the total system profit
should be allocated among the supply chain parties. The reason for calling this fo
cus a risk sharing objective is that it provides means for the parties to share the
risks arising from various sources of uncertainty.

Other contracts are more focused on reducing the difference between the total
profit in a decentralised system and the total profit in the first-best solution. Con
tracts in which this is the main emphasis are said to focus on system wide per
formance and the normal terminology for the objective used is channel coordina
tion.

In the excellent survey article by Tsay et at. (1999) , the means for achieving
channel coordination and/or risk sharing are used to classify the literature on sup
ply chain contracts. This classification uses the following categories:

• specification of decision rights

• pricing
• minimum purchase commitments
• quantity flexibility
• buyback or return policies
• allocation rules
• lead time
• quality

In this paper we will focus on internal pricing as a way to achieve supply chain
coordination. We will suggest the use of negotiat ed two-part tariffs to achieve the
coordination goal that is in line with the suggestions made by Moorthy (1987) in
his comment on the article by Jeuland and Shugan (1983). However, the idea on
how the two-part tariffs to be used in the pricing scheme are to be derived is based
on an idea by Lantz (2000). In Lantz' negotiation scheme the prices to be used
among the parties are decided by negotiations on a two-part tariff. Lantz has
shown that this negotiation scheme may converge to a situation in which the seller
sets the linear part of the two-part tariff to the marginal cost of production and the
fixed fee of the tariff allocates the profit among the participants according to their
negotiation power. Hence , the scheme may result in a situation in which the prob
lem of double marginalization is avoided and the profits are distributed in a "fair"
way. The reason for using the statement "may converge" is that the results of ne
gotiations are dependent upon the starting conditions, i.e. the internal pricing
scheme used in the outset of the negotiations.

2 Pricing as a Mean for Supply Chain Coordination

In the early literature on inventory control , the pricing scheme to be used in order
to co-ordinate the chain is not subject to negotiations among the parties involved.
However there exists a substantial literature on the use of quantity discounts as a
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means to achieve better channel coordination. Monahan (1984), Lee and Rosen
blatt (1985, 1986), Parlar and Wang (1995), Lal and Staelin (1984) and Gupta and
Kini (1995), just to mention a few. In most of these articles the profit is solely al
located to the seller with the exception of the article by Rosenblatt and Lee (1985) ,
in which both parties benefit from the discount schedule. In the marketing litera
ture, the paper by Jeuland and Shugan (1983) presents a two-member channel and
shows how a discount-pricing scheme can be used to achieve channel coordina
tion. However, in a comment to the Jeuland and Shugan paper, Moorthy argues
that the channel coordination suggested by the authors can be achieved by the use
of a two-part tariff and that this coordination scheme is simpler and hence easier to
implement. Also, Moorthy shows that the two-part tariff separates the coordina
tion problem from the profit sharing problem. Since Moorthy's ideas in some
sense form the basis for our suggestion, we will further comment on Moorthy's
coordination scheme.

In the more recent literature on pricing and supply chain contracts, several ex
tensions of the classical models have been presented . Weng (1995, 1997) extends
the Jeuland Shugan model in several directions and shows among other things that
a quantity discount scheme for the buyer along with a franchise fee paid to the
supplier is sufficient to achieve channel coordination. Hence, Weng suggests a
fixed fee element to be used together with a quantity discount scheme. One of the
drawbacks with most of the pricing schemes presented in the literature is that most
of them focus on a supply chain consisting of two members; a buyer and a sup
plier.

In the recent paper by Lee and Whang (1999), the authors present a number of
properties that are of interest when designing coordination mechanisms in supply
chains. These are the cost conservation property , the incentive compatibility and
the informational decentralizability property . The cost conservation property states
that the accounting system built into a coordination scheme should trace all costs
to the individual sites. The incentive compatibility property means that the scheme
should eliminate potential misalignment problems. Finally, the informational de
centralizability property states that the scheme should be possible to implement
using site information only. Using these desired properties, we argue that a negoti
ated two-part tariff coordination scheme might be the answer. One of the reasons
for this is its simplicity, which makes it possible to use in situations where the
supply chain consists of more than two-parties and hence most of the coordination
schemes suggested in the literature become too complicated or are not applicable.

3 Two-Part Tariff as a Preferred Pricing Scheme

In his comment on the Jeuland and Shugan article, Moorthy states that there are
several pricing schemes that can be used to achieve channel coordination. The
necessary and sufficient conditions for channel coordination is that the manufac
turer's pricing policy makes the retailer's effective marginal cost curve cut the re
tailer's marginal revenue curve from below at the channels optimal quantity .
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Hence , the manufacturer's pricing scheme need not even be a quantity discount
scheme. Moorthy shows that by using a two-part tariff in which the manufacturer
charges his true marginal cost in the linear part of the tariff, channel coordination
is achieved and the fixed fee is used only to determine the profit sharing.

Jeuland and Shugan criticise the two-part tariff suggested by Moorthy on the
grounds that it is insufficient in dealing with production uncertainty. Specifically,
they argue that if, because of some short-term problem of scheduling production,
the manufacturer delivers only a fraction of what the retailer wishes to purchase,
then the manufacturer suffers no penalty at all. However, Moorthy states that this
criticism is non-valid since it is easy to negotiate a "protection-from-shortfalls-in
production" clause into the contract. Moorthy suggests the following clause "if the
manufacturer fails to supply (the ordered quantity) in any month, then the retailer
will be entitled to a refund of the fixed payment in an amount sufficient to main
tain the retailer's share of the channel's profits .. . plus any accrued interest on the
excess amount already paid ...." (Moorthy, 1987, p. 378, brackets added).

We suggest that this clause can be replaced by a two-part tariff working in the
opposite direction of Moorthy's two-part tariff. Hence, there will be two two-part
tariffs in place . First a two-part tariff stipulates the selling price . The linear part of
this tariff is preferably set equal to the marginal cost of the manufacturer thereby
ensuring channel coordination, whereas the fixed fee gives the profit sharing
among the parties. This tariff is in use in the normal situation when the ordered
quantities are promptly delivered. The second two-part tariff works in the shortfall
situation, i.e. to handle production uncertainty. In order to maintain channel coor
dination, it is important that the linear part reflects the true marginal shortage costs
of the retailer. It should thus include implicit costs such as loss of goodwill from
unserved customers. This will enable the manufacturer to correctly adjust extraor
dinary use of resources such as overtime or emergency repairs to remedy the
shortfall. The fixed fee in this reversed tariff serves the purpose of redistributing
the channel profit among the parties along the lines suggested by Moorthy. How
ever , like the former fixed fee, it will also reflect the negotiation skills /powers of
the parties.

Agrawal and Seshadri (1995) have shown that a menu of two-part tariffs can
also be used for risk intermediation in a supply chain with risk averse retailers fac
ing demand uncertainty. Unlike the ordinary two-part tariff proposed by Moorthy ,
the fixed fee is now paid by the (risk-neutral) manufacturer to the retailers as a
compensation for demand risk. In addition to assuming more of the demand risk,
the manufacturer also assumes responsibility for the ordering decision setting the
quantity to maximize expected value of the supply chain. The manufacturer
chooses the menu of two-part tariffs to maximize own expected profit. Such a risk
sharing mechanism could also be included in our scheme as it consists of two two
part tariffs working in opposite directions.

Next , we discuss a suitable negotiation scheme for promoting efficiency in the
supply chain through the implementation of two-part tariffs.
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4 Negotiation Process to Reach Channel Coordination

In his thesis, Lantz suggests that negotiated two-part tariff should be used as inter
nal prices. The way the negotiation works is that starting from a given position
with a fixed and neutral internal pricing tariff, each of the involved parties can
suggest a new two-part tariff. The new suggested tariff is announced to the other
party in terms of a fixed fee, F, a linear unit price part, p, and an order quantity, Q.
The suggestion of the new tariff is based on the suggesting party's private infor
mation. This means that the new tariff is certainly favourable to him in compari
son with the former tariff. The responding party can accept or reject the suggested
tariff. If the new tariff is accepted it must be favourable also to the other party .
The negotiations continue until no further change in the two-part tariff is sug
gested . A rejection of a suggested tariff means that the parties involved for the
moment stick to the old tariff.

Lantz has tested the negotiation scheme by letting students negotiate a two-part
tariff in a situation in which the manufacturer has private information on his cost
structure and the retailer has private information regarding the demand structure.
In his experiments the results are promising and the negotiations lead to a better
channel coordination.

We have carried out similar experiments with students in the production and
logistics courses at NHH with largely the same type of results. However, when the
students start out negotiations based on a linear tariff, the experience is that the
chance of progression to a two-part tariff is low. Further, it is our experience that
students often perceive the negotiations as a zero sum game, focusing directly on
profit sharing, instead of first focusing on channel coordination to maximize com
bined profits, and subsequently on profit sharing. It is not entirely unlikely that
these same problems will surface in real supply chain management negotiations.

5 Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper, we have focused on ways of using internal pricing in the form of
two-part tariffs in combination with a particular negotiation process to improve
channel coordination. Combining earlier results in the literature with a new re
versed use of two-part tariffs to handle shortfall in deliveries, we propose a novel
internal pricing scheme for improving channel coordination. Our pricing scheme
works as follows. Starting from a neutral position in terms of tariffs used for de
liveries and backorders, the parties negotiate as in Lantz' (2000) scheme, but now
negotiating two different two-part tariffs.

1. Each of the involved parties can suggest a new two-part tariff to be used for de
liveries from the manufacturer to the retailer consisting of a fixed fee, F, a unit
price , p, and an order quantity, Q. The other party may accept or reject the pro
posal.
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2. Each party may also suggest a new two-part tariff to be used in terms of short
fall. This new two-part tariff consists of a fixed fee, <1>, and a unit shortage
price, n, to be used when the ordered products are not delivered promptly .

This system of negotiated two-part tariffs can easily be generalised to a situa
tion where the supply chain consists of more than two-parties. Again, to ensure
channel coordination the ordinary linear part should reflect marginal production
cost and the reversed linear part should reflect marginal shortage costs of the "re
tailer". Furthermore, the suggestions for new tariffs are made using private infor
mation only and each party can, given the tariffs to be used, base their decisions
on the tariffs and their own private information.

In terms of further research, we are currently constructing a negotiation game
consisting of a supply chain with three parties where the retailer in the chain faces
uncertain demand. This will be used in testing if the participants in the game can
reach a situation that co-ordinates the channel based on the two types of two-part
tariffs suggested in this paper. Apart from this, we will also analyse how our
scheme works in situations were other pricing schemes have been suggested in the
literature and try to determine the pros and cons of the suggested pricing scheme.
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1 Introduction

There are numerous examples and cases available of products that are being re
used via remanufacturing or recycling, or combinations of reuse activities (Thierry
et a1.1995, Krikke et a1.1999, Guide 2000, Toktay et a11999, Fleischmann 2000).
However, these products and their supply chains are not all the same with respect
to a number of critical dimensions, including product acquisition, reverse logistics,
inspection, testing and disposition, remanufacturing, and distribution and selling
of the remanufactured product. In the following sections we document a number
of diverse products that are presently being remanufactured and describe their
supply chains . After each case, we summarize and discuss the distingui shing fea
tures of the supply chains. Finally, we discuss the management of each of the dif
ferent supply chain systems, and identify the key research issues .

2 Supply Chains for Refillable Containers

Xerox Copy/Print Cartridge Return Program

Xerox introduced their program for copy/print cartridge returns in 1991 and , at
present, it covers 80% of the toner/print cartridge line. In 1998 Xerox expanded
the program to include the recycling of waste toner from high-speed copier and
commercial production publishing systems. The return rate for cartridges in Eu
rope and North America was greater than 60% for 1998. This equates to over 2.86
million kilogram s of material remanufactured or recycled just from cartridges.
Xerox reports avoiding almos t 23 million kilograms of landfill becaus e of their
reuse programs. The cartridges are designed for remanufacturing and recycling of
materials not fit for remanufacture.

Customers return the cartridges by placing the spent cartridge into the packa
ging used for a full cartridge and attaching a prepaid postage label provided by
Xerox . The returned cartridges are cleaned, inspected, and then parts are reused or
materials recycled. The full cartridges are then distributed through normal distri
bution channels to customers. The final cartridge product containing re-
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manufactured parts or recycled materials is indistinguishable from cartridges con
taining exclusively virgin materials. Figure 1 shows the supply chain, in simplified
form, for a cartridge. Xerox is presently testing the use of 'ecoboxes' to allow bulk
returns from high volume users in Europe. Xerox will arrange for regular pick-ups
of the boxes by its own carrier network. A bulk returns process allows each high
volume user to batch cartridges and may lower the returns costs absorbed by Xe
rox (the information in this section was obtained from Xerox 1999).

Forward Flows

Reverse Flows

IRetailers I

~- - - --
I
I
I
I
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_____ .J

Pre-paid mailers

Fig, 1. A Closed-loop Supply Chain for Cartridge Reuse

Kodak Single-Use Cameras

Kodak started their program to reuse their single-use camera line in 1990. The
first stage of the program was to re-design the cameras so that parts could be re
used and film reloaded. The entire line of single use cameras may be remanufac
tured or recycled and the amount of materials per camera that are reusable range
from 77-80%. The second stage involved forging agreements with photofinishers
to return the cameras to Kodak after consumers had turned them in for processing.
Kodak now enjoys a return rate greater than 70% in the United States and almost
60% worldwide. Since 1990, Kodak has reused over 310 million cameras, and has
active programs in over 20 countries.

The process flow for the reuse of cameras, after the sale of the camera, starts
with the consumer returning the camera to a photofinisher to develop the film.
The photofinisher then batches the cameras into specially designed shipping con
tainers and sends them to one of three collections centers. Kodak has entered into
agreements with other manufacturers (Fuji, Konica, and others) of single-use cam
eras that allow for the use of common collection centers. At the collection center,
the cameras are sorted according to manufacturer and then by camera model. Af-
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ter the sorting operations the cameras are shipped to a subcontractor facility where
the cameras are cleaned of packaging materials, disassembled, and cleaned. Some
parts are routinely reused, some are removed (batteries) and the frame and flash
circuit board are carefully tested. These sub-assemblies are then shipped to one of
three Kodak facilities that manufacture single use cameras. At the Kodak facility,
the cameras are loaded with film and a fresh battery (flash models only), and fi
nally new outer packaging. The final product is now distributed to retailers for re
sale . The final product containing remanufactured parts and recycled materials is
indistinguishable to consumers from single use cameras containing no reused
parts. Figure 2 shows the supply chain network for reusable cameras (the infor
mation in this section was developed from Kodak 1999) .

Forward Flows

Reverse Flows

~- - - --
I
I
I
I

IRetailers ~ - - - - - - I
Cash for return

Fig. 2. A Closed-loopSupply Chain for Single-UseCameras

3 Characteristics of Refillable Container Closed-loop
Supply Chains

These products, toner/printer cartridges and single-usc cameras, are both contain
ers required to sell the contents. Consumers do not distinguish between a new and
a remanufactured/reused product since the purpose of buying the container is to
gain access to the contents, which are toner ink and film, respectively. Addition
ally, the customer also has no way of determining, aside from labeling, whether
the container has been remanufactured or that it contains reused materials. The re
turned containers in both cases are blended with new materials so there is no dis
tinguishing between new and reused products. This is possible because the tech
nology is extremely stable for toner/print cartridges and single-use cameras. The
markets for the remanufactured products are exactly the same as for the new prod
ucts since the two are indistinguishable. The characteristics of the supply chain
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for container reuse are listed in Table 1. The volumes are very high, in the mil
lions for both products, and the annual returns quantities are stable or have a
known growth rate . In both cases the OEM controls the reverse logistics network
and the reuse alternatives.

Table 1: Characteristics of Closed-loop Supply Chainsfor Refillable Container

Characteristic------------------ - -,-,---,------,----,-
Commodity goods
Containers for consumables
High volume
Low variance
Non-distinguishable products
Simple products
OEM controlled
Short lead times

4 Supply Chains for Industrial Remanufacturing 
Copymagic

Industrial remanufacturing is mechanical item remanufacturing and accounts for
the majority of remanufacturing operations in the United States (Guide 2000).
Xerox reports that over 90% of their copier equipment is remanufacturable and
that using remanufactured parts has enabled Xerox to reduce landfill materials by
over 300 million kilograms since 1998 (Xerox 1999). Xerox has redesigned its
photocopier lines using modular design principles to allow for part and component
reuse .

Thierry et. al (1995) describes in detail the product recovery processes used by
a multinational photocopier manufacturer (nicknamed 'CopyMagic') and we pre
sent an overview of the reuse processes and the product characteristics. Copy
Magic brings new products to markets and takes back used products from custom
ers. The majority of the return flows are from expired lease agreements, although
some used products may be purchased to ensure sufficient quantities of used prod
ucts. After products are returned there are several alternatives for product reuse :
repair , cannibalization, recycling, and remanufacturing. A product may be used
for any or all of the above reuse options. For example, a product may be disas
sembled and some parts cannibalized for use as spares, other parts may be repaired
and reused, some other parts fully remanufactured, and parts worn beyond higher
order reuse recycled. The most appropriate level of reuse for products, compo
nents, and parts should be driven by economics, e.g. the most revenue-effective
reuse option.

Copy Magic does all remanufacturing operations in-house and uses a common
production line for both new and remanufactured products. The use of existing
production facilities greatly reduced start-up costs for remanufacturing, but has the
disadvantage of complex production planning and control. Remanufactured prod-
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ucts may be offered as technical upgrades, or with original technology, and this
has enabled CopyMagic to exploit add itional market segments. Product design re
lies heavily on modular design concepts to allow for inter-changeable par ts and
components be tween models and product lines, in addition to allowing techn ical
upgrades. Products designed for remanufacturing are also easie r to repair and ser
vice, allowing for better customer rela tions. Th e firm has been able to reduce the
number of suppliers because of common design platforms and components . A
disadvantage to remanufacturing is that suppliers with better quality parts may
have lower sales volumes since their parts may be reused more frequently.

The marketing of remanufactured products is complex and CopyMagic has had
to tightly control the quali ty of remanufactured produ cts, and convince customers
that the quality of remanufa ctured products is the same as a new produ ct. How
ever, the company has an enhanced image due the 'green image' of reused prod
ucts.

The additional complexities of produ ct reuse has caused CopyMagic to design
and implement new information systems to forecast and track product returns,
analyze the return s for yields and the condition of products, modul es, and parts,
and to track the performance of remanu factured units. The supply chain (illus
trated in Figure 3) required for these activities is more compl ex to plan, monitor
and contro l. In Figure 3 we show the remanufacturer as being physically separate
from the manufacturer. In the case of third party remanufacturing this is standard
practice. However, Xerox and Oce both use a common facili ty for new and re
manufactured produ cts. Where a common faci lity is used, new and remanu
factured parts are mixed to produce end items. In this case the distinction between
manufacturing and remanufacturing is not physical, but simply to illustrate the dif
ferent flows of components and par ts.

Forwa rd Flows

Reverse Flows

Remanufac tured
Flows

incen tives

'" ' "

Remanufactured
Customers

(older technology)

Fig. 3. A Closed-loop Supply Chain for Photocopiers
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5 Characteristics of Closed-loop Supply Chains for
Industrial Remanufacturing

Xerox and CopyMagic are in the minority in industrial remanufacturing since less
than 5% of remanufacturing in the United States is done by OEMs (Guide 2000).
Additionally, both Xerox and CopyMagic rely heavily on leasing to enable the
firms to forecast the timing and quantities of product returns. Product returns
from leasing, for non-OEM remanufacturers, represents less than 5% of total re
turns and this makes the tasks of forecasting product returns timing and quantities
much more difficult. This forecasting problem manifests itself as product imbal
ances since matching return rates with demand rates is complex and difficult.
OEMs have another distinct advantage in the area of product design, since most
products must be designed for reuse, i.e., a modular design and clearly labeled ma
terials. The volume of returns in the case of value-added remanufacturing is sig
nificantly less than for container reuse.

Marketing is more complex for the remanufactured products since customers
may require significant education and assurances to convince them to purchase
remanufactured products. Market cannibalization is also a significant concern
since little is known about how remanufacturing sales affect new products sales.

Table 2: Characteristicsof Closed-loopSupply Chains for Industrial Remanufacturing

Characteristic
•••••~ • • •~ " •••••• , w • • • u

High variances
Stable production technology
Limited volumes
Modular design
Imbalances in supply and demand
Cannibalization

6 Closed-loop Supply Chains for the Reuse of Consumer
Electronics

Our last case discusses the reuse of consumer electronics equipment and details
the supply chain and remanufacturing operations.

Cellular Telephone Reuse at ReCellular, Inc.

ReCellular, Inc., was founded in 1991 in Ann Arbor, MI by Charles Newman to
trade new, used , and remanufactured cellular handsets. The business grew from a
venture that provided cellular telephones for leasing and alternative sources for
handsets were required to reduce costs (hence the discovery of the used handset
market). ReCellular is a trading operation that refurbishes cellular phones when
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necessary to add value for existing orde rs, and buys and sells wireless handsets of
all technologie s. At presen t, ReCellul ar estimates it has remanufactured ove r 1.3
million ce llular phones. One of the goals of the company is to be the "first in the
second" in the wireless exchange plan . Th e company offers remanufactured (re
furbished) products as a high qualit y, cost effec tive alte rna tive to new ce llular
handsets. Customer services include : grading and sorting, remanu facturin g, re
packaging, logistics, trad ing, and produ ct so urcing (all services are specific to ce l
lular handsets and accessori es). ReCellul ar operates globally with a presence in
Sou th America , the Far East, Western Europe, Afr ica, the Middle Eas t, and North
Am erica. The company has plans to expand operations to provide better coverage
throughout the world.

Th e cellul ar communications industry is a highl y dynamic market where the
demand for telephones changes dail y. Demand may be influenced by the intro 
duct ion of new technology (e.g. , digital and analog), price changes in cellular air 
time, promotional campaigns, the opening of new mark ets , churn (customers leav 
ing present airtime pro viders), and the numb er of new cellular telephone
manu factur ed. Additionally, there is no worldwide standard technology (e.g .,
Europe uses GSM, but the United States does not suppo rt this wireless technol
ogy) that necessit ates dealing in a number of often-disparate technologies and
standa rds. T hese globa l differences makes regional ac tivi ties di fficult since there
may be no local market for certain types/models of phones, requ iring a firm to
manage glo bal sales and procurem ent. Additionally, ce llular airtime provide rs
may limit the numb er of telephones supporteceby their sys tem and the dropping of
a phone mod el by a major ca rrierecan great ly affect a local market. Th ese fac tors
make co mpetition for an or iginal equipment manufactieer challenging. However,
a co mpany offe ring used or remanufact ured equipment faces numerous factors af
fecti ng the supply of used cellular phones. The same facto rs that co mplica te de
mand affec t the ava ilability of used handsets. Furth er , identi fying and taking ac
tions to redu ce the uncer tainties in the reverse flows as early as possible is an
import ant issue in this business . Th e supply of used hand sets is a vo latile market,
with volumes and prices in a consta nt sta te of flux. Supply uncertaint y is not a
com plica tion faced by trad itional OEMs.

In order to fully understand the nature of the market, both forward and reverse
flows of materials must be co nside red. Figure 4 shows the supply chain sys tem
for ce llular telephone reuse. Th e forward movement of materials co nsists of the
tradi tional flows from suppliers to manufacturers , manufacturers to airt ime pro 
viders (retailers in this case since the sale of a cellular phone is tied to airtime ac
tivation) and airtime provid ers to the customers. Th e reverse flows are more com
plex. Rcmanufacturers of cellular telephones do not coll ect hand sets directly from
the end user, but rather rely on airtime providers or a variety of third-party collec
tors (we discu ss the specifics of produ ct acquisition in the next sec tion). Airtime
providers and third -party co llectors ac t as consolidato rs who then broker the units
to remanufac turers. ReCellu lar then so rts and grades the handsets, and sells the
handsets as-is or remanufact ured to airtime providers and third -party dealers
working with ai rtime provide rs. Some hand sets may be obso lete or damaged be
yond higher-order recovery and these produ cts are so ld to scrap dealers and recy -
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clers (note this flow may come from both remanufacturers and third party collec
tors). Recyclers recover polymers and other materials in the handset assemblies,
and base materials in batteries. Scrap dealers may separate the handsets into mate
rials and resell individual parts for reuse in other applications and offer the other
sorted materials to recyclers. Suppliers may then purchase the recycled materials
for use in new products.

The acquisition of used telephones is central to the success of a remanufactu
ring firm. The nature of product acquisitions is driven by what future demands
(unknown) will be for phones. The lead times for delivery after used phones have
been purchased are often lengthy and subject to a large amount of variability.
This has caused remanufacturers to have stocks on-hand to compete for sales.
ReCellular obtains used phones in bulk from a variety of sources, including cellu
lar airtime providers and third-party collectors.

Forward Flows

Reverse Rows

Remanufactured
Flows

~.,

Remanufactured As-is Customers Remanufactured
Customers in in Country B Customers
Country A (any functional Country B

(older technology) technology) (older technology)

IRemanufacturer & BrokerI. ~
1 :
I

1- -~l Airtime Provider ~ - - - - - - - - - 1- -. Airtime Providers

~
.

I : I : I..... .". : :
1 "'. '" I
1
l _ _ _ OEM Customers

Country A
(new technology)

Fig. 4. A Closed-loop Supply Chain for Cellular Telephones

Third-party collectors are often charitable.foundations (e.g., the Wireless Foun
dation: http://www.wirelessfoundation.org) that act as consolidators by collecting
used handsets and accessories from individuals. Cellular airtime providers also
act as consolidators by collecting used phones from customers who have returned
the phones at the end of service agreements, or customers upgrading to newer
technology. Both these and other sources worldwide may offer a variety of hand
sets and accessories in varying condition for a wide range of prices and quantities.
Due to the low cost (approximately $0.50 per phone using air transport) of bulk
transportation of phones using a worldwide network of suppliers of used phones is
practical and cost-efficient. No individual returns are accepted since the channels
required for direct returns from the consumer have too high a cost to be effective
at this time. Obtaining the best grade of used products for the best price is one of
the keys tasks necessary for the success of ReCellular. Deciding on a fair price to
offer for the used phones is a difficult and complex task. At present, the acquisi-
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tion staff devotes much of their time to identifying reliable and reputable sources
of used phones and establishing a working relation with these suppliers. New
suppliers usually require a physical visit to ensure the quality of the used phones.

The value of a used handset is highly dependant on future market demand for
that particular model either in remanufactured or as-is form. The present demand
for a graded as-is used cellular phone or a remanufactured phone is known for that
instant in time, but due to the highly dynamic nature of the industry, these prices
are not stable . The market forces discussed earlier may cause the value of a par
ticular model of phone to drop or rise with little warning. An additional factor is
that the selling price for remanufactured phones tends to drop over time, making
the used phones a perishable product.

This nature of the product reuse market necessitates a fast, responsive supply
chain that identifies sources of used phones for a fair price, and future buyers of
these phones in either graded as-is or remanufactured condition. Additionally, the
system must procure the phones in a timely manner , sort and grade the telephones,
have the capability to rapidly remanufacture the phones to order, and provide a
fast accurate transportation method to ensure timely delivery of the phones. Re
Cellular is developing an e-cornmcrce site strictly for business to business in order
to facilitate matching suppliers and buyers of equipment. The present e-commerce
site shows the current stocks (model , price, grade, and quantity) available and
what models are needed (but not the prices offered). The site is being upgraded to
allow real-time transactions by sales and procurement agents . Future considera
tions also include using the e-commerce site to facilitate on-line auctions for used
and remanufactured products.

7 Characteristics of Closed-loop Supply Chains for
Consumer Electronics Reuse

The volume of cellular telephones in use worldwide is enormous, with over 55
million cellular subscribers in the United States alone (U.S . Central Intelligence
Agency 2000). One of the first requirem ents for a remanufacturer in this envi
ronment is global coverage. Since the rate of technology diffusion is different for
each country in the world , phones, which may be technically obsolete in Norwa y,
may be current technology in Ecuador. This imbalance in the diffusion of techno
logy makes having global operations and intelligence crucial for a profitable ope
ration. Tightly tied to the concept of global markets is the problem of acquisition,
or obtaining the best-used product for the best price . The prices for cellular te
lephones are highly dynamic and are based on future expected prices for remanu
factured handsets . The problem is further complicated by the market for graded ,
as-is cellular telephones where a selling is price is known, as opposed to an expec
ted price in the future for a remanufactured item.

Cellular telephones are perishable items because of the high clockspeed in new
product development. Electronics indus tries have the highest clockspeed, an aver
age of 18 months, and this makes responsive systems crucial to making a profit .
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Remanufacturers cannot afford to remanufacture to stock in this environment
since the value of the items drops daily.

Table 3: Characteristics of Supply Chains for Consumer Electronics Reuse

Characteristic
-----,-----------,----~,--"-----

Dynamic spot markets for supply and demand
High volumes
Perishable good
Cascade reuse opportunities (worldwide market)
High information requirements
High variability

8 Management of Closed-loop Supply Chains

In the simplest terms all closed-loop chains do have a common set of activities.
The recovery process consists of several highly inter-related sub-processes: pro
duct acquisition, reverse logistics, inspection and disposition (consisting of test,
sort and grade), reconditioning (which may include remanufacturing) and distribu
tion and selling of the recovered products. However, the previous cases illustrate
that while there are common processes, not all closed-loop supply chains are alike.
Each different supply chain system has different characteristics and management
concerns. Table 4 highlights the differences in the three forms of closed-loop
supply chains we discussed in this chapter. In the following subsections we dis
cuss each of the sub-processes for the different types of closed-loop supply chains.

Table 4: Key Distinctions BetweenClosed-loop Supply Chains

Product Reverse
Test Distribution
Sort Recondition And

Acquisition Logistics Grade Sellifil!
Refillable Contain-
ers Easy Easy Easy Easy Easy
~ Toner cartridges
Industrial Remanu-
facturing ntermediate Hard Hard Hard Hard
~ Copiers
Consumer
Electronics Reuse Hard Intermediate Easy Easy Intermediate
~ Cellular Phones

Refillable Container Closed-loop Supply Chains

Product acquisition refers to product acquisition management, and is actually a
number of related processes (Guide and Van Wassenhove 2000). First, product
acquisition management determines whether reuse is a value-creation activity for a
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specific firm. Second, if reuse activities are profitable, to maximize revenue the
appropriate method for managing product returns should be selected. Third, ope
rational issues, such as facility design, product planning and control policies, in
ventory policies, are dependant on the method selected to manage product returns.
Fourth, product acquisition management activities help identify and develop new
markets for reused product, and to balance the return rates with market demands.
We are concerned here primarily with the second and fourth product acquisition
processes, selection of the appropriate method for managing product returns, and
balancing return rates with market demands. In the case of single-use cameras,
the OEM controls the returns process by using cash incentives to motivate the
photofinisher to return the empty cameras to Kodak's reuse facility. Xerox also
directly controls the returns process for print/toner cartridges. Xerox supplies
each customer with a pre-paid mailer and appeals to customers to send back the
spent cartridge. Both strategies are extremely successful at ensuring constant vo
lumes of containers, and are examples of market-based returns strategies. Market
based strategies are active strategies to encourage product returns, in contrast to
waste stream systems where returns are passively accepted from the waste stream
(Guide and Van Wassenhove 2000) . Both firms enjoy stable returns flows with
predictable volumes each period .

Balancing return and demand rates in a refillable container closed-loop supply
chain is a relatively easy process, in part because the customer cannot differentiate
between reused and new products. We do not mean that the processes involved in
balancing return and demand rates are simplistic (see Tokay, et al. 1999 for a
complete discussion of this process), but rather that the process is simple in com
parison with the other types of closed-loop supply chains. The technology con
tained these products is stable and there are very limited secondary markets avail
able for the used containers. There are secondary markets for the refilling of
printer cartridges and single use cameras, these are small localized operations that
are considered more of a nuisance since the remanufacturing may be sub-standard
and damage the firm's reputation. The returned products are mixed with new (re
placement) materials as needed and then repackaged and sent back out through
traditional distribution channels. There is no need to segment demand by product
type (remanufactured vs. new) or for a manufacturer to consider market cannibali
zation.

Reverse logistics activities are the processes required to move the products
from the end user to the facility where reuse activities will take place. In both ex
amples of refillable containers, these sets of activities are simple . The photofin
isher acts as a consolidator for Kodak and eliminates the need for Kodak to deal
with individual customers. Xerox has minimized their contact with end-users by
using a pre-paid mailer, which the customer may then use to arrange for pick-up
and transportation. Fleischmann (2000) provides a complete discussion of reverse
logistics networks and their characterization.

The disassembly, test and inspection processes and the remanufacturing proc
esses for refillable containers are simple. The product itself is simple and the
costs are low, products that may be questionable may be recycled with little or no
concern about replacement materials.
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Finally, the distribution and selling processes are simple since traditional distri 
bution networks are used and the customer base is the same as for new products.

Industrial Remanufacturing Supply Chains

We summarize the key factors for success in Table 5. Of the closed-loop supply
chains, the industrial remanufacturing sector is most likely the best documented,
but the most difficult to plan , manage, and control.

Product acquisition activities for industrial remanufacturing may be based on
leasing, in which case the product will be either returned at the expiration of the
lease, or the lease renewed with the same item. Product acquisition in the case of
leasing may be viewed as relatively simple, however, only a small number (5%) of
industrial remanufacturers report using leasing (Guide 2000). Remanufacturers
report using a number of other techniques (deposits, rebates, and cash refunds)
with varying degrees of success and this indicates that the problem of obtaining
sufficient quantities is more difficult than for refillable containers.

Table 5: Key Factors Industrial Remanufacturing

_..~.~Ys.~'>.~'!(;.(;~.s.s...=..!~~.'!s.~r:illl ~~.~l:l!!.'!fll(;t.'!!~~K~!'>.S.~~~_Ic:lc:lp ~'!PP!Y..C:::~lli!!s. .
• Ability to forecast and control the timing, quantity, and quality of product

returns (IS)
• Design for reuse (recycle, repair, and remanufacture) (engineering)
• Customer education (remanufactured as good as new)
• New relationships with suppliers (fewer parts & components, and design)
• Complex eroduction elanning and control problems

Balancing return and demand rates for industrial remanufacturing is more diffi
cult since there are distinct and separate markets for new and remanufactured
goods. Customers may require the newest technology or may simply perceive re
manufactured products as inferior. These separate markets may affect the distri
bution and selling of remanufactured products. Market cannibalization may be a
concern for manufacturers providing remanufactured products and , as a result, the
retail markets may be disparate. The reverse logistics process is most often very
difficult since the remanufacturer must arrange for pick-ups from many geo
graphically diverse facilities. Many used industrial items are also regarded as
hazardous waste and must be treated as such during transportation. The process of
testing, sorting, grading and inspection is time consuming and complex, with the
possibility of a single product containing tens of thousands of parts and compo
nents . The screening process must be rigorous since products of poor quality may
be expensive to remanufacture, or dangerous to reuse. The remanufacturing/re
conditioning processes are most often compl ex and difficult to plan , manage and
control (Guide 2000).
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Consumer electronics reuse

These types of closed -loop supply chains may hold the greatest promise due to the
volume of products available for reuse, but at the same time these types of supply
chains represent some of greatest challenges. We list the key factors for success
in Table 6.

Table 6: Keys to Consumer Electronics

Keys to Success - Consumer Electronics Closed-loop Supply Chains
• Ability to forecast and control the timing, quantity, and quality of product

returns in a global market (IS)
• Fast response (perishable items)
• e-Commerce to identify buyers and sellers
• Identify and exploit cascade reuse
• Identify and exploit technology diffusion differences

Product acquisition is very hard for this form of closed-loop supply chains.
The products are used globally, but the rate of technical diffusion is different in
various geographic areas . This requires that a successful operation will have
worldwide collection and distribution markets and these markets will not be the in
the same geographic areas. Supply and demand rates and prices are extremely
volatile. The products are also perishable items since the value of a remanu
factured item may drop daily because of the rapid rate of technological progress
and the rate of technology diffusion . There are also multiple options for reuse
since products may be sold in graded as-is condition or remanufactured. Each op
tion has a different selling price which is quite dynamic.

However, there are several of the major processes that may be characterized as
easy to intermediate. The nature of the products, very few mechanical parts,
makes them simple to test, sort and grade, and remanufacture/recondition. The
reverse logistics processes are somewhat hard to coordinate since there are so
many national borders with customs regulations to manage. However, the hand
sets are small and light and may be shipped in bulk with commercial air carriers
for an inexpensive price (approximately $0.50 as of the summer of 2000). The
distribution and selling processes involve a number of different nations , and re
quires knowledge of the cellular technology in use and the airtime providers. The
selling process is, for reasons discussed previously, tightly intertwined with the
acquisition process.

9 Conclusions and Research Issues

There are a number of unique structures for closed-loop supply chains. These dif
ferent structures all require a set of common activities: product acquisition, reverse
logistics, test, sort and grade, remanufacturing /reconditioning, and distribution
and selling. The successful management of the various activities does not always
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involve the same actions from supply chain to supply chain. It is crucial for ma
nagers and researchers to understand the differences and the implications of these
differences. One of the basic research needs is a continuing refinement of the do
cumentation, categorization, and understanding of the different forms of closed
loop supply chains. Other pressing research needs are those activities shown in
Table 5 to be 'hard'. Finally, we hope that holistic models will be developed that
reflect the complex nature of the interactions.
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Abstract. Closed loop supply chains aim at closing goods flows thereby limiting emission
and residual waste, but also providing customer service at low cost. In this paper we study
design principles for closed loop supply chains, both from a theoretical perspective and a
business case. Obvious improvements can be made by applying traditional ' forward
logistics' principles. Also new, life cycle driven principles need to be applied. This can be
supported by advanced management tools such as LCA and LCe.

Keywords: closed loop supply chains, case-study, reverse logistics

1 Introduction

Over the past few years increasing volumes of return flows, varying from end-of
life returns to marketing or commercial returns, has reinforced interest in the
effective management of such flows . More and more, Original Equipment
Manufacturers are held responsible by new environmental legislation for the
recovery of their own products. In case the OEM is out of the country, importers
are held responsible and new parties, mainly profit-oriented, deal also with the
recovery and recycling of used products. This results in closed goods flows on a
product, component and material level, as shown in Figure 1. A new managerial
area called reverse logistics management emerges, which can be described as the
process of planning, implementing and controlling the efficient and effective
inbound flow and storage of secondary goods and related information opposite to
the traditional supply chain, for the purpose of recovering value or proper disposal
(Fleischmann, 2000). Typically, this comprehends a set of processes such as
collection, inspection/separation, reprocessing (including disassembly), disposal
and redistribution (see Fleischmann et. al, 2000).

Closed loop supply chain management goes beyond that. It comprehends all
business functions and hence decisions regarding the adaptation of business
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strategy, marketing, quality management, information systems, logistics and so on
in view of closing goods flows, thereby limiting emission and residual waste, but
also providing customer service at low cost. Both the forward and reverse chain
are considered, since there is a strong interaction between the two.

waste disposal disassembly

Fig.!. Forwardand reverse supply chain (similar to Ferrer, 1997)

It is essential to analyse in what respect closed loop supply chains fundamentally
differ from forward logistics, and how this affects design principl es. Closed loop
supply chains are different on the following aspects (Fleischmann et. ai, 2000) and
(Faucheux and Nicolai", 1998) :
o In addition to cost and service there are environmental drivers, complicating

the objective function .
o Higher system complexity, in particular in closed loop systems due to

increased number of - and interaction between goods flows. Uncertainty on
the supply (collection) side of the system regarding volumes, quality,
composition and timing.

o Push-pull nature. There is often a mismatch between supply and demand.
"Production" (i .e. supply of used products) is not coupled with "demand" (i.e.
producer's requirements).

o Numerous "suppliers'? few "customers". Used products are the raw materials
for the reverse chain. Unlike the forward chain, there are a lot more sources of
raw materials and they enter the reverse chain at small cost or at no cost at all.
However, although obtained for 'free' , the value of return flows is low and
may be limited to a small fraction of the flow.

o Unexplored market opportunities. Environmental requir ements can be the
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basis of the creation of new markets or result in the reorganization of existing
ones for by-products of the production process . With such reorganization,
materials that would otherwise end as wastes would turn into useful products.

The above distinguishing characteristics might justify the development of
special approaches. However, little attention has been paid to the question whether
design choices in closed loop supply chains differ from those in traditional
'forward' logistics . For example, logistics networks may be more decentralized in
closed loop supply chains, but the underlying trade-off between economies of
scale and transportation costs might be exactly the same.

The purpose of the paper is to see to what extent return flows influence design
principles for (closed loop) supply chains. We ask ourselves the following
questions:
o What forward and closed loop logistics design principles are known from the

literature?
o Are design principles for closed loop supply chains fundamentally different or

do different parameter values simply lead to different solutions?
o To what extent are design principles well understood and applied in business

practice?

We develop a theoretical framework in Section 2, which is split in a first part
concerning design principles from traditional supply chain literature and a second
part concerning design principles from closed loop supply chain studies. In
Section 3 we discuss the Honeywell case to illustrate application and
understanding of the principles in practice. Clearly, one case is insufficient to get a
full picture of what's going on in business practice, however valuable lessons can
be learned . In Section 4 we discuss results and draw conclusions.

2 Theoretical Framework

2.1 Design Principles in Traditional Logistics

Several principles, which apply to supply chain (or parts of it) design, are referred
to in bibliographies (e.g. Ralph Sims, 1991). A quite comprehensive list of such
principles, which appears in (Gatto rna, 1997) is described below. Where
appropriate, we added the interpretation of these principles for closed loop supply
chains . For organisational purposes, we classify the design principles according to
the well-known supply chain management areas: organisational aspects (including
marketing and strategic issues), information systems, planning and control and
network structure. We will use the same classification for the extended principles.
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A. Organisational
1. Link logistics to corporate strategy

All aspects of logistics operations must be directly linked to the corporate
strategic plan. It appears that many companies do not consider closed loop supply
chains management as a strategic issue (Caldwell, 1999). However, companies
with successful closed loop supply chains management, such as Xerox, BMW, 3M
etc., do consider asset recovery as essential part of their business.
2. Emphasize human resources

Logistics excellence flourishes in an environment that recognizes people as the
department's most important resource . Recruiting, education, training and job
enrichment are standard practice. Experienced, well-trained managers are critical
to the success of business strategies and plans . In returns management, elderly
employees, those who assembled the products 5-20 years ago, are often employed
in the Asset Recovery department, since they are the only ones with the
knowledge necessary to recover the returns.
3. Form strategic alliances

Forming close partnerships with other participants in the product chain or
channel can boost logistics operation. Pre- or non competitive R&D is often done
in cooperation. For example, Sony, Motorola, Nokia, IKP, Indumetal and Gaiker
jointly develop new construction techniques enabling a returned product, once
exposed to the correct trigger temperature, to self-disassemble. But also collection
and recovery may be done by joint systems.
4. Target optimum service levels

Companies need to calculate their "optimum" service levels and pinpoint the
costs associated with sustaining those levels. Clearly , only a few companies see
closed loop supply chains management as a service tool. For product lines phased
out, return flows may serve as a cheap source of spare parts.

B. Information Systems
5. Use the power of information

Successful logistics implementation takes full advantage of information and
information-processing technology, not only for data interchange, but also for
decision support. Good return management requires up-to-date information on the
installed base, making use of product data management systems, remote sensing
and tracking and tracing systems. Also , information can be retrieved from returns ,
for example by analysing wear out of returned cores.

C. Planning and Control
6. Focus on financial performance

The logistics function should use return on assets, economic value added , cost
and operating standards, or similar indicators as measures of performance.
Functions as transportation, warehousing and customer service are best managed
as cost or profit centres. So far, closed loop supply chains are seen as a cost issue
by most companies, however potential revenues from reuse and the avoidance of
disposal costs is often neglected.
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7. Manage comprehensively
All corporate logistics functions should be unified under a combination of

centralized and decentralized management. Grouping all logistics-related func
tions under a single umbrella facilitates effective decisions. In several studies the
authors found that the responsibility for the returns handling was often not clearly
assigned, neither in the supply chain nor at a company level.
8. Manage the details

Attention to details can mean real savings. Effective detail management
produces consistency of purpose , objectives, image and information to customers.
Obviously, this principle is equally applied to both forward and reverse supply
chain design and operations. For example , when tracing cause of returns (failure,
bad manual , over advertising etc.), it is necessary not to have general figures but
to analyse carefully per retailer , distribution channel, type of product and so on.
9. Measure and react to performance

Companies must measure their logistics performance and react to the results in
an on-going dynamic fashion . Closed loop supply chains processes should be
benchmarked as any other business process .

D. Network structure
1O.Leverage logistics volumes

Successful logistics operations consolidate shipment volumes, inventories and
the like to gain operating and financial leverage , whether the logistics function is
performed in-house or by an outside contractor. Leveraging can be increased by
good collection systems and joint ventures . A problem with return flows is that
only a small part is valuable and therefore remanufactured/reused whilst the
majority is low value and will be scrapped. Hence , reverse substreams follow
different recovery routes, which complicates consolidation.

By definition, closed loop supply chains aim at closing goods flows, thereby
limiting emission and residual waste, but also providing customer service at low
cost. Thus, closed loop supply chains do what traditional supply chains do and in
addition contribute to sustainability. Therefore traditional design principles also
apply to closed loop supply chains, although in some cases with slight adaptation
or different interpretation. In addition, we investigate design principles
specifically for closed loop supply chains in 2.2.

2.2 Extended Design Principles

From a closed loop supply chains point of view, the above list of design principles
may be extended to include other important rules. Again we remark that both
forward and reverse chain are relevant here. From literature study, we are able to
propose the following :
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A. Organisational
11. Impose sustainability standards on suppliers. Selecting sustainable suppliers
requires additional selection criteria. One of the issues to be solved is the supplier
paradox: the one supplying reusable parts may loose most business. This needs to
be compensated, for example by outsourcing repair to the original supplier, who as
a bonus also has most knowledge and dedicated equipment. Also , suppliers may
co-design the product to enable modularisation and design for recycling. See also
(Corbett and Van Wassenhove, 1993) and (Tsoulfas and Pappis, 2001).
12. Create new markets. The environment can be at the basis of the creation of
new markets or of the reorganization of existing ones for certain (material) flows
resulting from the production process. With such a technical reorganization,
materials that would formerly have ended as wastes are turned into useful by
products (Faucheux and Nicolai , 1998). Furthermore, companies can also offer
waste disposal services (Corbett and van Wassenhove, 1993). Companies that
manipulate materials and energy should be organized in such a way that they can
respond rapidly to changes in management and processes (Tsoulfas and Pappis,
2001). Changing demands for goods and services will also push design changes.
The study of alternative plans is necessary in order to achieve eco-optimisation.
"Do the same but do it better or try to do something different."(Klassen and
Angell, 1998). Pro-activeness, especially to intended legislation, has proven to be
effective in many situations.
13. Make use of management tools, such as ISO 9000-14000, life cycle analysis ,
environmental accounting methods, that may help business to identify and select
opportunities for improvement. For example, using less energy is generally good
for the environment, but is also self-evidently good for business because it cuts
companies' costs, and eventually avoids potential environmental liabilities . It is,
therefore, a prerequisite to the long-term sustainability of business. To replace
non-renewable and polluting technologies, it is crucial to support the use of solar,
wind, water and geothermal energy (among others), as well as reduction in energy
consumption (Tsoulfas and Pappis , 2001) .

B. Information Systems
14. Make use of accounting systems that account for the full life-cycle costing of a
product or service, and the environmental impacts it creates. Based on this,
develop and design recoverable products, which should be technically durable,
repeatedly usable, harmlessly recoverable after use and environmentally
compatible in disposal (Gotzel et. ai, 1999).

C. Planning and Control
15. Manage additional uncertainty. In recovery situations only a part of the flow is
valuable, but it is hard to say beforehand which part. This means that sorting and
initial testing should be decentralized to separate junk from valuable returns. The
same goes for sorting and volume reduction in e.g. plastics recycling. Intrinsic to
the push-pull nature of reverse channels, there will often be a mismatch between
supply and demand for recyclable products and choice of the right recovery
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channels, even in situations with perfect information . E-market places provide a
good support tool.
16. Enhance design for recycling. Regarding the environmentally driven network
design, in (Tsoulfas et aI., 2000), a sector analysis of batteries from the point of
view of closed loop supply chains is presented, where several network design
criteria are discussed . Decisions to be taken concern modularity, kind of materials,
involvement of suppliers (co-design), disassemblability, life cycle considerations
(will it last for a long period or a short one?), type of equipment used and
standardization of modules/components in the product. Parameters affecting the
decision include pollution generated, energy use, residual waste, life cycle cost,
production technology, secondary materials, by-products, recyclability, product
complexity, product function, and so on.

D.Network structure
17. Match network design with recovery option. Regarding cost and service driven
network design , (Fleischmann et. al, 2000) and (Bloemhof-Ruwaard et. al, 1999)
give an overview of case studies. They conclude that compared to traditional
forward logistics, closed loop supply chains have some distinguishing common
characteristics, in particular in terms of processes to be carried out. Typical
characteristics of product recovery networks include a convergent part concerned
with collection and transportation from a disposer market to recovery facilities, a
divergent part for distribution to a re-use market, and an intermediate part related
with the recovery processing steps required. Moreover, they derive typical types
of networks per recovery option, where they distinguish networks for material
recycling, remanufacturing, reusable components, reusable packaging, warranty
and commercial returns. These network types generally differ in terms of network
topology, the role of and cooperation between actors and the collection and
routing system used. Thus, environmental aspects may influence network
topology, the role and cooperation between actors and the collection and routing
system used. It has been suggested that e.g. facilities should be located close to
possible end-users. Such a policy would ease the direct delivery of used products
from end-users (Angell and Klassen, 1999).
18. Set up good collections systems. In (Krikke et. al, 2000) a multicriteria model
is presented that optimises the supply chain of refrigerators on both economic and
environmental (LeA based) criteria. The model is run for different scenarios using
different parameter settings such as centralized versus decentralized operations,
alternative product designs, varying recovery feasibility and return quantity , and
potential ED legislation. The most important conclusion of the project is that, next
to efficient logistics combined with optimal product design, system optimality
depends on return quality and rate of return. In fact, in this case study these effects
outperform the impact of product design and logistics network structure.

Table 1 provides the extended set of design principles, both the traditional and
new principles. It also presents the drivers of the new design principles. Note that
we do not investigate the actual outcome of applying these design principles on
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e.g. network structure. Examples on this can be found in (Bloemhof et.al, 1999)
and (Fleischmann et. al, 2000).

It appears that a common denominator is the life cycle approach. Both from a
cost, customer service and environmental perspective, closed loop supply chains
should take the product life cycle -from cradle to grave- as a starting point. From
there, supply chain processes, including R&D activities, can be optimised.

Table 1. Extendeddesignprinciples in closed loop supplychains

Areas Traditional

. ~.r.!.~~ipl~~.
Organisational 1 2 3 4

tnformation 5

P&C 6789

Network structure 10

What 's new? Consequence New

......................................................... . . pri~.cipI~~ .
optimise on paradigm shift to 11 12 13

sustainability product life cycle 14
system management, supply 15 16

complexity chain processes to 17 18

uncertainty be optimised from

push-pull this starting point.

convergent

network

new markets

3 Remanufacturing of Printed Wiring Assemblies at
Honeywell

3.1 Case Description

Honeywell Industrial Automation and Control (lAC) is a global player in
industrial automation. It produces, supplies and maintains Distributed Control
Systems, i.e., both hardware and software to measure, monitor and control
production processes of its customers. Distributed Control Systems are networks
of intelligent (automated) stations, which control an industrial (chemical) plant or
process, where the network distributes logic control, data access and process
management. Because of the high capital value of the plants involved and their
dependence on control systems , the control systems are often redundant, and need
fast service in case of failure. In this case, we study the repair of Printed Wiring
Assemblies (PWAs). These PWAs are a critical and valuable component in the
TDC-3000 system . They are serviced by well trained service engineers of the
national affiliates and regularly replaced due to failure or potential failure . Service
contracts oblige Honeywell to respond to a customer call within 24 or 48 hours.

The service process goes as follows. After a call, a service engineer is
dispatched to the customer location. The engineer replaces the bad or suspicious
PWAs and brings it back in his car to the affiliate depot. Here, the PWA is
visually inspected. Some parts are rejected and scrapped, others are tested. Good
parts are restocked, either at the depot or the engineer's car. Malfunctioning parts
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are returned for repair after authorization of the central logistics department ISLe.
ISLC controls all logistics and tactical support for European customers. Local
repair by affiliates also takes place, but is not officially approved. PWAs are
returned by truck to the central warehouse for Europe in Amsterdam , operated by
Van Ommeren Intexo (VOl) and controlled by ISLe. VOl is a logistics service
provider that operates the warehouse and transportation for Honeywell. Returned
PWAs are consolidated at this central warehouse and from there transported in
large batches to the Honeywell production and repair sites in Phoenix (USA) and
Johannesburg (SA) by plane (Burlington Air). Here returned PWAs are inspected
and, if feasible, repaired or upgraded. Johannesburg is given priority, because it is
more dedicated to repair. However, also here regular production takes place.
Johannesburg sends repaired PWAs to the central European warehouse and
Phoenix restocks them in their own facility for possible supply to Europe or other
warehouses worldwide. As soon as a PWA has been replaced and returned , the
inventories are replenished, i.e., the affiliate replenishes the engineer's car, the
central warehouse replenishes the affiliate depot and the production factories
replenish the central warehouse. Return of repaired PWAs from Johannesburg to
the European warehouse runs independently from the replenishment procedure.
Also in replenishment, inter-continental transportation is covered by plane, intra
continental transport by truck.
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Fig. 2. Honeywell European suppl y chain for service of TDe 3000-PWAs

Figure 2 represents the existing closed loop supply chain for service of PWAs
for TDC-3000 system in Europe, including return flows for repair. Replenishment
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rush orders can skip one or more echelons, depending on the cause and location of
demand: PWAs can be delivered straight from the factories to the affiliate, from
the central European warehouse to the affiliate or from the central warehouse to
the customer site. This is done by DHL. Inventories are kept at the production and
repair sites, the central warehouse, affiliate locations and in the service engineer's
car. In terms of volumes, about 500 are returned each year, of which the majority
is remanufactured (note that defects are generally not returned). About 3000
pieces are in stock. Total reverse chain cost are about 360 EURO per item,
whereas the reuse value is estimated 700 EURO. The lead-time from the moment
of return at the customer site, through repair and back to serviceable stock is
approximately 34 weeks, which is a major concern for the management because of
the risk of obsolescence. In comparison, the lead-time from production to stock for
new spare parts is only 3-4 weeks . For an extensive description of the case, we
refer to (Breunesse, 1997). The following shortcomings have been identified:
(i) Return procedure. Non-reusable and reusable PWAs are not separated

correctly at the source , because there is no clear procedure and responsibility
for return shipping is not assigned. There is a lack of awareness of service
engineers that broken PWAs should be returned in a correct manner (e.g.
packaged correctly). As a result too many PWAs which are not reusable (due
to lack of demand or technical failure) are returned , while reusable PWAs are
sometimes not returned .

(ii) Lead-time. Return shipments are done via the forward logistic systems
leading to long and also stochastic lead times of returns . In reverse
distribution, consolidation times for small return volumes are long and the
reusable PWAs that are returned stay too long in the pipeline, due to capacity
problems at the production/repair sites. Long lead times are costl y due to
high capital value of PWAs and danger for obsolescence.

(iii) Availability planning. Also as a result of the long and stochastic lead-time ,
returned PWAs are not taken into account in the availability planning of
ISLe for the Val warehouse. This is no problem for Phoenix repairables,
since they are restocked in Phoenix. However, the Johannesburg repairables
are restocked at the Val warehouse in Amsterdam. They cannot be taken
into account in the availability planning, because a lack of logistic control
makes lead times long and stochastic, hence Johannesburg is not sufficiently
reliable as an internal suppli er of PWAs. This is complicated by the fact that
valuable information is lost in the long reverse chain, because information
does not stay with the product nor is an information system in place to deal
with this.

The supply chain improvements suggested in this study were based on the
following considerations:
• lead time reduction
• controlling out-of-pocket costs
• no defect PWAs should be returned
• all good PWAs should indeed be returned quickly
• information should be kept with the PWA.
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The possibilities for re-design are limited, because existing repair centres (in
Phoenix and Johannesburg) cannot be closed down nor can new ones be opened.
This is due to the fact that in the near future Honeywell will outsource repair
activities. Also, Johannesburg is a priori chosen as the repair facility for Europe, in
order to equalize capacity loads company-wide. In other words, only the collection
system, goods flows and make-or-buy decisions may be affected. Improvements
must be found in simplifying the reverse logistic system. The following solution is
suggested: (i) an improved return shipping procedure for service engineers and
clients makes sure the right PWAs are returned, (ii) direct shipping by DHL from
affiliates to the repair centre in Johannesburg reduces lead time and makes it
easier to keep information with the PWA. The forward system and the shipping
from Johannesburg back to stock in central European warehouse remain the same.
This reverse supply chain has a better performance, while unit out-of-pocket cost
increases from 360 EURO to 373 EURO per PWA. However, total shipping costs
may be reduced because useless returns are avoided by the improved shipping
procedure.

3.2 Analysis

In the old situation the supply chain is not geared for return flows. It appears that
Honeywell's design principles were limited to:
o Use the forward supply chain as much as possible
o Minimize out-of-pocket costs per stage in the reverse chain.

The management of Honeywell recognised that lousy performance necessitates
the re-design of the supply chain for repair of PWAs. To this end a subset of
design principles presented in Section 2 is applied. Table 2 gives an overview of
the design principles and their application in the re-design. They are explained
below.

Table 2. Overview of design principles application at Honeywell

no
no

11 (A)
12

princip.!e__.__description . yes, no, somewhat
1 (A) link to business strategy somewhat
2 exploit human resources no
3 form strategic alliances no
4 target service levels yes
5 (B) power of information yes
6 (C) focus on financial performance somewhat
7 manage comprehensively somewhat
8 manage details no
9 performance mgt. somewhat
10 (D) leverage volumes yes

EXTENDED
use sustainable suppliers
create new markets
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Table 2. Overview of design principles application at Honeywell (continued)

....p~i~cipl~ ~~S.~Eipt.il:J~ m m _ y~s.!.~g!.s.<:>~~"".~(lt
13 (B) use new management tools no
14 use life cycle accounting systems no
15 (C) manage uncertainty somewhat
16 enhance design for recycling no
17 (D) match network and recovery yes

option
18 enhance rate and quality of return yes

A: organisational, B: IT, C: planning and control, D: network structure

Honeywell should consider closed loop supply chains management as an
essential part of their service functions because returns are often the only source
for spare parts, especially for phased out products. Using a carrier for speeding up
returns reduces lead-time and variance and thus risk of obsolescence and
uncertainty. By outsourcing, the network structure is automatically changed. It
also avoids organizational and responsibility problems and leverages volumes.
However, this is also quite costly, in particular with long distances from Europe to
South Africa. A centralized network in Europe would be more feasible, however
the phasing out of proprietary hardware of Honeywell and thus the phasing out of
own repair operations makes this infeasible. Here we see that business strategy ,
i.e., the decision to use IBM hardware and to phase out proprietary hardware, has
an impact on closed loop supply chains decisions. Decentralized testing and a
simplified returns procedure aim at improvement of rate and quality of return.
Keeping the information with the PWAs clearly enhances the power of
information. The study described by (Breunesse, 1997) is an extensive
performance measurement, however follow up is unclear. The definition of cost is
widened, now including obsolescence cost.

Taking a closer look, we see that Honeywell has focused on logistics ,
operations and information aspects in order to optimise costs and availability. But
did Honeywell do the right thing from an environmental point of view? The use of
airplanes over long distance is an energy consuming activity. Although reusable
PWAs are well taken care of, non reusables are scrapped by local firms, of which
no information is available. The company appears to have little 'product life cycle
consciousness' . No sustainable suppliers are used . Moreover, product modularity
or more general product design aspects have never been nor will be an issue. The
company is unaware of future environmental legislation on producer
responsibility, although at the time this was being prepared by the European
Union . The phase out of propriety hardware might help Honeywell in this respect ,
however this is pure coincidence. In conclusion, sustainability remains a
subordinate issue.
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4 Discussion and Conclusions

Traditional wisdom holds that sustainability IS costly and the domain of
environmental idealists. Few companies have established closed loop supply
chains and the ones that have usually implemented end-of-pipe solutions are
enforced by law. (Stock et. ai, 1998) conclude - amongst other things- that "the
state of development of Reverse Logistics is analogous to that of inbound logistics
of 10-20 years ago" . For example , in the reverse chain, next to out-of-pocket costs
we must also include obsolescence costs and service related criteria. This is in fact
a very old principle. The importance of lead time effects both on costs and service
level has been extensively reported in classic logistics literature. However, our
hypothesis is that most business companies will -like Honeywell- reinvent the
wheel at this point.

With regards to the extended design principles it appears that the adoption of
the product life cycle paradigm is the basis of all. It is necessary to develop and
design recoverable products, which should be technically durable, repeatedly
usable, harmlessly recoverable after use and environmentally compatible in
disposal (Gotzel, et. ai, 1999). However, optimisation of supply chain processes
can add significant results . Extending service and enhancing function, especially
at the usage phase, improves eco-efficiency and reusability (Tsoulfas and Pappis,
2001) . Modularity and standardization also improves opportunities for repair and
(cross-supply chain) reuse of components and materials. Suppliers that are
sustainable should be selected and involved in product design and component
repair. Thus, reverse chains should be designed taking the product life cycle as a
starting point , but a (partial) redesign of the forward chain may be required as
well. A number of management tools, such as environmental assessment, life
cycle analysis , environmental accounting methods, but also 'simple ' logistics
principles can help business identify and select opportunities for improvement.

In conclusion, closed loop supply chains are fundamentally different from
traditional ' one-way' supply chains, particularly in view of sustainability. As a
result, traditional design principles need to be extended. However, also traditional
principles apply to closed loop supply chains. We suspect that both are often not
well understood by business practice. Obvious improvements can be made by
applying traditional principles. This is the easy part. New principles are necessary
to reduce emission and waste, and require life cycle driven approaches supported
by advanced management tools such as LCA and LCe. A new attitude is needed,
both with supply chain actors and consumers.
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Abstract Traditional logistic system analysis quite often assumes a single decision
maker (the planner) operating in a state of complete information and full decision
power . He pursues the objective of designing an efficient logistic network by solv
ing a sequence of operational problems mainly in the form of optimization models.
More realistically, one should consider that the decision power is actually distributed
within the logistics system among different actors (agents or holons) having different
(confiictual or cooperative) goals , following different behavioural rules and gener
ating interdipendencies. The shift from a SAS (single-agent system) approach to a
MAS (multi-agent system) one induces significant changes in the techniques and
models adopted for studying the logistics systems. In particular, one has to take into
account the impact of the different coordination mechanisms (stemming from the
coordination theory) onto the decision-making process of each agent (holon) . We
develop a MAS approach for a reverse logistics case related to the urban waste and
present some preliminary results in terms of logistic system design and modelling.

1 Introduction: The Classical Approach (SAS 
Single-Agent System) to Logistics System Analysis
and Design

The traditional approach to logistics system analysis and design refers to
classical planning (see Bianco (1987)) . It identifies on a geographic scale
a number of logistics activities (transportation, collection, etc.) generating
a number of logistics problems. Models are then develop in order to solve
these problems coming up with a final "optimal" configuration of the logistics
system (largely in terms of a minimum total cost).
The most important problems are the following ones:

location problems:
• where logistics facilities should be located and in which number;
• how markets should be efficiently allocated to facilities;

transportation problems:
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• which transport service or mode should be chosen;
• how recovered products and materials should be efficiently loaded on

vehicles ;
• what should be the composition and dimension of the fleet ;
• when transport activities should be performed and which routes should

be chosen .

The most important models developed for this kind of problems are :

location models such as the Uncapacitated Facility Plant Location and
the Capacitated Facility Plant Location ones;
location-allocation models ;
mode choice models;
loading models;

- fleet size and composition models;
vehicle routing and scheduling models with and without time-windows.

The more or less implicit assumption on which such an approach is based
upon is that a single decision-maker is identified (the "planner") having full
decision power and complete information over the most relevant variables
of the logistics system. More specifically, it is assumed that some variables
(decision variables) are completely under control of the single decision-maker
while the rest of the variables are taken as given by him (parameters) , that
is, they must be provided to the single decision-maker. We can referred to
this as the case of centralized decision power and symmetric information.
By managing the decision variables and parameters the single decision-maker
must take decisions about how to efficient ly use resources in order to come up
with an optimal configuration of the logistics system. Therefore, he solves a
number of logistics problem at the optimum. The contribution of the theory
is that of providing the decision-maker with a number of models helping him
to solve the logistics problems. Usually he sequentially solves a number of
optimization problems, from the strategic to the operational ones .
Conversely, if one assumes more realistically that within logistics systems
(and generally speaking, in every economic system) the decision power and
the information over the most relevant variables are actually distributed among
a number of different economic agents , as the behavioural approach does, it
is no longer possible to approach the issue of the logistics system design in
terms of a sequence of optimization problems to be solved by a single decision
maker. Indeed, the reasoning can no longer be referred to the "system" in
aggregate, rather to each economic agent .
In other words, we identify the following shortcomings of the classical ap
proach to logistics system planning and design :

little, if any, attention paid to the identification of the different economic
agents within a logistics system and to their behavioural characteristics;
as a consequence, lack of analysis of the main interrelationships among
agents and, above all , of the their impact on the economic behaviour and
decision processes of the agents;
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as a further consequence, no emphasis posed onto the allocation problem,
that is, on how welfare is allocated among agents .

The main purpose of the paper is to propose a new approach for analysing
and designing logistics system in a Supply Chain Management context , that
is, a behavioral one and compare it with the classical ones . In particular this
new approach is applied to a reverse logistics special case.
In particular it is worth to note the possible contribution that the economic
theory can give in this framework:

from a positive standpoint, in order to understand how sustainable eco
nomic and logistics systems really work, and to evaluate their perfor
mance;
from a planning and policy standpoint (normative) , in order to prop
erly manage the systems so as to maximise their efficiency (in a paretian
sense). In this manner , the approach could be seen as a Decision Support
System for decision-makers having planning and policy objectives.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section it is highlighted how
logistics systems are part of the more general economic system. In particular,
it is stressed that the concept of economic system should be viewed in terms
of sustainable economic system.
On the basis of the deficiences of the classical approach (that we name SAS
- single agent system) on Secction 3 we develop some ideas for a behavioural
approach which is based on the concept of holonic system. We referred these
ideas to as a MAS (multi-agent system) approach. Section 4 presents the
modelling development of this approach which ends up with a general mod
elling framework. Then, a case-study is proposed with reference to the urban
waste logistics system in Italy and specifically in Friuli-Venezia Giulia region .
The case-study develops through an empirical analysis of the holonic system
and it comes up with a specification of the general modelling framework.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn above all in terms of comparison between
the SAS and MAS approach and some future lines of research are indicated .

2 The Logistics and Sustainable Economic System

Logistics systems are part of the economic system. Since recently, the in
terpretation of the concept of economic system has been enlarged so as to
comprise the sustainability issues, mainly as a consequence of the negative
environmental effects produced by the economic growth process (see Boulding
(1966)) . Such an issue becomes relevant when one considers the interrelation
ships between the economic and the environmental system in enabling both
systems to co-exist and reach an equilibrium (see Pearce et al. (1990)). It
should be noted that the two systems are separately dealt with by economists
and natural scientists respectively. Natural scientists are mainly concerned
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with issues such as, for instance, how ecosystems survive, while economists
had produced lots of efforts in order to find an internal economic equilibrium
(see Arrow et al. (1954)) . The interrelationships between the two systems
and how they can be managed is a quite recent field of research (see Daly
(1980)) .
One of the most famous model of a sustainable economic system is the so
called circu lar (or closed) economic system model developed by Pearce and
Turner (1990) (see figure 1). It is based on the traditional neoclassic model, ie
the linear one, with t he addition of t he inte rre lationships between the econ
omy and the environment. The model highlights, among other things, two
fundamental economic functions of the environment:

the environment providing input resources to the economic system;
the environment receiving waste products and materials from the eco
nomic system (on the basis of its "carrying capacity") .

I Natural I r Produc tion 1 I Consumption/Utility I
resources I 'I sector I

J.
Iw aste prod uctsl

and materia ls

Recove ry activities

Environment

F ig. 1. The sustainable economic system

Moreover, a general link exists between the input flows (resources) and
the output flows (waste products) of an economic system and it is based on
the thermodynamics laws. A number of economists have put emphasis on
these aspects (see Daly (1986) and Georgescu-Roegen (1971). On the basis of
the interrelationships between the economy and the environment some sus
tainability rules are put forward in terms of rules which the economic system
must follow in order to guarantee its sustainability. These ru les consist in a
number of constrains posed on the level of exploitation of natural resources
(first rule) and on the level of waste products and material disposed into the
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environment (second rule).
Within such a sustainability framework one of the fundamental kind of ac
tivity for the sustainability goal to be achieved is that of recovery, that is, all
types of activities enabling the recycling of waste products by re-transforming
them into natural resources capable of being used by the economic system.
More specifically, recovery activities can be classified in re-use, remanufac
turing and recycling ones (see Fleishmann et al. (1997)). It can be shown
that recovery activities help an economic system to increase its sustainability
level by:

reducing the exploitation level of natural resources;
- reducing the negative impact on the carrying capacity of the environment.

2.1 The Logistics Perspective

The sustainable economic system can be represented in a more articulated
and actually complete manner if one highlights its logistics characteristics.
In fact, the flows of goods and materials moving from the production sec
tor to the consumption one, and vice versa, are managed within logistics
systems. Such systems are nevertheless neglected by mainstream economics
in so far as only two agents are mainly considered, i.e., industrial firms and
households. The management and organization of flows going from producers
to consumers is the field of the so-called forward logistics, while flows from
consumer back to the production sector are studied by the reverse logistics.
The latter is a recent field of research and it seems to be quite intriguing
both for practitioners and theorists (see Ayres (1997) , (1998), Barros (1998),
Bloemhof-Ruwaard et al. (1999), Ferrer (1996a), (1996b), (1996c), (1997),
Ferrer et al. (1998), Fleishmann et al. (1997), Johnson (1998) , Kroon et al.
(1995), Pohlen et al. (1992) , Rose (1994), Thierry et al. (1995) , Van der Laan
(1998)) .
In order to have an illustration of the logistics characteristics of a sustain
able economic system one can refer to figure (see 2) . More specifically, we
define the sustainable logistics as the field of research studying the efficiency
of management of both the forward and the reverse flows in an integrated way
in order to give a contribution to the sustainability issue.

It is quite clear that the perspective here adopted is that of Supply Chain
Management (see Ballou (1999), Bechtel et al. (1997) , Cooper et al. (1997) ,
Motwani et al. (1998)). In particular, we stress the importance of recovery
activities at system-level (rather than at a corporate level) as a decisive fac
tor contributing to the sustainability of an economic system. The analysis of
a sustainable economic system in which the logistics aspects are highlighted
is the subject of this paper. The main purpose consists in proposing a quite
innovative approach for analysing and designing such systems, that is, a be
havioral one vs. the classical one. In the end , we come up with a general
modelling framework.
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Fig. 2 . sus tainabl e economic syste m: logist ics charcate rs

3 Towards a Behavioural Approach: The MAS
(Multi-Agent System) Perspective. First Modelling
Results

In ord er to tackle the deficiencies of the SAS approach, it should be firstly
noted that in every real economic syst em the decision power and the in
formation are distributed among a num ber of agents developing a series of
interrelat ionships. Reali ty shows us multi-agent syste ms, that is, a number of
agents performing t heir activit ies in a dyna mic context by coordinati ng their
decisions in a cooperative and/or conflictual manner. We can referr ed to this
as the case of distribut ed decision power and asymmetric information (see
Schneeweis(1999)). Every agent th erefore has a certain "amount" of decision
power and inform ation over some variab les of the syste m. T he behavioral
approac h is then based on a holonic st ruc ture of the system (see van Brussel
et al. (1997a), 1997b)). A holon is an ent ity having two charac te rist ics:

autonomy;
- cooperat ion/ coordinat ion

Based on the first characterist ic each holon (agent) take some opt ima l de
cisions in an independently manner with respect to the other agent s. Nev
ertheless, the second charac te rist ic shows how the behavior of each holon is
strategically" linked" with t hat of the other holons. T he behavioral approach
puts emphasis on these holon ic cha rac te rist ics of an economic and logisti cs
system, in par ticular raising t he following questions:

For the autonomy cha racterist ic (the so-called local conditions) :
• which are the economic agents of the system and which are their eco

nomic behaviours and decision processes (objectives, kind of decisions
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to be taken, kind of problems to be tackled, variables involved , etc.) .
These quest ions stress the need for a strong empirical ana lysis to be
performed in so far as the local conditions should be st ud ied" on the
field" ;

For the cooperation/coordination characteristic:
• what kind of interdependencies exist among agents;
• how they can be represented;
• which are the coordination mechanisms man aging such interd epen

dencies.

3.1 The Coordination Theory

The need of identifying th e interrelationships among agents in order to define
their economic nature and, above all, the need of understanding their impact
on the decision pro cesses of the agents represent one of the most cruc ial aspect
of the behavioral approach. We can referr ed to the so-called coordination the
ory (see Malone (1987), (1988) , (1992), Malone et al. (1991), (1994)), which
is a quite recent interdisciplin ary field of resear ch encom pass ing the decision
theory, computing science (see Malone (1992)), linguistics, economics, game
theory, organizatio n t heory (see Malone et al. (1991), (1993)) , etc .
What does coordin ation mean ? A poss ible definit ion is: managing dependen
cies among different activities (see Malone et al. (1991)). In fact , it is qui te
clear t hat if there is no interdepende ncy among different activities performed
by different agents there is not hing to coord inate. T he most relevan t issue is
there fore that of identifying and class ifying the different types of interdepen
dencies so as to define the different categories of coordination mecha nisms. In
the main, given a number of inter relationship s among a num ber of agents we
can define a coordination mechani sm as the set of rules ena bling some activ
ities to be assigned to the agents. The concept of coordination is at the core
of economics . One simple and famous example of interdepend encies among
different agents who coordinate their act ivit ies in order to achieve a common
objective is given by the competit ive market mechani sm. This is simply the
case of a decentralized coordination mechani sm aiming at an optimal alloca
t ion of resources (the so-called" invisible hand" ) (see Baligh (1986), Kurose et
al. (1989) , Lumer et al. (1990) , Miao et al. (1992) , van Prunak et al. (1997a) ,
(1997b)). The planning process describ ed by th e classical approac h can be
seen as a st rongly cent ralized coor dination process in which each agent send s
infor mation regarding the system variables to the single decision-maker.

It should also be pointed out that the class ical approac h does not raise the
issue of the welfare allocation among agents . T his is quite clea r given t hat
just one decision-maker is considered . What it is relevant for the class ica l
approach is the general performance of the sys tem without considering the
indiv idu al perfo rmances of the agents and the relationships between individ
ual performances and the system performan ce in te rms of welfare.
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From a behavioral point of view, the main goal is to build a model of
the sustainable logistics system capable of incorporating the local conditions,
the strategic interrelationships of the agents and the allocation problem. The
main contribution that the theory can give in this context is that of developing
a number of behavioral models referred to each economic agent incorporating
their interdependencies while trying to solve, at the same time, the allocation
problem.

3.2 The General Framework Model

Modelling a sustainable economic and logistic system can be done by defining
the following elements (see Sikora et al. (1998)):

- the individual performance function for each agent, with regard to the
"autonomy" characteristic of each holon ;

- the interaction variables, with regard to the interrelationships existing
among agents and the respective coordination mechanism (characteristic
of "cooperation/ coordination" );

- the global performance function, with regard to the allocation problem.

The general model can be expressed as follows:

7r1 = 7rdP1 ( ,zij, )]
7r2 = 7r2[P2( , zij , )]

Zij = ....

where:
7ri = individual performance
Pi = decision problem sets
Zij = interaction variables
n = index of global (system) performance
</J = global performance function

(La)

(lb)

(lc)

(ld)

In the model, the individual performance of each agent i, 7ri (i=I, ...n),
depends on some decision problems - Fi (i= I ,...,N)- in which the so-called
interaction variables - Zij - are considered.
Generally speaking, the most relevant variables related to each agent (and
therefore to his performance) can be divided in three main categories:
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- decision variables;
- parameters;
- interaction variables.

This classification stems from the fact that the decision power and the infor
mation are distributed within the system among agents . Each agent therefore
has :

full decision power over some variables, that is, he can independently
and fully decided about the characteristics of some variables; these are
the so-called decision variables;
no decision power over other variables, that is, variable characteristics
are fully determined by other agents and the agent has to take them as
given; these are the so-called parameters;
partial decision power over some other variables. That means that he has
some influence on these variables but they are fully determined by the
interaction between he and another agent (or more than one) by means
of coordination mechanisms; these are the so-called interaction variables.

It is quite clear that we can identify as parameters in the performance
function of an agent:

- decision variables of other agents;
- interaction variables defined by other (different) agents .

In other words , the proposed classification is valid relatively to each agent .

It should be noted that the interaction variables may not necessarily be
expressed by equations, rather they can come out from a number of sub
models representing the coordination mechanisms.
Another crucial point of the general framework model is that of the global
performance function. While the classical approach expresses the optimal
configuration of the logistics system usually in terms of a minimum total cost,
the behavioral approach represents it in terms of the II value. The objective
is that of finding the optimal welfare allocation among agents: given the ¢
function one has to find the optimum vector (11'1,11'2, " ., 1I'n) (in a paretian
sense), that is, that vector maximising the II value. More generally, one
can think of building an efficiency frontier, i.e., all the optimal values of II
in a paretian sense. The critical point for such values to be found are the
characteristics of the ¢ function. In other words, one has to find out how
the individual performances are linked with the performance of the system.
Basically, two simple expressions can be identified (see Sikora et al. (1998)) :

- an additive one, that is, II = I;(1I'1,1I'2, ..., 1I'n) ;
- a competitive one, that is, II = max(1I'1, 11'2, " ., 1I'n) .

However, the specific form of the ¢ function can be rather complex. This
certainly represents a future line of research.
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4 A Case-Study: The Urban Waste Problem

We can summarize the step-by-step methodology used by the behavioral ap
proach as follows:

Empirical analysis:
• identify the agents;
• qualitatively describe their behaviors and decision processes and their

interrelationships;
Modelling analysis:

• identify the main variables of the system;
• assign them to each agent by classifying them into:

* decision variables
* parameters
* interaction variables

• model the economic behaviors and the interrelationships;
• develop and specify the general model.

Now we try to apply the general methodology of the behavioral approach
to a specific situation: the reverse logistics system of the urban waste in
Italy. As a matter of fact, sustainable logistics implies applying the general
methodology of the behavioral approach to both the forward and the reverse
flows in an integrated way. However, trying to consider the whole system
means that one should take into account all types of forward-reverse flows
and all the agents in the system.

For now, we focus on a specific reverse system which is, as one will see,
rather complex for itself, assuming for simplicity no interrelationships be
tween forward and reverse chains.

To introduce the issue , let us stress disposal activities will no longer exist
in the medium-long run in industrialized countries due to legislation in many
countries that provide for a maximisation of recovery activities. Generally
speaking, the recovery activities can be of two types:

material recovery;
thermal recovery.

In Italy the law distinguishes between "special" waste and "urban" waste .
The former refers to waste having mostly an industrial origin, while the latter
indicates waste largely produced by households. As said, we concentrate on
the second type of waste for which Italian laws foresee the following policy
scenario to be reached in a few years :

a significant increase of the so-called" separated collection" , whose levels
are currently too low;
the remaining quantities and types of urban waste must be incinerated,
therefore recovering energy;
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only the sub-products of the incinerated materials must be landfilled,
that is, no urban waste must directly be landfilled.

The types of different materials and sub-products (and therefore the different
reverse logistics chains) which can be obtained by the separated collection are
left to local authorities. In Friuli- Venezia Giulia, the minimum policy scenario
specifies three categories of materials to be recovered by separated collection:

"dry" recycling materials (plastic, paper, metals) ;
glass ;
organic waste.

Having chosen the waste logistics system we then apply the general method
ology by:

identifying the main agents of the system;
describing their economic behaviors, decision processes and interrelation
ships by means of empirical analyses (mainly, by direct interviews);
identifying the main variables of the system;
assigning them to each agent and classifying them into decision and inter
action variables and parameters. We concentrate then onto the interaction
variables and identify the main coordination mechanisms;
describing the economic behaviour of the agents in modelling terms based
upon the variables assigned to them ;
detailing the general framework model.

4.1 Identification of the Main Holons of the Urban Waste
Reverse Logistics System

The first step in applying the behavioral approach is the identification of the
main agents (public and private) consituting the (general) reverse logistics
system of the urban waste. In simplified terms, they are:

market demand holons;
market supply holons;
logistics system holons in a strict sense .

The market demand holons are represented by firms using recovered materi
als , while market supply holons are households generating urban waste.
The logistics system holons in a strict sense are :

holons on the strategic level, mainly public bodies (State, local authori
ties, counties, etc.);
holons on the operational level, that in turn are given by:

• operators managing logistics services;
• operators managing logistics facilities .
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Operators managing logistics services are those involved in the collection and
transportation of the urban waste, while the operators managing the facilities
are given by:

disposal plant operators;
incinerator operators,
operators of testing, reprocessing, composting, sorting plants.

We can also have the so-called integrated operators, that is, operators man
aging both facilities and collection/transportation activities of various kind
of urban waste.
The agents of the strategic level, ie public bodies, follow a planning process
aiming at defining on a certaing regional territory :

the zoning for generation and processing of waste materials;
criteria for locating the processing and disposal logistics facilities, on
the basis of a "self-sufficiency" principle for each zone. Sometimes these
operators also decide the specific location;

- the main characteristics of the collection and transportation activities.

The municipal authorities are the links between the operators on the strategic
level and those who pratically performed the logistics activities, i.e ., the oper
ators of the operational level. In fact, they are charged with the assignment of
the collection, transportation and incineration activities to operational agents
usually by means of public auctions. For facilities such as those related to ma
terial recovery and landfilling a substantial deregulation regime operates. This
means that any agent regularly owning a license for performing recovery and
disposal activities can do this without any further procedure or requirements .
At a more tactical/operational level, public bodies decide the type and amount
of incentives and subsidies to be assigned to operational agents in order to
promote their activities while reaching some social objectives.
To summarize, it appears quite clear that the planning activities related to
the reverse logistics system of the urban waste is implemented through a
two-steps process: the strategic decisions with regard to zoning and location
problems are taken first on the basis of a public process, while the operational
decisions are taken consequently on a second step.
A simplified picture of the holonic system can be seen in figure (see 3).

4.2 Identification of the Main Variables of the System

Having outlined the main behavioral characteristics of the system agents, we
represent the system in a simplified way by means of the following agents:

C'I'O : collection/transporation operators, numbered with r;
Fa: facility operators, numbered with i:
PB: public bodies, represented by a single agent;
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REVERSE LOGISTICS SYSTEM

C

Strategic level agents 0
0

0 State R· Local authorities (regional. D
etc .) I· N

r~Operational level agents ---. A (DEMAND )

Service managementoperator,Oj T
• collection andtransportation I

operators 0
N

Nodal infrastructur es management
operators

0 disposa l plants
0 incinerators. processingplants (testing.

selection. etc.)
-

F ig . 3 . T he holonic system

H: households, numbered with i;
M: market firms, numbered with l.

We then ident ify the following main quantitative variables of the system:

- Cij r: the transportation and collect ion cost from pick-up point i to point
j (processing facility of operator j) in the logistics network for operator
r;
XTOT : total amount of wast e produced by households, which is given by
the fraction of separated collection (Xsc), i.e., the " real" reverse flows,
plus t he residual (XR ) , which is usually incinerated or disposed . Specifi
cally, if i = 1, ..., n is the num ber of households/ collect ion points we have:
XTOT = I:i XSCi + I:i XRi = Xsc + XR ;
Xijr : the amount of separated waste produced in point i and transported
in j (process ing facility) by operator r . We have I:i I:j I:r = X sc ;
I j: investment costs (fixed costs) of a logistic facility operator j;
I : number of collect ion points in the network (assumed to be equal to the
number of households), 1 = 1, ..., n;
J.L r ,JLj : expected profit for operator rand j involved in auct ion activit ies;
qjl : amount of recovered products sold on market 1 by facilit ies operator
j;
Pr : auction bid by eTO operator r ;

- Pj : auction bid by FO operator j ;
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- Pj: selling price of recovered materials by facility operator i:
akr: capacity of vehicle k for the collection and transportation act ivities
of operato r r ;
K r : number of vehicles of operator r;
ctj: processing cost for operator i .
T: amount of (financial) incenti ve from pu blic bodies, which can be as
signed to investment cost (TjJ, to collect ion/transportation cost (TCi j.) ,

to selling pri ce (Tpj) or to households (TSC .) '

We also define a technical input-output coefficient for operator j as :

b = L qjt! L L Xijr = L qjt!X sc
I r I

It shows how many units of recovered products can be obtained at a facility
and sold on the market (out put) given a number of uni ts of waste entering
the production process (input).
Having identified these variables, we assign them to the three simplified and
representative figures of logistics operators , i.e. , pu blic bodies (P B), collec
tion/transportation operators (C'I'O) and facility operators (Fa) . At the
same ti me we classify the variables assigned to each operator in decision
and interaction varia bles and par ameters.

On the bas is of the assignment and classificat ion of variab les to agents we
can describe more in dep th the economic behaviors of the agents and t ry to
mod el them.
Public bodies (PB) have a num ber of objectives which can be expressed
in te rms of a social utili ty function Us (for inst an ce, they should improve
recovery activit ies, respect some environmental constraints , achieve a self
sufficiency objectives for each zone, etc.). In doing this they use regulation
too ls such as incentives an d taxes. We assu me that th e amo unt of incentive T

is an int eraction variables whose characteristics depends on the relationships
between PB and the age nts to whom the incentives are assigned . T his means
t hat Tfj ' TCij r , r», and TS C i are interaction variables for PB. T he individu al
perform ance of PB can be defined in terms of a level of public spending to be
minimized. In fact , PB aims at minimizing publi c spending (and therefore tax
pressur e) while reaching some social welfare goals. The social utili ty funct ion
is act ually a complex one . We can assume that it depends upon a numb er of
social goals El , ... , En to be achieved in a satisfying way. T here fore we define
the ind ividual performan ce of PB as follows:

7Tl = Ts CXS C + L Pr + L Fj + T f j L !j +

r j j

+ TCi j r L L L XijrCijr+ Tpj L L Pjqjl - T X R (2a)
j r j I

s.t , Us(El, ... , En) = (; (2b )
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T he number of collect ion points I in the network is assum ed to be decided
by the CT O, even if in rea lity it is frequently decided by PB by defining the
au ct ion rul es. Variab les P and P ar e considere d interaction variables since
t hey come out from public auction mecha nisms .
T he X sc variabl e is decided by households on the basis of the amount of in
cent ives to generate separated refuse collect ion - TSC - determined by the in
teraction with PB . T indi cates the tax payed by households on non-separ ated
refuse collect ion (waste to be incinerated or disposed) and it is determined by
PB. More specifically, we can assume households having a potential reverse
flows supply fun ction such as:

XSCi = f (T ,TSC.) i = 1, .., n (3)

As for the collect ion/transpor tation operator (eT O) we can assume he is
a profit-maximising agent. His economic behavior can be summarized in the
following individual performance:

1r2r = Pr(A ) - F Cr - VCr {Kr ,I, akr ,Cijr(TCijr, M) , Xijr[XSCi(TSC.) ]}

=/-Lr (A ) (4)

In the formula , in addit ion to t he already known variables, we indi cate
Pr( A ) as the bid offered by the CT O within the public auct ion which is de
pendent on the correspondent coordinat ion mechani sm; F Cr ar e the fixed
costs and fl r is depend ent on a coordination mechan ism as well. The CT O
act ivity produces some fixed and var iable costs , FCr and VCr , that should
be min imized . Within the variable cost s he can decide upon the variables K r ,

I and akr. In other words , he can decide on the num ber of vehicles to be used ,
on the number of collect ion points in the network and on the capacity of the
vehicles. Generally he solves some class ical problems such VRP, loading, fleet
size and composit ion, etc . in order to opti mize his activit ies.
Assuming CT O is an integrated operator, the Cijr variab le is determined by
the interaction between the CT O and the "pure" t ra nsport operator (to) on
the basis of a market mechan ism and it is also dependent up on the amount
of incentives received by PB. The Xijr variable depend s on t he XSCi vari abl e
which is decided by households and in t urn depend s on the amount of incen
t ive received by household s from PB (TSC.) ' Fin ally, the difference between
P; and the total cost s gives th e expecte d profit for CT O, /-Lr , for which the
public auct ion 's rul es assures it is a true revealed value (t hat is, CT O does
not behave st rategically), therefore achieving efficiency in the allocation of
activ it ies (see Myerson (1981)) .

The facility operator FO can also be assumed as a profit-maximising
agent. Therefore, he aims at maximising his profit in two likely sit uation:

if the facility management is assigned by mean s of a pub lic auction, the
FO will be subject to t he same constraint regarding /-L as the CT O oper
ator;
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- if the facility can be managed in a deregulated manner, that is, everyone
having a regular license can operate a recovery or a disposal facility, the
FO will not be subject to the constraint on u: in this case he will largely
rely upon market revenues.

The economic behaviour of FO can then be modelled, in the two likely situ
ations, as follows. In the first case:

1r3j = Rj[qjl(M),pj(Tpj ,M),Pj(A)] - Ji(Tfj) +
- VCj[ctj,Xijr(CL:)] = iij(A)

In the second case:

1r~j = Rj[qj/(M),pj(Tpj,M)] - Ji(Tfj) +
- VCj[ctj ,Xijr(CL:)] = iij

(5)

(6)

In both cases FO aims at maximising his profit which is given by revenues
minus fixed and variable costs. The difference is that in the first case:

- among the revenues , FO must include the bid he would offer within the
public auction, which is not the case in (5);

- similarly to the C'I'O's behavior, public auction's rules assure that the
expected profit /lj is a truly revealed value (see Myerson (1981)).

Once he has decided where to locate his facility, the FO can decide on the type
of plant to be chosen, therefore determining the fixed costs Ji and the variable
cost ci] . It should be noted, however, that the decision on Ji is influenced
by the amount of incentives received by PB . It is also quite interesting to
note that generally iij is for the FO an interaction variable since it depends
on how he decides to locate his facility with respect to his competitors 'same
type of decisions (see Gabszewicz (1996)). In other words , it is a problem of
market share. The amount of recovered materials to be sold to firms Pj/ and
its selling price Pj is determined by market rules through negotiations with
the firms themselves. These firms will be willing to buy a recovered material
instead of a new one if the price will be competitive. We can assume market
firms having a demand function for recovered product and materials such as :

where:

dq < °
dp

(7)

. = {qj/ = qjl(Pj) if P E]O ,PM[
qJ/ °otherwise

In the formula PM is the market price for buying a new product on the mar
ket instead of buying a recovered one . If the recovered product costs less then
the" new" one there exists a downsloped demand function by market firms.
If Pj is bigger than the market price PM, firm demands are zero since firms
prefer to buy new products on the market.
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At this point , it is worth to focus our analysis on the coordination mecha
nisms emerging from the economic behaviors, in particular from the interrela
tionships among agents - the interaction variables. We aim at identifying the
coordination mechanisms determining the specific value of each interaction
variable. We present a scheme summarizing the interaction variables and the
interrelationships among agents (see figure 4).

97IMarket b
firms(M)

'/j1;Pjl FO

P,; 'f:cijr

Fig. 4. Main interaction variables of the reverse logistics system

By considering the set of interrelationships among agents and the in
teraction variables we can identify the main coordination mechanism as in
following table 1.

The following coordination mechanisms emerge from table 1:

PA: principal-agent mechanisms. These regulate the decisions about the
incentives by PB which in turn influence the decision of the selling price
of recovered materials, the investment costs for the recovery facilities,
the collection/transportation costs and the amount of waste produced by
households;
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Table!. Interact ion variables, interdependencies among agents and coordination
mechan ism s

/-Lj q jl vs rt-, Pj Tt · r; Tei ' r T S C j Cijr

M-FO Market Ma rket

1"0-1"0 Compo
locat ion

CTO-to Ma rket

PB-FO P ri ncipal Auc tion
-agent

P B- M P rincipal
PB-M -ag ent
PB-CT O Auc tion P rinci pal

-agent
PB- H Principal

-agent

M : market mechanisms. They determine the selling price of the recovered
materials, the quantity of recovered materials sold on the market and th e
pick-up/ transportation costs;
A : au ction rules mechanisms . T hey determine th auct ion bids P and P
and therefore influence the expected profit of the operators;
C{: competit ive location mechanisms. Such mechanisms are mainly re
lated to game theory and they determine the st rategic decision by FO on
where locate their plants (and th erefore 7r3j and 7r~j ) '

An illustration of the coordina tion mechani sm is tha t of table 2.

Table2. Coordination mechanisms and interaction variables

J.L j q j l P j Tp Pj Tf Pr T Ci 1T' TSCi Cij r

T( sd) • • • •
p • • •
d • •
fo •

5 Model Specification and Conclusions

On the basis of the above mentioned analysis the following "open" specifica
tion of th e general fram ework model can be proposed:

7r1 = rsc X sc + 2:r; + 2: Pj + T f j 2: Ii + Te i j r 2: 2: 2: Xij rCijr +
r j j j r
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+ Tpj LLPjqjl -TXR
j I

7T2r = Pr(A) - FCr - VCr{Kr,!,akr , Cijr(TCijr, M),Xijr[XSCi (TSC,)]}

= Jlr(A) (8b)

7T3j = Rj[qjl(M),pj(Tpj , M), Pj(A)] +
- h(TfJ - VCj[ctj , Xijr(C.C)] = ,uj(A)

7T~j = Rj[qjl(M) ,pj(Tpj , M)] +
- h(Tfj) - VCj[Ctj,Xijr(C.c)] =,uj

Cijr = {MCTO ,to}

P; = {APB,CTO}

Pj = {APB ,FO}

TCijr = {PAPB ,CTO}

TSCi = {PAPB ,H}

Tfj = {PAPB,FO}

qjl = {MFO ,M}

Pj = {MFO,M}

Tpj = {PAPB ,M}

,uj = {C.cFO,FO'}

II = ¢(7Tl,7T2,7T3 ,7T~)

For the model to be completely specified we would need to find analytical
representations for the coordination mechanisms. This is a kind of work still
lying ahead.

The analysis carried out so far has shown that a final configuration of a
logistics system can not be thought as a sequence of problems, even if they are
complex, solved by a single decision-maker. Indeed, it should come out from
the interactions of the behaviors of different economic agents. This brings
us to compare the SAS and MAS approaches. In particular, the question is:
what should be the integrations or variations that the behavioral approach
induced to the classical one? The bottom line is that due to the identification
of a certain number of agents and interrelationships regulated by some coor
dination mechanisms we identify a larger spectrum of system problems and
activities which need a modelling framework to be analysed and explained.
Considering a reverse logistics system, the comparison between the two ap
proaches can be done as in the following table (see 3) .

Further significant results of the analysis seem to be:

- in the reverse logistics system which has been the subject of the case
study, there are a relevant number of interaction variables as
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Table3. SAS-MAS comparison in modelling terms

Logistics p roblems / SAS approach MAS approach
activities Classic models Agents involved Behavioral models
L o c ati on o f in c inerat ors . UFP L ,CFPL P u b lic b od ie s hierarch ic al mul t i-
com post in g and la n d f il li n g -c ri t e ri a m od el s
pl ant s
Loc a t io n o f pro c e s s ing U F P L, CFPL F aci li ty o p er a to rs E c o n omi c m odels o f
( materia l recovery) lo cation ( competi t ive
plan t s tocatio n: pcice-s en.sit iue )
Ass ign men t o f c o llectio n Local a u t hori ti e s - C'T'O a uc t ion m od el s ,
a nd t r an sportat ion principal-agent m odel
logi st ics se r vices
A ssignment o f processin g Lo cal au t h orities- F O au ct ion mode ls,
lo gi st ic s servi ces pri n ci p al-age nt m odel

Opera t ion of collect ion o'ro -ve marke t mech a n ism
nnd t r ansport at ion
lo g is t ic s s erv ices (1 )
Operation o f collect ion VRP, VRSP , VRS PTW , CT O C lass ic a l o p t i mi zat ion
an d trans p ortation lo ad ing , fl e e t compos ition m ode ls , p o s si bl y
logi stic s se r v ic e s (2 ) m od e c hoice r eformulate d
P r o vi sion of inc e nti v e s L o cal a u t ho ri ties- princi pal-agent mod el s
for the log is t ics serv ices h ouseholds /FO /

/eTO/ mar ket fi rms

vari ab les characterizing the economic behavior of the agents . This means
that the classical interpretation of the decision-making process when de
veloping a Decision Support System, which is based on the identification,
on one hand, of the variables that can be completely decided by the
agents and, on the other hand, of those that should be taken as given ,
seems to be oversimplified. On the contrary, we have found out that the
bu lk of the relevant variables of a logistics system lies within the so-called
interact ion variables. This stresses the need to deepen th e analysis on th e
coordination mechanisms in order to understand how such variables are
determined within logistics systems.

- if we go beyond the classical approach of logistics system analysis as it is
seen in terms of a planning process based on optimization problems , we
realize the cru cial role of the pu blic bodies (and eventually of the State) as
regulators of an economic and logist ics system. Since they no longer plan
and control the system in a centralized manner, they aim at promoting
and stimulating, on one hand, the generation of potential reverse flows by
system agents (i.e. , households) and, on the other hand, the profitability
of the activities of the agents of th e reverse logistics system [i.e. C'I'O ,
Fa and market firms) . In this way, PB helps the reverse logist ics system
to work better and be more efficient in a social way. Therefore, from a
normative standpoint, instead of optimally and deterministically produc
ing a final configuration of the system, we should strength the analysis
on how public authorities shou ld "regulate" a decentralized systems by
means of incentives, subsidies, taxes, etc . so as to achieve an optimal or
satisfying configur ation in terms of social utility . Moreover , in addition
to tools such as incentives and taxes, it is quite clear that the choice of a
given coordination mechanism regulating some interd ependencies among
agents is capab le of strongly influenced the global performance of the
system. Therefore, such a choice can be seen as a further too ls in the
public authorities'hands in order to achieve some social obj ectives. Once
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again, there is the need to better understand the economic rationale at
the core of the coordination mechanisms.
Even if we did not empirically address the issue of the non-urban waste
logistics, that is, how a private company organizes its forward-reverse lo
gistics systems, it seems that the above considerations still hold. In other
words, given that private companies often do not own and manage" di
rectly" its logistics systems rather it coordinates with other independent
agents (suppliers, agencies , importers, exporters, franchisors, etc.) there
is a problem for it of how to create and structure incentive schemes for
the independent agents in order to achieve some company's goals .

To conclude, the evolution of the logistics and economic system analysis
makes it clear that a strong accent should be put on the specification of the
different actors involved in the system and their behavioral characteristics
(disaggregated approach). From this the need to study the interrelationships
and coordination mechanisms among the actors stems directly. From a mod
elling standpoint, theorists should produce efforts in order to put forward a
new generation of models capable of interpreting how the systems work and
how an optimal configuration could be reached at the end . As already said,
such models should have the characteristics of incorporating both specific be
havioral hypothesis (coming out from empirical analyses) and coordination
mechanisms. The efforts for producing such models is certainly a future line
of research.
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Performance of MRP in Product Recovery
Systems with Demand, Return and Leadtime
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Germany

Abstract. In this paper the performance of an extended MRP approach (MRRP) for a hy
br id single-stage production/remanu facturing system with external return flows is exam
ined. All cos ts are assumed to be strictly propor tional so that a lot-for-Iot ordering policy
applies. A scenario with stochastic demands and return s and determinist ic processing times
of equal length for both production and remanufacturing form s the basis of the anal ysis.
Additionally, cases of unequ al and stochastic processing times are considered. It turn s out
that application of MRRP leads to near-optimal result s. MRRP even outperforms opt imized
pull control rules from Stochastic Inventory Contro l (SIC) if the leadt imes differ considera
bly.

1 Introduction

In the last decade due to both economic incentives and legal pressure firms more
and more are going to organize product and material cycles, by this way support 
ing the approach of an "economy of circulation" . As a result , product recove ry is
sues become more and more important. The term product recovery refers to activi
ties for regaining materials and value added of used products. This especially
holds for the recovery option of remanufacturing by which used products are
brought up to an 'as new' condition so that the quality standards of new products
are fulfilled (see Thierry et al. (1995» .

Since traditional production planning was not intended to handle reverse mate
rial Bows, new challenges arise for the development of new planning instruments.
The complexity of product recovery management arises from three probl ems. At
first, integration of production and remanufacturing requires guidelines for the use
of both alternative supply modes. Second, a cost trade-off between remanufactur
ing and disposal that depends on the stochastic return Bow has to be taken into ac
count. And third, product recovery is accompanied by additional uncertainti es
with respect to quantit y, quality and arrival time of the returned goods. In this con
text, also significant uncertaint y concerning the processing time for remanufactur
ing can be observe d. Therefore, planning approaches should take these specific
uncertainties into consideration and provide measures to cope with them (see
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Guide (1998)). In this paper we address the question of how to control produc
tion, remanufacturing, disposal and inventories under stochastic conditions in a
quite simple, but near-optimal way.

In the literature we find different approaches to tackle this material coordina
tion problem. Fleischmann et al. (1997) give an overview of quantitative models
for reverse logistics . Van der Laan et al. (1999) examine SIC policies for a product
recovery problem. An MRP based planning approach for the problem under con
sideration is given in Inderfurth and Jensen (1999) . The latter approach has the
advantage to be easily applicable for planning problems with general and complex
product structures. However, in order to be recommendable it should at least work
successfully in a single-level environment. This paper will clarify that this condi
tion indeed is fulfilled .

2 Model Assumptions

In the following we consider a single-stage production/remanufacturing problem.
In each period of a specified planning horizon requirements are fulfilled from a
serviceable products (SP) inventory which can either be filled from regular pro
duction or from remanufacturing of returned products. These returns arrive at the
end of a period. At the beginning of the next period one has to decide how many
new items to produce, how many returned items to remanufacture and how many
to dispose of. Additionally, returns can be temporarily stocked in the remanufac 
turables (RP) inventory. For both production and remanufacturing specific lead
times have to be considered. All costs are assumed to be strictly proportional. Un
satisfied demand is backordered. Both demand and returns in each period are as
sumed to be stochastic. The same holds for the remanufacturing leadtime.

Produ ction

Sp-lnvcntory

Re-

Remanufacturing

Disposal

Fig. 1: Production/Remanufactur ing System with External Return Flows

The notation used can be summarized as follows:

CI' production cost per unit
C

N
remanufacturing cost per unit

CD disposal cost per unit
h~ holding cost for serviceablcs per unit and period
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h
R

holding cost for remanufacturables per unit and period
v shortage cost for serviceables per unit and period
Ap production leadtime in periods

A
R

remanufacturing leadtime in periods (stochastic)

CR, gross requirements in period t (stochastic)
R., returns in period t (stochastic)

The respective expectations and standard deviations of a stochastic variable z are
denoted by I'z and (7"

POp, planned order release production at (the beginning of period) t

POR, planned order release remanufacturing at t

POD, planned order release disposal at t

SOH, serviceables on hand at the end of period t

SST safety stock

A periodic review control system is employed . We assume that MRP is applied in
a rolling schedule framework where replanning takes place after each period. Con
trol procedures are searched that keep expected total cost per period as small as
possible.

3 Control Approaches

Under the preliminary assumption of identical and deterministic leadtimes, i.e.
A =Ap =AR , the optimal control policy for each period is a simple SIC-type pull
policy with three control parameters (see Inderfurth (1997)): a produce-up-to level
S, a remanufacture-up-to level M and a dispose-dawn-to level D. This so-called
(S,M,D)-policy has the following structure:

PO~ = max {S' - xE1,O}

PO~ = max~RI - max {D - XSl ,0},°}

(1)

(2)

(3)

The decisions are based on comparisons of the fixed control parameters with dif
ferent inventory positions which are defined as follows :
X Rl remanufacturables on hand at the be

ginning of period t

~ ~ inventory position of serviceable prod-
xs, = SOH,_l + L. POP/-i +L.PO~_ i ucts at the beginning of period t

i=l i = l
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echelon inventory position at the be
ginning of period t

(4)

Although we know the structure of the optimal policy we cannot give closed-form
expressions for the optimal control parameters. To calculate these parameters , one
has to rely on numerical methods.

An alternative approach for planning is to extend traditional MRP control to a
material requirements and recovery planning (MRRP). In MRP all inputs are con
sidered as quasi-deterministic, e.g. estimated by their expected values. In a first
step, the planning procedure uses inventory information to derive net requirements
and planned order releases from a gross requirem ents schedule, and in the next
step orders are time-phased according to the given lead time information. To cover
uncertainties, safety buffers in form of safety stock or safety leadtimes can be ap
plied . Furthermore, a rolling horizon planning allows to react to unexpected
changes in demand and supply .

For extending MRP for the product recovery situation some adjustm ents be
come necessary. At first, we need a priority rule for the net requirements fulfill
ment. Since a returned item which is not remanufactured has to be disposed of at
cost CD ' remanufacturing is profitable if CR:s; c; + c[). In this case , remanu

facturing is preferable to regular production and therefore the priority rule is to
first use all returns available for the net requirements fulfillment before using pro
duction . Second, a decision rule for disposal of returns is needed. If there is such a
large surplus of returned items that the respective holding costs exceed the re
manufacturing cost benefit cp + CD - cR then disposal becomes profitable. There
fore , the critical runout time for excess returns is given by

r=ICp+cV-cRI

l min {hR,hs }J
which we can use to determine a stock level of returns (DST) that must not be ex
ceeded:

DST ~ max{~f<~{t.IlGR'"'" -t.1lR,"'_' }o} (5)

In the situation of level demands and returns this expression simplifies to:

DST = t . (J.lGR - J.lR) . (6)

Another parameter of MRRP control is the safety stock SST which is set up to
cover demand uncertainties during the replenishment cycle expressed by the stan
dard deviation of the lead time demand

(J'GR ,). = ~,......(-1,-+-1)-(J'-~-R . (7)

For minimizing the expected holding and shortage costs the safety stock is now
determined using the expression known from the newsboy problem where the
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safety factor k depends on the demand distribution (which here is assumed to be a
standard normal one with standardized distribution function C1>N(O,I» and the hold-

ing and shortage costs:

SST = k· aGR). with k = <1> ~I(O I)(_V_) (8)
, , h +Vs

In our numerical examination we consider three parameter settings given in Table
1 for the case of equal and deterministic leadtimes. Setting (I) includes an equal
safety stock for the production and remanufacturing decision and a disposal stock
calculated in exactly the way as described above. When returns are stochastic then

it can happen that the net returns in a period it = R, - CRt take on positive values

what is not taken into account in the production ordering decision and results in
increased total inventories. To take care of this problem, we introduce an adjust
ment of the safety stock level SSTI' for the production decision in setting (II). This

adjustment L1S equals the expectation of excess inventory. Returns which exceed
demands during a certain time span can be used to replace production of future pe
riods and thereby increase the mean level of demand that is satisfied by remanu
factured products. Concerning the disposal decision this means that the impact of
excess returns over T periods has to be taken into consideration in an appropriate
way.

Table 1: MRRP parameter settings

Setting
,

SSTI' =kp . a GR.),
(I) , ,

SS~I =SS~)

DST = T • (j.LGR - fiR)

Setting 00

(II) SST,~' = SST,~ - ~ !1S = JZ. q>~(Z)· dZ
0" ,SS~I =SSTR
00

DST" = DST' + W !1D = JZ · q>~(Z)· dZ
0

Setting SST,;" = SST~'
(III)

SS~:" = kR • aGR ,). k - <1>-1 ( V )
R - N(O,I) h

s
- h

R
+ V

DST III = DST"

Using the disposal level given in expression (6) yields an overestimation of neces
sary disposal orders if positive cumulated net returns are realized during the criti
cal runout time. Thus an adjustment LID of the disposal stock level is used to in
crease DST by the expected positive net returns over T periods. In setting (III) we
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apply a distinct safety stock SSTR based on a remanufacturing-specific safety fac
tor k

R
which we can derive from a modified newsboy formulation where we take

into account that remanufacturing of returns only generates an increase in holding
costs of hs - h

R
per unit. In Table 1 cp; (Z) stands for the density function of net

returns Z cumulated over n periods. As a basic result from an analysis of the
MRRP control rule described above, Inderfurth and Jensen (1999) show that ap
plying this rule leads to a special case of the (S,M,D) policy structure in (1) to (3)
which turned out to be optimal in the SIC context. However , the MRRP parameter
settings will not necessarily be identical with the optimal SIC parameter values .

4 MRRP Performance for Deterministic Leadtimes

In this section we consider a situation where the leadtimes for production and re
manufacturing are equal and deterministic. Requirements and returns are assumed
to be normally distributed. A stationary problem with an infinite planning horizon
is considered.

At first, we will introduce a reasonable base case scenario. The basic settings of
cost, leadtime, and distribution parameters are the following :

Cp = 20 hs =3 Ap =10 f.iCR = 10 (JCR = 2
cR = 16 hI( = 2 AI( =10 f.il( = 8 (JR =2
CD =3 v =27

By systematic variation of parameters we investigate their impact on the MRRP
performance. From the cost parameters we see that remanufacturing is profitable
and that the critical runout time is 1'=3 periods. The returns fraction, i.e. the ex
pected fraction of requirements that is returned, is set at 80%. Holding and short
age costs are fixed in such a way that the optimal non-stockout probability (or ser
vice level) reaches 90%. In our investigation optimal SIC parameters are found by
a search procedure using stochastic simulation for calculating expected costs. A
direct numerical approach for parameter optimization is found in Kiesmiiller and
Scherer (2000). The respective results for the base case are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Basecase results
S M 0 TC RC SRC

SIC 117.921 122.088 124.683 203.40 35.40 100.00
MRRP I) 118.501 118.501 124.501 204.21 36.21 102.28
MRRP II) 118.102 118.501 124.762 204.00 36.00 101.68
MRRP III) 118.102 121.958 124.762 203.42 35.42 100.04

Since in the identical lead time case both, the MRP and SIC policy, are equivalent
we present the SIC policy parameters to characterize the optimal policy and the
MRRP solutions. To make a meaningful comparison between optimal and MRRP
costs, we have to suppress the impact of unavoidable cost components. Thus we
will only consider the fraction of total costs (TC) that can be influenced by the de-
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cisions. To get these relevant costs (RC) the unavoidable fixed costs for produc
tion and remanufacturing are subtracted from TC:
RC = TC - (cp • (f.JGR - f.JR) + CR' f.JR). The last column of Table 2 shows the stand-

ardized relevant costs (SRC) as our performance measure which represents the RC
calculated relatively to the minimal costs from using the optimal SIC rule.
From the results given in this table it can be seen that the maximal cost deviation
in the base case stems from MRRP (I) and amounts to 2.3 %. For MRRP(III) the
policy parameters are very close to the opti mal ones resulting in a very small cost
deviation. It should be noted that the cost improvement achieved with MRRP(II)
and MRRP(III) mainly results from the adjustment of safety stocks 55Tp and

55T
R

whereas the impact of L1D is rather small.
In the following, the results of a numerical investigation with a systematic

variation of a number of mode l parameters is presented to show the impact of
these factors on the optimal SIC parameters and on the MRR P cost performance.
The first fac tor to be considered is the relative rema nufact uring cost
p =<» /(cp + CD)' In the base case we have p- 0.7.
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Fig. 2: Effectsof the relative remanufacturing cost

Fig. 2 shows the impact of the relative remanufacturing cost. In the left-hand dia
gram it is depicted that the cost performance is hardly affected by changes of p
and the MRRP performance increases in the order of the three parameter settings.
Only if remanufacturing becomes uneconomic performance switches to opti mality
with each setting. The right -hand diagram clarifies the impact of p on the optimal
SIC parameters 5, M and D . If remanufacturing costs are small then the disposal
level increases and more excess returns are kept in the inventories. On the other
hand we end up with a single parameter S-policy if remanufacturing becomes un
economic i.e., p tends to 1. For small parameter values of p (here p<0.5) the opti 
mal dispose-down-to-level D tends to infinity and has almost no impact on the TC
value . For that reason a precise numerical calculation via the simulation approach
with its extreme time consumption has not been ca rried out. So the respective part
of the D-curve in Fig. 2 (and analogously in other figures) is omitted.
The holding cost rate '7= h

R
/ hs is an important factor which affects the amount of

value added in the remanufacturing process. If the holding cost for remanu 
facturables is high, i.e, much capital is tied up in the returned goods, then stock-
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keeping of remanufacturable s becomes uneconomic and optimal control changes
to a policy of immedia tely remanufacturing returns and disposing excess items.
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Fig. 3: Effects of the holding cost ratio

This can be seen from the optimal SIC parameters in Fig. 3. For small values of 17
we have a large RP-inventory but as 17 increases, more and more stock is shifted
from the returns ' to the serviceables' inventory. Because this impact has not been
incorporated in the MRRP parameter settings (I) and (II), we can notice a deterio
ration of the cost performance for 7]~ 1 whereas MRRP(III) shows no significant
deviation from optimum. The holding cost ratio shows a significant interaction
with two other factors. To clarify the underlying dependencies we first consider
the "service level" a = v /(hs + v) as the relation of shortage and holding costs.
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From Fig. 4 we see that the optimal order-up-to level S (or in other words, the
MRRP safetey stock) increases with a which is due to the fact that increasing
backorder costs are saved by providing additional SP-inventory. On the other
hand, optimal control takes advantage of the holding cost difference so that we can
notice increasing RP-inventory too. This dependence is taken into account in the
determination of the safety factor kR introduced with MRRP setting (III), resulting

in a cost deviation of less than 1% over the whole range of a. The other settings
generate too much RP-stock and therefore perform considerably worse, esp. for
small a.
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Fig. 5: Effects of the demand variability

Demand variabili ty is another factor that interacts with 1]. The amount of demand
variability, here measured by the coefficient of variation eV CR == (JCR / !-JCII ' has a

significant impact on the optimal distribution of returned products between both
inventories. With deterministic demand it is profitable to stock excess returns in
the RP-inventory. However, if we face highly variable requirements then some
safety stock in the SP-inventory is needed to protect against this uncertainty and
the RP-holding cost benefit is (at least partially) compensated by backord ering
costs. Therefore, we can observe a continuous decrease of the optimal RP
inventory when demand uncertainty increases. In Fig. 5, this effect can be seen as
the change of the remanufacture-up-to level M from S towards D. The cost com
parison reveals that demand variability has no serious effect on costs. As expected,
MRRP(III) offers close-to-optimal performance superior to the other settings.

A source of uncertainty that is characteristic for remanufacturing problems is
the uncertain ty with respect to returns quantities . As a measure of the returns vari
ability we use the coefficient of variation eVR == (JII / Ji ll'
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Fig. 6: Effects of the returns variability

However, it is evident that costs are only little affected by this variability. An in
crease of eVR results in a higher optimal stock level in both, SP and RP invento
ries.

A factor that has been shown to seriously affect the MRRP performance (see
Inderfurth (1998)) is the returns fraction defined as c; == Jill / !-JCR' We see from Fig.

7 that for a wide range of c; up to 60% all MRRP settings lead to close-optimal
costs. For ~80%, which represents the base case, all MRRP costs deviate by less
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than 2.5% from optimum. For very high return fractions (up to 100%) we find a
noticeable performance deteriora tion of MRRP(I ) with costs 10% above the opti
mum. In contrast, MRRP(III ) is still a very good approximatio n, eve n for very
high returns fractio ns, and we obta in a maximum deviation from cos t optimum of
less than 0.4 %. From the graphical representation of the optimal SIC parameters
we see that for ~ =75% the disposal stock level is reduced to avoid excessive hold
ing cos ts. If the returns fraction is low then we also find only a small amount of
RP-stock due to the restric ted availability of return ed products.
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Fig. 7: Effects of the returns fraction

For all parameter constellations it turns out that the parameter se tting of MRRP
(III) always leads to the best MRRP results and guara ntees a cost performance of
less than I % deviation from optimum. Thus, for the remaining analysis we will
concentrate on this MRRP variant.

5 MRRP Performance for Unequal Leadtimes

In this sect ion we relax the assumption of identical lead times. Under these more
general leadtime condit ions the decision problem becomes more complicated and
creates additi onal problems for an analysis. At first, it should be noted that we
have no precise information about the optimal SIC policy structure, but we know
that it will be highly complex (see Inder furth (1996)). A simple two-parameter
(S,D) -policy is opt imal if the production leadtime excee ds the remanufacturing
leadtime by a single period (see Inderfurth (1997)) but this is restrict ed to a sce
nario without stockkeeping of returns.

The unequal leadtimes case is addressed by Inderfurth and Van der Laan (2001)
who show that the performance of suboptimal SIC policies can be improved by
optimizing the stock information aggregated to the servicea bles inventory posi
tion. With unequa l lead times this aggregation can be regard ed as a heuristic pro 
cedure. We may obtain a better cos t performan ce when using an aggregation of
X

SI
which is different fro m that give n in sectio n 3 due to replacing the physical

remanufacturing leadtime AR by an artificial one denoted by IR:
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Ap IR

x;/=SOHt _ 1 +IpO~-i +IpO~- i ' (9)
i=l i = l

Now, the number of periods IR for which remanufacturing orders are included in
the inventory position, is considered as a policy variable called effective remanu
facturing leadtime. IR (with IRS AR) describes how many past remanufacturing

orders are effectively considered for the serviceables inventory posit ion.
Under the assumptions of our base case scenario, but considering the describ ed

leadtime manipulation, example results from a computational investigation are
given in Table 3 in order to show the impact of the physical remanufacturing lead 
time on the optimal effective leadtime I; . Hereby A

R
has been varied over the

range from 0 to 20 periods whereas the production lead time is fixed to Ap =10 pe
riods.

Table 3: Search for I;
A. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 " 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

0 43.47
1 46.05 4.2.86
2 46.68 45.26 42.25
3 47.42 45.77 44.43 41.65

4 48.01 46.51 44.93 43.61 41.12

5 48.33 46.99 45.5 1 44 .00 42.71 40.56

6 48.52 47.25 45.93 44.53 43.05 41.70 39.91
7 48.53 47.38 46.13 44.82 43.40 41.96 40 .64 39 .08

8 48 .60 47.43 46. 23 45.00 43 .66 42.25 40.79 39.45 37 .97
9 48.70 47.46 46.28 45.07 43 .80 42.46 4 1.04 39.57 38. 11 36 .74

10 49.05 47.56 46 .28 45.08 43 .86 42.54 41.1 9 39.70 38.24 36.8 1 35 .40

11 50.4 1 49.0 7 47.78 46.50 45.29 44.04 42.76 41.42 39.97 38 .56 37.18 36.10

12 50.85 49.40 48.24 47.06 45.77 44 .56 43.26 4 1.97 40.64 39 .19 37.76 36.4 1 37. 11

13 51.19 49.56 48.46 47.24 46 .05 44.75 43.48 42 . 17 40.87 39 .50 37.99 36.53 36 .92 JlU 4
14 51.4 3 49. 70 48.4 7 47.37 46 .11 44.92 43 .61 42.28 40 .94 39.58 38. 16 36.60 36 .90 3 7.97 39.44

15 51.69 49.72 48.50 47.3 1 46 .19 44.92 43.68 42.32 40 .99 39 .58 38 .19 36.70 36.9 1 37.79 39.13 40 .61

16 52.34 49.85 48.46 47.35 46.10 44 .96 43.68 42 .36 40 .98 39.63 38.15 36 .72 36.98 37.72 38 .92 40.29 4 1.78

17 57.30 50 .17 48.52 47.33 46. 19 44 .93 43.74 42.40 4 1.05 39.66 38.24 36.7 1 3 7.04 37.86 38.8 5 40.16 41.55 43.3 1

18 58.0 7 50.3 5 5 1.62 47.36 46 .19 44.99 43 .70 42.49 4 1.10 39 .69 38.26 36.76 37.02 37.87 38.90 4U.1J6 4 1 .3~ 42 .75 45.60

19 5~.48 55.14 48.63 47.34 46.16 44 .96 43 .72 42.37 41.14 39.71 38. 23 36 .75 3 7.05 37.83 38 .89 40. 15 41.40 42 .58 44.0 2 45.47

20 58.5 6 56 .63 52.81 47.30 46 .13 44 .96 43.73 42 .43 41 .08 39.77 38.31 36 .77 37.10 37 .89 38.87 43.74 46.16 45 .9 7 43 .76 45.45 46 .48

From the relevant costs given in the Table 3 we see that if the remanufacturing
leadtime exceeds the production leadtime by more than one period , an optimized
inventory position is based on an effec tive leadtime of I; = 11 periods.

However, apart from the remanufactu ring leadt ime, the returns frac tion also has an
influence on I;. This impact is shown in Table 4 where the base case is considered

for a leadtime combination of Ap = 10 and A
R

= 15 .
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Table 4: Searchfor t;
C. 10 11 12 13 14 15

0.0 34.68 34.68 34.68 34.68 34.68 34.68
0.1 34.73 34.70 34.72 34.74 34.76 34.78
0.2 34.89 34.77 34.86 34.95 35.03 35.13
0.3 35.13 34.89 35.10 35.31 35.50 35.72
0.4 35.47 35.06 35.43 35.80 36.15 36.54
0.5 35.89 35.27 35.80 36.38 36.93 37.55
0.6 36.42 35.54 36.15 36.94 37.77 38.71
0.7 37.09 35.94 36.46 37.40 38.56 39.90
0.8 38.19 36.70 36.91 37.79 39.13 40.61
0.9 42.74 39.95 39.20 39.41 40.25 41.31
1.0 64.44 53.57 49.50 47.79 45.07 45.06

Extending the MRRP approach to the general leadtime case involves some
changes in the underlying MRP logic which becomes slightly more complex , but
still follows simple MRP computa tion rules. On the other hand, we need to review
the MRRP control parameters .

If the production leadtime exceeds the remanufacturing leadtime then we face
additional returns uncertain ty for Ap - AR periods so that the variance of the net

{

A A - A }reuirements is increased to 0- 2 _ Var ~ CR, ._ ~Ri] . Assuming that re-
NR,:i - L..J +1 ~.I'r + i -l

i = O ;= 1

quirements and returns are i.i.d, then we can express the standard deviation of the
net requirements by 0- NR,A = ~(Ap + l)o-~R + (Ap - AR )0-; . This expression will be

used to replace the respective formula for equal leadtimes in (7) so that the addi
tional uncertainty is covered by the safety stock implemented in the MRRP pa
rameters. Additionally, in order to reflect the changed leadtime situation a modi
fied crit ical runout time t ' is now given by: r ' =max{r-Ap+AR,O}. This way,

the leadtime gap affects the determ ination of DST and its adjustment introduced
with MRRP(II).

Now that we have introduced extensions for both control approaches the ad
justed, but still suboptimal, (S,M,D)-policy with optimized parameters is com
pared to MRRP(III). Fig. 8 shows the cost compari son for a produ ction leadtime
of Ap = 10 periods and A

R
varied from 0 to 20 periods.
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Fig. 8: MRRP performance for uneqal leadtimes

From the diagram, it can be seen that MRRP outperforms the SIC policy if the
remanufacturing leadtime exceeds the produc tion leadtime. For 7 ::;; A

R
s 10 SIC
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results in a better performance compared to MRRP which leads to costs less than
2% above optimum. However , if the remanufacturing leadtime is relatively short
(A

R
< 7) we observe a considerably deteriorating SIC performance. This interest-

ing result can be interpreted as follows: Facing substantial leadtime differences,
the way how MRRP approach keeps track of the single order information in a de
terministic approach generates less suboptimality than the way SIC incorporates
stochastics under neglecting detailed order informations by using aggregate inven
tory position data.

6 MRRP Performancefor Stochastic Leadtimes

An additional source of uncertainty arising from the return of used products is that
their quality is not known in advance, so that we have lack of information on how
many time is needed for operations like dismantling, quality-checking and proc
essing. In consequence, remanufacturing processing times may be highly stochas
tic.

It must be noted that in the presence of remanufacturing leadtime variability we
have no knowledge of the optimal policy. The simple SIC policy applied is a
suboptimal one, but lacking a better alternative we will use it as a benchmark
again.

The remanufacturing leadtime i
R

is assumed to be a binomially distributed sto
chastic variable. Furthermore, we assume that remanufacturing orders do not
cross. Fig. 9 shows the impact of remanufacturing leadtime variability on the op
timized SIC parameters for the base case scenario .

135 t------------:",....""----'
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Fig. 9: SIC policy parameters for stochastic leadtimes

As the coefficient of variation cv increases, additional SP-stock is needed to
AR

cover the lead time uncertainty and to protect against backorder costs, which can
be seen from the increasing produce-up-to level S. Therefore, remanufacturing be
comes less profitable and stockkeeping of excess returns is reduced which is rep
resented by the remanufacture-up-to level M changing from S towards D. With a
higher level of uncertainty we obtain a single parameter S-policy where all excess
returns are disposed of.
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In order to protect against the leadtime and demand uncertainties we need to set
up safety buffers . In MRP systems, application of safety stocks and safety lead
times is common practice. For evaluating the MRRP performance, we consider the
following buffering techniques:

(a) Application of a safety stock to cover demand and leadtime uncertainty .
Based on setting (III), we take into account the increased variability of
the leadtime demand 0- = lCA + 1)0-2 + 1/20- 2 to determine the safety

GR,), '" P GR r-« )'R

stock levels SSTp and SSTR •

(b) Application of a safety leadtime to the remanufacturing decision to cover
demand and lead time uncertainty. The safety leadtime is determined
using the expression: l~ =LSS0>/ flR + 0,5J.

(c) Application of a safety stock (as given in setting (III» to cover only the
demand uncertainty. In combination, a safety leadtime is used to protect
just against the leadtime variability. Determination of this safety leadtime
l~ =LCSSTp - SST;II)/ flR +0,5Jis based on the additional SP-stock needed

to cover the timing uncertainty.

The left-hand diagram of Fig. 10 illustrates that safety stock buffering (a) leads to
costs close to the optimized SIC solution, and is preferable to the application of a
safety leadtime that may result in significant deviations from SIC costs.

In the right-hand diagram the cost performance is shown for the case of deter
ministic demand where only returns and remanufacturing leadtimes are stochastic .
Whereas safety stock buffering again leads to a performance close to SIC costs,
this is outperformed by the safety leadtime buffering which results in cost savings
of up to 17% compared to SIC.
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Fig. 10: Effects of remanufacturing leadt ime uncertainty

Thus the suggestion is to rely on a safety leadtime as a buffer against the remanu
facturing leadtime uncertainty if demand is predictable whereas the safety stock
buffer is preferable in the case of demand uncertainty.
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7 Summary

The results of our investigation show that application of an MRP-based approach
to the production/remanufacturing problem is promising, even in case of multiple
stochastic influences. In the first case of equal and deterministic processing times
it turns out that an appropriate setting of MRRP control parameters ensures costs
very close to optimum. Analyzing the second case of unequal leadtimes reveals
that MRRP even outperforms the best known SIC policy if both leadtimes differ
considerably. In cases where SIC leads to better results compared to MRRP then
we found a maximum cost deviation from optimum of less than 2%. In the third
case of stochastic remanufacturing leadtime, MRRP costs are very close to the
SIC result if a safety stock is used as a buffer against the timing uncertainty. How
ever, if demand is predictable, then a safety Ieadtime is suggested to cover the tim
ing uncertainty. Future research will be directed to an evaluation of MRRP per
formance in the case internal return flows (in form of production rejects or by
products), and to an application of MRRP to a multi-stage case.
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Abstract. Choosing packaging material for dairy products and soft drinks is an interesting
issue at the moment. Discussions arise on the costs impacts and environmental impacts of
both one way packaging and reusable packaging. The aim of this article is to develop an
evaluation tool providing costs and environmental impacts of the PC-bollle and the GT
packs in the dairy sector, considering forward and return flows. The evaluation tool enables
the user to analyse the costs and environmental impacts of a supply chain with and without
return flows using scenario analyses with respect to the use of various carrier types and the
number of return loops. It appears that costs differences between PC-bollles and GT-pack
are quite small. The PC bottle has a better environmental profile than the GT-pack. Sce
nario analysis on the carriers results in the advice to use preferably roll-in-containers with
direct delivery, secondly roll-in-containers with delivery via distribution centers, thirdly in
case of direct delivery either cartons or crates and cartons in case of delivery via distribution
centers.

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on the one way and two way packaging of products in the dairy
sector' . In 1994 EU regulation on packaging enhanced producers to reduce the
amount of packaging waste of various branches of industry (EU 94/62/EC, 1994).
Targets of 50-65% of packaging waste stream recovered or recycled sho uld be
achieved by the year 2001. Based on this regulation Dutch industry agreed in 1997
(www.minvrom.nl) to target for 65 % of packaging material either reused or recy
cled. New on e way packaging material can only be introduced if its environmental
impact is less than the impact of comparable reusable packaging material.

Campina Melkunie produces fresh milk both in one way packs and reusable
bottles. Given the growing interest in the impact of reusable packaging material on
economical and environmental performance, Campina Melkunie wants to gain
more insights into the costs and environmental impacts of the supply chain of
fresh milk. The problem description is as follows:

1 This work is part of research carried out recently at the Logistics Center of Expertise of Campina
Melkun ie B.Y.
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What should be the role ofreturnable bottles and carriers in Milk Distribution
ofCampina?

Looking at decision support models available in the literature, we see on the
one hand cost models (e.g. Krikke et aI., 1999, and Kroon and Vrijens, 1995) and
on the other hand environmental (Life Cycle Assessment or analogous) models
like (Mekel and Huppes, 1990) . The aim of this paper is to describe an evaluation
tool that provides the user with cost impacts and environmental impacts of the
forward and return flow of a supply chain. The evaluation tool can be used for
various scenarios e.g.

• What is the effect of the number of reuse loops on the costs and environmental
impacts of reusable packaging material

• What type of carriers is suitable for either one way or reusable packaging mate
rial.

Bloemhof et al. (1995) describe a methodology to use environmental informa
tion within the decision process of a product mix problem. Using an environ
mental index it is possible to compare cost-friendly product mixes with environ
mental friendly mixes with respect to costs and environmental impacts. Bloemhof
et al. (1996) attempt to combine life cycle analysis with logistic optimisation
while optimising the design of a production network for the pulp and paper indus
try. Life cycle assessment is used to obtain an environmental performance indica
tor for each process. These indicators are used in a network flow model to find op
timal designs of the pulp and paper network with the lowest environmental
impacts. Based on these methodologies the CAMP evaluation tool has been de
veloped . It contains an Activitity Based Costing model combined with a Life Cy
cle Analysis Tool.

Section 2 describes the company Campina Melkunie. Campina Melkunie pro
duces about 32 brands of milk, cheese, butter, and yoghurts for direct consumer
use and industrial products as protein products and lactose products. The sales
area contains over 100 countries. Section 3 describes the supply chains for the PC
bottle and the GT pack in more detail. In Section 4 we present the evaluation tool
CAMP (Choice of Alternative Material Packaging). The CAMP tool is developed
to analyse the costs and environmental impacts of the forward and reverse chain of
the packaging material of fresh milk. Section 5 deals with sensitivity analysisis
and scenario analysis and Section 6 provides our conclusions.

2 Campina Melkunie

Campina Melkunie is an international cooperation aiming at the development ,
production, sales and distribution of dairy consumer products and ingredients for
the pharmaceutical industries. Apart from fresh milk, also cheese and yoghurts are
produced with international brand names like Yogho Yogho, Vifit, Yazoo, Joy
valle, Passendale, Milner, Monchou, Tuffi and Landliebe. Industrial products are
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sold under the brand names Esprion and Excellion (protein products), Pharmatose
(lactose product) and Emser (ingredients),

Campina Melkunie is a cooperation with about 8500 farmers associated. The
turnover is 8 billion Euros. The market for Campina contains about 100 countries
with a large domestic part in the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium (see Figure
1).

The research focuses on Campina Netherlands, which is a subdivision of
Campina Melkunie, mainly producing fresh milk . Production units are in Eindho
ven , Hilversum, Maasdam, Rotterdam and Heiloo. These production units also
have a distribution center for the delivery of products to buyer s in the region. A
distribution network between the production units guarantees a full assortment of
products in each region. The same networks are used for the collection of reusable
packaging material and cargo carriers.

• Netherlands

OJ Belgium

!?l Germany
o rest of europe

12 rest of world

Fig. 1. Spread of Turnover

The mission statement of Campina Melkunie is to add value to milk by (i) be
ing entrepreneurial, (ii) making difference in the chain, (iii) focussing on con
sumer needs and (iv) caring for people, which results in "a natural caring for the
sustainable values ofour nature with an environmental responsibility ".

3 Fresh Milk Supply Chains

Supply chain management (SCM) or chain integration is an important develop
ment in logistics management. SCM is an integrative approach to dealing with the
planning and control of the materials flow from suppliers to end users (Ell ram,
1991). Companies in a supply chain do not primarily optimise their own activities,
but focus on an efficient process management in all parts of the chain. The supply
chains of fresh milk do not only contain all processes from suppliers to end users
but also the processes from collection to cleaning and refill of the packaging mate
rial.

Currently Campina uses both one way and two way packaging for their dairy
products. Apart from the traditional package, the Gable Top "GTepack", a reuse
able plastic bottle, the Polycarbonate ' PC bottle' is used. The PC bottle returns af-
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ter use whereas the GT pack is disposed of after use. Data considering the costs
and the environmental impacts of both the forward chain and the return chain of
the bottles can be used to compose a 'cheap and green' strategy in the milk distri
bution.

Besides direct packaging of the milk in bottles Campina uses crates, boxes,
crate containers, pallets and roll-in-containers (RICs) for handling and transpor
tation. Except for boxes, all carriers will be returned to Campina for reuse.
Campina can choose between different types of carriers, each with accompanying
costs and environmental impacts . Next section gives a description of the primary
packaging systems whereas Section 3.2 describes the cargo carriers. Section 3.3
focuses on the logistical processes of a PC bottle and Section 3.4 specifically on
the return processes in the fresh milk supply chain.

3.1 Bottles

The Gable Top (GT) is a traditional cardboard box used for fresh milk, yogurts,
buttermilk and custards. After use, GT ends up in domestic waste. The supply
chain of the GT-pack can be described as follows (see Figure 2). Campina buys
the packages from suppliers nearby. At the production locations the packs are fil
led with milk and stapled in crates, boxes or RICs. The crates and boxes are
transported on pallets or crate containers to retailers. At the retailer the packs are
sold to the consumer and the carriers are returned to Campina. After use the pack
ends up as domestic waste. The cardboard box can be recycled or used for energy
recovery by incineration.

• Recycling

• Energy

Environment

Fig. 2: Supply chain of the GT pack

In 1996, the one-litre Poly Carbonate (PC) bottle was introduced, which is
lightweight, recloseable and reusable . At the moment a relatively small amount of
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the milk is sold in PC bottles . Campina cleans all returned bottles before refillment
and redistribution. A deposit system of one Dutch guilder for a bottle has to pre
vent bottles ending up in domestic waste. Campina sells refused bottles to the syn
thetic industry for recycling in dashboards of cars . In practice, a bottle can be used
about 27 times before failing the inspection.

-Reeycling

- Energy

After 27 x
Reuse

Environment

Fig. 3. Supplychainof the PC bottle

Most of the milk is filled up in either a GT pack or a PC bottle. Different package
ing forms have also been developed. School milk is packed in small cardboard
boxes . Campina collects weekly used packaging at the schools. Collected packag
ing will be recycled and used for toilet paper and tissues. Fresh milk in a PET bot
tle is a new product and sold in a 33 cl. format at e.g. fuel stations. The PET bottle
is lightweight and reclosable, very suitable for take-away purposes. It is a one-way
packaging material that ends up in domestic waste.

3.2 Carriers

Campina Melkunie uses crates, boxes, crate containers, RICs and pallets for han
dling and transportation. Except for the boxes all cargo carriers must be returned
to Campina for reuse.

A crate consist of synthetic material. It can hold 20 one-litre GT or PC bottles.
Crates can be stacked up on pallets or crate containers. After use the crate will be
returned to Campina and reused after testing and cleaning. A drawback of crates is
the fact that they use as much space filled on the outward journey as empty on the
way back, causing relatively high transportation costs as well as sorting and han
dling costs of empty crates . Crates have a rather long lifetime and can be recycled
afterwards to granulate for new crates .

Boxes contain six to twelve one-litre GT packs or PC bottles and are used for
some DC-customers. A box can be stacked up on pallets or crate containers. PC
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bottles can be stacked to a higher level than GT packs. After receiving and un
packing, the retailer collects the ca rdboard for recycling purpo ses.

A crate container is a multiple purpose carrier on wheels, used for direct deliv
eries of crates. Obviously, the crate conta iner cannot be nested as it contains
crates.

A pallet is mainly used to deliver crate s or boxes to distribut ion centers. Empty
pallet s can be stapled eas ily so it requires less space at the return part of the supply
chain. In most logistic chains pallets have been standardized to maximise logisti
cal efficie ncy at both the suppliers and the buyers (the so-call ed EURO pallets).
For fresh milk produ cts Campina uses a return cycle with specific Melkunie pal
lets.

A Roll in Container is a moveable carrier that is automatically filled with 160
one-litre packs in the produ ction locations of Campina and used as shelf at the re
tail shops. Using a RIC makes boxes or crates superfluous saving enormous han
dling cos ts and time. Its product-hornogcnity and a high use of shelfspace are
drawbacks of a RIC.

3.3 Supply Chain of a PC Bottle

In order to make comparisons of packages and carriers based on costs and envi
ronmental impacts a complete description of the fresh milk supply chain is neces
sary. In Figure 4 we draw a distinction between the forward and the return part of
the chain. Figure 4 focuses especially on the logistical proc ess of a PC bottle since
the supply chain of the GT bottle has no return part.
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Fig . 4. The logistical process of a PC bottle

Campina deliveres filled PC bottles to distr ibution centers (DC) and directly to
shops (DD) . In the return part of the chain the empty bottles are also collected in
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crates , using pallets (DC) and crate containers (DD). This reverse process causes a
lot of handling and transportion. On average a PC bottle can be reused about 27
times. A return loop starts and ends at the process of filling the bottles with milk.
After end-of-use the bottle is sold to the synthetic industry for recycling purposes.

In order to satisfy market demand, it is important for each plant location to have
enough empty bottles, crates , pallets and crate containers available. It is difficult
to forecast the amount of empty packaging and cargo carriers since the empty bot
tles are often not returned to the original plant. If the inventory of emply bottles is
not high enough , new PC bottles have to be bought by Campina . The necessary
amount of external supply depends on the inventory of empty bottles, the histori
cal and forecasted supply of filled PC bottles , the average duration and variation
of a return loop and the forecasted return rate and failure rate of empty PC bottles.
Both new and returned bottles have to be cleaned .

3.4 The Process Flow of a Returned Bottle

The return process of a PC bottle starts when the consumer returns the empty bot
tle at the retailer. Retailers return crates with empty bottles directly to a Campina
production location or via a distribution centre of the retailer following the "full
for empty" rule .

At the production location the process flow of the returned bottles is as follows
(Figure 5).
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After delivery the return ed bottles are sorted by hand. Crates full with empty
bottles are stapled on pallets and collected at the start of the PC-assembly line.
The bottles are uncapped and the caps are collected for external recycling. Then
the bottles are put one by one at the assembly line. First the odor check is carried
out (is the bottle a milk bottle or not). Then the emptiness control takes place (is
the bottle empt y) followed by the cap control (is the cap removed succesfully).
Next phase is the cleaning phase consisting of removing the labels, brushing the
inner side of the bottle and rinse the bottle completely. This process takes about 20
minutes per bottle. After the rinsing process a leackage check is followed by a
visual inspection. If the bottle endures the inspection it can be refill ed.

4 CAMP

The evaluation tool Choice of Alternative Material Packaging (CAMP) is devel
oped to compare one way and returnable bottles and carriers based on costs and
environmental impacts (Kraal, 2000). CAMP is based on the following assump
tions :

• All PC bottles contain low fat milk.
• The production and sales quantity of PC bottles and GT packs are the same (in

order to compare costs and environmental impacts).
• The PC bottle has on average 27 return loops before end of lifetime.
• Full truck load for delivery of new bottles , caps and labels .
• If a PC bottle is not returned it ends up in domestic waste.
• About 10% of the returned bottles has no cap. These caps are part of domestic

waste.
• Incineration of domestic waste takes place in a closed installation.

Table 1 illustrates the various steps in the CAMP tool. Both the cost part and the
environmental part consist of three steps. First step is the inventory of the proc
esses and activit ies within the supply chain . Next step is the determination of the
relevant cost drivers and environmental issues . Thirdly, costs and environmental
effects are assigned to products. The result is either a cost component or an envi
ronmental impact for both the PC bottle and the GT pack.

Table 1. The CAMP evaluation tool
Choice of Alternative Material Packaging
ABC LCA
Inventory of activities Inventory environmental impacts
Determination of cost drivers Determination of relevant environmental

problems
Assignment of cost to products Assignment weights to problems
COST COMPONENTS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
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4.1 Costs of Packaging

The cost part of CAMP is based on Activity Based Costing (Cooper and Kaplan,
1988). The ABC method is used in a dynamic environment with bad predictable
demand, short product lifecycles and a broad assortment. The method is based on
finding the activities that cause the costs and describe the way they are linked with
a product. The ABC method consists of the following steps :

• Inventory of the important activities
• Determine the cost drivers for each activity
• Assign costs of activities to products.

The PC bottle goes through a forward chain and a reverse chain. The GT-pack
only has a forward chain but the crates, crate containers and pallets used for the
transportation of GT-packs do have a reverse chain.

The total costs can be divided into three cost components:

• Costs of the packaging material itself: These costs including purchasing costs
of bottles, labels, caps and glue, transportation costs of the material and a nega
tive cost component of deposit fees;

• Internal costs of the forward chain: These costs include the costs of the filling
process, packaging, internal distribution, salaries, energy, distribution from
production location to distribution center, distribution from distribution center
(DC) to retailer and the activities at the DCs and the retailers.

• Costs of the reverse chain: These costs are both external (activities at the re
tailer and the DCs, distribution from retailer to DCs and from DCs to Campinas
production location and the transportation of waste) and internal (fixed costs for
the PC reassembly line, internal distribution , salaries, energy and packaging
material ).

Table 2 shows the results of the integral cost comparison between PC and GT bot
tles assuming direct delivery to retail stores with crates on crate containers as car
riers.

Table 2: Costcomponents as percentage of theconsumer price(directdelivery)

PC GT
Consumer price 1,59 1,25
Packaging 8% 21%
Forward chain 68% 71%
Reverse chain 24% 8%

The difference in costs between one way and returnable packaging systems ap
pears to be limited. The PC bottle has higher costs in the reverse flow but these
costs are compensated by low material costs per unit as the bottle can be used
about 27 times.
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4.2 Environmental Aspects

Th e environmental impact of the use of one way bottles or reuseable bottles is de
termined by a Life Cycle Ana lysis (LCA) . According to SETAC (1993) Life cycle
assessment (LCA) aims to evaluate the environmental burdens associated with a
product, process or activity by identifying and quantifying energy and material
used and wastes released to the environment; to assess the impact of energy and
material used and wastes released to the environment and to identify and evaluate
opportunities to affect environmental improvements. LCA can be defined as an in
put-output analysis of resources or materials and energy requirements in each
phase of the life cycle of a product. Usually it is composed of four parts:
• Th e definition of the scope and the boundaries of the study.
• The inventory quantifying the necessary data in an objective and consi stent way

using an input-output datab ase.
• Th e impact assessment classifying the inventory results by environmental indi 

ces and their valuation conc erning the environmental impact.
• T he improvement assessment focussing on the reduction of environmental im-

pact s associated with the system under study.

With the inventory one can identify opportunities for reducing material use, en
ergy requirements or emissions. The impact assessment helps to become aware of
the di fferent types of environmental impacts whereas the improvement assessment
aims especially in ident ifying potenti al reducti on strategies. Figure 6 represents
the process tree of PC bottles and GT bottles.

Product 1

Packa ge

" Product +
Package

o Regular proccs

D 1 / 27 timcs

[J Not considered

Fig. 6. Process Tree
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Assumptions for the environmental part of CAMP are:

• Filling, coding, labelling and using either a PC bottle or a GT bottle makes no
difference in environmental impact.

• Domestic waste will be disposed of for 10% and incinerated for 90%.

For each process an ecobalance is made, based on research from Mekel and
Huppes (1990). Updating to 1999 has taken place where necessary. The ecobal
ances are classified based on the contribution to the various environmental prob
lems, resulting in an environmental profile (Table 3).

fI fPC d GT b IT bl 3 Tha e e environmenta pro leo an ott es
(in kg/year) PC bottle GT bottle

Greenhouse effect -175 -572
Smog 1.44 2.43

Acidification 7.43 33 .5
Nutrification 1.44 2.03

Human Toxicity 11.37 20.85

After normalisation the environmental impact of a PC bottle can be compared
to a GT bottle as follows (Table 4)

fPC d GTb I1.T bl 4 R I .a e e alive envrronmenta Impact 0 an ott es
PC bottle GT bottle

Greenhouse effect -1 -3.18
Smog 1 1.69

Acidification 1 4.52
Nutrification 1 1.40

Human Toxicity 1 2.00
Environmental Impact 1 2.82

The Life Cycle Analysis shows that the GT bottle has about three times higher
contribution to the environment than the PC bottle.

5 Sensitivity Analysis

The previous sections gave some insight in the costs and environmental aspects of
one way and reusable packaging materials in the dairy sector. In order to draw
conclusions, it is very important to investigate the sensitivity of the results if some
of the input variables change . We give an account of four scenarios.

• Fixed costs at the production location differ with up to 25%. The results of the
CAMP model change between 5-7 %, being not decisive.

• Costs of activities in the distribution centre differ with up to 25% . Again results
differ with less than 6%.
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• Energy use for cleaning PC bottles differs with up to 25%. Environmental im
pact differs with about 5%.

• Energy use for the production of PC bottles differs with up to 25%. Results of
the model change with less than 1%.

Furthermore we carried out sensitivity analysis on (i) the number of return
loops and (ii) the type of carriers.
(i) Changing the assumed number of return loops has a large influence on the pur
chase costs of PC bottles. If the number of return loops increases, the purchase
costs per bottle decrease as well as the costs of buying new bottles. The CAMP
model gives the following results: costs of the PC bottle decrease with an increas 
ing number of return loops whereas the environmental impact of the PC bottle
slightly increases.
(ii) If the PC bottles and GT packs are stapled in boxes instead of crates, this has
the opportunity to get around deposit fee issues. Possible drawbacks are an in
creased amount of waste and less space in the DC.
Using the RIC instead of crates gives considerable cost savings due to less activi
ties at the retailer and the external distribution. The environmental impacts of RIC
and crates in crate containers are about the same. If the PC bottle is transported in
RIC, crates arc still necessary for returning the PC bottle to Campina.

6 Conclusions

Comparing the costs of the PC bottle and the GT pack in crates gives the follow
ing results. Costs for the forward chain are almost the same for PC bottles and GT
packs. The return chain for PC bottles is more expensive than for GT packs which
is rather obvious . However, the total cost difference based on equal quantities is
only limited. The PC bottle has a significantly better impact to the environment
than the GT pack.

Given the results of this research the following recommendations hold;
• Increase the sales volume of PC bottles .
• Use a RIC for large volumes of PC bottles and GT packs.
• In case of direct delivery (DD) crates and boxes are equaally attractive.
• In case of delivery via distribution centres (DC) boxes are preferred above

crates . Crates however are still necessary for the return chain.
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Abstract. Internet gives powerful opportunities to retailers to boost sales, increase market
share and generate new business through new services. One of the challenging questions
that retailers are faced with is how to organise the logistic fulfilment processes during and
after the transaction has taken place. This article gives an overview of the different deci
sions that have to be taken with respect to the distribution of products to consumers. The
different alternatives for the distribution are discussed and a model is presented with rela
tions between the company's objectives and characteristics and choices in the distribution.
Some preliminary research into such relations is discussed. It may be concluded that there
are ample opportunities for further research.

1 Introduction

Internet is still becoming increasingly important as a new sales channel. Although
the total value of Business-to-Business (BtB) e-cornmerce is much larger than the
total value of Business-to-Consumer (BtC) e-commerce transactions (see Le. sev
eral reports of Forrester Research), the number of BtC e-commerce transactions
increases fast. Also, more and more companies start setting up web pages aimed at
reaching consumers and more and more consumers have experience in buying
products via the internet.

Currently, the internet is only responsible for a minor segment of the $2.2 tril
lion retail market. This segment is however, projected to grow fifty times faster
than in-store shopping (Palmer, 2000). In May 2001, The Gartner Group stated
that consumer purchases via the internet were worth $20 billion in 1999 and pre 
dicted a rise to $147 billion retail in 2003 (Ferrara et al., 2000). The predictions of
the different marketing research organisations are, however, far apart. One year
earlier, Forrester Research, for example, estimated internet sales much lower and
predicted a world-wide turnover of $3.2 billion via the internet in 2003 (McCul
lough, 1999). What they have in common is the prediction of the fast growth of
BtC e-commerce transactions. According to a Taylor Nelson Sofres study of
32,000 people in 27 industrialised countries, about 27% of the people are online.
10% of the net surfers shop online in a month (The Industry Standard, 2000).

Th e number of companies with a web page has increased rapidly as well. Al 
ready in 1997 all , but nine , top 100 retail companies in the USA had their own
homepage (Morganosky, 1997). These web sites were mainly used for providing
information on the company. Orders could be placed at only one-sixth of these
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web sites. This percentage has increased considerably. Four types of companies
that sell online to consumers can be distinguished.
• Product manufa cturers, such as Dell (computers), Unileve r (cosmetics, produc ts

with high added value), Numico (food additives), BOL (books, media). Never
theless, direct sales to customers are still not very common for manufacturers.

• Traditio nal retailers and wholesalers, such as Barnes & Noble, Albert Heijn ,
Tesco, Makro, Karstadt , Quelle.

• New internet companies without physical asse ts (intermediaries), such as Let's
buyit, Boxatwork , E-bay . Until 1999 the number of companies of this type has
been booming. In 2000 there has been a rapid decline (Boo, Etoys) .

• New internet companies, with physical assets (for example stock, warehouses,
or trucks), such as Amaz on, Peapod, Hotorange, Maxfoodmarkets.

Buying prod ucts via the internet may bring considerable advantages for cus
tomers. These advantages may hold for digital as well as for non-d igital products .
Advant ages for buyers and or sellers are given in Table 1 (see also Kambil et al.,
1999 and Kern et al., 2000 ).

Table 1. Advantages to buyers and sellers of online shopping.

Advantages for sellers Advantages for buyers

• Accessi bi lity. Especially in western countries • Ease . Internet orders are usually brought
internet has become ava ilable in many house- home.
holds. This potentially ca n increase the market • Time savi ng in searc hing, and act ual
for sellers. purchasing (Doherty et aI., 1999 , Mor-

• Information can be give n to customers witho ut ganosky and Cude, 2000). Customers can
delay. Examples are freq uently asked questions, save time compared to in-store shopping.
price changes , specia l offe rs. • Improved transparency. Buyers can com-

• Novelties can immediately go to the customers, pare prices and services of different sell-
such as new or test produ cts. ers.

· Possibility for customis ation of service and in- • Improved pricing, due to increased mar-
format ion. By data mining historic purchase ket competiti on and economies of scale
behavio ur of customers, sellers can use this to availa ble to sellers from agg regating de-
give customers alternatives, special d iscou nts or mand (Doherty et al., 1999, Morganosky
use standard customer-spec ific shopping lists and Cude, 2000). Lower prices may also
that are easi ly modifi able. be due to skipping services of intermedi-

• Potential for new business models. Think of aries (Benjamin and Wigand , 1995,
electronic markets (E-bay, Let'sbuyit) . Grover and Segars, 1999, Sa kar et aI.,

1995) or, in case of internat ional ship-
ments, avo idance of import duties and
value added taxes.

· Availability. The internet is avai lable aro und the clock, at times convenient to the customer.

In spite of the above hypotheses and findings (partly based on field research
(Doherty et al., 1999, Morganosky and Cude, 2000), recent research has demon
strated that these potential advantages for internet customers do not necessarily all
come true. In longitudinal research on purchasing prices and purchasing lead time
for 112 durabl e consumer products via the internet, it was found that product
prices and purchase time do not significantly differ from in-store prices and buy
ing time (Palmer, 2000). Other resea rchers suggest that although certa in supply
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chain intermediaries may be eliminated, there still is a need for certain intermedi
ary functions and parties ('cybermediaries', Sakar et al., 1995, Jin and Robey,
1999). Therefore, the realisation of lower prices need not necessarily come true.

One of the major problems for companies selling non-digital products via the
internet to customers is to deliver the goods and thereby meeting the customers '
expectations. In research carried out by European consumers ' organisations it was
found that logistics aspects, such as delivery lead times (or delivery at all), or sim
ply meeting promises were not met by a substantial part of the investigated inter
net companies (Consumentengids, 1999).

The problem areas for e-tailers may be summarised as follows:
• Channel conflicts. Several manufacturers and wholesalers have made attempts

to sell products to customers , thereby bypassing intermediaries (Unilever: su
permarket chains, Levi's: dealers, Compaq: dealers) . Most of them have given
up quite rapidly for several reasons. It is not easy to bypass existing distribution
channels, as the intermediary companies involved may refuse to support the
product any longer.

• Difficulty of keeping customers . It may be difficult to attract customers in the
first place, but it is probably even more difficult to keep them. When the
price/quality offer of both the product and the service rendered are not right,
customers will not return.

• Difficulty of handling returns. In several EU countries, mail order companies
are forced, by law, to accept returns at no costs for the customer, within a cer
tain period after the buy. This also holds for online purchases. In mail order
business returns may amount 30% of the total sales, De Koster, et.a!. (2001)
depending on the product type (fashion is the worst) . In handling the returns,
problem areas are: customer service options, speed of credit , willingness to
compensate return shipment costs.

• Untimely deliveries . E-tailers often fail to deliver in time. This is especially
true for e-tailers without physical assets. Since they do not own the stock, they
often have insufficient insight in the saleable stock level, which leads to
unkeepable promises and misexpectations, with respect to deliver y times.

• International shipping and home delivery is either expensive (express carriers)
or relatively slow with unwarranted service (mail).

• Handling large volumes with a virtual organisation. When volumes become
large, it becomes difficult to keep outsourcing the physical process, since the
company may loose control.

As customer wishes may be beyond what is possible or desirable for the
supplying company, the need for a good business model becomes evident.
Companies with unique business models that are specific to the Web, like Price
line and Ebay, are considered possible winners, while those with great customer
service and new revenue streams like Amazon are also well-positioned. But across
the board , companies will have to show a clear path to profitability and the ability
to manage costs. In another Forrester report (see Jedd , 2000) the world wide num
ber of parcels shipped daily by e-tailers was estimated at 650,000. By 2003 this
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number could grow to 4.2 million daily shipments. The fulfilment problems are
therefore , not expected to lessen.

In this article, the different logistic business models possible will be assessed.
First an overview will be given of the different decisions with respect to distribu
tion that have to be taken. We focus on decisions such as the choice of distribution
channel, use of warehouses, delivery area selection, and degree of outsourcing.
Then a number of distribution models will be compared in a qualitative manner.
The independent variables that influence the ultimate choice for a particular model
will be discussed. Also, the impact of the choices made on logistic costs is treated.
Previous research carried out in this area, both empirical and model-based is dis
cussed in section 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2 Decisions for atC E-Commerce Distribution

The fulfilment model determines the way the orders are fulfilled, the number and
type of facilities used in this fulfilment process, the area where customers will be
delivered and which processes will be kept in-house and which will be outsourced.
The main decisions that have to be taken are summarised in Table 2.

The decisions in Table 2 are somewhat interrelated. For example, in case deliv
ery is made world-wide, it is very unlikely that the internet company insources all
the transportation. Also, if the delivery area is large, transport will usually not be
organised from a store. There is also a natural dependency between the strategic
and the tactical decisions. If products are not owned, they can not be supplied
from own stock.

The decisions are for a large part identical to the sort of decisions that are taken
by old-economy retailers . There are, however, some differences. For example at
strategic level, a retailer with existing suppliers, logistic service providers, stores
and warehouses mayor may not choose to use these existing services and infra
structure. If he does so, the limitations are then in the delivery area, the assort
ment, packing of products and the home delivery aspects. The question is, whether
these existing service providers and facilities are able to carry out the new activi
ties, which potentially may grow very rapidly. Other differences can be found at
the tactical level in the combined setting of delivery times, minimum order quanti
ties, delivery fees and delivery time windows for home delivery. Also, the deliv
ery area may deliberately be restricted to keep costs under control. There are not
many old-economy companies that have faced the impact of customer oriented de
livery models that some e-tailers have (or had) come up with. For example,
Webvan before it went bankrupt in 2001, had delivery time windows for fresh
food of 30 min in urban areas around large cities in the USA. Streamline (recently
taken over in part by Peapod), even installed a secure refrigerator in the customer's
garage, to be able to deliver products, without the customer's presence . EGuo.com
guarantees delivery lead times in Beijing for a fairly large assortment of 1 hour or
less (Xie and Wang, 2001). Such ultimate customer orientation is unprecedented
for traditional retailers . See also Smaros et al. (2001) and Punakivi and Holmstrom
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Table 2. Strategic and tactical decisions that have to be taken about the fulfilment structure

Strateaic decision level

• Should stock keeping intermediaries be used in the distribution? For manufacturers,
this may be a logistic service provider, for retail chains this may be stores. If so,
which intermediaries: how many stores / warehouses and where?

• Which market segment and which assortment should be aimed at?

• Where and how should this assortment be bought (quantum discounts)?

• Which products should be kept on stock (at own account), which should be bought on
order?

• In which area should be delivered?

• What should the distribution structure be: direct from the stock -keeping warehouse or
via hub-and -spoke?

• What should the return strategy and related service proposal be?

• Should the warehousing operation be outsourced?

• Should transport and delivery be outsourced? To what extent?

• What delivery model should be chosen: home delivery, fixed drop-off point , or cus-
tomer specific drop-off point ?

Tactical decision level

• To which companies should the fulfilment be outsourced?

• Which delivery times should be offered ?

• Which products / orders should be supplied from stock , which delivered directly by
suppliers and which should be cross-docked?

• Which deliver y time windows should be offered? Can the customer choose a win-
dow?

• Must the customer be present at delivery?

• Which part of the fulfilment costs can (or should be) charged to which customer?

• Minimum order sizes?

(2001), who give some additional examples how new services can be implemented
in combination with home delivery .

3 Fulfilment Strategies

One can observe different choices for fulfilment structures, delivery regions, out
sourcing strategies. The fulfilment structure can take the following forms (see also
De Koster, 2001a and Kamarainen et al., 2001).
• Distribution from existing stores
• Distribution from existing store distribution centres (DC) , i.e. distribution cen

tres that supply conventional stores
• Distribution from special Des for internet only customers
• Hybrid structures, using the different facility types mentioned above.

All distribution structures are feasible for both old-economy and new-economy
retailers. Peapod in the USA and Boxatwork in The Netherlands are examples of
new-economy food retailers that operate as an intermediary and supply customers
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via existing stores and/or DCs (although Peapod is gradually moving towards an
asset-base d business model). The option to supply from an exis ting store DC (for
retail chains) is only feasible in case of a limited number of internet orders. Bruna
(books, media), Freerecordshop (media) are some examples in The Netherlands.
In such a store DC, produ cts are usually stored in pallet racks, with long travel dis
tances per order. These long travel distances are justified since order sizes are
large (for example, three or four roll cages or pallets in one round trip , where each
roll cage represents a delivery to one store). However, the orders of internet cus
tomers are usuall y small. This means that nearly the same distance (time) has to be
travelled for a fraction of the volume of a store order. Or, if multipl e customer or
ders are picked in one route, a complex additional sorting process is necessary. In
both cases the customer orders have to be carefully packed after the order picking ,
a process new in the store DC. Also information systems, inventory management
and the transport system from the store DC, have not been designed for these
many, small customer ord ers. In conclusion, we can say that order picking in the
store DC for internet customer orders usually is not a good solution for the fulfil
ment probl em.

The two remaining main options, fulfilment from existing sto res or from a spe
cial internet warehouse both have their pros and cons. Order pick ing from a store
for internet customers, pack ing the orders and home deliver them, is not a process
for which a store has been designed. In general, the layout and product-t o-locat ion
assignment in a store is such that relay times of customers are maximised (think of
a supermarket or department store). This can be achieved, for example, by storing
fast moving products relatively far away from each other and having aisles with a
minimum of possibility to make short cuts, to maximise the exposure of products,
leading to impulse buys. Also, products are not stored in the shelves sorted on unit
turnover within a produ ct family, but often on produ ct margin. Products stored at
eye-level are the products with high margins. Furthermore, order pickers working
on internet customer orders in a store may disturb ordin ary customers (who takes
the last remaining product?). This situation is slightly different for stores with an
adjacent warehouse. In such situations, the order picking process can take place in
this warehouse, thereby avoiding the previousl y mentioned problems. However,
especia lly in densely popul ated areas, one can see that storage space is increas
ingly sacrificed for sales area. In conclusion, the efficiency of order picking for
internet customers in stores is low, leading to relatively high labour costs per or
der.

The best (i.e. most efficient) solution is probably to have a specially designed
warehouse, designed for internet customers only. This facility can be designed for
picking many small customer orders by order, directly into the different packaging
types (boxes). Internal travel times can be minimised by using appropriate sys
tems, such as carousels (Webvan), case- flow racks (Albert Heijn : ah.nl), pick-to
light systems (Centraal Boekhuis, fulfilling orders of BOL), sorters for sortation
on customer order (Wehkamp) and appropriate information sys tems. De Koster
(200 1b) gives an ove rview of storage and handling systems that can be used in
such internet warehouses . Kamarainen et al. (2001) give some insight in the dif
ferent order picking systems that can be used. The transport to the customers can
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be organised from the centre. However, setting up an internet DC with such inter
nal systems is expensive and only justified in case of sufficient scale. Another dis
advantage for companies with stores may lie in a high density of this store net
work. In Europe, some retail chains have such a dense store network. Direct
delivery from an internet DC to customers living in the service area of an existing
store can cannibalise the local sales, thereby affecting turnover and profits. Espe
cially franchisees may oppose to such strategies. Possibilities to cope with such
unwanted effects are to supply internet customers only in regions with low store
density, or to focus on different market segments. Ahold is an example of a com
pany focussing on different target groups (Ahold, annual report 1999). It has
planned to roll out national and even international internet supermarket concepts
for all its food chains (over 30), but current internet product prices are substan
tially higher than in the store.

Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of different fulfilment strategies.

Strenghts Weaknesses

Order picking - low investments, easy to set-up - limited (unequal) assortment
and delivery for companies with stores - stores not designed for
from local - fast response times efficient order picking
stores - franchisers can be involved - additional processes

- knowledge of customers and necessary
market - interference with existing

customers
- capacity limitations
- inefficient transport

Opportunities Threats

- rapid expansion possible - limited extension of
- new customers can be acquired assortment

- limited growth
- cannibalisation of own

market
Order picking Strenghts Weaknesses

from internet - assured quality - high investments (depending
DC - large capacity possible on degree of mechanisation)

- own assortment - volume is needed
- layout, design fit for small-orders - little knowledge customers

picking and market
- economies of scale obtainable - assortment has to be built up
- efficient transport - long transport distances; time
- larger area can be served than windows have to be met

from stores

Opportunities Threats

- economies of scale - inexpensive labour is scarce
- franchisers opposition
- cannibalisation own market
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The advantages and disadvantages of the different fulfilment strategies are
summarised in Table 3.

4 Variables Determining Distribution Strategy

The choices with respect to the distribution strategy that have been introduced in
section 2, depend on internal and external objectives of the company (Van Goor et
ai, 1996). In this section these choices (mostly the strategic ones) are translated in
a number of dependent variables. The e-commerce distribution strategy of a com
pany can be characterised by:
• fulfilment facility type (via internet warehouses, stores, hybrid or store ware

houses),
• the position of the main distribution customer order decoupling point (CODP);

this is the stock point in the distribution chain where the items are stored. It can
be at retailer , wholesaler or manufacturer level (Van Goor et al., 1996),

• the fulfilment centre density. This is the number of stores or warehouses per
square kilometre, which varies per region ,

• the delivery area size. Companies may fulfil regional orders only, or they may
deliver in a whole country, or even world-wide,

• degree of operational flexibility. This is the ability to adapt to late customer or
ders, or to late changes in orders,

• used transportation mode. Transportation modes can be air, train, ship, truck or
van, bike,

• number of transport vehicles used in delivery,
• product return rate,
• number of delivery points . Delivery can be at the customer's home address ,

customer's employer, or a pick-up point. The number of points will vary per
option,

• type of delivery: attended or not attended
• degree of operational outsourcing,
• fulfilment costs per order.

The choice for these variables as being dependent, is to some degree arbitrary .
For some of the variables (such as costs, or product return rates) companies obvi
ously have objectives. We see them as dependent in the sense that they can be es
tablished objectively and depend on the company's policy and external objectives.
The independent variables are either market determined (order volume) or deter
mined by the company's objectives.

The dependent variables are not fully independent of each other. For example,
the number of vehicles used will depend on the delivery area size . The choice for
the fulfilment centre type will depend on where the stock is stored in the distribu
tion chain . It is expected that the order costs will depend on nearly all other de
pendent variables. The a priori expected relations between these variables have
been indicated in Table 4. In this table, for numeric values, a "+" or "-" stand for a
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positrve, or negative, correlation respecti vely, between the independent and the
dependent variable. In the case of non-numeric variables, a "+" stands for an ex
pected significant association.

Table 4. Expected relations between independent variables and the consequences for distri
but ion decis ions.
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Organisational characteris-

tics

Type of organisation (inter- + + +

net based or traditional)

Product characteristics

Vatue density + +

Length of product life cycle + +

Assortment tvoe + + + - + + + ·
Assortment width + + ·
Environmental characteris-

tics

Availability of LSPs + + + + +

Market characteristics

Order volume + + + - -
Market density + + + ·
External objectives

Order fill rate (required) + +

Delivery time (promised) + - +

Delivery time window . + - +

size (promised)
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The relations assumed in Table 4 have not thoroughly been investigated by em
pirical research. Research in this area is, in general, difficult since the business is
still very immature. This leads to choices for adaptation of certain business models
that later are abandoned easily. Also , companies rise and fall very fast and the data
of the companies also changes rapidly. In fact, it is hard to find processes that are
more or less stable over a few months in BtC e-commerce companies. A research
overview is given in section 5.

The costs per order playa significant role in the choices made and will depend
strongly on the choices made in distribution, as illustrated in Table 5 and Table 6.
The three companies in Table 5 have (or rather "had", since Streamline no longer
exists, Webvan is on the edge of bankcruptcy and Peapod changed its structure
since) different distribution structures. Webvan has a hub-and-spoke model and
distributes from a central warehouse in major agglomerations. Streamline delivers
from a central warehouse and Peapod uses associated stores. These structures
bring different costs and resulting gross profits per order. Peapod apparently
looses money on every order, but also Webvan and Streamline loose money as the
gross profits have to cover the substantial fixed terminal costs (a warehouse of
Webvan costs $35 million, including the transhipment centres).

Table S. Costs for three different e-tailers, based on, respectively confidential McKinsey
report (1999), Macht (1996), www.peapod.com (mid 1999).

Webvan Streamline Peapod

Sales + additional income 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Purchase price 73.4% 72.0% 75.0%
Logistic costs 13.5% 19.0% 24.0%
Overhead 2.5% 3.05 15.7%
Marketing 2.2% ? 10.5%
Other costs 1.5% - -

Gross profit/order 6.9% 6.0% -25.2%

Table 6. Cost comparison (in NLG) of four different fulfilmentoptions in food distribution.
Source: Van der Laan (1999).

Activity In-store Online Online Online
shopping from store direct from via satellite

warehouse station
Warehouse costs 3.90 3.90 12.50 14.00
Transport warehouse 0.90 0.90 - 0.80
to store
Customer order costs - 3.20 3.00 3.40
Store + payment costs 8.10 13.10 1.20 1.50
Transport to home - 5.00 8.50 5.50
Return handling 1.20 2.00 1.80 2.30
Customer service 0.90 1.90 2.50 3.00
Total 15.00 30.00 29.50 30.50
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Table 6 compares the delivery costs for three different online distribution op
tions (online from the store , online direct from warehouse and online via satellite
station) with the base case where the customer shops in the store. It appears that
the majority of the costs is in handling (in the store or in the warehouse) and in
transportation. Especially the home delivery part of the transport is expensive.
Next to the high costs of home delivery as compared to the traditional fulfilment
model, where the customer picks up his/her products, a second problem is that for
new economy companies the gross margins are often very small, due to lack of
buying power. If, for an average order of NLG 100, the gross margin is less than
30%, all online options in Table 6 will lead to losses. Kamarainen et al. (2001)
give some insight how costs can be cut in warehouses by applying different order
picking strategies. Punakivi and Saranen (2001) give insight in costs per stop and
per route for home delivery of food based on data of 1639 orders of 1450 house
holds in the Helsinki area.

Table 6 assumes that for every option the delivery area is a given . In general, a
warehouse can serve a larger area than an online store. The costs per order will
also depend on the delivery area size. For both distribution from a store or a ware
house, there is an optimum size of the delivery area that minimises costs . See sec
tion 5 for a further discussion .

We will now discuss some of the independent variables and their expected im
pact on the dependent variables.

Type of organisation
Old-economy companies often already have an existing distribution channel

(stores, retailers, dealers) that distribute products for them. If such companies start
using internet as a new sales channel, they can, in many cases, use the existing dis
tribution channel. That is, provided the delivery area and the assortment do not
change. Advantages of using existing stores can be found in Table 3. Tesco in the
UK uses its stores also for internet order fulfilment. Albert Heijn in The Nether 
lands carefully selects stores in certain areas that deliver internet orders; in some
areas with a high customer density, fulfilment is done from a warehouse (De Kos
ter and Neuteboom, 2001) .

Value density and product life cycle
According to Van Goor et al. (1996) value density has an impact on where the

CODP in the chain will be positioned . It is preferred to store stock of highly val
ued products upstream in the chain to reduce inventory carrying costs and risks
involved in stock keeping . A similar statement holds for products with short life
cycles.

Assortment type
Assortments offered to the consumer can be simple or complex. "Complex"

products are products that are complex with respect to storage, handling, transpor
tation or delivery . When the assortment consists for a significant part of such
complex products, it is considered to be complex . Food (fresh and frozen) and
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washing machines (heavy, large and needing installation at delivery) are such
complex products. Complex assortments immediately impact the distribution
structure (De Koster, 2001a). Simple assortments can be delivered without any
difficulties to any part of the world, at least in principle. Complex products can not
so easily be handled and shipped over long distances, certainly not at low rates.
Fresh products have to be chilled in transport and storage which also limits trans
port distances. Outsourcing the storage and delivery of such complex products is
also not easy, since special equipment (conditioned trucks and warehouses) and
special skills and certificates (like HACCP) are required .

Assortment width
The wider the product assortment, the more difficult the management process

becomes, thereby impacting for example the outsourcing strategy. All products
have to be maintained in the warehouse information system, they have to be visi
ble on the web site and on-line availability may have to be displayed. If multiple
facilities deliver the products, then one must be sure that sufficient stock of every
product is available in any of these facilities. It may even be necessary to show an
internet customer the actual stock of the product in the facility from which (s)he is
delivered, in order to prevent out-of-stock situations. This means that inventories
of wide assortments will be kept upstream rather than in every store.

Availability of logistic service providers
Transportation companies with a dense world-wide delivery network, with

knowledge of international import duty and tax rates that can deliver fast, reliably
and at a low price, are non-existent. The result is, that the companies that do ship
globally to internet customers, usually only ship to a few countries in Europe, Asia
and America where they can fill orders from local warehouses (McCullough,
1999) . The availability of good logistic service providers that have knowledge of
handling and storing the assortment and that can meet the other service objectives
of the company will also impact the opportunities for outsourcing.

Order volume
The number of weekly orders can be small , medium or large. McCullough

(1999) makes a split of up to about 100 orders a week, up to about 10,000 orders
per week and larger than 10,000 orders per week. According to this report , this
number of orders determines whether the company should outsource the ware
house operations or not. The groups with the smallest and largest number of orders
should keep (or take) operations in house, the medium group should outsourcc the
operations.

The number of weekly orders will also impact the fulfilment facility type and
number , since a large number of small internet orders can not easily be handled by
existing facilities that are designed for different purposes. Large volumes in gen
eral lower the degree of operational flexibility (sec, f.e. Bolwijn and Kumpe,
1998) .
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Market density
The market density is the distribution of customers over the delivery area. The

distribution of customers will have impact on the choice for a distribution centre
or fulfilment from a store and also on the fulfilment centre density .

Order fill rate
If order fill rates must be high, it is necessary to either have sufficient stock in

all fulfilment centres, or to frequently replenish them. It is difficult to keep suffi
cient stock on many locations, therefore order fill rate will have some impact on
the fulfilment centre density .

Delivery lead-time
The shorter the lead-time offered , the more service is offered to customers. Of

ten, the customer can select delivery lead times himself, where shorter delivery
lead times are more expensive. The delivery lead-time has impact on the delivery
area. The longer the lead-time, the larger the area that can be served at low costs.
Short delivery lead times can only be realised in case either the delivery area is
small, or if the additional costs of rapid shipments can be charged to the customer.
This can only be done in case of special, rather expensive products. Returns will
also be impacted by delivery lead-time. This is particularly true for gift items and
impulse buys. If a customer buys a product as a gift, (s)he expects it to arrive in
time for the occasion. If not, the product is simply returned.

Delivery time-window size
The wider the time-window, the more easy delivery becomes. If time-windows

are very narrow , then more delivery vehicles are needed and, in order to make sure
that the delivery is in time, the delivery area size will become smaller.

5 Research on Distribution Strategies

In this section, an overview is given of some research that has been carried out
with respect to the research model sketched in the previous section. Research is
mostly of an exploratory nature (see, f.e., Tanskanen, 2001, Smaros et al., 2001)
or it gives an overview of different solutions for fulfilment (De Koster and Neute
boom, 2001 , Kaipia, 2000, Pflaum et al., 2000, Pyke et ai, 2001). De Koster
(2001b) explicitly treats the storage and material handling systems appropriate for
e-commerce fulfillment centres . Quantitative empirical or modeling research is
still scarce . In De Koster (2001a) some of the relations as sketched in Table 4 have
been investigated for 36 companies that were active in the BtC e-commerce sec
tor, during at least six consecutive months. The companies stem from seven dif
ferent countries.
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The results are that there are some positive associations, which are summarised
in Table 7. From this table, we can conclude that complex-product operations are
usually not outsourced. Organisations that traditionally work with stores use these
to a large extent in e-commerce fulfilment as well. Short delivery lead times lead
to relatively small delivery areas. Assortment width appears to be not significant
for any of the tested dependent variables.

Table 7. Chi-square tests for association, with (exact) significance levels (2-sided test) be
tweenparenthesesand numberof observations between brackets. N.S.: not significant.

Fulfilment Operational Delivery area

facility type outsourcing

Product complexity N.S. [36] 14.5 (0.000) [24] 10.4 (0.004) [26]

Assortment width N.S. [36] N.S. [24] N.S. [26]

Order volume 3.13 (0.12) [29] N.S. [22] 4.89 (0.040) [25]

Delivery time N.S. [26] 3.96 (0.074) [22] 13.54 (0.001) [25]

Type of organisation 11.06 (0.001) [361 8.87 (0.005) [241 3.71 (0.105) [261

Ranchhod and Gurau (1999) have carried out research that is somewhat related.
They foc us on direct (online) and indirect marketing channels as dependent on
characteristics of the company (size), the clients (business or consumers) and
traded products (digital or non-digital, unit value and unit volume). They show
that the implementation of a particular internet-enabled distribution strategy
(online or via intermediaries) depends on these characteristics.

Karnarainen et al. (2000) and Punakivi and Saranen (2001) investigate the im
pact of variables similar to the dependent and independent variables in Table 4 on
the delivery costs per order and the total mileage needed to deliver a given set of
orders in a given area . The results are obtained via simulation, using routing soft
ware from CAPS Logistics. They investigate scenarios with different delivery
times and delivery time window sizes , as well as attended and unattended goods
reception.

As yet there is not much research in quantitative modelling. An interesting sub 
ject might be to model the best delivery area size . Although it may seem attractive
to draw customers from a wide area, delivering in this area may be rather compli
cated . Old-economy companies may want to use their existing facilities (stores,
warehouses) and forwarding companies. These facilities and companies can not
always easily switch to new delivery regions. New regions may require new deliv
ery codes in the information system, new sorting lanes on the sorter machine, new
shipping label types, documentation in other languages etc . According to the re
search of Forrester (McCullough, 1999), three-quarters of the interviewed US re
tail firms are unable to register international addresses accu rately or price total de
livery costs . Also, the forwarding company may not deliver in the particular
region. The transaction costs related to the switch over to the new regions may be
greater as the total new region becomes larger.

In Fig. 1 the relation is sketched between the size of the delivery area and the
distribution cost per order, for distribution from a (new) warehouse as compared
to distribution from an existing store, for two different demand densities (high and
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low). The graph is based on work of Daganzo (1991) and Daganzo and Errera
(1999). The distribution costs consist of facility costs, which have been prorated
per delivery cycle and handling and transportation costs, which have been drawn
from Table 6. This table shows the trade-off between transportation and handling
costs for the two types of fulfilment options. For small delivery areas, the order
distribution costs are proportional to the reciproke of the delivery area size. For
large delivery areas, these costs are proportional to the square root of the delivery
area size. From the graphs , one can see that the optimum delivery area size of a
store is smaller than that of a warehouse, the optimum delivery area size decreases
as the demand density increases and for large delivery areas, using a warehouse
leads to lower costs than using a store. In these graphs, it is assumed that vehicles
have a fixed capacity (larger for warehouses than for stores) , but the facility han
dling capacity (which is much smaller for stores than for warehouses) has not been
included.

delivery costsIorder --store, low
demand density

I - . - •store, high
I demand density
I
I - - - warehouse, low

demand density.. \.,
. . . . . warehouse, high'E I

-S! I demand density

~ I
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-.... .....
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Fig. 1. Total delivery costs as a function of the delivery area size

In view of the high fulfilment costs, there certainly is a need for models that
help in deciding the best delivery lead times, delivery time windows for certain
product-market combinations, or the best delivery point option (at home or at
pick-up points, either or not attended). Daduna (2001) investigated the impact on
vehicle routing when the time windows are not tight, but more flexible. Cattani
and Souza (2001) optimise the profit, under different stock operating policies ,
when a certain part of the stock can be reserved for customers that are willing to
pay a higher fee for rapid delivery.

Another interesting area is the determination of prices that can be charged for
certain services. However in this area, still much research has to be done.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper we have given an overview of important decisions with regard to the
distribution structure of BtC e-commerce companies. Basically, distribution can
be carried out from a special internet warehouse, from stores or through some hy
brid structure. All solutions have advantages and disadvantages and have also cost
implications. Many companies have to make decisions with respect to the choice
of service level that has to be offered to customers (like choice between delivery
option, delivery speed and delivery time accuracy), the delivery area that will be
served, the assortment that will be offered and the costs which can be charged to
such services.

Although we have shown some preliminary results, it is clear that both quanti
tative empirical and modelling research are needed to bring insight into these
problems.
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Abstract. With an increasing spread of electronic shopping in the (food / non-food) retail
trade new problems in distribution planning emerge. This especially refers to the develop
ment of efficient operations for the delivery of electronically executed customer orders to
exist in this trade channel at the market for long-term. An essential condition is in this con
text the delivery on the order day (or on a determined day) within a certain time interval. If
wished, the customer should be promised also an as-exact-as possible delivery time. To
handle these problems, which represents a specific model of vehicle routing, solutions are
required. That complies with the demanded conditions to the one and guarantee to the
other, that the operative expenditures (vehicle and personnel demand) can be held as low as
possible. For these problems a suitable procedure is introduced, that shows a higher degree
of freedom in the combinatorial processes and enables to gain a more cost efficient routing.

1 Distribution in Electronic Shopping

The increasing spread of electronic shopping in retailing is followed a constantly
rising demand for services in distribution logistics by (cf. e.g ., Nachtmann (1999);
Nilsson (1999) or Szasz (1999)). This refers to different areas of business-to
consumer trade, as food / non -food retail trade, mail order sale as well as direct
sale (s . e.g. , Bretzke (1999); Daduna (2000b) and Daduna (2002)). On the basis of
the specific logistic requirements, which are marked through mainly small parcel
sizes and spatially strongly distributed customer locations, market potentials arise,
that essentially has to be assigned to the area of parcel services (cf. e.g. , Clausen
(1998)). Examples are (established) suppliers as in the classical retail trade Wal
Mart Stores, Inc. (see www.walmart.com). in mail order sale as Otto Versand (see
www.otto.de) or Quelle AG (see www.quelle.de) (cf. Bliemel / Theobald (1999)
and Palombo (1999)) and also for new suppliers, as Dell Computer Corporation
(see www.dell.com) (cf. Dorffeldt (1999)) and Amazon.com , Inc . (see www.ama
zon .com).

Another problem yields for the food / non-food retail trade, as the necessary
services in distribution logistics can not (or only very restricted) be carried out
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within the existing bounds of classical parcel services. The essential cause for this
situation results from the fact, that the needed services are largely locally and
(mainly) short-term oriented deliveries. This structure originates from a displace
ment of logistical functions in the purview of the supplier, that is taken over
within the traditional shopping normally through the customer. So in the frame
work of electronic shopping the supplier in this case gets the responsibility for or
der picking of the entered customer orders and for carrying out the customer sup
ply. Independently from the (formal) question, whether these services are
produced with business-own means or are acquired by accordingly configured
outside work within the scope of contract logistic solutions (d. e.g., Maltz / Ell
ram (1997); Daduna (2002» .

To be able to run the electronic shopping middle- and long-term successfully as
a (normally additional) trade channel, sufficient logistical capabilities must be
guaranteed as the customer always has the possibility to compare this (new) chan
nel with the traditional shopping. An essential point is on this occasion an efficient
vehicle routing, that guarantees on the one side a timely-as-possible delivery for
the customer, which is, however , connected also with a reasonable (financial) ex
penditure on the other side .

For this specific problem, a suitable solution procedure is introduced. It derived
from an existing vehicle scheduling procedure applied in public mass transit
planning (cf. Daduna / Mojsilovic / Schutze (1993) or Daduna / Volker (1997» . In
the following, the specific requirements in order delivery are described and are
analyzed at first , and , going out from these structures, an approach for the vehicle
routing with specific delivery time restrictions is introduced. Afterwards a proce
dure to solve such problems is presented and, on the basis of a (demonstration
)example, explained in detail.

2 Requirements for Vehicle Routing in the Food / Non
Food Retail Trade for Electronic Shopping

With the design of distribution structures for electronic shopping in the food / non
food-re tail trade the requirement for conceivably very short-term deliveries is the
most important point on the one hand, as well as on the other hand, however, also
a high punctuality to meet partially quite narrow time windows or fixed delivery
times. Essential characteristics are these both to produce the needed logistical ser
vices, that influences the acceptance of this trade channel in a significant range.
As far as (customer-owned) box systems or an inclusion of pick-up-points does
not occur (cf. Diller (1999); Braun / Primer / Stache (2000) or Daduna (2002» but
a direct supply of the customers (homedelivery) has to be performed, a customer
oriented and, as well , cost efficient vehicle routing is necessary.

The fundamental objective while dealing with customer requirements must be
at first to fulfil consequently fixed delivery times, as well as, only small deviations
(in form of unclearly defined delivery time windows) can be accepted. For in this
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case underlying vehicle routing problems form, besides the traffic network data
and the truck fleet data (as essentially static basic data), order-relating customer
data the input for the planning processes. The necessary information about the in
dividual orders includes the customer location, the delivery time, the order
weights / volumes, the expected time for the delivery handling as well as con
ceivably additional activities with the customer (payment handling, returns, etc.).

For the supplier (or an authorized logistic provider), yields the number of
needed vehicles and with it also, the number of personnel as crucial cost factors in
the vehicle routing. However, uniform target systems cannot be assumed in plan
ning processes on the side of the suppliers as conceivably differing conditions can
be given . A possible approach shows as priority objective the minimization of the
vehicle number needed to carry out a given order quantity, including the reduction
of the total mileage as an objective of subsequent rank. Such a target hierarchy of
fers itself this type of planning problems as the fixed cost share, that an additional
vehicle causes can normally not be compensated by cost cuttings within the (op
erative) mileage. If on the other hand a certain truck fleet, that exists for carrying
out the delivery operations, should be used, also an even allocation of work to the
vehicles can be the priority objective, with an as extensive-as-possible reduction
of total mileage as an additional lower ranked objective likewise .

Vehicle routing processes represents (combinatorial) optimization problems,
which can be solved by using different approaches (cf. e.g., Domschke (1997, pp.
207) or Fisher (1995» . Based completely on deterministic data such solution pro
cedures normally can show considerable restrictions on the (combinatorial) de
gree offreedom . So in the case of fixed delivery times solutions can appear, which
show despite of a conceivably calculated optimality (for the formalized problem)
in the (operational) realization distinct cost inefficiencies. For this reason the
question arises in which form an increase of the (combinatorial) degree of freedom
can be gained in order to get more cost efficient solutions. Introducing (fixed) time
windows (cf. e.g., Desrosiers / Dumas / Solomon / Soumis (1995» for delivery
operations with, e.g., an expansion of up to two or three hours, that would enable
better results, is from customers' point of view an unattractive and in the end also
an unacceptable solution. So it must be looked for another approach taking into
consideration customer wants (with precise-as-possible determined delivery times)
and the necessary logistical expenditures.

Therefore, a procedure has to be developed to calculate the best solution based
on determined delivery times, but allowing deviations in a certain range. If cost
cuttings are gained by reducing the number of needed vehicles. However, for the
customer it must be possible to restrict these deviations by defining fixed (indivi
dual) time windows for the delivery time. In opposite to vehicle routing methods
using soft time windows (cf. e.g., Taillard / Badeau / Gendreau / Guertain / Potvin
(1997» , which include specific penalty functions to avoid (admissible) time win
dow violations, the main objective is not to attain compromise solutions by mini
mizing simultaneously total milage cost and penalty cost, but the minimization of
the needed number of vehicles.
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3 Problem Description

The considered approach for the vehicle routing is based on a two-stage procedure
applying a schedule first - cluster second-strategy. In the first step delivery se
quences are formed, based on all customer orders for a fixed delivery period (cf,
e.g. the stated delivery conditions by the Reichelt AG, see www.reichelt-ag.de).
The result is a set of with the optimal number of sequences, including all served
customer locations within the framework of the given data structures, especially
incorporating the connections between the different customer locations. In a se
cond step , these sequences are assigned to the available delivery facilities (among
others regional warehouses or (bigger) shopping facilities), in which the customer
orders become picked . If only one delivery facility is given (single-depot pro
blems), the sequences arc completed to routes by adding pull-out trips (from the
delivery facility to the first customer) as well as pull-in trips (of the last customer
back to the delivery facility). If there are, on the other hand several facilities
(multi-depot problems), to which the sequences must be assigned under con
sideration of spatially and / or capacity-related aspects to the different delivery fa
cilities, the sum of the length of all needed pull-out and pull-in trips should be
held as low as possible.

The input data must be subdivided, as mentioned above, in (static) basic data
and actual order-related (customer-)data, while these data are provided for the
planning process from different sources. Furthermore, the data structure depends
on specific spatial conditions, so other aspects have to be respected, e.g., whether
it is an inner-urban, a suburban or a rural service area . In principle it is to be as
sumed the following data demand :

• Basic data
- (Road)traffic network (Route length, running times, time of day- and / or di

rectional-dependent influences on running times, turning restrictions, etc.)
- Truck fleet data (Number of vehicles, loading capacities, technical equip

ment, etc.)
- Package data / container data

• Order-related (customer-)data
- Customer location (Street, house number, possibilities for car stops, etc.)
- Order volumes / order weight (or number of containers)
- Delivery time
- Service time (= Time-consuming factors for the delivery process, influenced

(among others) by path length to the house entrance, floor number, availabi
lity of an elevator, additional activities, etc.)

Based on the traffic network-related data, the possible connections d jj (ij = 1, ..,
m) to the m customer locations (for a fixed delivery period) must be prepared. On
principle time- or distance-related values can be used for these calculations, but
however , in this case the basis should be formed of (derived) time-related data tij

(ij = 1, .., m), as the service time is defined as a time value. Besides, this approach
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also offers the possibility to include time of day- and / or the directional
dependent influences on running times in detail, so that differentiated values tij(f)
(i,j = 1, .., m, I = 1, .., q(i,j)) are assigned to each relation (i,j) of the network,
while the number of intervals q(ij) results from the daily traffic density profile for
(i,j). As far as no sufficient specifications of the network data are given, an ap
proach to vary running time structures can be gained in a certain scope with inter
val-related weights.

Respecting the availability of the delivery vehicles, different vehicle types Vk (k
=1, .., p) and its number N(V)k (k =1, .., p) is important. Furthermore, the capa 
cities of these vehicles , K(V)k (k = 1, .., p) , have to be seen, as well as if necessary
specific vehicle equipment. Taking into account the complexity of such planning
problems and also the influences on an efficient fleet management, however , a ve
hicle type variety should be avoided . A largely unified equipment should be aimed
at, if no specific transportation requirements (among others for frozen food), re
strictions from traffic infrastructure and / or topographical conditions may cause a
suitable differentiation.

The service time gi (i = 1, ..., m) must be calculated in the last step, based on the
relevant factors for every order , while gi is to be understood as the time, that
evolves between the arrival and the departure of a delivery vehicle at the customer
location i (i = 1, .., m). The (wished) delivery time Z, (i = 1, .., m) is determined by
customer i, as well as a (fixed) delivery time window F, = (fl i, 12i) (i = 1, .., m)
with fli as beginning and 12i as end. With the time windows in this case customer
individual restrictions are established to limit (possible) deviations of the delivery
time, which are allowed within the solution procedure in order to gain suitable
savings with the distribution cost. Moreover, the demand quantities b, (i = 1, .., m)
must be included, and also, having a look on the estimation of the accruing trans
portation volumes, the question of the package and / or container concepts must be
taken into account.

As far as it should be necessary in individual application cases, additional re
strictions have to be taken into account. This refers, e.g., to the inclusion of an ex
plicit assignment of vehicle types for certain delivery if frozen food is part of the
orders. For such situations a vehicle type-pendent separation in two routing prob
lems, which has to be solved independently, must not necessarily provide an ap
propriate solution, as the restrictions frequently refer only to some individual or
ders, while there are no corresponding restrictions for the others . This means, that
an one-sided interchangeability is given in such cases, because cold-storage vehi
cles can serve other orders while this is not possible vice-versa for other vehicles.
Moreover, the solution procedure can be influenced in different manners . On the
one hand, it is possible to determine fixed combinations of some orders to closed
route elements (giant tasks), aiming at a well-calculated pre-selection in the rout
ing process. On the other hand, if bigger areas have to be served , a spatial cluster
ing can be performed by an allocation of customers to different (decentralized) de
livery facilities (= depots). With a largely fixed assignment of crews to depots,
also a bigger knowledge about (local) street networks can be attained . That re-
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duces the risk of not necessary losses of time, resulting from the search for cus
tomer locations.

4 Solution Procedure

Basic data for the vehicle routing process are at first the given delivery activities
for a fixed time interval, defined by service times g., delivery time Z; delivery
quantities hi as well as the running times ti/f) between all customer locations. The
vehicle capacities are not taken into account at this stage as only a restricted num
ber of customer can be served within the delivery intervals, which are normally
very limited in time (see, among others, the example of the Reichelt AG at
www.reichelt-ag.de) . If operationally inadmissible solutions should appear in
some cases through capacity violations, these solutions must be corrected by the
responsible planning staff within the screening of the computer-aided calculated
results making use of interactive adaptations in the respective routes.

At first a feasible start solution is calculated, making use of a (classical) linear
assignment algorithm (cf. e.g., Carpaneto / Martello / Toth (1988); Domschke
(1995), ppo 208), that contains only delivery sequences, which guarantees all pre
determined delivery times. To solve this problem, a connection matrix C = cij (i,j =
1, .., m) is to be built, that contains all admissible combinations of delivery activi 
ties. These combinations must fulfil the following condition:

Z 0 + g 0 + too (f) < Z .
I I IJ - } (1)

Condition (1) is the basis to come up with a (formally) feasible solution, over
whose quality no statement is possible, especially regarding to the unproductive
times in delivery operations, that results , for instance, from an early arriving at
customer j. For this reason an additional qualitative valuation of the admissible
combinations is necessary, which could , as for instance, be fixed over the running
time till) and a waiting time wij (j = 1, .., m), that can be defined as follows :

Wo0 = Z 0 - (Z 0 + g o+ t oo (f))
IJ J I I IJ

(2)

As assignment problems are normally based on a minimization approach , un
productive times can be avoided with accordingly differentiated weights of the
waiting times wij' Under consideration of the quantitative condition (1) and the
qualitative points of view , the following values for the connection coefficients cij

(iJ = 1, .., m) emerge:

c.. ={E[O;C]
IJ 00

with C « 0Ci 0

(i , j) is an admissible solution

otherwise
(3)
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The valuation of all inadmissible (or undesirable) combinations with "co"
causes, that these appear at a minimization approach in the solution merely in the
not avoidable extent, so that the number of the admissible connections in the cal
culated (optimal) solution is maximized. This means, a minimization of the fleet
size required for the delivery of a defined order volume that can be attained mak
ing use of an (classical) assignment method .

Going out from this operationally feasible (and formally optimal) solution it is
tried in an iteration procedure to reduce the number of the required vehicles step
by-step (d. Daduna / Mojsilovic / Schiitze (1993» , allowing graduated shifts of
the delivery times Z;. Based on the vehicle number r, which is already reached in
the last iteration, the actual iteration is carried out with a modified connection ma
trix C(R) , while R defines, which number of vehicles (= number of delivery se
quences) should be reached. The (redefined) coefficients of C(R) look like fol
lows:

(i, j) is an admissible combination without deviations

(i, j)is an acceptable combination with deviatians

otherwise
(4)

The connection matrix must be adjusted with every new iteration in accordance
with the performed changes. The combinatorial problem, that in these cases has to
be solved in an iteration procedure, represents an modified assignment problem ,
that is supplemented through an additional restriction (8) to force a determined
number of delivery sequences. It has the following formulation :

m m

MinimizeI I Cij X;j
;=1 j=1

subject to:

(5)

m

IX;j =1
;=1

m

IXij =1
j =1

r::;,R

j= 1, ..., m

i = 1, ..., m

(6)

(7)

(8)

with m as number of customers (= orders to be served) and r as number of the at
tained delivery sequences for the pre-determined value R. If condition (8) is not
fulfilled , the iteration procedure stops.

After finishing of this first step, the determined sequences are assigned to the
delivery facilities, while the sequences through the pull-out trips and pull-in trips
are completed to routes. With the existence of several delivery facilities, an as
signment of the calculated sequences has to be done in a complementary step
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making use of a (classical) transportation algorithm (d. e.g. , Domschke (1995),
pp. 112). Included in this step is the route constructing process. The available ve
hicles at each facility represents in this model the "supply" and the delivery se
quences the "demand" , while the "transportation cost" emerge from the sum of
pull-out and pull-in trip to operate a sequence starting from / ending in a defined
delivery facility .

The course of the solution procedure looks, sketched shortly, as follows:

• Step 1:
Preparation of the data required for the optimization procedure.

• Step 2:
Generating at first a feasible start solution with the start value R = m. The re
sult , the number of the determined delivery sequences without deviations of the
given delivery times, yields the value r.

• Step 3:
The execution of the iterations begins setting automatically the start value R =
r-l, i.e. R is the number of the sequences that should be reached at least in the
respective iteration with help of the modified assignment approach, and pre
paring the connection matrix C(R) . If in the optimization procedure this value
is gained (or conceivably with r < R remain under the given target value), the
next iteration starts . If this is not the case , step 4 follows.

• Step 4:
Construction of the routes outgoing from the determined sequences (with only
one delivery facility) or the assignment of the sequences to the delivery facili
ties and subsequent forming of the routes.

If the vehicl e routing is carried out for several delivery facilities simultane
ously, in practical application conceivably a strong pressure of time evolves to
make the results available, as the routing process and, if necessary, the subsequent
assignment of routes to the facilities is also interconnected with an allocation of
the orders to the different facilities. At this place, a sufficient efficienc y of the
used planning tool has to be guaranteed, so that the time period between the (dif
ferent daily) deadlines for ordering and the beginning of the corresponding deliv
ery periods, that is mainly required for (administrative) order processing and order
picking, has not to be extended.

5 Demonstration Example

The following introduced (small) demonstration example should clarify that no
great changes of the delivery times show an obvious effect on the planning results.
The example is based on altogether eight customers, who (going out from the cus
tomer wishes) within a period from 65 minutes should be supplied. Only one ve-
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hicle type is available, which shows , however, a suffic ient capacity, and it is able
to supply if necessary also all customers on one single tour. Th e customer order
data (de live ry times and service times) that are relevant for the planning process
are give n in Table 1 (time windows are not included in this demonstration exam
ple) , where as Table 2 shows the running times t ij of the relevant con nection trips
(d. for this condition (1) in section 4) between two customer locations (without
consideratio n of time of day- and / or directional-dependent influences on the run
ning times) .

Sorting the delivery times in a non decreasing order , there are no allowable
values in the low triangle matrix, while at the same time the upper triangle mat rix
normally shows a low density.

Ta b. 1: Relevantcustomer data

Customer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Delivery time 0 4 14 17 30 41 53 60

Service time 8 8 9 7 5 10 11 5

Tab. 2: Running times t jj on the relvant relations (iJ) (M == co]

5 7 8
1 16 8 17

2 11 19 7

3 16 23 14

4 7 18 21

5 15 22

6 11 2

7 M

8

In Step 1 the cost coefficients Gij for all admiss ible connectio ns are calculate d,
based on the following formu lation including running time and waiti ng time ,
which must be seen as the most important qualitative criteria to rate a connection
(iJ):

(9)

The resulting cost matrix C is shown in Table 3.
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Tab. 3: Cost matrix C (M ;:= 00)

8

256

324

64
49

25
1

M

Based on these data, Step 2 is carried out to determine a (first feasible) start so
lution considering (fixed) delivery times. Figure 1 shows the gained result with a
(formal) optimal schedule, making the use of three vehicles a necessary fact. If
one analyzes this first solution, it becomes obvious, that this result is not very fa
vourable.

3
14 23

18 (18) 6 8
~

41 51
2 (9) 6065

1
00 08 ./8 (6) 5 1

-+ .: 16 (22) 30 37
15 (16) 7

53 64

04
212 4 .. • 2

• -..........17 24 .../7 (6)
, • 34 (5)

Fig.l : Start solution

Applying Step 3, it is aimed to reduce the number of delivery sequences (=
needed vehicles), in this case from 3 (= r) to 2 (= R). At the beginning of the first
iteration shifts, which allows only one minute in order to extend the combinatorial
space. But it turned out , that these admissible deviations do not lead to an im
provement. Therefore, shifts up to two minutes become included, so that in accor
dance with condition (4) (see section 4) the following cost matrix C(R) is at
tained (see Tab . 4).

Alterations concerning the delivery times of customers 3, 4 and 6 are carried
out, while customer 4 is shifted backward by one minute and customer 3 and 6 are
shifted forward by two minutes, new combinatorial possibilities evolve. These
lead to the solution presented in Figure 2, showing a schedule with only two de
livery sequences. Because it is not possible to gain further reductions , Step 4 is
carried out. The result shows, that already marginal alterations can lead to distinct
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improvements in the number of needed vehicles, that are expressed in a sufficient
reduction of distribution cost.

Tab. 4: Cost matrix C(R) (M == 00)

43 6 5318 (18)
25

3
16 8

6065
5 2(7) _ ····. 1

) } O 37~53 7 64 ......
2

~_~!La/,.7 (7)

1 //
00 08 ..../'8 (8)....•

04
212

Fig. 2: Improved soution

As far as the deviations of the (wished) delivery times, as presented at the ex
ample, are varying in the range of a few minutes, these can perceived as "normal"
fuzziness within distribution operations, and therefore these deviations are par
tially somehow not realized from customers. From which degree of deviation it
becomes a must to inform a customer explicitly, however, should be reflected
upon, in order not to generate a feeling of waiting (and with it also of unpunc
tuality). As the electronic (network) addresses of the customers are also available,
resulting from the electronic order processes normally, it offers the opportunity of
informing the customer about the delivery time planned for him as early as possi
ble (i.e. after finishing the vehicle routing procedure).
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6 Outlook

These descriptions show that the presented form of the vehicle routing procedure
leads to suitable solutions for the increasing requirements in distribution planning
in the area of the food - / non-food retail trade with electronically carried out or
ders. An essential point is in this case the comparison of service quality (from cus
tomers' point of view), represented through an as exact as possible adherence of
delivery times, and cost orientation in delivery operations (from suppliers' point of
view) , represented on the basis of the willingness, as far as it is proved as cost ef
ficient to accept also shifts for the delivery time within a certain range. Applica
tions in the last years of this solution concept to vehicle scheduling problems in
public transit led to significant cost savings in different mass transit companies
(cf. e.g., Daduna / Mojsilovic / Schutze (1993) or Daduna / Volker (1997», that
are to be expected also concerning the presented distribution problems.

As a next step, it is intended to verify the propositions connected with this solu
tion concept on the basis appropriate examples (with real world data) from the re
tail 's area. In this case also a comparison with schedules, that were generated mak
ing use of already existing software tools, would be of interest as well as with
results achieved manually. If it succeeds to prove the expected efficiency of this
solution approach in detail, a tool for computer-aided routing has to be developed
in another step , that is suitable also for end-user. The algorithmic basis for such
tool exists (see Daduna / Volker (1997» , so that the essential task will be in the
area of designing an efficient data management system and an user-friendly inter
face. Another aspect can be in this case the question of an attractive customer in
formation concept, to the one respecting information about the planned delivery
time, and to the other also, concerning to the current status of a delivery, as far as
the delivery operations are monitored and steered with help of a suitable fleet
management tool (cf. e.g. , Lasch / lanker (1999) or Daduna (2000a».
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An Analysis of a Combinatorial Auction

Mette Bjerndal and Kurt Jernsten

Department of Finance and Management Science, Norwegian School of Economics and
Business Administration, Helleveien 30, N-5045 BERGEN, Norway

Abstract. Our objective is to find prices on individual items in a combinatorial auction that
support the optimal allocation of bundles of items, i.e. the solution to the winner determina
tion problem of the combinatorial auction. The item-prices should price the winning bun
dles according to the corresponding winning bids, whereas the bundles that do not belong
to the winning set should have strictly positive reduced cost. I.e. the bid on a non-winning
bundle is strictly less than the sum of prices of the individual items that belong to the bun
dle, thus providing information to the bidders why they are not in the winning set. Since the
winner determination problem is an integer program, in general we cannot find a linear
price-structure with these characteristics. However, in this article we make use of sensitiv
ity analysis and duality in linear programming to obtain this kind of price-information. Fi
nally, it is indicated how such prices can be used to enhance economic efficiency in an it
erative market design. Throughout, the ideas are illustrated by means of numerical
examples.

1 Introduction

In some auctions/markets, a participant's valuation of an object depends signifi
cantly on which other objects the participant acquires. Objects can be substitutes
or complements, and the valuation of a particular bundle of items may not be
equal to the sum of the valuations of the individual items, i.e. valuations are not
additive. This may be represented by letting bidders of the auction have prefer
ences not just for particular items, but for sets or bundles of items as well. In this
setting, economic efficiency is increased by allowing bidders to bid on combina
tions of objects, which is exactly what a combinatorial auction does.

A recent survey of combinatorial auctions is provided by de Vries and Vohra
(2000), also an excellent overview is given by Parkes (2001). In the literature,
there are a number of examples of combinatorial auctions, ranging from the allo
cation of rights to radio frequencies (FCC (1994», auctions for airport time slots
(Rassenti et al. (1982», railroad segments (Brewer (1999» and delivery routes
(Caplice (1996». Bundle pricing (Hanson and Martin (1990» and the effects of
discounts on vendor selection (Moore et al. (1991» can also be analyzed within
this framework.
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2 The Winner Determination Problem

Given a set of bids for subsets of objec ts, select ing the winning set of bids is de
noted "the winner determination probl em" . This problem can be formulat ed as an
integer programming problem. Let N be the set of bidders, M the set of m distinct
objects, and S a subse t of M. Agentj's (j EN) bid for bundle S is denoted by lI(S),
and we let

b(S) = max b j (S)
jEN

Th e binary variable Xs is equal to 1 if the highest bid on S is accepted, and 0
otherwise . Th e winner determin ation probl em can then be formulated as

(IPI ) max Lb(S ) ' Xs
ScM

s.t, LXs s 1 Vi E M
S3;

Xs = 0 /1 VS e M

Vi E M

L 2 ) i (S ) . x j (S )
Sc M j EN

LLx i (S ) $I
S3; j EN

max

s.t.

In some formulations of the winner determin ation probl em, there is also a re
striction stipulating that every agent/bidder can only receive at most one bundle. If
we let binary variable 1(S) be equal to 1 if agent j receives bundl e Sand 0 other
wise, the corresponding formulation of the winner determination problem is the
following

(IP2)

L x i (S) ~ 1
ScM

Vj E N

Vj E N, S eM

In both formulations the objective function maximizes the "revenue", i.e. the
value of the bids, whereas the first set of constraints requires that no object can be
assigned to more than one bidder. The second set of restrictions in (IP2) guaran
tees that no agent is assigned more than one bundle. An alternative interpretation
of the maximization problems is the following: If bidders submit their true values,
i.e. bid their reservation prices on different bundle s, implying that lI(S ) =: J (S), for
all j E N and S e M, the solution to the winner determination problem represents
the efficie nt allocation of indivisible objects in an exchange eco nomy.

Formulation (IPI ) is valid for the winner determination probl em in case of su
peradditive bids, i.e. if

b\A) +b i (B ) $b \ A uB ) Vj E N, A, Be M andA nB=0

In case of substitutes, as shown in de Vries and Vohra (2000) dumm y goods can
be introduced to make the formulation valid, or the more general formulation
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(IP2) can be used. In any case, the formulation of the winner determination prob
lem is an instance of the set packing problem (SPP). The linear programming re
laxation of the SPP produces integer solutions in a number of cases (ref. de Vries
and Vohra (2000». We will however, focus on instances where the LP-relaxation
gives fractional solutions. In general , the SPP belongs to the class of NP-hard
problems, and is closely related to set partitioning and set covering problems.

Since in general the LP-relaxation produces fractional solutions, it is obvious
that a set of market clearing linear prices need not exist for a combinatorial auc
tion. This has led to the development of a number of stronger formulations of the
winner determination problem. Bikchandani and Ostroy (1999, 2000) have pre
sented two stronger formulations of (IP2) . The first one is obtained by introducing
artificial variables y(k), and replacing the set of constraints requiring that each
agent can obtain at most one bundle with the alternative set of constraints

(LP1) :~:> j (S) S; Ly(k) VS eM
j EN k3S

Ly(k) S; 1
kEK

where K is the set of all possible partitions, or "bundlings'', of the items in M , and
k 3 S indicates that bundle S is represented in partition k.

This lead to a stronger problem formulation, in the sense that some of the frac
tional solutions that are feasible in the LP-relaxation of the weaker formulation,
are cut off. However, the linear programming relaxation of this problem can still
produce fractional optimal solutions. Another problem with this formulation is
that the value of the dual is the sum of the maximal utility to each agent with bun
dle prices peS), plus the auctioneers maximal revenue . The use of bundle prices
makes the price mechanism more complicated, and we are in this paper looking
for a simpler evaluation scheme.

In the strongest formulation of the winner determination problem, the disaggre
gation goes even further, by replacing the constraints discussed above , with the
constraints

(LP2) x j (S) S; >y(k) Vj EN, ScM
kt':'S]

~>(k) S; 1
kEK '

where K' is the set of all possible agent-partitions, i.e. all possible combinations of
"bundlings" and their allocation to different agents, and k 3 [j,S] indicates that

agent-partition k contains bundle S, which is allocated to agentj.
This formulation possesses the integrality property and hence, the linear pro

gramming relaxation is integer. However, the value of the dual becomes even
more complicated since it is the maximal utility to each agent with bundle prices
I(S) plus the auctioneers maximal revenue over all feasible allocations at the
prices . Note that the bundle prices I(S) are non-anonymous or discriminatory
bundle prices, i.e. every agent may face a unique vector of bundle -prices, making
the evaluation even more complicated.
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The problem as we see it with the two stronger formulations and their duals, is
that they lead to non-linear price structures, with prices of objects and prices for
bundles, that make it difficult to use them in a market mechanism design. In this
paper we will present an alternative set of non-linear prices, that can be used to
evaluate bids and give information back to the bidders/agents that can be used eas
ily to determine the prospects of a bid-increase, or explain easily why a particular
bid did not win.

3 Suggested Method

Consequently, the objective of this paper is not to focus on solution methods for
the winner determination problem, but rather to find prices on individual items
that support the optimal allocation of bundles of items. By "support", we mean
that the prices on the individual objects should price the winning bundles accord
ing to the winner bids, whereas the bundles that do not belong to the winning set,
should have strictly positive reduced cost, i.e.

bid on non
winning bundle

< L prices of individual ob
jects that belong to bundle

Prices with these characteristics will provide information to the bidders why
they are not in the winning set, and this information may be used in a specific
market design . Since the winner determination problem is an integer problem , in
general, we will have to consider non-linear price structures.

It is only possible to find a single price-vector that excludes all non-winning
bids if I) the LP-relaxation of the winner determination problem has an integer so
lution, and 2) the LP-relaxation has a unique dual solution such that every non
winning bundle has reduced cost (RC) > O. As will be illustrated in the next sec
tions by means of a simple example, it seems to be difficult to find a unique price
vector with the characteristics searched for. Therefore, in this article, we suggest
making use of sensitivity analysis to obtain this kind of price-information. The re
sults of the sensitivity analysis are used to reduce the size of the (primal) winner
determination problem and obtain a degenerate dual of the linear programming re
laxation of the reduced primal. This generates a convex set of price-vectors such
that RC > 0 for at least one price-vec tor for all non-winning bids. When reducing
the primal , we search for a minimal reduction of the problem, in order to retain as
much information as possible in the problem.

In the illustrative example we will use the first formulation of the winner de
termination problem presented (IPI), i.e. without the restriction that an agent can
receive at most one bundle . However , we give other example s using the alterna 
tive formulation (IP2) , taken from Parkes (2001), and illustra te the applicability of
our proposed non-linear pricing scheme for this formulation as well.
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4 Examples

In the first example, we assume that the following 9 bids have been handed in for
different combinations of 7 objects, A-G:

Bid 17 10 10 9 20 12 4 15 26
Object
A 1 1 1 1 1 1
B 1 1 1
C 1 1 1 1 1
D 1
E 1 1 1 1 1
F 1 1 1 1
G 1 1 1 1 1

The interpretation of the table is as follows : the bid of 17 includes objects A, E
and G, the next bid of 10 is on objects A, B, C and F, etc.

The winner determination problem of the combinatorial auction can be formu
lated as the following set packing problem, which is an instance of (IP1) :

max 17xl + lOx2+ lOxl + 9x4 + 20x, + 12x6 + 4x7 + 15xs + 26xo

s.t. X l + X 2+ X l + X;+ X7 + Xs :::;1

X 2+ Xl + Xs :::;1

x2+ x, + X6 + Xs + X o :::;1

X 4 :::;1

Xl + X l + Xs + x6 + X o :::; 1

x2 + X 3+ X7 + X o :::;1

Xl + x4 + X s + X s + X o :::;1

X i binary

The optimal integer solution has a value of 26, x9 =1 and all other variables are

zero . In the following, we will consider various potential price-structures, based
on 1) the LP-relaxation and 2) using sensitivity analysis together with linear pro
gramming. In the next section we will consider the use of IP marginal values.

1) LP-relaxation
If we relax the integer restrictions on the variables and solve the corresponding
linear program, we obtain a fractional solution with value 26.5, where
XI =X 2 =X g =0.5 and all other variables are equal to zero . The shadow prices

for the seven constraints are given by the vector (0.5, 0, 6, 0, 7.5, 3.5, 9) implying
reduced costs for the 9 bundles that have been bid on equal to (0, 0, 1.5, 0, 3, 1.5,
0, 0.5 , 0). However, this dual solution is not very useful in combinatorial auction
terms, since it produces reduced cost equal to zero for a number of inferior bids.
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This is so for bids 1 and 2, that is part of the fractional solution, but it is also so for
bids 4 and 7, which are inferior even in the LP-relaxation.

Note that there exist multiple dual solutions to the linear program. The alterna
tive dual solutions are (0.5, 0, 5, 0, 7, 4.5 , 9.5) and (0.5, 0, 6, 0, 6, 3.5, 10.5), with
reduced costs for the nine bundles equal to (0, 0, 2, 0.5, 2, 0, 1, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 0,
1.5 , 3, 0, 0, 2, 0), respectively. We notice that for all the alternative dual solutions,
several inferior bids have reduced cost equal to zero, but not necessarily in all the
alternative solutions. Only the inferior alternatives consisting of bids 1 and 2 do
not get any indications of the inferiority of the value of their bids, which is reason
able since they are part of the fractional LP-solution.

2) Using Sensitivity Analysis and Linear Programming
Let us use the example as we try to derive a system of prices that gives valuable
information to the bidders, by just solving a number of linear programming prob
lems. One alternative that first comes to mind , and that can generate valuable in
formation to the bidders, is to perform a sensitivity analysis of each bid in turn,
based on the assumption that the other bidders do not change their bids.

The information we are looking for is, by how much must bidder i rise his bid
in order to be guaranteed to get his bid accepted, given that the other bidders do
not change their bids? One way to get that information is to solve the parametric
linear program until the variable corresponding to bid i takes the value 1 in the
linear program. Note that the corresponding solutions for the other variables need
not be integer, hence this value is just an indication of the necessary rise for bid i.

In our example we get the following results:

Bidder
Original bid
New bid

1
17
36

2
10
25

3
10
23

4
9

11

5
20
30

6
12
14

7
4
6

8
15
36

9
26
27

It is noteworthy to see that the competing coalitions consisting of bidders 4, 6 and
7 and bidder 9 get low rises, whereas the stand-alone bidders get high rises. How
ever, this information is far from fair since bidder 3, by rising his bid to 18, while
all other bidders keep their bids constant, would be in a winning combination to
gether with bidder 4.

Question: Is there a way to generate a non-linear price-system by solving only lin
ear programs?

What we are looking for is a price-system that yields reduced costs that are
positive for all bids that are not present in the optimal solution to the winner de
termination problem. One way of finding such a system of prices is to reduce the
winner determination problem by deleting bids such that the reduced winner de
termination problem, when solved as a linear program, yields the integer pro
gramming solution. That this can always be achieved is obvious, since we can re
duce the winner determination problem to only include the winning bids.
However, doing such a radical reduction will give us a price-system with very lit
tle information. Performing the maximal reduction in the example, with only the
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winning bid left , gives alternative optimal dual price -vectors equal to
(0,0 ,26,0,0,0,0), (0,0 ,0,0,26 ,0,0), (0,0,0,0,0,26,0) and (0,0,0,0,0,0,26). All deleted
bids will have strictly positive reduced cost for at least one of the price-vectors.
However, the price-structure indicates for the bidders that all of them need to rise
their bids to 26, which is clearly a fraud.

In the followi ng, we find a minimal reduction of the winner determination
problem, that yields the result sought for, i.e. we delete as few as possible of the
most probably losing bids , such that the reduced problem has an integer solution
to the LP-relaxation. In the example, we achieve this by deleting bids 1, 2, 3 and
8. Solving the restric ted LP-problem gives the winning bid , bid 9, and a set of 6
extreme dual solutions. The extreme dual solutions are given in the columns of the
following table :

Dual Solutions 11:

Constraint 1 2 3 4 5 6

A a a a a a a
B a a a a a a
C a 13 12 a 12 a
D a a a a a a
E 13 a a 12 a 12
F 4 4 4 4 5 5
G 9 9 10 10 9 9

If we require that all bids should be able to tackle each of these prices and all
the convex combinations of them, we can comp ute the maxima l reduced cos ts for
the 9 bids. This gives the following:

Bid
Reduced cost

1
5

2
7

3
7

4
1

5
2

6
1

7
1

8
7

9
a

As is evident from the numbers, the suggested price-structure prices out all non
winning bids, and the maximal reduced costs also provide a realistic indication of
the necessary rise for each bidder, in order to be in the winning set.

In his Ph.D. thesis, Parkes (2001) presents a set of illustrative examples. One of
the examples is as follows :
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Bundles
A B C AB BC AC ABC

Bidders
Agent 1 60 50 50 200 100 110 250
Agent 2 50 60 50 110 200 100 255
Agent 3 50 50 75 100 125 200 250

The numbers in the table give the bids for the various bundles , from each agent or
bidder. In this example it turns out that the linear programming relaxation of this
instance of (IP2) has the optimal solution xl(AB) = x2(BC) = x3(AC) = 0.5 with
value 300, whereas the integer solution and hence optimal solution to the winner
determination problem (IP2) is xl(AB) = x3(C) = 1, with value 275.

Applying our procedure to this problem, we get a minimal reduced formulation
by deleting the bid from agent 2 on bundle BC and the bid from agent 3 on bundle
AC. The corresponding dual problem has massive dual degenerac y, and hence
there exist many alternative extreme dual prices. However, knowledge of only two
of these prices is enough to price out all the non-winning bids. These prices are
(140,60, 75, 0, 0, 0) and (50, 130, 75, 20, 0, 0). The first 3 elements of the given
price-vectors are prices for the three objects, whereas the 3 remaining elements are
prices for the restriction that each agent can receive at most one object. This is an
example where the LP-relaxation of the stronger formulation (LPl) possesses an
integer solution , and the prices stated above constitute an alternative to the vector
of bundle-prices (50, 60 , 75, 190,200,200,255).

A second example from Parkes (2001) is given by the following table:

Bundles
A B AB

Bidders
Agent 1 0 0 3
Agent 2 2 2 2

In this example , the optimal solution to (IP2) is given by x1(AB) = 1, while the
LP-relaxation gives x1(AB) = x2(A) = x2(B) = 0.5. Only the strongest formulation
(LP2) possesses the integrality property, and the non-anonymous / discriminatory
vectors of bundle-prices resulting from the LP-relaxation of the strong formulation
is p' = (0, 0, 2.5) and p2 = (2, 2, 2). These prices should be compared to the two
prices generated by our suggested procedure, which are (3, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 3, 0, 0),
and which price out all the non-winning bids, without being non-anonymous .

5 IP Marginal Values

Acknowledging the discrete nature of the combinatorial auction problem, we will
in this section, as a referenc e, investigate different IP marginal values , including
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prices resulting from simple marginal calculations and prices resulting from mak
ing use of cutting planes and dual functions .

1) Exact IP Marginal Values
A way to generate price-information, although requiring a substantial amount

of computation, is to calculate exact marginal values by solving a number of inte
ger programming problems apart from the original integer program. These other
integer programs to be solved, are generated by in turn adding one more unit of
each object, or alternatively, deleting one object at a time, in each new probl em to
be solved . This may give an indication of the value of each object. In the first ex
ample described in section 4, this will give the following price information:
• (0, 0, 7, 0, 7, 5, 10), where each price is calculated by deleting the

corresponding object (setting the right hand side equal to 0) and comparing
the IP solution generated, with the original problem's IP solution. The
reduced costs are given by (0, 2, 2, 1, 4, 2, 1, 2, 3), so this price -structure
prices out X2 ' but not XI ' Moreover, X g is not priced according to the

winning bid, since the reduced cost for bundle 9 is different from 0.

• (0, 0, 5, 0, 5, 4, 9), where each price is calculated by adding a unit of the ob
jects (setting the right hand side equal to 2) and comparing the IP solution
value with the IP solution value of the original problem. In this case, neither
xI nor x2 are priced out, and the price-vector does not price bundle 9 to 26

either.
Consequently, these two price-vectors may indicate by how much each bidder
might lower or rise his price, but do not give enough information to the bidders.
Moreover, the procedure is computationally burdensome, as the number of IP so
lutions needed to generate the prices is 2 times m, the number of objects in the
auction .

4) Cutting Planes and Dual Functions
We know that a price-system that works for a combinatorial auction must in gen
eral be non-linear. Such a non-linear price-system can be derived using a cutting
plane or branch-and-bound technique when solving the winner determination
problem. For our example we will use a cutting plane approach to generate a non
linear price-system. By adding constraints 1, 3 and 5, dividing by two, and round
ing down , the following cutting plane is derived:

XI +X2 +x3 +XS +x6 +Xg +Xg ~1

If we append this cutting plane to the winner determination problem and solve the
new linear programming relaxation, we get the solution Xg =1 with value 26,

shadow prices (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 9, 13), and reduced costs (5, 7, 7, 0, 2, 1,0, 7, 0).
I.e. bundles 1 and 2 are priced out, but not bundles 4 and 7.

There are however, multiple dual solutions, as shown in the table below:
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Dual Solutions (n.u)

Constraint 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 5 0 4 5 0 4
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 7 0 7 6 0 6
F 4 4 4 4 4 5 5
G 9 9 10 10 10 9 9
Cut 13 1 12 1 1 12 2

Each of these dual solutio ns gives rise to a nonlinear price-function of the form
F (3j) = n:3j + f..l •L(alj+a3j+a5j )/2 J

where 3 j is the coefficient vector of the jth bundle, n is the vecto r of shadow prices
for the original constra ints A-G, f..l is the shadow price of the cut, aij is the coeffi
cient in the ith row of bundle j, and LuJ represents the greatest intege r less than or
equa l to u. However, none of the above dual non-linear price-functions alone will
produce a positive reduced cost for all the unsuccessful bids . Nevert heless, a con
vex combination of the dual solutions yields such a pr ice-system . Take for in
stance the convex combination consisting of 0.98 of dual solution 2 and 0.01 of
dual solutions 3 and 6, giving prices (0, 0, 4.9, 0, 6.86, 4 .01, 9.01 , 1.22) and re
duced costs (0.09, 0.13 , 2.09 , 0.01 ,1.99,0.98, 0.Q1, 0.13, 0).

This price-vector has the characteristics searched for, and this gives rise to the
following questions:

Question 1: Does there always exist a set of cutting planes that prod uces prices
such that all unsuccessful bids have RC > O?

Note that from a pure integer programming point of view , this property is uninter
esting, but when using integer programming in a combinatorial-auction-setting,
this property is necessary in order to achieve decentrability.

Question 2: If such a set of cutting planes exists, how difficult is it to derive it, as
compared to derivi ng only a set of cutting planes that yields the des ired integer so
lution?

The two questions raised above are of theoretical interes t. However, when it
comes to implementing a combinato rial auction in practice, we need more easily
accessible information to be distributed to the bidde rs. Th us, in this paper we have
been interested in finding out whethe r such information can be derived, and if so,
the next issue is in which form it shou ld be distributed to the bidde rs, in orde r to
create a market mechanism for a general combinatorial auction.
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6 Outline of Market Design

Solving a combinatorial auction consists of two par ts: 1) T he Allocation Probl em :
" Who gets what?" and 2) The Pricing Problem: "How much do winners pay?"
Bidders would naturally prefer to pay less than their reservation prices on their
winning bids and this may induce st rategic bidding. l.e. depending on how bid s
determine what a winn er should pay, there may be incentives to bid less than the
reservati on price, t!(S) < J(S) for some j and S, in which case the auction is not
incentive compatible.

In the liter ature, a numb er of incentive problems are discussed , including for
instance "exposure problems" (bidde rs pay too much for individual items or drop
out early in the bidding pro cess in order to limit losses) and "threshold/ free rider
problems" (bidders may bid less than their reserv ation pric e with the aim of pay
ing less, but risk losing the aucti on).

In order to increase economic efficiency, prices could be used in an iterative
market design, where the agents can change their bids based on price-information,
and hope fully , this process will produ ce a more efficie nt outco me. In the follow
ing , we indicate how the suggested price-structure can be used in a sequential
combinatori al auction. Th e process could be the following:

Bids are submitted

!
Prices "e computed .. ]

Agentstolde on rising the bid or to withdraw

Wh en prices conve rge, in the sense that there is no more information to withdraw
from the price-structures the auction could be closed by picking the previous inte
ger solution as the "best" allo cation.

If we consider again the first example of section 4, the following maximal re
duced cos ts were computed based on the multiple dual solutions, for the 9 differ
ent bids:

Bid
Reduced cost

1
5

2
7

3
7

4
1

5
2

6
1

7
1

8
7

9
o

Assuming that the bidders rise their prices according to this information, i.e. no
bidder withdraws because his reservation price has been excee ded, we get a re
vised winner determination problem. Only the objective functio n has changed
co mpared to the old problem, as the bid s have been increased by the maximal re
duced cost. The new objective is

max 22Xt +17x2 +17x3 + l Ox, + 22xs + 13x6 +5x7 + 22xg + 26x 9
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Now the linear programming relaxation of the winner determination problem has

objective function value 33.5 with x2 =x3 =x6 =0.5 and x4 =1, whereas the

integer programming solution has value 28 with x4 =x6 =x7 =1 .

Constructing once more the minimal reduced problem, requires that all bids ex
cept the winning bids, must be deleted from the problem in order to have an inte
ger solution to the LP-relaxation of the reduced winner determination problem.
Solving the reduced problem and calculating the corresponding price-structure
yields

Constraint

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

and

Dual Solutions 1t

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

5 5 a a 5 5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 13 13 0 0 13 13 0
0 0 a 0 10 10 10 10

13 0 0 13 13 0 a 13
a 0 5 5 0 0 5 5

10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0

Bid
Reduced cost

1
6

2
1

3
1

4
o

5
6

6
o

7
o

8
6

9
2

Again, assuming that bidders rise their bids accordingly, the revised objective
function is

max 28xl + 18x2 +18x3 + lOx4 + 28xs +13x6 + 5x7 + 28xg + 28x9
This winner determination problem has an LP-relaxation with value 37.5 , whereas
the integer solution has value 28. In fact , there exist alternative integer solutions,
all with value 28, these are

1: XI =1

2: x2 = x4 =1

3: x3 = X4 =1

4: x4 =x6 =x7 =1

5: Xs =1

6: Xg =1

Since all variables appear in at least one of the alternative solutions, there does not
exist a price-structure with the desired property. However, each bidder has now
got the information on the relative value of their original bid .

If we instead use the information from the LP-relaxation of the original winner
determination problem, i.e. base the reduced costs on the three dual solutions
given in part 1) of section 4, our changed objective function will be

max 17XI + lOx2 + 11.5x3 + 1O.5x4 + 22xs + 13.5x6 + 5x7 +17Xg + 26x9
which of course does not alter the bids on bundles 1 and 2. The corresponding so
lution to the linear programming relaxation of this perturbed winner determination
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problem is integer valued, with value 29. Hence, the LP-prices make the proce
dure converge with a higher value paid to the auctioneer.

7 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research

In this paper, we have suggested a procedure for obtaining prices of individual
items that support the optimal allocation of a combinatorial auction . This price
information is obtained by using sensitivity analysis and linear programming to
delete bids from the allocation problem, thus creating a reduced problem that has
an LP-relaxation that produces integer solutions and a degenera te dual. The multi
ple solutions to the dual problem generate several prices, and this price-structure
has the properties sought for, namely that the winning bundles are priced accord
ing to the winning bids, whereas the bundles that do not belong to the winning set,
have strictly positive reduced costs.

Such a price-structure provides information to the agents why they are not in
the winning set and could be used in an iterative market design in order to enhance
economic efficiency. The incentive-properties of an auction design like this is a
topic for future research , as is also more extensive testing of the pricing-algorithm,
and attempting to generalize the procedure to multi-unit auctions. However , the
suggested method seems promising when it comes to providing information sup
porting decentralized decision making in a market setting.
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1 Introduction: Necessity and Challenge of Computer
Based Logistical Network Planning

A rapidly changing, highly dynamic business environm ent, as well as the growing
importanc e of worldwid e cooperation of businesses in newly emerging supply
chain networks are the reasons for the evolution of ever more complex logistical
network structures. The ability to quickly adapt networks to new strategic chal
lenges, as well as pressures for more operational efficiency demand for more fre
quent changes in network design and more efficiency in everyday network opera
tions.

These trends explain why computer-based Decision Support Systems (DSS) are
increasingly applied in the practice of logistics management, especially in con
sumer goods distribution and third/fourth party logistics service provider
(3PU4PL) industries. A critical property of computer based logistical network
planning tools is the fact that large amounts of data must be handled.

The challenge of computer based logistical network planning can be described
as trifold:

First, the clients' problem has to be modelled adequatel y. Normally this
means that network design and optimization have to meet very specific and
highly complex client specifications.
Second , pre-existing, standardized Decision Support Systems (DSS) have
to be employed for reasons of cost effectiveness and time pressures that of
fer a variety of modellin g options, but typicall y do not meet all the clients '
demands.
Third, to run the network DSS large amounts of mass "transaction" data
must be handled which usually are characterized by a very poor quality.

Consequently the DSS-modellers ' task is to cope with the poor quality of mass
data and with limited modelling capabilites, while meeting clients' demands for
high degrees of specificity, precision and quality of the solutions provided.
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Most academic and professional work in the field of Decision Support Systems
development in the past has focused on the algorithms applied - especially on
their logical and mathematical qualities .

The practice of applying network DSS in "real" consulting projects commis
sioned by business world clients shows, however, that difficulties do primarily not
ly in the algorithmic cores of the DSS. Instead they are caused by poor data qual
ity and customer specifications that do not fit with features of standard DSS tools.

Therefore a significant, often greater challenge than algorithm development is
the task to find and apply methods and heuristics to cope with import data quality
during the modelling process and to find solutions how to intelligently adapt stan
dard tools and standard approaches to highly client-specific problem definitions.

This paper discusses some of the experiences that the Nuremberg Fraunhofer
DSS research group has made in this context. It is about modellers' coping strate
gies and tactics with problems prior to and outside of the issues of algorithm de
velopment and DSS-design.

The paper is organized in three steps: first, a typical network DSS tools that is
used by the research group is briefly described in order to give the reader some
background for the following arguments . The next part of the paper explicates the
problems of poor data quality and modelling limitations using an example of the
cosmetics industry, and how the research group was "coping" with these prob
lems. In the following paragraph the same is done with an example of the foods
industry. As a conclusion, some generalizations on coping strategies from the ob
servations and arguments are drawn.

2 The Tool in Use: NCdis as a Typical Modelling
Application in Logistics of the Consumer Goods
Industry

As a baseline for the following arguments, NC dis (i.e . "network configuration for
distribution problems) - a planning tool developed and used at the Nuremberg
Fraunhofer DSS research group to generate decision support - will be explained to
enable the reader to follow and assess the modelling examples presented below.

NC dis is used to analyze, calculate and optimize complexe distribution net
works (compare figure 1 and 2). Standard questions to be answered by using the
tool are the following:

• Which number of facilities is best for a distribution network?
• Where should those facilities be located?
• What should be the storage or througput capacity of the facilities ?
• How should customers be assigned to the facilities?
• What savings could be generated by running a cooperative distribution network

with competing companies?
• How many deliveries per week and customer stand for an optimal structure?
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Fig. 1. NC dis - Custo mer Allocation to Facilities

Fig. 2. NC dis - Proportion of Customers and weights
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The tool, hence, supports practitioners in answering the classical location and
allocation problems as well as in assessing the effects of the consolidation of in
dependent networks into cooperative or merged networks .

The principal sequence of steps that has been found effective in the application
of NC dis in consulting projects is the following:

First: The underlying problem situation is identified jointly with the client , and
a project plan is established.
Second: A detailed analysis of the clients' order or shipment "transaction" data
is done . The tool needs to be fed with a detailed shipment data base. Raw data
provided by the client - usually from their order processing systems - is tested
with respect to the completeness and plausibility of the data. Gaps and errors
are corrected.

- Third: With the adjusted data base an initial calculation is started to establish a
baseline to compare scenarios. The baseline should map the status quo as
closely as possible to be able to estimate different alternative scenarios in any
consequences. The gap between the status quo baseline and the client's percep
tions is verified . Here it is important to gain information from as many client
data sources as possible and to harmonize them to make sure that the quality of
the status quo reconstruction is adequat.

- Fourth: After establishing the status quo baseline, several scenarios with modi
fied network configurations - e.g. numbers or positions of locations, different
distribution strategies, alternative costing schedules - are calculated and com
pared to each other.

- Fifth: By an interactive and incremental step by step process a solution that sat
isfies the client's and the modellers' optimization targets will be found.

The entire process is accompanied by intensive discussions and consultations
with the practitioners to make sure to keep close to reality respectively to produce
reasonable iplementable solutions.

3 First Example: Application Project in the Cosmetics
Industry

3.1 Description of the Project - Objectives

The application case mentioned here took place in a large international cosmetics
company with worldwide production sites and distribution channels. The objective
of the project had been the optimization of the European distribution network. In
the status quo situation the European distribution in the nine analyzed countries
was organized in nine Distribution Centers (DC) - always one lying in one coun
try. The main questions of interest for the company were the following:

• How many distribution centers were best for the companies European network
with respect to cost and delivery time aspects?
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• Which of the given DC locations should be kept and which of them should be
given up or laid together with others?

• What about a "one Central European DC"-situation ?
• Is the extension of capacities in several locations necessary?
• What about the tariff structures?

The primary objective had been a reduction in cost. The support of the above
mentioned decisions with the DSS NC dis had been decided and data collecting and
analyzing could start. After modelling the status quo situation as a baseline , sev
eral principal alternative network configurations had to be calculated and the cor
responding consequences with respect to different criteria like cost, service, net
work flows and politics had to be shown up. As a result a strategic decision about
the optimal amount and location of distribution centers and the optimal degree of
centralization - decentralization had to be presented .

3.2 Coping with Shortcomings in Imort Data Quality

In this project several significant shortcomings in the quality of the order and
shipment transaction data had to be overcome . Each of the nine European DC's
had completely different data bases. The format as well as the quality of the data
were not fully comparable. In some cases there was no information about the pri
mary source of shipments . Moreover, in a lot of shipment data lines there was no
weight assigned. Sometimes there were gross weights, sometimes net weights
available with unknown tare factors. The problem was that there were different
package systems in different countries meaning that the use of broad estimates to
correct these inconsistencies was not possible. Each country had different data
formats that had to be standardized. A logistics report that was based on a ques
tionnaire regularly issued by the corporate logistics departement provided some
important figures for each country. But there were many contrarinesses in this
questionnaire. In one country data was not even available in any computerized
format. One reason for these problems was company politics: The DC managers
did not want to have anybody look into their operations in detail.

The first step on the way to optimize the European distribution system of the
company, consequently, was an intensive effort in preparing the data base for
analysis . Discussions were held with the practitioners. Visits of different locations
as well as the creation of ad hoc records in warehousing systems, packaging,
transportation strategies and data files for several countries were necessary.

After preparing a unified data file across all countries the data had to be com
pleted and analyzed with respect to plausibility. First a separat article data base
was created to be able to complete shipment data lines lacking article weights but
containing article numbers. After this adjustment the same had to be done with a
separat production file giving information about the source of articles with special
article numbers. These article numbers were found again in the shipment data file
where then the production site could be added on base of the production file. The
so completed data file was discussed intensively with the practitioners and ad
justed by examining the real processes at the factories .
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The adjustment of the shipment data on base of the separat article data base and
the production file helped to fill in lots of blanks in the shipment data available.
But there were still missing lots of lines. For this reason a heuristic was generated
that projected the information of the existing data base and evaluated new ship
ment data. The existing data base was analyzed with respect to weight clusters,
plant production programs and customer profiles . All informations available in the
company concerning this subject were gathered and put together. On base of these
informations a "typical shipment strucuture" for the company was worked out and
projected to generate artificial shipment data for the remaining data blanks.

To be able to fullfil this heuristic for the mass of several million sets of ship
ment data a special "mini" software tool was developed (compare figure 3). The
available data for each country could be fed in and a realisticly projected and ad
justed data base was put out.

Again, the revised data had to be verified in discussions with the practitioners
and compared with the company's "official" logistics data set. This experience
demonstrates how difficult and time consuming the task of preparing the data base
can be, before an effective simulation and optimization procedure may start. Often
even large, admired companies have problems in delivering adequate data quality.
Quite frequently the problem is due to intentional "political" manoevring of the
actors involved .
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Fig. 3. Special mini software tool

3.3 Coping with Modelling Limitations

A second problem preliminary to the actual simulation and optimization concerns
the "fitting" of the real world problem to the structures and capabilities of pre
existing modelling tools.

In the example described here, there were plants that had specific shipments for
different countries. These shipments cannot be mixed because they differ from
each other in labeling, language of package inscription , etc.

Another example could be that customers of special countries can only be
served by certain distribution centers. This has above all political reasons but is
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sometimes also con nected with product policies. Consequently also the relations
between the distribution centers underly specific political rules.

As a last point there exist lots of shipments from ove rseas that must enter the
European distribution system at some point. The coping tactics a modeller could
apply being confronted with the above mentioned specialities are the following:

Direct store
TL-deliveries

Cut weight

LTLcargo

Parcel services

I
I. _ . _ . _. _. _ . _. _ . - . _ . _ . _. _ . _ .-· ·1

Shippers Consolidation
nodes

End-or-line
depots Consignees

Fig. 4. "Splitting plants"

1. To be able to handle the specific plant alignments to certain countries or cus
tomers seve ral plants or sources should be created at the same place (compare
figure 4) . This way of "splitting plants" means that one plant could be divided
in several service areas. For example there exists one area that only delivers
products to Great Britain or another that only serves German customers and so
on. This splitt ing allows to cope with the tool limitation of being able to model
only one simple plant or distribution center with no possibilities of differentiat
ing countries or customers.

2. A tactic to cope with the problem of modelling shipments from overseas with
the help of a European based DSS-tool is to introduce several virtual harbour
points for example Rotterdam. For all shipments from overseas the source has
to be changed in one of the virtual harbours when preparing the shipment data
base. The way from the harbours to the distribution centers is calculated as pre
carriage. This is a method that handles the problem of a geographically limited
model and at the same time is very close to the transpor t procedure in reality.

3. A third suggestion of modelling tactis is the definition of fixed relations be
tween certain distribution centers. Especially if there is no information about
tariff tables these relations should then be calculated with for example 5-to
assesso ry-rates for long haul transports as a fixed condition. This equals cost
for full truck load for the consolidated "replenishment".
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3.4 Results

The result that had been achieved by calculating the whole application project in
intensive cooperation with the practitioners was the suggestion of several alterna
tive network structures with savings up to 25%. This had met the formulated ob
jective of the project to find cost savings and to find optimal strucuture alterna
tives for the European network.

But as experience from this project the scenarios could never have been calcu
lated without using the above described modelling and data preparing tactics .

What could also be observed is that the main effect of the project results for the
pratitioners had been far beyond the initally formulated objectives of reducing
costs. The main effect had been the transparency of the network flows and the
quantification of consequences as startpoint for new strategy discussions in the
whole company.

4 Second Example: Application Project in the Food
Industry

4.1 Description of the Project - Objectives

The second application example was performed in the food industry. The compa
ny in view is a producer of frozen food and is mainly active in Germany. In the
status quo situation the distribution is done through three distribution centers
which are located corresponding to the production sites of the company. The
whole freight is operated by one freigth forwarder except for excess capacities
which are carried out on the spot market.

The objective of the project had been the modelling of the very specific aspects
of the status-quo situation as a baseline for comparison with scenarios. The disclo
sure of cost drivers and total cost had also been an objective. Moreover the sce
nario of one central warehouse for Germany should be estimated . Last not least
the decision of choosing a new freight forwarder should be supported.

4.2 Coping with Shortcomings in Import Data Quality

In this application the quality of import data was not that bad. A simple prepara
tion of the data formate combined with a standard data analysis was sufficient to
create a realistic and plausible baseline for comparison of different scenario calcu
lations .

The only problem in data quality was that the shipment data only contained pal
let information instead of weight information.

To cope with this problem an analysis of the proportion of certain goods on pal
lets for special customers was carried out to find average weights per pallet due to
customer numbers. The information of the shipment data base had then been
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linked to the proportion results with article numbers as connecting element. On
base of the information for each product and each customer a heuristic that con
verts the pallet information into weights could be built up in order to handle this
convertion for mass data.

4.3 Coping with Modelling Limitations

Concerning the modelling limitations several very specific aspects had to be
mapped (compare figure 5). For example were there direct interactions between
certain customers. Caused by historically grown customer relations some key ac
count customers had the convenience of being directly served by the company.
These relations can't be queried.

Fig. 5. Specific aspects of modeling historic grown customer relations

A second example for the very specific characteristics of the company's distri
bution policy is the existence of specific order picking rules. In some plant sites
respectively distribution centers only a partial sortiment could be stored. A change
into full sortiment locations would mean a lot of additional cost that also had to be
modelled. In some plants only specific products could be produced as the food in
dustry is bound to the local agricultural industry .

Last but not least the freigth forwarders being for chose had very special tariff
systems with lots of exceptions. These exceptions mean for example that special
areas in Germany are imposed with surcharges, or that pallets that overstep a cer
tain weight must be divided in several shipments when calculating the prices .

To cope with the fixed direct interactions with customers the data is divided in
several parts, each for the big key account customers and one for the "rest cus
tomer". Each data base is then modelled separately and put together only after the
calculations.
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The second tactic consists of splitting the model into several part models. As a
result any order picking strategy could be mapped in a separate model and the
consequences of each single strategy became obvious. The strategies in detail
were a cross docking scenario, a scenario with one central warehouse, a full sorti
ment strategy in any distribution center and a mixed one.

To deal with the decision between the freight forwarders above all intensive
discussions with the freigth forwarders took place. The question in focus was how
the complicated tariffs with the lots of specific exceptions could be mapped in a
weight and distance based tariff table . By eliminating the exceptions and translat
ing them in regular table figures step by step a new tariff was generated. This one
could easily be mapped in the tool but had nevertheless the acceptance of the
freigth forwarders companies. Besides, this "tariff translation" helpd also the
freigth forwarders reassuring their calculations and estimating the consequences of
their complicated tariff exceptions.

4.4 Results

The results of this project had been unusual and surprising. The status quo situa
tion of the three distribution centers with mixed strategy of full and part sortiment
and no central distribution center had been the optimum. The practitioners had
evolved the optimal situation for their company over the years and were conse
quently confirmed in their "feelings". Moreover they now had a written evidence
of the rigthness of their strategies to hand over to their board of directors.

Another result had been the change of the freight forwarder. The transparency
of cost especially in the jungle of tariff exceptions had shown up that the used
forwarder had - compared to his service - much higher total costs . By the way had
this also been the presumption of the practitioners at face. The experiences with
the new freight forwarder up to now are very positive.

5 Conclusions and Considerations in the General
Applicability of "Coping Strategies"

To sum up the experiences gained from the two application examples described
above look at the following:

The biggest obstacle for efficient modelling in many cases is the preparation of
a satisfactory data base. Connected with this demand is the creation of a baseline
of the status quo that is understandable, tractable and plausible to the client. The
task of preparing input data is the most time consuming, most difficult and least
understood effort in many DSS-consulting projects .

A second conclusion is that not only cost savings are an important objective
when modelling network optimizations. The transparency of the system and proc
esses to the client, as well as the ability to illustrate its internal logic to the prac
tioners is most critical. Only when the client can follow the logic in an interactive
process of discussion and improvement between the modeller and the practicion-
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ers there is a good chance for the development of mutually acceptable, truely plau
sible applications of standardized DSS tools. Frequently, the way to more trans
parency and traceability in modelling is splitting large data sets and very complex
problems into sequences of partial problems that are solved incrementally.

A third conclusion from the experiences reported is, that more effort has to be
expended in designing and testing coping heuristics for the revision and creation
of appropriate data bases when the data provided directly from the client is not sat
isfactory. As a summary of the whole the following is a first attempt of formulat
ing "coping strategies":

- Create missing data by projecting the existing information!
- Use proportions of given relevant parameters as baseline for heuristics!
- Analyze and quantify the status quo as much as possible and - discuss it with

the practitioners!
- Whenever special relations or assignments are to be modeled - try to split

them!

Notes :

1. For an application project and deeper details concerning the cooperation aspect
as well as the tool itself see: Feige, d.; Klaus, P.; Werr , H.: "Decision Support
for Designing Cooperative Distribution Networks" in:. M. Grazia Speranza,
Paul Stahly (eds .): "New Trends in Distribution Logistics", IWDL 1999:
Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 1999, S. 63-93

2. An extremely useful, classical discussion of this idea is Lindblom , C.E.: "Still
muddling, not yet through", in: Administrative Revue 1979,39, S. 5 I7-526
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1 Introduction

The tendency to move towards global supply chains, the shortening of the
product life cycle, and fast technological changes force companies to consider
redesigning their logistics networks. The majority of the quantitative models
proposed in th e literature for the tactical problem of evaluating (usually
with respect to costs) the layout of a distribution network assume a static
environment. Hence the adequacy of those models is limited to situations
where, in particular, the demand pattern is stationary over time. In addition,
inventory decisions cannot be supported using stationary models .

In this paper we study a multi-period single-sourcing problem (MPSSP)
that can be used for evaluating logistics network designs with respect to costs
in a dynamic environment. The logistics network consists of a set of plants,
a set of warehouses, and a set of retailers , see Figure 1. Each of the retailers
experiences a given demand for a single product in each period and for a
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fixed planning horizon, and has to be supplied on time (i.e., no early deliver
ies or backlogs are allowed). Furthermore, each retailer needs to be delivered
by (i.e., assigned to) a unique warehouse in each period. We assume that
each plant has known, finite, and possibly time-varying capacity. Similarly,
we consider that each warehouse has known, finite, and possibly time-varying
throughput capacity. We assume that each warehouse has essentially unlim
ited physical capacity. The decisions that need to be made are (i) production
sites and quantities, (ii) assignment of retailers to facilities , and (iii) location
and size of inventories.

/
/

Fig. 1. Flows in the logistics distribution network

Romeijn and Romero Morales [14,15] have studied similar models where
production and storage take place at the same location, and no throughput
capacities are present. Due to the former assumption, the problem reduces to
the evaluation of the design of a two-level logistics distribution network. The
problem can then be formulated in terms of assignment variables only with
an objective function that is separable in the warehouses. This reformulation
then suggests a suitable class of greedy heuristics to find good feasible solu
tions for the problem. In contrast , when reformulating the three-level model
that is the topic of this paper in terms of assignment variables only, the corre
sponding objective function is not separable in the warehouses. Nevertheless,
we will be able to extend many of the results obtained for the two-level mod
els to this larger class of problems. On the other hand , whereas for many
two-level models it is possible to identify a greedy heuristic that is asymptot
ically optimal in a probabilistic sense as the number of retailers increases, we
were not able to formally prove an analogous result for the greedy heuristic
proposed in this paper for the three-level problem. However, partial results
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as well as the num erical experiments lead us to conjecture t hat this resul t
does extend to the three-level problem.

Since t his problem is N P -complete (see Mar tello and Toth [12] and Rome
ro Morales, Van Nunen and Romeijn [17]), it is unlikely that efficient methods
exist that can solve lar ge problem instances to optimality. Therefore, it is ap
propriate to st udy heurist ic approac hes to this problem. We will show that
our problem can be formul ated as a certain type of ass ignment problem with
convex objective function . This st ruc ture motivates t he use of th e class of
greedy heuristi cs proposed by Mar tello and Toth [11] for the Generalized
Assignment Problem (GAP), together with the famil y of pseud o-cost func
t ions proposed by Romeijn and Romero Morales [14-16] for the GAP and
two-level multi-period single-sour cing problems . Based on the st ructure of
the LP-relaxation of our problem, we propose a suitable par ameter choice,
thereby identifying a part icular greedy heuristic for the problem. We will
provide numerical results on th e performance of this heuristic, and conj ec
ture that this memb er yields a heuristic that is asymptoti cally feasible and
opt ima l in a probabilist ic sense.

As mentioned ab ove, related literature focuses mainly on static models.
Examples of st rategic/tactical models are Geoffrion and Graves [9], Benders
et al. [2], and Fleischmann [7]. Duran [6] st udies a dynami c model for the
planning of production , bottling, and distribution of beer with an emphas is
on the production process. Klose [10] analyzes the one-product version of
the model prop osed by Geoffrion and Gr aves [9]. Cha n, Muriel and Simchi
Levi [3] st udy a dynamic, but uncap acitated , distribut ion probl em in an oper
ational setting . Arn tzen et al. [1] present a multi-echelon mult i-period model
with no single-sourcing constraints on the assignment variables which was
used in the reorganization of Digital Equipment Cor poration.

The remain der of t he pap er is orga nized as follows. In Section 2 we will
formulate the multi-period single-sourci ng problem as a mixed-integer linear
programming problem , an d derive some properties of its LP-relax ation . In
Section 3 we show the relationship with the GAP through a reformulation of
the problem as a certain ass ignment problem with convex objective functi on .
In Sect ion 4 we will discuss a class of greedy heuri stics for the problem, an d
select a suit abl e memb er of th at class for which numerical experiment s will
be present ed . T he pap er ends in Section 5 with some concluding remarks.

2 The M u lti-p erio d Single-sourcing Problem

2. 1 A m ixed-integer fo r mula tion

Let n denote the number of retailers, m the number of ware houses, q the
number of plants, and T the length of the planning horizon . The demand of
retailer j in period t is denoted by dj t , while the production capacity at plan t I
in period t is equal to bit, and the maximal throughput capacity at warehouse
i in period t is equa l to Tit . T he product ion, handling and transportation
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costs per unit produced at plant l and transported to warehouse i in period
tare Clit . The costs of delivering the demand of retailer j from warehouse
i in period t (i.e., the costs of assigning retailer j to warehouse i in period
t) are aijt . Each retailer needs to be assigned to a single warehouse in any
given period, which implies that the transportation costs can be an arbitrary
(nonnegative) function of demand and distance. The inventory holding costs
per unit at warehouse i in period t are hit . (Note that all parameters are
required to be nonnegative.)

The multi-period single-sourcing problem (MPSSP) can now be formu
lated as follows:

Tqm Tmn Tm

minimize L L L ClitYlit + L L L aijtXijt + L L hitlit
t=l 1=1 i=l t=l i=l j=l t=l i=l

subject to (P)

n q

L djtXijt + lit = L uu. + ht-1
j=l 1=1

i = 1, . . . ,m; t = 1, . . . ,T
m

LYlit :s bit
i=l

(1)

(2)

l = 1, . . . , q; t = 1, .. . ,T
n

L djtXijt :s Tit
j=l

liD = 0
m

LXijt = 1
i= l

i = 1, , m; t = 1, .. . , T

i = 1, , m

j = 1, . .. , n; t = 1, . .. , T

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Xijt E {O, I}

Ylit 2: 0

lit 2: 0

i = 1, , m; j = 1, ,n; t = 1, ,T

l = 1, , q; i = 1, , m; t = 1, ,T

i = 1, ,m; t = 1, ,T,

(8)

(9)

where Ylit is the amount produced at plant l and delivered to warehouse i
in period t , Xijt is equal to one if retailer j is assigned to warehouse i in
period t and zero otherwise, and lit denotes the inventory level at warehouse
i at the end of period t . Constraints (1) impose the balance between the
inflow, the storage and the outflow at warehouse i in period t. The maximal
production capacity at plant l in period t is restricted by (3) and the maximal
throughput capacity at warehouse i in period t by constraint (5) . Without
loss of generality, we impose in (6) that the inventory level at the beginning
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of th e planning horizon is equal to zero. Constra ints (7) and (9) ensure that
each retailer is delivered by exactly one warehouse in each per iod .

This model extends the well-known Single-Sourcing P roblem (SSP) (see
De Maio and Roveda [5]) in two directions. Firstly, the static character of the
SSP prohibits the possibili ty of explicitly including decisions related to in
vento ry management in the model. Secondly, the SSP assumes a layout of the
distribution network where the production quant ities are not included, or at
least are not relevant (for instance when there is a one-to-one correspondence
between warehouses and plants).

In the following section we will derive some properties of the LP-relaxation
of the MP SSP. These properties will be useful when identifying a greedy
heuristic for finding good feasible solut ions for (P ).

2.2 Properties of the LP-relaxation of the MPSSP

Denot e th e LP-relaxation of (P ) by (LP) (see th e App endix). The following
lemma derives an upp er bound on the number of split ass ignments in any
basic feasible solut ion for (LP). This upp er bound is independ ent of th e
number of retailers. Let B be the set of (retailer-period)-pairs such that
(j, t) E B means that retailer j is split in period t (i.e., retailer j is assigned
to more than one warehouse in period t, each satisfying part of its demand).

Lemma 1. If (LP) is f easible, any basic feasible solution of (L P) satisfies:

IBI :::; 2mT + qT .

Proof. Rewri te the problem (LP) with equa lity constraints by introducing
slack variables in the production capacity constra ints (3) and in the through
pu t capac it ies const raints (5). We then obtain a problem wit h mT + qT +
mT + nT = 2mT + qT + nT equa lity constrai nts. Now consider a basic solu
tion to (LP) . The number of variables having a nonzero value in this solution
is no lar ger t ha n the number of equality constraints in the reformul ated pr ob
lem . Since there is at least one nonzero assignment vari able corres ponding to
each assignment const raint (7), and no more than on e nonzero assignment
vari abl e corresponding to each assignment that is feasible with respect to the
integrality const raints of (P) , the number of vari abl es havin g a nonzero value
is at least IBI + nT. Therefore, using the last two ar gum ents we can derive
that there can be no more tha n 2mT + qT assignments that are split .

After eliminating the variables l iD using equations (16), the du al of (LP)
can be formulated as

TnT q T m

maximize L L Vjl - L L b/tw/t - L L r.iv«
1=1 j=1 1=1 1=1 1=1 i= 1
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subject to

Vjt ~ aijt + Aitdjt + Vitdjt

i = 1, . .. , m; j = 1, .. . , n ; t = 1, . . . ,T

(D)

-Ait + Ai,t+l ~ hit

s« free

Wit :::: 0

Vit :::: 0

Vj t free

i = 1, , m; l = 1, , q; t = 1, ... ,T

i = 1, ,m; t = 1, ,T - 1

i = 1, ,m ; t = 1, ,T

l = 1, , q; t = 1, ,T

i = 1, , m ; t = 1, , T

j = 1, , n ; t = 1, , T .

The following proposition suggests a way to use the dual optimal solution to
distinguish split assignments from non-split ones . This result will be used in
Section 4 to propose a class of greedy heuristics for (P) .

Proposition 2. Suppose that (LP) is feasible and non-degenerate. Let the
vector (x*, y* , 1*) be a basic optimal solution for (LP) and let the vector
(A*,W* ,V* ,v*) be the corresponding optimal solution for (D) . Then,

1 . For each (j, t) fj. B , x: j t = 1 if and only if

and

2. For each (j, t) E B, there exists an index i such that

Proof. See the Appendix.

3 A Convex Assignment Formulation for the MPSSP

The MPSSP has been formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming
problem in the assignment, production and inventory variables. The through
put constraints (5) together with constraints (7) and (9) suggest a relationship
between the MPSSP and the GAP. In fact, we will prove in this section that
(P) can be reformulated as a convex assignment problem in the variables x .
The feasible region of this reformulation is formed by the Cartesian product
of the feasible regions of T SSPs linked by the objective function , which is
the sum of a linear and a convex function in x.
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The following lemma will be used in the proof of Proposition 4. The lemma
derives a necessary and sufficient condition for the feasibility of a dynamic
extension of the standard transportation problem. As in the transportation
problem, the problem is to satisfy the demand at a set of demand points from
a set of supply points. However, the extension lies in the dynamic nature of
the problem , and the fact that early deliveries to the warehouses are allowed.
When applying the lemma, we will choose "'fit = bit and <5it = 2:7=1 djtXijt .
The necessary and sufficient condition then says that the total demand in
periods 1, . .. , t should be no larger than the total capacity in periods 1, . . . , t ,
for all t E {l , . .. ,T }.

Hereafter, let Il4 denote the set of nonnegative real numbers, i.e., Il4 =
[0, +00) .

Lemma 3. Let <5 E lR+T and"'f E lRf . Then there exists a vector Y E lR~mT
such that

m

LYlit ~ "'fit
i=1

and
t q t

LLYliT ~ L<5iT
T=11=1 T=1

if and only if

for all I = 1, . .. , q; t = 1, ... ,T

for all i = 1, . .. , m ; t = 1, . . . , T

(10)

(11)

t m t q

LL<5iT ~ LL"'fIT
T=1 i=1 T=1 1=1

Proof. See the Appendix.

for all t = 1, . .. , T . (12)

Proposition 4. Problem (P) can be reformulated as:

T m n

minimize L L L aijtXijt + H(x)
t=1 i=1 j=1

subject to {P'}

n

L djtXijt ~ rit i = 1, . . . ,m; t = 1, .. . , T
j=1

m

LXijt=l j=l, . .. , n ; t=l, ... , T
i=1

Xijt E {O, I} i = 1, . . . , m; j = 1, . . . , n; t = 1, . . . , T
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where H(x) is the convex function given by the optimal value of the following
linear problem:

T q m T m

minimize L L L ClitYlit + L L hitlit
t=1 1=1 i=1 t=1 i=1

subject to

q n

li,t-l - lit + LYlit = L djtXijt
1=1 j=1

i = 1, . .. , m ; t = 1, . .. ,T
m

L Ylit ::; bit
i=1

liD = 0

Ylit 2: 0

lit 2: 0

l = 1, . . . , q; t = 1, .. . , T

i = 1, , m

l = 1, ,q; i = 1, ,m; t = 1, . . . ,T

i = 1, , m; t = 1, , T.

Proof. The result follows by a decomposition argument. Let F be the feasible
region of (P) . We then have that

(

T q m T m n

m}n LLLClitYlit + LLLaijtXijt+
(x ,y, )EF t=1 1=1 i=1 t=1 i=1 j=1

T m )
+ 8~hitlit =

(

T m n

= min aijtXijt +
x :3(y' I') (x v' l')EF L L L, " t=1 i=1 j=1

(

T q m T m ))

I .~inILL L ClitYlit + L L hitlit
(y, ).( ,y, )EF t=1 1=1 i=1 t=1 i=1

(

T m n )
= min aijtXijl + H(x) .

x:3(y' I ') (x u' I')EF L L L
, " 1=1 i=1 j=1

Observe that
t n 1 q

LLdj7"::; LL bl7" for all t = 1, .. . ,T (13)
7"=1 j=1 7"=1 1=1

is a necessary condition for feasibility for both (PI) and the decomposed
problem. Thus, hereafter we will assume that condition (13) holds . It remains
to be shown that

F ' == {x E ]RmnT : 3 (y,I) E ]RqmT x ]RmT such that (x,y,I) E F}
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is the feasible region of (PI).
It is obvious that P is contained in the feasible region of (PI) . Now let x

be a feasible vector for (PI) . Lemma 3 and condition (13) imply that there
exists a vector y E lR~mT such that

and

m

LYlil ~ bit
i=1

I q I n

L LYli7" ~ L L dj 7" X ij7"
7"=11=1 7"=lj=1

l = 1, .. . , qj t = 1, . . . ,T

i = 1, .. . , m; t = 1, . . . , T.

Now define IiI , for i = 1, . . . ,m and t = 1, . .. ,T , as

I q I n

lit = L LYli7" - L L dj 7" X ij7" '
7"=1 1=1 7" =1 j=1

It is easy to see that lit is nonnegative and (x ,Y, 1) E F, and thus x E Fl .
Using strong duality for linear programming, it is straightforward to show

that the function H is convex.

This result shows that, for each assignment solution to (PI), corresponding
optimal values for the production and inventory variables exist . A similar
result was derived by Freling et al. [8], for the case where there exists a
one-to-one correspondence between warehouses and plants. In this case , the
objective function of the assignment problem is separable in the index i. The
separability of the objective function allows the reformulation of the problem
as a set partitioning problem, which can be used to construct a Branch and
Price algorithm for this class of problems.

4 Solving the MPSSP

4.1 A greedy heuristic for the MPSSP

In the previous section we have shown that the MPSSP can be formulated as
a collection of T SSPs that are joined through a convex objective function.
Since the SSP is a special case of the GAP, we propose to use a greedy
heuristic similar to the one given by Martello and Toth [11] for the GAP,
using a pseudo-cost function from the family introduced by Romeijn and
Romero Morales [16].

The idea behind the greedy heuristic is that each possible assignment of
a (retailer ,period)-pair (j, t) to a warehouse i is evaluated by a pseudo-cost
function f (i , j, t) . For each assignment to be made, the difference between the
two smallest values of f (i, i .t) (called the desirability of making the cheapest
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assignment with respect to th e pseudo-cost) is computed, and assignments
are made in decreasing order of this difference. Along the way, the remaining
capacities of the warehouses, and consequently the values of the desirabilities,
are updated to ensure feasibility. Note, from formulation (PI) of the MPSSP,
that only the throughput capacities playa role with respect to feasibility.

Romeijn and Romero Morales [14,15] propose to use the following family
of pseudo-cost functions:

fo:(i ,j, t) = aijt + Qitdjt

where Q E lR+,T . We may observe that this pseudo-cost function combines
costs (aijd with demands (djt) (Le., the use of the scarce throughput capacity
at the warehouses) . For the two-level MPSSP, an analogous result to Propo
sition 2 suggests choosing Q to be essentially the vector of dual multipliers to
the production capacity constraints. In fact , for many classes of the MPSSP
this choice is asymptotically optimal in a probabilistic sense if n --+ 00 .

For the three-level model considered in this paper, the result of Propo
sition 2, where the split and nonsplit assignments in the LP-relaxation of
(P) are characterized, suggests in a similar manner to use the member of the
family of pseudo-cost functions given by

(yielding f(i ,j, t) = aijt + (>'it + vit)djd , where ),* E lR+,T is the vector of
optimal dual multipliers of the flow conservation constraints in (LP), and
similarly u" E lR+,T is the vector of optimal dual multipliers of the through
put constraints (where the corresponding constraints are reformulated as ~

constraints, so that the dual multipliers are nonnegative) . As in the two-level
case, it may seem surprising at first sight that the inventory holding costs are
not explicitly incorporated into the pseudo-cost function . However, note that
the choice of Q as a function of the optimal dual multipliers of the capacity
constraints accounts implicitly for these costs through the dual constraints
that are clearly satisfied by these multipliers.

Proposition 2 ensures that the heuristic starts by making assignments
which are feasible for (LP) with respect to the integrality constraints. In a
similar way as in Romeijn and Romero Morales [14,15], we can show that
the number of differences between the feasible assignments of (LP) and the
assignments of the greedy heuristic is bounded by a constant independent
of the number of retailers . Therefore, the assignments given by the greedy
heuristic are close to the assignments of (LP) . Since the number of infeasible
assignments in (LP) is again bounded by a constant independent of the num
ber of retailers by Lemma 1, we expect that the greedy solution is close to an
optimal integer solution. A probabilistic analysis of such heuristics on similar
problems leads us to conjecture that this choice will yield a heuristic that is
asymptotically optimal in a probabilistic sense (as n goes to (0) . The fact
that the objective function of the reformulation in the assignment variables
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is not separable in the warehouses has not allowed us to formally prove this
conjecture.

4.2 Some numerical results

In this sect ion we will illustrate the behaviour of the greedy heuristic as de
scribed in the previous section on a set of randomly generated test problems.
For each problem instance, we generate a set of n ret ailers , a set of m war e
houses, and a set of q plan ts uniformly in the squa re [0, 1Oj2. For retailer j
(j = 1, .. . , n), we generate a random demand D j t in period t (t = 1, .. . ,T)
from th e uniform distribution on [50"[,250"t], where the vector 0" contains
seasonal factors, which we have chosen to be 0" = (~ , ~, 1, 1, ~, ~) T . The pro
duction costs are assumed to be equal to the distan ce, i.e., Clit = dist li' where
dist. , denotes the Euclidean distan ce between plant I and warehouse i , The
assignment cost s are assumed to be proportional to demand and distan ce,
i.e., a ijt = dj t . distij , where distij denotes the Euclidean dis tan ce between
warehouse i and retailer j. Fin ally, we generate inventory holding costs H it

uniformly from [10,30] .
We have chosen the capacities equal to bit = ~ . f3 .n and Tit = ~ . p . n ,

where

e = J . 15· max . (~ t O"T)
t=l ,... ,T t

T=l

p=J ·15 · max oi .
t=l ,... ,T

The results of Lemma 3 and Romeijn and Piersma [13]show that the instan ces
generated by this probabilistic mod el ar e asymptot ically feasible with prob
ability one (as n goes to 00) if J > 1, and infeasible with probabili ty one
(again as n goes to 00) if J < 1. To account for the asymptot ic nature of
this feasibility guarantee, we have set J = 1.1 to obtain feasible ins tances for
finite n.

We have chosen the numb er of plants equal to q = 3,4,5 , the number
of war ehouses equal to m = 5, 10, 15, and the number of periods equal to
T = 6,12 and 18. We let the number of retailers vary from n = 50 until
n = 500 in increments of 50 ret ailers . For each size of the problem we have
generated 50 instan ces. All the runs were performed on a PC with a 866 MHz
Pentium III pro cessor and 128 MB RAM. All instanc es of (LP) were solved
using CPLEX 6.6 [4] .

Tables 1-9 illustrate th e behaviour of the greedy heuristi c (usin g the
pseudo-cost function mentioned in Section 4.1) . Clearl y, n deno tes the num
ber of ret ailers. Each table shows the number of inst ances for which the
LP-relaxation was feasible, as well as the number of instances for which the
heuristic found a feasible solut ion. In addition, the t ime needed to solve the
LP-relaxation , as well as the t ime employed by the heuristic, not including the
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time needed to solve the LP-relaxation, is shown. Finally, an upp er bound on
the average error of the heuristic solution is shown , as measured by the rela
ti ve deviation of the heuristi c solu tion value from the optim al LP-value. This
average was calculate d only using the inst an ces where th e heuristic found a
feasible solution.

LP heurist ic
# feasible time (sec.) # feasible time (sec.) error (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 42 50 44 0.080.22 0.37 3743 40 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.99 0.69 0.63
100 48 50 48 0.190.69 1.23 4849 48 om 0.02 0.07 0.47 0.36 0.30
150 5050 50 0.33 1.12 2.00 5050 50 om 0.06 0.07 0.33 0.23 0.21
200 50 50 50 0.59 1.63 3.21 50 50 50 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.200.160.15
250 5050 50 0.81 2.43 4.96 50 50 50 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.170.130.14
300 5050 50 0.973.20 6.19 5050 50 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.170.140.11
350 50 50 50 1.31 4.41 9.68 50 50 50 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.09
400 5050 50 1.51 5.59 11.66 5050 50 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.07
450 50 50 50 1.71 7.06 15.67 5050 50 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.07
500 5050 50 2.31 9.02 18.50 50 50 50 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.Q7 0.06

Table 1. Greedy heuristic when q = 3 and m = 5

Although we cannot guaran tee that the heuristi c will always find a feasi
ble solution (recall that even to determine whether a particular instance of
the MPSSP is feasible is an N P -complete problem) , a feasibl e solut ion was
always found for inst ances with at least 300 retailers for the different values
of q, m and T considered. Observe that for all instances with 150, 200 and
250 retailers, a total 4050 instances, th e heuri sti c just failed to find a feasi
ble solut ion in 8. Note th at feasibility of th e LP-relax ation does not impl y
feasibility of t he MPSSP, so that the inability of the heuristic to find a fea
sible solu tion could be caused by infeasibility of th e instance, even when the
LP-relaxation is feasibl e.

The average err or was always well below 1.1%for n 2 150, and the quality
of the greedy solution improves with increasing value of T. Generally speak
ing , the upper bound on the err or increases with the number of warehou ses.
The number of plants does not seem to have a significant effect on the quality
of the solution obtained by th e heuristic. Moreover , the fact th at the average
error decreases as the number of retailers increases suppor ts our conjecture
that the heuris tic is asymptot ically optimal.

With respect to the computation tim es, we observe that the most t ime is
consumed in findin g the optimal dual multipliers of (LP) which are needed
to define our choice of the pseudo-cost function . The tim e required to solve
(LP) clearl y increases with n and T , bu t is very reasonable.
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LP heuristic
# feasib le time (sec.) # feasib le time (sec.) error (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 4545 44 0.20 0.70 1.18 3334 35 0.02 0.02 0.08 2.28 1.68 1.40
100 5049 50 0.58 1.51 2.57 4849 49 0.030.070.11 1.01 0.740.71
150 5050 49 0.87 2.39 4.59 5050 49 0.060.070.10 0.70 0.50 0.45
200 5050 50 1.30 3.78 6.65 5050 50 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.53 0.39 0.33
250 5050 50 1.80 5.0010.28 5050 50 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.39 0.31 0.26
300 5050 50 2.16 6.67 13.81 5050 50 0.060.08 0.13 0.30 0.24 0.21
350 5050 50 2.66 9.04 20.41 5050 50 0.06 0.07 0.14 0.26 0.20 0.18
400 5050 50 3.33 10.5726.12 5050 50 0.06 0.08 0.19 0.230.210.17
450 50 50 50 4.09 14.62 30.94 5050 50 0.05 0.09 0.20 0.21 0.15 0.15
500 5050 50 5.15 18.48 38.04 5050 50 0.06 0.13 0.21 0.20 0.16 0.15

Table 2. Greedy heuristic when q = 3 and m = 10

LP heuristic
# feasib le time (sec.) # feasib le time (sec.) error (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 4744 44 0.33 1.02 1.82 2624 18 0.020.090.15 3.93 2.96 2.24
100 5048 50 0.85 2.43 4.05 4646 48 0.060.100.19 1.69 1.27 1.10
150 5050 50 1.34 3.93 6.95 5050 48 0.06 0.11 0.21 1.08 0.81 0.66
200 5050 50 2.02 5.01 9.63 5050 50 0.070.100.21 0.76 0.53 0.52
250 5050 50 2.44 7.76 15.14 5050 50 0.07 0.10 0.22 0.63 0.48 0.42
300 5050 50 3.34 10.43 20.52 5050 50 0.07 0.10 0.29 0.51 0.40 0.32
350 50 50 50 4.07 14.75 30.92 5050 50 0.060.15 0.30 0.46 0.31 0.26
400 5050 50 5.56 16.76 31.88 5050 50 0.060.180.32 0.33 0.29 0.24
450 5050 50 6.36 21.22 42.61 5050 50 0.060.180.37 0.29 0.26 0.21
500 5050 50 7.77 24.77 52.42 5050 50 0.070.19 0.42 0.32 0.22 0.21

Table 3. Greedy heuristic when q = 3 and m = 15
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LP heuristic
# feasible time (sec.) # feasible time (sec.) error (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 4748 44 0.090.22 0.39 4043 38 0.01 0.01 0.02 1.13 0.61 0.53
100 5049 50 0.190.69 1.29 4947 49 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.470.320.29
150 4949 50 0.351.14 2.17 4949 50 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.31 0.21 0.21
200 5050 50 0.571.73 3.13 50 50 50 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.260.160.17
250 5050 50 0.802.66 5.28 5050 50 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.190.130.12
300 5050 50 1.05 3.46 7.07 5050 50 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.160.11 0.10
350 5050 50 1.35 4.57 10.34 5050 50 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.090.08
400 5050 50 1.536.11 13.54 5050 50 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.070.06
450 5050 50 1.908.1218.17 5050 50 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.07
500 5050 50 2.28 9.76 21.06 5050 50 0.06 0.05 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.05

Table 4. Greedy heuristic when q = 4 and m = 5

LP heuristic
# feasible time (sec.) # feasib le time (sec.) error (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 41 43 49 0.20 0.77 1.34 3234 31 0.01 0.03 0.09 2.53 1.71 1.56
100 4949 50 0.58 1.69 3.02 4546 47 0.040.070.10 1.100.950.75
150 5050 50 1.02 2.86 5.21 5050 50 0.060.070.11 0.77 0.54 0.50
200 5050 50 1.35 4.32 8.00 5049 50 0.050.07 0.11 0.53 0.38 0.33
250 5050 50 1.98 5.6610.86 5050 50 0.070.080.13 0.40 0.30 0.29
300 5050 50 2.39 8.16 16.43 5050 50 0.05 0.07 0.13 0.36 0.27 0.23
350 5050 50 3.29 11.91 21.45 50 50 50 0.060.070.13 0.25 0.23 0.18
400 50 50 50 3.59 14.21 27.71 50 50 50 0.07 0.08 0.21 0.240.21 0.18
450 5050 50 4.5717.4736.87 50 50 50 0.06 0.09 0.21 0.22 0.18 0.15
500 5050 50 5.38 24.31 49.32 5050 50 0.04 0.13 0.22 0.200.150.13

Table 5. Greedy heuristic when q = 4 and m = 10
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LP heuristic
# feasible time (sec.) # feasible time (sec.) error (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 4547 46 0.33 1.16 1.99 2523 23 0.02 0.09 0.17 3.82 3.15 2.55
100 5050 50 0.99 2.52 4.84 4747 46 0.060.100.18 1.61 1.24 1.22
150 5050 50 1.51 4.24 8.51 4950 49 0.06 0.10 0.21 1.09 0.92 0.79
200 5050 50 2.25 6.63 11.75 5049 50 0.06 0.09 0.22 0.83 0.62 0.52
250 5050 50 2.94 9.35 16.42 5050 50 0.060.100.22 0.64 0.46 0.44
300 5050 50 3.8711.6025 .77 5050 50 0.070.11 0.29 0.52 0.38 0.34
350 5050 50 5.00 15.71 34.64 5050 50 0.070.130.31 0.44 0.34 0.30
400 5050 50 6.15 21.5645.72 5050 50 0.050.180.33 0.41 0.30 0.27
450 5050 50 7.37 25.16 54.47 5050 50 0.06 0.18 0.33 0.37 0.25 0.21
500 5050 50 9.35 30.07 64.95 5050 50 0.070.19 0.35 0.32 0.26 0.21

Ta ble 6. Greedy heuristic when q = 4 and m = 15

LP heuristic
# feasib le time (sec.) # feasible time (sec.) error (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 4647 49 0.10 0.25 0.66 3843 44 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.99 0.78 0.63
100 5049 49 0.23 0.85 1.46 5049 49 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.52 0.34 0.31
150 5050 50 0.39 1.49 2.69 5050 50 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.280.240.19
200 5050 50 0.69 2.10 4.52 5050 50 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.210.180.17
250 4950 50 0.97 3.20 6.87 4950 50 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.180.130.11
300 5050 50 1.28 4.43 8.60 5050 50 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.130.120.11
350 5050 50 1.74 5.75 13.41 5050 50 0.040.060.10 0.140.100.09
400 5050 50 2.01 7.94 16.89 5050 50 0.06 0.04 0.11 0.13 0.09 0.08
450 5050 50 2.38 10.25 22.77 5050 50 0.05 0.06 0.11 0.100.080.07
500 5050 50 2.93 13.34 27.84 5050 50 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.05

Ta ble 7. Greedy heuristic when q = 5 and m = 5
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LP heuri st ic
# feasible time (sec.) # feasible t ime (sec .) err or (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 4541 45 0.21 0.77 1.48 2926 29 0.03 0.03 0.08 2.48 1.95 1.71
100 4950 50 0.74 1.92 3.16 4750 48 0.02 0.05 0.11 1.21 0.790.80
150 5050 50 1.15 3.14 6.12 5050 50 0.030.070.12 0.69 0.57 0.51
200 5050 50 1.67 4.59 10.30 5050 50 0.02 0.07 0.13 0.52 0.41 0.37
250 4950 50 2.31 6.66 13.71 4950 50 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.39 0.33 0.30
300 5050 50 2.92 9.22 18.48 5050 50 0.04 0.09 0.17 0.33 0.26 0.23
350 5050 50 3.64 12.55 24.37 5050 50 0.05 0.11 0.18 0.29 0.23 0.20
400 5050 50 4.47 14.89 33.67 5050 50 0.06 0.11 0.21 0.25 0.18 0.14
450 5050 50 5.15 19.81 44.26 5050 50 0.08 0.13 0.24 0.230.170.16
500 50 50 50 6.73 24.54 55.87 5050 50 0.090.140.24 0.170.170.15

Table 8. Greedy heuristi c when q == 5 and m == 10

LP heuri stic
# feasible tim e (sec.) # feasible time (sec.) erro r (%)

n T 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 4647 48 0.47 1.32 2.27 2027 24 0.030.070.16 4.14 3.06 2.73
100 5050 50 1.10 2.83 5.20 4746 50 0.05 0.10 0.18 1.61 1.43 1.27
150 5050 50 1.86 4.59 8.20 4949 50 0.040.100.24 1.05 0.87 0.77
200 5050 50 2.62 6.97 15.93 5050 50 0.050.120.25 0.83 0.63 0.54
250 5050 50 3.26 9.69 19.27 4950 50 0.06 0.14 0.26 0.68 0.48 0.45
300 5050 50 4.22 12.27 26.04 5050 50 0.07 0.16 0.30 0.51 0.45 0.37
350 5050 50 5.35 17.33 36.52 5050 50 0.08 0.17 0.35 0.40 0.32 0.31
400 5050 50 6.92 23.10 52.52 50 50 50 0.10 0.18 0.46 0.37 0.28 0.27
450 5050 50 8.12 27.26 57.16 5050 50 0.10 0.20 0.60 0.34 0.270.24
500 5050 50 9.77 35.94 71.41 5050 50 0.10 0.23 0.62 0.32 0.24 0.22

Table 9 . Greedy heuri st ic when q == 5 and m == 15
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In addition to using the heuristic, we have also called the MIP solver of
CPLEX to try to solve small instances of the problem to optimality. We have
considered q = 3, m = 5, n = 50,100, and T = 6,12,18. The procedure was
stopped after 30 minutes of CPU time. In Table 10, we present the number
of times that the MIP solver of CPLEX was able to prove optimality within
30 minutes. We also give the average time employed in these instances, and
the upper bound on the error on the instances in which the MIP solver of
CPLEX could not prove optimality. Although the MIP solver of CPLEX did
always find a feasible solution to all feasible instances within 30 minutes , the
time needed to find an optimal solution is extremely large. We conclude that
the heuristic is a very effective way of finding a high quality solution with
little effort .

# solved time (sec.) error(%)
nT 612 18 6 12 18 6 12 18

50 41 27 19 141.30171.05157.21 0.44 0.33 0.28
100 31 16 9417.95750.25167.17 0.12 0.13 0.12

Table 10. CPLEX for small instances when q = 3 and m = 5

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed a model for evaluating the design of a lo
gistics network in a dynamic environment. The network consists of plants,
warehouses and retailers. The model deals with production and throughput
constraints, as well as standard single-sourcing constraints. Based on a refor
mulation of the problem as a convex assignment problem, we have proposed a
greedy heuristic. The numerical illustrations indicate that the heuristic may
be asymptotically feasible and optimal.
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Appendix

The LP -relaxation of (P ) can be formulated as follows:

Tq m Tm n Tm

minimize L L L eli t Yli t + L L L ai j tXijt + L L hitlit
t= 1 1= 1 i= 1 t=1 i= 1 j = 1 t=1 i= 1

subject to (LP)

n q

L d j t X ij t + l it = LYlit + !t, t -l
j = 1 1=1

i = 1, . . . , m ; t = 1, .. . ,T
m

LYlil <bit
i= 1

n

L d j t X ij t :s Tit

j= 1

Iio = 0
m

L Xij t = 1
i= 1

Xijt ~ 0

tn« ~ 0

l it ~ 0

1= 1, . . . , q; t = 1, . . . ,T

i = l , . . . , m; t=l , . . . ,T

i = 1, . .. ,m

j = 1, . .. , n ; t = 1, .. . ,T

i = 1, , m ; j = 1, , n ; t = 1, , T

1= 1, , q; i = 1, , m ; t = 1, , T

i = 1, , m ; t = 1, , T .

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Let (X' , y', 1*) be a basic opt ima l solut ion for (LP) . In the following lemma,
which will be used in the proof of Proposition 2, we derive a relat ionship
between the number of split assignments , the number of fractional ass ign
ment vari abl es, the number of (plant,warehouse ,period)-t riples having a pos
it ive flow, the number of (plant, pe riod)-pairs where t he plan t is used to full
capacity in that period , t he number of (warehouse,per iod)-pairs where the
warehouse is used to full capacity in th at period and the number of strictly
positive inventory variables. Let F be the set of fractional ass ignment vari
ables , Q t he set of (plan t ,period )-pair s where the plant is used to full capacity
in that period , W th e set of (warehouse ,period)-pairs where the war ehouse is
used to full capacity in that period , Y+ the set of (plant .warehouse.period)
triples havin g a posit ive flow and 1+ t he set of st rictly positi ve inventory
variab les , i.e,

F = { (i , j , t ) : 0 < X;jt < I}
m

Q = { (I , t ) : L Yit = bit }
i= l
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n

W = {(i, t ) : L d j t x ;j t = r it}

j =1

y + = { (l , i , t ) : ytit > O}

1+ = {(i , t ) : Itt > O} .

Lemma A .I. If (LP) is f easible an d non-degenerat e, then for a basic optimal
soluti on of (LP) we have

IFI + IY+I+ 11+1= mT + IQI+ lWI+ lEI·

Proof. Denote by Sit th e slack variabl es corre sponding to the production
capacity const raints in (LP) and S it t he slack variables corresponding to t he
throughput capacity constrain ts. Thus, including these variables, (LP) can
be reformulated as

T qm T mn Tm

mimrrnze L L L Clit Y li t + L L L a ij t X ijt + L L h itlit
t =1 1=1 i= 1 t = 1 i=1 j=1 t =1 i = 1

sub ject to

n q

L d j t Xij t + l it = L Ylit + I i ,t - I
j = l 1= 1

i = 1" " ,m; t = 1, . .. , T
m

L tnu + Sit = bit
i=1

n

L d j t X ij t + S it = r «

j=1

ItO = 0
m

L X ij t = 1
i =1

Xi j t ~ 0

tnu ~ 0

l i t ~ 0

Sit ~ 0

Sit ~ 0

l = 1, .,. , q; t = 1, . . . ,T

i = 1" , . , m ; t = 1, . " ,T

i = 1, .. . , m

j = 1" . . , n ; t = 1, . . " T

i = 1, . . " m ; j = 1, . . " n ; t = 1, . . " T

l = 1, . " , q; i = 1, , m ; t = 1" , . , T

i = 1, . ,. , m ; t = 1, , T

l = 1, .. " q; t = 1, ,T

i = 1" ,. , m ; t = 1, , T.

Let (z ", y* ,1* , s" , SO) be a basic optimal solution for (LP) . T hen, sets Q
and W , defined above, are equal to

Q = {(l, t) : Sit = O}
W = { (i , t ) : S tt = O}.
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Under non-degeneracy, the number of nonzero variables at (x* , y*, 1*, s*, S*)
is equal to 2mT + qT + nT, the number of constraints in (LP) . The number
of nonzero assignment variables is equal to (nT - IBI) + IFI, where the first
term corresponds to the variables Xijt = 1, the second one to the fractional
assignment variables. With respect to the slack variables, we have (qT -IQI)+
(mT - IWI) nonzero variables. By definition IY+I is the number of nonzero
production variables. The same follows for 1+. Thus, by imposing that the
number of nonzero variables at (x*, y* ,1* , s* , S*) is equal to 2mT +qT +nT,
we obtain

2mT+qT+nT =
=(nT -IBI) + IFI + (qT -IQI) + (mT -IWI) + IY+I + 11+/.

The desired result now follows from the last equality.

Proposition 2. Suppose that (LP) is feasible and non-degenerate. Let the
vector (x*, y* , 1*) be a basic optimal solution for (LP) and let the vector
(>.*, w*, u"; v*) be the corresponding optimal solution for (D) . Then,

1. For each (j, t) f/. B , Xijt = 1 if and only if

and

2. For each (j, t) E B, there exists an index i such that

Proof. Observe that

>'it = min (Clit + Wit) ~ 0
l=l, ... ,q

for j = 1, .. . , n; t = 1, .. . ,T, and by using the nonnegativity of vector >.* we
have that

for j = 1, . .. , n; t = 1, . .. , T .
Thus, without loss of optimality, we can add to (D) the nonnegativity

constraints on the vectors>' and v. By adding slack variables Sijt, Slit and
V it to the constraints in (D) , we can reformulate it as



-Ait + Ai ,t+1 + Vit = hit

A it ~ 0

Wit ~ 0

Vit ~ 0

Vjt ~ 0

Sijt ~ 0

Slit ~ 0

o; ~ 0
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TnT q T m

maximize L L Vj t - L L bltwlt - L L ritVit

t=l j =l t=l 1=1 t=l i= l

subject to (D')

Vjt + S i j t = aijt + Aitdjt + Vitdjt

i = 1, .. . , m; j = 1, . .. , n; t = 1, . . . ,T

Ait + Slit = Wit + Clit

i = 1, , m ; I = 1, ,q; t = 1, . . . ,T

i = 1, ,m ; t = 1, ,T - 1

i=I , , m ; t = I , ,T

1= 1, , q; t = 1, ,T

i = 1, ,m ; t = 1, ,T

j = 1, , n ; t = 1, ,T

i = 1, ,m; j = 1, ,n; t = 1, ,T

1= 1, , q; i = 1, , m ; t = 1, ,T

i = 1, , m ; t = 1, ,T - 1.

Let (A*,w* , v* ,v* , r ,S* ,V*) be the optimal solution for (D'). For each (j, t) E
B , there exist at least two variables x ij t that are strictly positive. Hence, by
the complementary slackness condit ions, there exist at least two vari ables Sij t

equal to zero. This proves Claim 2.
To prove Claim 1, it is enough to show that for each (j, t) rf- B there

exists exactly one variable s ij t = O. By complementary slackness conditions
we know that at least th ere exist s one of these variabl es. We have to show th e
uniqueness , and we do it by counting the variables at level zero in the vector
(A* ,w* , v* ,v* ,«, S* , V*) . There are at least qT -IQI variables wit' mT -IWI
variabl es Vit , IFI variables Sijt corresponding to (j, t) E B, nT -IBI vari abl es
Sijt corresponding to (j , t) rf- B , IY+I vari abl es Siit equal to zero , and IY+\
variables Vi~ equal to zero . In total, we have at least qT-IQI+mT-IW\+IFI+
nT -IBI + IY+I + \1+1 = qT+ 2mT+nT zeroes in the optimal dual solution ,
where the last equality follows from Lemma A.1. So, these are exact ly all
the variables at level zero in vector (A*, w* , t/"; v* , s* , S* ,V*) . Then , for each
(j, t) rf- B there exists exactly one variable S ij t = 0, and Claim 1 follows .

Lemma 3. Let J E IR+,T and '"'( E IR~T. Then there exists a vector y E IR~mT
such that

m

L Ylit ::; v«
i= l

for alii = 1, . .. , q; t = 1, .. . , T (10)
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and
t q t

LLYlir ~ LOir
r=11=1 -r cc I

if and only if

for all i = 1, . . . , m; t = 1, . .. , T (11)

t m t q

LLOir::; LL'Ylr
r=1 i= 1 r=11=1

for all t = 1, . . . , T . (12)

Proof. It can easily be seen that condition (12) is necessary to ensure the
existence of a nonnegative vector Y E ~~mT satisfying (10) and (11) . We will
show, by induction on t, that this condition is also sufficient.

For t = 1, the inequalities in conditions (10) and (11) together with
the nonnegativity assumption on Y define the feasible region of a standard
transportation problem. Moreover, the inequality in condition (12) for t = 1
says that the aggregate demand cannot exceed the aggregate capacity, which
clearly is a sufficient condition for feasibility of the standard transportation
problem.

Now, we will assume that if the inequality conditions in (12) hold for

t = 1, ... , t' , then there exists a nonnegative vector Y E ~~mt' so that the
inequalities in conditions (10) and (11) are satisfied for t = 1, . . . , t'. We will
show that the same result holds for horizon t' + 1.

We will distinguish two cases, depending on the difference between the
aggregate demand in period t' + 1 and the aggregate capacity in the same
period. First consider the case where the aggregate demand is no more than
the aggregate capacity, i.e.,

m q

L Oi ,t'+1::; L 'YI,t '+1.
i=1 1=1

Then there exists a vector z E ~~m such that

m

L Zli,t'+1 ::; 'YI,t' +1
i= 1

and

I = 1, .. . , q

i = 1, . . . ,m.
q

L Zli,t'+1 ~ Oi ,t'+!
1=1

Moreover , by the induction hypothesis there exists a vector y E ~~mt' such
that

and

m

L Ylit ::; 'Yit
i=1

I = 1, .. . , q; t = 1, . .. , t' (18)
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LLYliT ~ L OiT
T=I /=1 T=1
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i = 1, . .. , m ; t = 1, .. . , t'. (19)

It is easy to see that (y , z) a nonnegative vector satisfying the inequalities in
condit ions (10) and (11) for t = 1, ... , t' + l.

Next, we will consider the case where

m q

L Oi ,I'+1 > L / 1,1'+1'
i=1 l=1

It suffices to show that the excess demand in period t' + 1, i.e. ,

m q

LOi,t'+l - L I I,I'+1
i= 1 1=1

can be supplied in previous periods. This is easy to see since

1 m 1 q

LL OiT :S LL I IT
T= 1 i= 1 T=11=1

for all t = 1, ... , t' - 1, and

t' m m q t' q

LLOiT + L Oi,I'+1 - L I I,t'+I :S LL' lT'
T=1 i=1 i=1 1=1 T=1 1=1
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Abstract Assignment type problems consist in optimally assigning or allocating
a given set of "activities" to a given set of "agents". Optimisation problems of the
assignment type have numerous applications in production planning and logistics. A
popular approach to solve such problems or to compute lower bounds on the optimal
solution value (in case of a minimisation problem) is to employ column generation.
By means of considering subsets of "activities" which can feasibly be assigned
to a single agent, the problem is reformulated as some kind of set-partitioning
problem. Column generation is then used in order to solve the linear relaxation of
the reformulation. The lower bound obtainable from this approach may , however, be
improved by partitioning the set of agents into subsets and by considering subsets
of activities which can feasibly be assigned to subsets of agents. This paper outlines
the application of this partitioning method to a number of important combinatorial
optimisation problems of the assignment type.

1 Introduction

An optimisation problem of the assignment type is to find a feasible least-cost
assignment of a given set I of "activities" i to a given set J of "agents" j . Since
a seminal work of Koopmans and Beckmann (1957) on linear and quadratic
assignment problems, optimisation problems of the assignment type play
an important role in Economics and Operations Research. Assignment type
problems have numerous applications in logistics and production planning,
and many mathematical models of decision problems in logistics contain an
assignment type problem as a subproblem.

Formally, an assignment or allocation of activities i E I to agents j E J is
a mapping x : I x J ~ [0, 1]1/lx 1JI. An assignment problem then consists in
determining a feasible assignment x E X which minimises a given objective
function g(x). Assuming that the objective function g(x) as well as the set
X of feasible assignments x is decomposable, that is g(x) = L:jEJ gj(x) and

X = {x = (xl, . .. , x IJI) : Xj E X j ~ [0,1]1/1Vj E J} , the problem can be
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formulated as follows:

min Lgj(Xj)
jEJ

s.t .: LXij = 1 Vi E I
jEJ

Xj E x, S;; [0,1]1/1 vi E J.

(la)

(lb)

(lc)

In addition, it is assumed that either X is a nonempty finite set or that each
X j is a polyhedron and that each gj (xj) is concave .

Assignment problems often involve indivisibilities. Indivisibilities occur

- if an activity has to be assigned to exactly one agent and/or
- a fixed-charge is imposed on the use of an agent .

Indivisibilities often lead to strong NP-hard combinatorial optimisation prob
lems. In order to solve such problems to optimality, the computation of sharp
lower bounds on the optimal solution value is required. One possible way to
accomplish this, is to reformulate the problem. A popular reformulation is
to consider all subsets of activities feasibly assignable to each single agent j .
The problem then consists in choosing subsets of activities in such a way
that each activity is covered by one of the selected subsets and total costs
are minimised. The lower bound resulting from the linear relaxation of this
reformulation may, however , be improved by means of partitioning the set
of agents into (small) subsets and considering subsets of activities feasibly
assignable to subsets of agents. In this paper, this partitioning approach is
outlined for some NP-hard optimisation problems of the assignment type.
The next section describes some important NP-hard assignment problems.
Sect. 3 discusses the standard way of applying column generation to these
problems. Sect . 4 introduces the partitioning approach and outlines column
generation procedures based on this approach for the generalised assignment
problem (GAP) and the capacitated facility location problem (CFLP) . Fur
thermore, some computational results obtained for the CFLP are given. Fi
nally, the findings and some directions for future research are summarised in
Sect. 5.

2 Optimisation Problems of the Assignment Type

Formulation (1) of a generic assignment problem excludes optimisation prob
lems with interactions between assigned objects like the quadratic assign
ment problem. Nevertheless, formulation (1) still covers a large number of
assignment type problems ranging from polynomial solvable cases like the
matching and transportation problem to strong NP-hard optimisation prob
lems like the generalised assignment problem (GAP), bin-packing problem
(BPP), fixed-charge transportation problem (FCTP), and discrete location
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problems. Furth ermore, many combina torial assignment problems are diffi
cult in the sense that no polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS)
exists , unless the class P of decision problems solvable in polynomial t ime
equa ls the set N P of decision problems solvable in nondeterministic polyno
mial time. Optimisat ion problems ofthis type are called MAX-SNP-hard . An
example of a MAX-SNP-hard assignment type problem is the uncapacitated
facility location problem (see Arora and Lund (1997) for a proof). Moreover,
some assignment type problems are APX -complete, that is the existence of a
PTAS for such an optimisat ion problem implies the existence of a PTAS for
any ot her N P -hard opt imisation problem. An example of an APX-complete
optimisation problem is the GAP. In the case of th e GAP, even the question
if a feasible solution exists , is an N P -complete problem. For an overview on
complexity theory of optimisation problems see Crescenzi and Kann (1998)
and Hochbaum (1997). Th e following discussion is restricted to "difficult"
assignment problems. Some of th ese problems and areas of applications are
described below.

2.1 Generalised Assignment Problem

T he GAP is to opt imally assign a set I = {I , ... , m} of tasks to a set
J = {I , . .. , n } of agents . Mathematically, th e problem can be formulated
as follows

min L L Gij Xij

i E I jE J

s.t.: L X ij = 1 Vi E I

jE J

Ldij X ij ::; Sj Vj E J
iE I

Xij E {O, l } Vi E I,j E J ,

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

where Gij is the cost of assigning task i to agent j , S j is agent's j capacity, and
d i j denotes th e amount of resources requir ed by agent j to perform task i , The
binar y variable Xi j is equal to 1 if agent j performs task i and 0 otherwise. In
case t hat processing tasks by agents requir es more than one type of resource,
the problem is known as the mul ti-resource GAP.

A lar ge number of solution methods for the GAP have been proposed
in the literature. Fisher et al. (1986) and Guignard and Rosenwein (1989)
use Lagrangian ascent meth ods, that is dual-based procedu res employing La
gra ngian relaxat ion of the semi-ass ignment const ra ints (2b). Cattrysse et al.
(1994) reformulate the GAP as a set-partitioning problem and apply a heuris
t ic procedure for its solut ion. Savelsbergh (1997) solves the linear relaxation
of this reformulation by means of column generation, and prop oses a branch
and-price algorithm for computing opt imal solut ions. Cattrysse et al. (1998)
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develop a linear programming heuristic and a branch-and- cut approach based
on emp loying liftet cover inequaliti ties. Heuri stic methods based on local
search, tabu search and simulated annealing are described in Osman (1995).
For more comprehensive surveys of solution meth ods for the GAP, we refer
to Martello and Toth (1990a), Cattrysse and Van Wassenhove (1992), and
Romero Morales (2000).

The GAP is often a subproblem of a larger model of a decision prob
lem in logist ics. Examples of such applicat ion areas are vehicle routing and
distribut ion system design. Fisher and J aikum ar (1981) describe a "cluster
first- route second" vehicle routing heuristic. In a first phase, customer clus
ters are obtained by means of select ing "seed customers" and solving a GAP
in order to feasibly assign th e other customers to the selected seeds. Within
distribut ion syst em design, a GAP has to be solved in order to evaluate
selected locations of depots and to optimally assign customer demands to
depot s if single-sourceing of customers is required. Camp ell and Langevin
(1995) use a mathematical model which is a 2-resource GAP in order to find
a low cost assignment of snow removal sectors to snow disposal sites for th e
City of Montreal. The GAP is a static model of demand allocat ion. Romero
Mora les (2000) describ es a dynamic model for demand allocation. The model
allows t ime-varying demand patterns and incorporates inventory decisions.
The result ing "mult i-period single-sourceing problem" is reformulated as a
GAP with a convex objective function; greedy heuri st ics resembling greedy
heur istics for the GAP are developed and a bran ch-and -price approach is
proposed.

Anot her applicat ion area of the GAP is tactical and operational planning
of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). A FMS is an automated production
syste m consist ing of a set of numerically cont rolled machines interconnected
by an auto mated transportation system. Each machine is equipped with a
tool magazine which can be armed with different too ls. Each tool occupies
a given number of slots. Tools available at the local tool magazine can be
changed by means of an auto matic tool changer. Therefore, the FMS can
perform different sets of operations and produce different par ts in any or
der , if the FMS is equipped with an appropriate set of tools. Lee and Kim
(1998) formulate the order selection problem as a 2-resour ce GAP. Each or
der is specified by th e du e dat e and th e number of parts to be produced. A
set of orders to be produced durin g th e planning horizon is given. It has to
be decided, which order to produ ce in which period . Tot al costs consist of
ear liness and tardiness costs as well as sub contract ing costs . Earliness and
tard iness costs are incurred if an order is finished before and after the due
date, respectively. Subcontracting costs , however, are incurred if an order is
not selected within the planning horizon. Capacity const ra int s to be taken
into account in each period are the total too l magazine capacity as well as
total machine pro cessing time capacity. Kuhn (1995) considers the loading
problem in FMSs. For a given set of part types that have been selected to
be produced simultaneously, the probl em is to decide on the assignment of
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operations to machines. The assignment of operations determines the assign
ment of tools to machines. The problem is formulated as an integer program
with the objective of minimising the largest workload in such a way that the
tool magazine capacity for each machine cannot be violated. In order to solve
the problem, Kuhn proposes a heuristic algorithm based on repeatedly solv
ing a GAP. A feasible solution to the GAP assigns operations to machines
such that the largest workload of machines in a known feasible solution to the
loading problem is reduced. The objective function of the GAP approximates
the use of tools slots required by the operations assigned to the machines.

In telecommunication or computer networks, terminals are often con
nected to the access point of a "backbone network" via so-called concen
trators . The terminal layout problem addresses the question of how to in
terconnect terminals to their associated concentrors. Due to the complexity
of the telecommunication network design problem, the concentrator location
and the terminal layout problem are usually treated independently. For given
locations of the concentrators, the problem of assigning terminals to concen
trators can be formulated as a GAP (see e. g. Mirzaian (1985) and Chardaire
(1999)). Other applications of the GAP in the area of telecommunication and
computer networks concern e. g. the assignment of tasks in a network of func
tionally similar computers (Balachandran (1976)) or the assignment of user
nodes to processing sites with the objective of minimising telecommunication
costs subject to capacity constraints on processors (Pirkul (1986)) .

2.2 Bin-Packing Problem

Given a set I = {1, ... , m} of items with weight Wi > 0, the bin-packing
problem (BPP) is to fit the items into bins of capacity c in such a way that
the number of bins used is minimised. Introducing binary variables Xij, which
equal 1 if item i is assigned to bin j E J, a mathematical formulation of the
problem is

min Lg(Xj)
jEJ

LXij = 1 Vi E /
jEJ

L WiXij :; C V j E J
iE!

XijE{0,1} ViE/ ,jEJ,

where g(Xj) = 1 if LiE! Xij > °and 0 otherwise. Defining Yj = 1 if g(Xj) = 1
and °otherwise, the linear formulation

min LYj
jEJ

(3a)
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L Xij = 1 Vi E I
j EJ

L WiXij ::; C:Yj Vj E J
iE I

Xij,Yj E {O, l } V iEI ,j EJ ,

(3b)

(3c)

(3d)

is obtained. For the BPP, simple approximation algorithms wit h a constant,
asymptotic worst -case perform an ce ratio are known (see Martello and Toth
(1990a)). The linear relaxation of problem (3) can be solved by inspection .
The optimal object ive fun ction value of the LP-relaxation is given by r =
2: i EI uu ] c. Thus, rr1 is a simple lower bound on t he mininum numb er of
bins to be used , where rr1 is the smallest int eger greate r or equal than r.
Mar tello and Toth (1990b) improve this bound by par ti tioning the set I of
items into three subsets in such a way that items of the first two subsets
require separate bins and th at no item of the third subset can be assigned to
a bin containing an item from the first subset. Fur thermore, they provide a
redu ction algorit hm which checks, if item subsets of cardina lity less than 4
have to be packed into the same bin in an optimal solution. Martello and Toth
(1990a) describ e a bran ch-and-bound algorithm for the BPP which makes use
of this bounding procedure and reduction algorit hm.

Heurist ic vehicle routing algor ithms, as e. g. parallel route building proce
dures (see e. g. Kontoravd is and Bard (1995)) , make use of lower bound s on
the minimum number of vehicles required. Such bou nds can be obtained by
solving bin-packing problems. In this case, the items and their weights are
given by the customers and their demands; the bin size is the vehicle capacity.
Kontoravdis and Bard (1995) also make use of a maximum route dur ation
constraint in order to obtain bounds on the number of vehicles by means
of solving a bin-packing problem. In case of a mul tiple use of vehicles, the
problem of assigning vehicles to to urs can also be formulated as a bin-packing
pro blem (see e. g. Fleischmann (1990) and Taillard et al. (1996)) .

Anot her applicat ion of the BPP is e. g. th e problem of ass igning jobs with
a given due date to identical machines in such a way that the numb er of
machines used is a minimum and all job s can be finished before the due date.

2.3 Fixed-Charge Transportation Problem

T he fixed-charge transportation problem (FCTP ) is obtained from the clas
sical transportation problem by imp osing a fixed cost on each transportation
link if there is a positi ve flow on this link . Let I = {I , . . . , m} denote the
set of destinations wit h demands d i , and let J = {I , .. . , n } denote the set of
origins wit h supplies S i - The FCTP then consists in solving the mathematical
program

min L Lgij (Xij )
iE I j EJ

(4a)
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s.t. : LXij = 1 Vi E I
jEJ

LdiXij ~ Sj v i E J
iEI

o~ Xij ~ Uij ViE I , j E J ,

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)

where Xij is the portion of destination i 's demand supplied from origin j ,
uijdi ~ d i is an upper bound on the amount which can be shipped on link
(j, i) , and 9ii (Xij) is the cost of shipping the amount xijdi on link (j, i) . As
suming that the variable transportation costs are proportional to the amount
shipped, the costs 9ij(Xij) are given by 9ij(Xij) = CijXij +!ij if Xij > 0 and 0
otherwise. By means of introducing binary variables Yij which equal 1 if and
only if Xij > 0, the problem is easily transformed to the linear mixed-integer
program

min L L(CijXij + !ijYij)

iEI jEJ

s.t .: LXij = 1 Vi E I
jEJ

LdiXij ~ Sj vi E J
iEI

o~ Xij ~ UijYij ViE I, j E J

YijE{O,l} ViEI ,jEJ .

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

(5d)

(5e)

A number of branch-and-bound algorithms have been proposed to solve the
FCTP (see Kennington and Unger (1976), Cabot and Erenguc (1984, 1986),
Palekar et al. (1990)). Most of these algorithms make use of penalties in order
to fix binary variables and to be able to prematurely prune nodes of the enu
meration tree. Since the FCTP is a special case of fixed-charge network flow
problems, polyhedral cuts developed for this problem (see e. g. Nemhauser
and Wolsey (1988) and Bienstock and Giinliik (1996)) may also be used to
solve the FCTP. Wright and Haehling von Lanzenauer (1989) develop a La
grangian heuristic for the FCTP which is based on relaxing the variable upper
bound constraints Xij ~ UijYij. It can be proved that an optimal solution to
the FCTP is an extreme point of the convex region defined by constraints
(4b)-(4d) (see Hirsch and Dantzig (1968)). Basic feasible solutions to the
system (4b)-(4d) define spanning trees of the transportation network. Sun
et al. (1998) propose a tabu search procedure for the FCTP which replaces
a single link of the current spanning tree by a link not contained in the
tree such that a new basic feasible solution is obtained. Gothe-Lundgren and
Larsson (1994) consider the pure FCTP. In this case the objective function
coefficients Cij of the continuous variables Xij are all equal to zero . The Ben
ders' reformulation of the pure FCTP consists, therefore, only of feasibility
cuts. A feasibility cut excludes an integer solution Y which does not allow
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a feasible flow from the set of origins to the set of destinations. The large
set of all feasibility cuts has the structure of a set-covering problem . Thus,
by means of applying Benders' reformulation principle, the FCTP is trans
formed to a set-covering problem. In order to solve the reformulated problem
to e-optimality, Gothe-Lundgren and Larsson (1994) apply Benders ' decom
position, where violated feasibility cuts are determined by means of solving a
maximum flow problem. Furthermore, Gothe-Lundgren and Larsson (1994)
propose a Lagrangian relaxation approach which relaxes a large number of
the feasibility cuts. In this way, a lower bound as well as a feasible solution
to the pure FCTP is computed. Hultberg and Cardoso (1997) describe the
"teacher assignment problem", a pure FCTP in which all fixed charges Jij
are equal to one. Thus, the problem is to find the most degenerate basic
feasible solution to constraints (4b)-(4d) . Hultberg and Cardoso (1997) show
that this problem is equivalent to a maximum cardinality partition problem
and provide a branch-and-bound procedure for computing optimal solutions.
Herer et al. (1996) study the FCTP with a single destination. They develop
two simple greedy heuristics as well as an implicit enumeration scheme which
also makes use of domination rules and lower bounds for accelerating the
search.

Herer et al. (1996) present three applications of the FCTP. A first appli
cation is to select suppliers and to determine periodic shipment quantities for
an item to be procured in such a way that total periodic costs are minimised ,
periodic demand is met and a supplier's capacity is not exceeded. The to
tal costs consist of purchasing, fixed ordering, inventory carrying and fixed
supplier management costs. Periodic inventory costs (ordering and inventory
carrying) are computed based on Economic Order Quantity logic. As a sec
ond application of the (single-sink) FCTP, Herer et al. (1996) mention the
selection of trucks for meeting a firm's delivery needs such that the sum of
variable transportation and fixed vehicle costs is as low as possible. As a final
application they mention process selection . A pre-specified amount of a num
ber of products can be made using several different processes, each of which
has a given capacity and fixed set-up cost. The problem is then to determine
which processes to use to what extend so as to minimise costs . Moore et al.
(1991) describe an integer transportation model which closely resembles the
FCTP and which is used by the central dispatch control center of a metal
company in the U.S. for assigning shipments to carriers. An extended version
of this model as well as a simulation study were also used for the purposes
of core carrier selection.

2.4 Discrete Location Problems

Discrete location problems form a large subfamily of assignment type optimi
sation problems. Applications of discrete location problems include location
and distribution planning (see e. g. Geoffrion and Graves (1974), Gelders
et al. (1987), Tiishaus and Wittmann (1998), Engeler et al. (1999), Bruns
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et al. (2000)), lotsizing in production planning (Pochet and Wolsey (1988)),
telecommunication and computer network design (Mirzaian (1985), Boffey
(1989), Chardaire (1999)), vendor selection (Current and Weber (1994)), and
physical database design (Caprara and Salazar (1999)) . For comprehensive
surveys of discrete location problems, we refer the reader to Aikens (1985),
Mirchandani and Francis (1990), Daskin (1995), Revelle and Laporte (1996),
Domschke and Krispin (1997) and Owen and Daskin (1998).

As one example of a discrete location problem, we describe the capacitated
facility location problem (CFLP). It consists in deciding which depots to open
from a given set J = {I, .. . , n} of potential depot locations and how to assign
a set I = {I, . .. ,m} of customers with given demands d, to those depots.
The objective is to minimise total fixed and shipping costs. Constraints are
that each customer's demand must be satisfied and that each depot j cannot
supply more than its capacity Sj if it is open . Let h denote the fixed cost of
operating facility j and let Cij denote the cost of supplying all of customer
i 's demand from location j . The CFLP can then be stated as follows:

min Lgj(Xj)

jEJ

s.t .: LXij = 1 Vi E I

jEJ

LdiXij::; Sj v i E J

iEI

Xij ~ 0 Vi E I, j E J,

where Xij is the fraction of customer i's demand met from facility i , and
gj(Xj) = h + 2.:iEI CijXij if 2.: iEI Xij > 0 and 0 otherwise. A linear formula
tion is obtained by introducing binary variables Yj indicating if a facility j is
open or not:

min L L CijXij + L hYj
iEI jEJ jEJ

s.t. : LXij = 1 Vi E I

jEJ

L diXij ::; SjYj V j E J

iEI

"S 'Y ' >" dL..- J J-L..-'
jEJ iEI

Xij-Yj::;O ViEI,jEJ

Xij ~ 0 ViE I , j E J

YjE{O,l} VjEJ.

(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

(6d)

(6e)

(6f)

(6g)

In the above formulation, constraints (6e) and (6d) are redundant; however,
these constraints help to strengthen certain relaxations of the CFLP.
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Numerous heuristic and exact algorithms for the CFLP have been pro
posed in the literature. These methods include greedy heuristics (Khumawala
(1974), Jacobsen (1983) , Korupolu et al. (1998)), linear programming based
rounding and filtering techniques (Shmoys et al. (1997)), Benders ' decompo
sition (Wentges (1996)), branch-and-cut methods based on polyhedral cuts
(Aardal et al. (1995), Aardal (1998)) , and a number of Lagrangian relaxation
approaches used in heuristics or exact branch-and-bound schemes (Nauss
(1978), Christofides and Beasley (1983), Beasley (1988), Ryu and Guignard
(1992)) .

3 Column Generation Applied to Assignment
Problems

Consider the generic assignment problem (1) and assume that the set X =
Xl X X 2 X .. . x X1JI and thereby each X j is finite , that is X j = {xj : t E Tj } .

Th e problem may then be rewritten as

min 2: 2: 9j (X;)Q:jt

jEJ ier,

s.t.: 2: Q:jt = 1 V j E J
t ETj

2: 2: X~jQ:j t = 1 Vi E I
jEJ tETj

Q:j t E {0,1} v i E J, t E Tj ,

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

where Q:jt equals 1 if column xj is chosen for agent j . The reformulation
(7) is a set-partioning problem if the columns xj are binary. A lower bound
on the optimal solution value of problem (1) can be obtained by relaxing
th e integrality requirements (7d) and solving the resulting linear program. In
case, that each function 9j is convex, it is straightforward to show that this
bound is at least as strong as a lower bound obtained by replacing in (1) the
set X by a convex set X containing X (see e. g. Romero Morales (2000) for
a proof) .

The number of variables in the reformulation (7) grows exponent ially with
probl em size. Thus, column generation has to be applied in order to solve its
linear relaxation. Th e linear programming dual of (7) is given by

max 2: Vj + 2: TJi
jEJ i EI

s.t.: Vj + 2: XLTJi:::; 9j(xj) vi E J, t E r..
i EI

(8)

For each j E J let {xj : t E 'Ij } denote known subsets of columns t E 'Ij ~ Tj .

Th e restricted linear master problem is obtained from the linear relaxation
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of (7) by replacing each Tj with T j . Assume that the restri cted linear master
is feasible (otherwise put e. g. an artificial box around the dual variables)
and let Q and (v, fj) denote an optimal basic solution of the restricted linear
master and its dual. The basic solution Q is an optimal solut ion to the linear
relaxation of (7) if it is also dual feasible, that is

Vj + L X~j T/i ::; g(x; ) V j E J , t E Tj .
iEI

Therefore, in order to detect a violated dual const rai nt and a column t E T j

for some j E J with negative redu ced costs, the following pricing problem
has to be solved for all or at least some j E J:

min {g j( Xj ) - LT/iXij : Xj E X j } .
iEI

If X}, t E Tj , is an optimal solut ion to (9) with gj (X}) - L i T/i x lj < Vj new
columns with negative reduced costs are found . These columns are added
to the restricted linear master, and the master is reoptimi sed . The process
cont inues until no column with negative reduced cost s exists .

It is st raightforward to see th at t his approach of computing a lower bound
for t he ass ignment problem (1) is equivalent to a Lagrangian relaxation of
the semi-ass ignment const rai nts (l b) . Duali sing const ra ints (l b) with dual
variables TJi gives the Lagrangian subproblem

L 1(1] ) = LTJi +min{L(gj (Xj ) - LTJiXij) : Xj E x, Vj E J}
iEI jEJ iEI

=L 1]i + L min{ gj(Xj) - L TJiXij : Xj E X j } (10)
iEI jEJ iEI

= LTJi + L miF{gj (X; ) - LTJiXL} ,
iEI jEJ J iEI

where t he last equality follows from th e finit eness of the sets X ] . Setting
Vj == min tETj {gj (X}) - L i TJi xL} , the problem of maximising the lower bound
L] (TJ) lead s then to th e linear programming dual (8) of th e reformulation (7).

Th e function L 1 (1]) is piecewise linear and concave. A number of methods
having their origins in nond ifferential optimisation is, therefore , applicable
for the purposes of solving the linear relaxation of problem (7). Examples
of such meth ods are mixtures of Dan tzig-Wolfe decomp osition and subgradi
ent optimisation (Guigna rd and Zhu (1994), Klose and Drexl (2001)), bun
dle meth ods (Lemarechal (1989)) , and interior point meth ods (Goffin et al.
(1992)). All these meth ods usually show a bet ter convergence behav iour than
the standard column generation procedure which is also known as Dantzig
Wolfe decomposit ion (Dantz ig and Wolfe (1960)) or Kelley 's cutting plane
algorithm (Kelley (1960)) . The suitability of a method for maximising the
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function £1 (TJ) , however , strongly depends on the specific problem and the
hardness of the restricted master problem and pricing subproblem, resp ec
t ively.

Now consider the second case in which X is not finite, but each X j is
a polyhedron and each function 9j(Xj) is concave . For reasons of simplicity
assume in addit ion, t hat each set X j is bounded. Let {X} : t E T j } deno te
the set of vertices of X] . Problem (1) may th en be rewrit ten as follows:

min L 9(L ajt X} )
jE J tET;

s.t. : L ajt = 1 V j E J
t ET;

L L xLa jt = 1 ViE I
j EJ t ET;

ajt ~ 0 V j E J , t E T, .

Since 9j is concave, we have

9j (L a jtx}) ~ L ajt9j(X}) .
tET; tE T;

The linear program

min L L ajt9(X})
j EJ t ET;

s.t .: L a jt = 1 Vj E J
t ET;

L L x~jajt = 1 ViE I
j EJ t ET;

«« ~ 0 V j E J , t E r,
is, therefore, a relaxation of the original problem and its optimal objective
funct ion value is a lower bound on the optimal solut ion value of (1). In order
to solve the above relaxation , column generation can be applied in the sam e
way as already described. Obviously, the same relaxation results if th e semi
assignment constraints (I b) are relaxed in a Lagrangian mann er ; due to th e
concavity of th e functi ons 9j, opt imal solutions to the Lagrangian subproblem
are vertices X} of th e set X ] .

The following examples furth er illustrate th e principle of the reformul ation
(7) .

Example 1. Consider t he GAP (2) . For each agent j E J let {X} : t E Tj }

denote the set of feasible assignments of tas ks i E I to agent i . that is

{X} : t E Tj } = { Xj E {O, I} I! j: Ldij Xij S Sj }.
iE !
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Furthermore, let Cjt = L:iEI CijX~j be the cost of such an assignment. The
GAP may then be formulated as the set-partitioning problem

min L L Cjtajt
jEJ tET;

s.t .: L ajt = 1 Vj E J
tET;

LLxLajt=l ViEI
jEJ tET;

ajtE{O,l} VjEJ,tETj .

(lla)

(llb)

(llc)

(lld)

For each j E J the pricing subproblem is given by the binary knapsack
problem

min{L(cij - 'ifi)Xij : L dijXij ::; Sj, Xij E {a, I} Vi E I} , (12)
iEI iEI

where (v , 'ij) is an optimal dual solution to the restricted linear master prob
lem. New columns x} price out if Vj > L:iEI(Cij -1jJX~j .

Example 2. Consider the BPP (3) . Let It ~ I be a nonempty subset of items
which fit into bin j , and let {Ij : t E Tj } denote the set of all such subsets.
Since all bins have the same capacity c, we have Tj = T and Ij = It for all
j E J . Furthermore, the evaluat ion g(1j) = 1 of a nonempty subset Ij does
not depend on j . The BPP may, therefore, be rewritten as follows:

min Lat
tET

s.t. : L a t ::; n
tET

L x~at = 1 ViE I
tET

atE{O,l} VtET ,

where x~ = 1 if i E It and 0 otherwise. Since it is assumed that the BPP
(3) has a feasible solution, the constraint L:tET at ::; n can be dropped and
the BPP is reformulated as a pure set-partitioning problem. The pricing
subproblem is to solve the single binary knapsack problem

maX{L'ifiXi : L Wi::; c, Xi E {a, I} Vi E I} ,
iEI iEI

where 'if is an optimal dual solution to the restricted linear master problem.
A new column x t prices out if 1 - L:iEI 'ifix~ < 0.
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Example 3. For the FCTP (5) let {(yj, xj) : t E Tj } denote the set of all link
selections Yj E {O,I}I11 and transportation flows Xj E [0,1]1 11 respecting the
link capacities Uij as well as source node j's capacity Sj' Exactly speaking,
{(yj, xj) : t E Tj } is the vertex set of the convex hull of the set of solutions
satisfying constraints

LdiXij :::; Sj,O:::; Xij :::; UijYij Vi E I and Yij E {O, I} Vi E I .
iE1

This leads to the reformulation

min L L CjtCXjt
jEJ cer,

s.t. : L CXjt = 1 Vj E J
tETj

LLX~jCXjt=1 ViEI
jEJ ier,

CXjtE{O,I} VjEJ,tETj ,

where Cjt = LiE1(Cijx\j +Jijyfj)' The pricing subproblem consists in solving
for each j E J the program

min L(Cij - 17i)Xij + fijYij)
iE1

s.t. : L diXij :::; Sj

iE1

°:::; Xij :::; UijYij ViE I

Yij E {O, I} ViE I,

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

(13d)

where (v , 1]) is an optimal dual solution to the restricted linear master prob
lem. If a slack variable is added to the capacity constraint (13b) and the roles
of the source node j and the sink nodes i E I is reversed, the program (13)
is easily recognized as a single-sink FCTP or single-node capacitated flow
problem. New columns (yj, xj) price out if Vj > LiE1 ( Cij - 17i)xL+ fijyf j).

Example 4. In case of the CFLP, assume that {yt : t E TY} is the set of all
depot selections which have enough capacity to meet total demand, that is

{y t : t E TY} = {Y E {O,I}IJ I : LSjYj ~ Ldi } .

jEJ iE1

Furthermore, let {xj : t E Tn denote the vertex set of the set of all feasible
flows from depot j to the customers, that is LiE1 dixL :::; Sj and xj E [0,1] 111 .
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The CFLP may then be rewritten as the linear mixed-integer program:

min L FtCtt + L L Cjt {3j t
tETY jEJ tETt

s.t.: L Ctt = 1
tETY

L yjCtt - L {3jt ~ 0 Vj E J
tETY tETt

L L X:j{3jt = 1 ViE I
jEJ tETt

CttE{O,l} VtETY

{3jt ~ 0 V j E J, t E TI '

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

(14d)

(14e)

(14f)

where Ft = LjEJ JiYJ and c; = LiEf CijX~j' Constraint (14b) guarantees
that exactly one depot set with sufficient capacity is selected; constraints
(14c) state that there can be no flow from a closed facility i , and constraints
(14d) guarantee that each customer's demand is met . If (", v, 1]) is an optimal
dual solution to the restricted linear master problem, the pricing problem
consists in solving for each j E J the continuous knapsack problems

max{L(11i - Cij)Xij : LdiXij S Sj, 0 S Xij S 1 Vi E I}
iEf iEf

and the binary knapsack problem

min{LUj - Vj )Yj : LSjYj ~ Ldi, Yj E {O,l} \lj E J} .
jEJ jEJ iEf

New columns X] and y t price out ifvj < 2:iEf('iji-Cij)X~j and (" > "£jEJ(!i

v. )YJ , respectively.

Remark 1. As already shown when discussing the reformulation of the assign
ment problem (1), in all the aforementioned cases, the linear relaxation of
the integer master program can be obtained by relaxing the semi-assignment
constraints in a Lagrangian fashion, rewriting the Lagrangian dual as a linear
program and dualising this linear program.

4 A Partitioning Approach

Consider the generic assignment problem (1) and assume that each Xj is a
finite set (similar arguments apply if each Xj is a polyhedron and each gj is a
concave function). Partition the set J into subsets Jq , q E Q and J, n Jq = 0
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for 1 =1= q, in such a way that at least one subset Jq has cardinality greater
than one. The semi-assignment constraints (Ib) imply the constraints

L Xij :S 1 ViE I, q E Q .
jEJq

(15)

Thus, if constraints (lb) are relaxed in a Lagrangian manner , the addition of
the constraints (15) can help to sharpen the relaxation. Dualising the semi
assignment constraints (Ib) with multipliers TJi while adding the redundant
constraints (15) gives the Lagrangian subproblem

L 2(TJ) == L TJi + min L L {gj(Xj) - L TJiXij} (16a)
iEI qEQ jEJq iEI

s.t .: L Xij :S 1 Vi E I , q E Q (16b)
jEJq

Xj E X j V j E J, (16c)

which decomposes into the IQI subproblems

V q =min L (gj(Xj) - L TJiXij)
jEJq iEI

s.t .: LXij:Sl ViEI
jEJq

Xj E x, V j E Jq

such that

L 2 (TJ) = L TJi + L vq .
iEI qEQ

(17a)

(17b)

(17c)

The subproblems (17) have the same structure as the original problem (1) if
a dummy agent with assignment costs of zero is added; they are, however,
usually much smaller than the original problem. Let {(xj )jEJq : h E Hq}
denote the set of solutions satisfying constraints (17b) and (l7c) . The La
grangian dual, which is the problem of maximising the piecewise linear and
concave function L 2 (TJ ), may then be rewritten as the linear program:

maxL2 (TJ ) = max L TJi + L V«

1) iEI qEQ

s.t.: vq + L(L xt)TJi:S L gj(xJ) v «E Q ,h E n. ,
iEI jEJq ses,
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Dualising this linear program with dual variables Jlqh gives:

min L L GqhJlqh
qEQ hEHq

s.t .: L Jlqh = 1 V q E Q
hEHq

L L (L X?j) Jlqh = 1 ViE f
qEQ hEHq jEJq

Jlqh ~ 0 Vq E Q, hE H q ,

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

(18d)

where G qh = LjEJ
q

gj(xj). The linear program (18) is the linear relaxation
of an equivalent reformulation of problem (1). This reformulation is obtained
if the nonnegativity constraints (18d) are replaced by Jlqh E {O, I} Vq, h. If
the xj are binary, f; = {i E I : LjEJ

q
xt = I} is a subset of activities

which can feasibly be assigned to the subset Jq of agents. The reformulated
problem than simply states, that the assignment problem is to select for each
subset Jq of agents exactly one subset of activities f; in such a way that
each activity is contained in one of the selected subsets and total costs are
minimised . The following two examples further illustrate the relaxation (18)
and the corresponding reformulation of the assignment problem.

Example 5. Adding constraints (15) to the GAP (2) for a given partitioning
{Jq : q E Q} of the agent set J and dualising the semi-assignment constraints
(2b) with multipliers 7]i gives the Lagrangian subproblem

£2(7]) = L 7]i + min L L L CijXij
iEI qEQ jEJq iEI

s.t .: L Xij ~ 1 ViE t, q E Q
jEJq

LdijXij ~ Sj Vj E Jq , q E Q
iEI

XijE{O ,I} ViEf,jEJ.

The Lagrangian subproblem decomposes into the IQI subproblems

IIq = min L L CijXij

iEI jEJq

s.t. : LXij~1 v i e t
jEJq

L dijXij ~ Sj V j E i,
iEI

XijE{O,I} ViEf,jEJq

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

(19d)



(20c)

(20b)
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such that L 2 (17 ) = L.iEI17i + L.qEQ IIq . Each of the above subproblems is
easily recognized as a GAP if a dummy task Oq with assignment costs CiOq =
oVi , resource requirements diOq = 1Vi , and capacity SOq = II I is added to
the subsets Jq of agents. If {(XJ)jEJq : h E H q } denotes the set of feasible
solutions of subproblem q, the Lagrangian dual problem max., L2 (17 ) can be
written as the linear program

max L 17i +L IIq

iEI qEQ

s.t .: IIq + L(L xt)17i ~ c.; Vq E Q, h E Hq ,

iEI jEJq

where Cqh = L.iEI L.jEJ
q

x7j ' Dualising this program with dual variables Jlqh

then gives the primal linear master problem

min L L CqhJlqh (20a)
qEQhEHq

s.t.: L Jlqh = 1 V q E Q
hEHq

L L (L X~j ) Jlqh = 1 ViE I
qEQ sen, jEJq

Jlqh ~ 0 Vq E Q, h E H q , (20d)

which is the linear relaxation of a set-partitioning reformulation of the GAP.
Columns of this reformulation correspond to subsets of tasks feasibly assign
able to subsets Jq of agents.

Example 6. In case of the CFLP (6) the situation is more difficult than for the
GAP (2). The aggregate capacity constraint (6d) must be dropped in order
to keep the Lagrangian subproblem decomposable, if the demand constraints
(6b) are relaxed and the constraints (15) are added. Doing this and dualising
constraints (6b) with multipliers 17i the Lagrangian subproblem is

where

L 2 (17 ) = L 17i + L IIq

i EI qEQ

IIq = min L L Cij Xij + L /jYj

iEI j E J q jEJq

(21a)

(21b)

Vi E Is.t .: L X ij ~ 1
jEJq

L diXij ~ SjYj Vj E i,
iEI

O~Xij~Yj ViEI,jEJq

YjE{O ,I} VjEJq .

(21c)

(21d)

(21e)

(21£)
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The above subproblem can be transformed to a CFLP by adding a dummy
depot Oq with capacity SOq = LiEf d; and costs fOq = CiOq = 0 'i i to the
subset Jq of depots. If {(yj, xj)jEJq) : h E Hq } denotes the vertex set of the
set of feasible solutions to subproblem q and Cqh is defined as

c.; = L L X~j + L JiyJ '
iEf jEJq jEJq

the Lagrangian dual problem and the primal linear master problem can be
written in the same way as in the case of the GAP. In this case, the linear
primal master problem is the linear relaxation of a program which restates the
CFLP as a pure integer program. Columns of this reformulation correspond
to feasible flows from subsets Jq of depots to the set I of customers.

Remark 2. In an analogous way, the relaxation (18) can be applied to the
BPP (3) and the FCTP (5). In case of the FCTP the resulting Lagrangian
subproblem (pricing subproblem) decomposes into smaller FCTPs if a dummy
sink is added to each of the IQI subproblems. In case of the BPP, however,
each of the IQI resulting subproblems is a "mixture" of a BPP and a multiple
knapsack problem where there is a profit for each item assigned and a fixed
cost of 1 for each knapsack (bin) used .

Remark 3. The discussed examples of assignment type problems include only
linear constraints; the requirements Xj E X j are capacity constraints of the
form LiEf dijXij :::; Sj . An alternative way of partitioning the problem is,
therefore, to decompose the set I of activities into disjoint subsets Ir , r E R,
adding the implied constraints LiEf

r
dijXij :::; Sj for each j E J and r E R,

and relaxing the capacity constraints in a Lagrangian manner. The resulting
Lagrangian subproblem decomposes again into smaller subproblems of the
same or a similar structure as the original problem. It is, however, not difficult
to show that this relaxation is usually not as strong as the relaxation (7)
or even as strong as the conventional Lagrangian relaxation of the semi
assignment constraints (1b).

An apparent question which arises, is how to partion the subset J into
subsets Jq • Some hints can be derived from the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Let 1] denote an optimal solution to maxlJ L 1 (1]), where the
Lagrangian function L 1 (1]) is defined in (10). Furthermore, let {xl: t E T}
denote the set of optimal solutions to the Lagrangean subproblem (10) with
1] = 1], that is

L1(Tf) = L1]i + L:(gj(xj) - L:1]iX~j) 'it E T.
iEf jEJ iEf

If LjEJqX~j < 1 holds for every q E Q and t E T then max., L 1 (1])
max, L 2 (1] )·
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Proo f. The linear relaxat ion of (7) and the corresponding dual program (8)
can be rewritten in aggregated form as

and

max L 1 (77) = min L g(xt)Qt
1/ tET

s.t .: L Qt= 1
tET

L L XLQt = 1 Vi E I
j EJ tET

Q t 2: 0 "It E T

(22)

maxL1 (77 ) = max{L77i + 1/: LL77iX~j + 1/::; g( x
t

) "It E T} , (23)
1/ iEI iE I jE J

respectively, where { xt : t E T} = X = Uj X j and g(x t ) = L j EJ g j (xl ) .

Analogously, if { x h : h E H} is the set of solutions x E X satisfying con
straints (15), the aggregated version of the linear program (18) reads :

maxL2 (77 ) = min L g (Xh )Ph
1/ hEH

s.t.: L Ph = 1
hE H (24)

L L xt Ph = 1 Vi E I
j EJ hEH

P h 2: 0 V hE H .

Let a and (ii, fj) denote an opt imal solut ion to (22) and (23) , respectively.
From complementary slackness it follows that

Th erefore, {xt : at > O} is a subset of the set T of optimal solut ions to
the Lagrangian subproblem (10) for optimal multipliers 77 = 17 (if (22) is not
degenerate then T = { x t : at > O}). Since LjEJ. xL ::; 1 for all t E T and

q E Q, the columns t E T are feasible for (24), th at is T ~ H . The solut ion
lit = at if t E T and lit = 0 if t E H \ T is, th erefore, a feasible solut ion
to (24) with objective function value LhEH lih Xh = LtET a txt = £ 1(fj) =
rnax., £1 (77)· Since generally L2 (77 ) 2: £ 1(77), the desired result follows.

T he above proposit ion states, that the inequalities (15) must cut -off at least
one opt imal solution of the Lagrangian subproblem (10) for given opti mal La
grangian multipli ers; ot herwise the relaxation (18) can not be stronger than
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the linear relaxation of the reformulation (7) . A plausible way of determining
the subsets Jq is, therefore, to first compute (approximate) optimal multipli
ers for the "conventional" relaxation (10) , and afterwards to construct the
subsets Jq in such a way that an optimal solution to the Lagrangian sub
problem violates at least one of the constraints (15). How this can be done
in detail depends on the specific problem on hand. Other problem-specific
topics concern algorithms for computing approximate optimal multipliers for
the Lagrangian relaxation (10), the implementation of Lagrangian heuris
tics, the use of Lagrangian probing methods to reduce problem size, the
algorithms used to solve the Lagrangian subproblems (10) and (16) , the col
umn generation method used for maximising the function £2 defined in (16),
and finally branching rules in case that the relaxation (18) is used within
a branch-and-price framework. In the following, we briefly sketch a possible
implementation of the described partitioning approach for solving the GAP
and an implemention for the CFLP proposed in Klose and Drexl (2001) .

4.1 Outline of a Partitioning Procedure for the GAP

In order to possibly sharpen the linear relaxation of the reformulation (11) of
the GAP (2) by means of the partitioning approach , it suffices to group the
agents j E J into pairs, that is to decompose the set J of agents into subsets
Jq, q E Q, such that 1 ::; IJql ::; 2Vq E Q and IJql = 2 for at least one q E Q.
For each j E J let Xj denote an optimal solution of the pricing subproblem
(12) for given optimal dual prices Tj of the semi-assignment constraints in the
linear relaxation of (11) . From proposition 1 it follows that

must hold for at least one set x = (Xj )jEJ of optimal solutions to the pricing
subproblems (12) and at least one pair Jq = {kq, jq} of agents . This suggests
to determine pairs Jq of agents by means of solving the matching problem

max LLWkjZkj

kEJ j EJ
j >k

s.t. : L Zkj + L Zjk ::; 1 Vj E J
kEJ kEJ
k<j k >j

Zkj E {a, I} V(k,j) E J x J, k < j,

(25)

where Wkj = 2::iEI Xik . Xij . The weight Wkj counts how many times the so
lution x violates a constraint Xij + Xik ::; 1 if agent j and k are matched. In
case of a duality gap, optimal solutions x = (Xj )jEJ of the pricing subprob
lems (12) for given optimal dual prices Tj are not unique. It might , therefore,
be useful to match agents j and k even if Wkj = °for a specific solution x ,

and a weightening function, as e.g. w k j = 2::iEI(2xijXik +Xij +Xik) might
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be more appropriate for the purposes of determining agent pair s. A possible
implementation of the part itioning approach for the GA P is then to perform
the following ste ps:

1. Apply "convent ional" Lagrangian relaxation of the semi-assignment con
st rai nts (2b). Comput e approximate optimal mult ipliers 'fj and a feasi
ble solut ion to the GAP by mean s of the multiplier adjustment method
(possibly followed by subgradient opt imisat ion) in conjunction wit h La
grangian heuristics (see Fisher et al. (1986), Guignard and Rosenwein
(1989) , Karabakal et al. (1992)) .

2. Apply Lagran gian probing techniques in order to fix binar y variables Xi j

to 0 and 1 without loss of opt imality (see Guignard et al. (1997)).
3. Decompose the set of agents into pair s by means of solving the matching

probl em (25).
4. Solve the linear primal master problem (20) by mean s of a stabilised col

umn generation method. During th e column generati on use Lagrangian
heurist ics afte r each call to the Lagrangian subproblem (pricing subprob
lem ) (19) in order to obtain (improved) feasibl e solut ions to the GAP.
Reapply Lagrangian probing if an improved feasible solution has been
found.

5. Let u" denote the computed optima l solution of the linear program (20)
and let x" , where Xij = L hEH

q
fl~hxt for j E Jq , denote the corre

sponding (fract ional) solut ion in terms of the orginal variables. Apply a
rounding pro cedure and/or solve the restricted integer master problem to
optimal ity in order to obtain an improved feasible solution to t he GAP.

6. In case that a duality gap remains, use branch-an d-price for computing
an optimal solution of the GAP. Possible br anching ru les are Xij = 0 vs.
Xij = 1 for some fract ional X ij , or L j EJ

q
Xi j = 0 vs. L j EJ

q
X ij = 1 for

some fractiona l L j EJ
q

X ij , or even a multi-bran ching which generates IQI
bra nches and forces L j E J

q
Xij to one on each of these bran ches.

4.2 Outline of a Partitioning Procedure for the CFLP

Klose and Drexl (2001) propose the following implementation of the parti
tioning approach for the CFLP :

1. Appl y Lagran gian relaxation of th e demand constraints (6b) in formu
lation (6) of the CFLP. Compute approximate opt imal multipliers by
means of subgradient optimisation and obtain a feasible solut ion to the
CFL P by mean s of Lagrangian heuri stics.

2. Use Lagrangian probing in order to reduce the problem size.
3. Consider the Lagran gian relaxation of constraints (6b) wit hout the ag

gregate capacity constraint (6d) added. Apply subgradient optimisation
to compute approximate opt imal multipliers 'fj and let (x, y ) denote the
solut ion of the corresponding Lagrangian subproblem.
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4. Try to find a partitioning {Jq : q E Q} of the depo t set J such that
L i EJ x ii> 1 for at least one i E I and q E Q. For this purpose apply
th e following steps:
(a) Set 0 = {j E J : Yi = I} and q = O.
(b) Choose i E I such that LiEO xii> 1. If th ere is no such i E I , go to

ste p (d ).
(c) Set q := q + 1, Jq = {j EO: x ii> O} , and 0 := 0 \ Jq • Go to st ep

(b).
(d) Assign each j E J with Yi = 0 to th e set Jq which minimises

minl EJq L iEllcii - cill·
5. Solve the primal linear master problem (20) by means of column gen

eration. After each call to the Lagrangian subproblem (pricing subprob
lem) (21) solve the transportation problem if the set of open depots has
enough capacity to meet total demand. Reapply Lagrangian probing if
an improved feasible solution to the CFLP has been found .

6. Let /l* denote th e computed optimal solution of the linear program (20)
and let (x* ,y*), where (yj , xii) = LhEH

q
/l~h(yJ ,x?i) for j E Jq , denote

th e corresponding (fractional) solution in terms of the orginal variables.
Round a fractional solution y* and solve th e resulting transportation
problem in order to possibly obtain an improved feasible solution to the
CFLP. Afterwards apply an interchange procedure to the best feasible
solut ion obtained so far ; however , do not allow th e pro cedure to open
(close) depots j if yj is small (large).

A br anch-and-price procedure has not been implemented. Possible branching
rules are, however , to branch on a single variable Yi if yj is fraction al , or to
impose the branching constraints L i ES Yi = 0 vs. L i ES vs 2: 1 if L i ES Yj
is fractional. In order to perform th e column generation , Klose and Drexl
(2001) use the analytic center cut t ing plane method (Goffin et al. (1992)) .
Th e above procedure has been tested on 75 test problems ranging in size from
100 potential depot sit es and 100 customers to 200 potential depot sites and
500 customers. The test probl ems differ in the ratio r = Li Si / Li d, of total
capacity to total demand. For each problem size and ratio r E {3, 5, 1O} five
problem instances have been generated according to a proposal of Cornuejols
et al. (1991). Furthermore, the bound obtained by means of th e partitioning
approach has been compared with Lagrangian bounds based on relaxing the
demand constraints and th e capacity constraints in model (6), respectively.
Th ese last two bounds were also compute by means of stabilised column gen
era tion pro cedures. Since th e partitioning approach usually only make sense
for relatively large probl em instance, we reproduce here th e results obtained
for th e largest test problems with 200 depot sites and 500 customers (Table
1). The results shown are averages over the five instances of each problem
type. In Table 1, LB % is th e percentage deviation of the lower bound from
opt imality; VB % is th e percentage deviation of th e computed feasible solu
t ion from an optimal one; Itc« and It A! denote th e number of Lagr angian
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Table!. Computational results

r IB% UB% It LR It M TLR TH TM Trsi
Partitioning approach

3 0.09 0.02 100 100 2514.2 9.6 154.8 2680.3
5 0.26 0.34 116 115 5657.0 7.1 217.9 5884.1

10 0.30 0.29 157 157 59076.4 3.5 1647.1 60727.9
"Conventional" relaxation of demand constraints

3 0.16 0.02 300 24 8.9 17.0 9.9 36.7
5 0.40 0.37 631 68 25.7 21.2 39.6 87.6

10 0.47 1.09 901 91 42.1 35.5 172.3 251.7
Relaxation of capacity constraints

3 0.15 0.00 290 290 1273.2 34.0 66.3 1373.5
5 0.33 0.04 267 267 11487.0 22.6 51.1 11560.9

10 0.29 0.02 190 190 9853.1 10.0 30.6 9893.9

subproblems and restricted linear master prob lems solved, respectively; TLR,

TH, and TM are the computation times spent on solving Lagrangian sub
problems, computing heuristic solutions, and solving master prob lems; TTot

is the total computation in seconds of CPU time on a Sun Ultra (300 MHz).

As can be seen from Table 1, the partitioning method produces strong
lower bounds on the optimal solution value. For a number of large test prob
lems this bound even improves the very strong bound based on relaxing the
capacity constraints (6c). The computational effort required to solve the re
laxation based on partitioning the depot set is, however, quite large; also the
observed variation in the times spent on computing this bound was substan
tia!. This is due to t he complexity of the subproblem which itself decomposes
into (smaller) CF LPs . A counterintuitive result is that the best lower bounds
computed by means of the partitioning approach have been obtained for the
test problems with smallest capacity tightness index r , although this relax
ation method does not make use of t he aggregate capacity constraint (6d) .
This indicates that the heuristic used for decomposing the depot set does not
work well for this type of test problems and should be improved for problems
with relatively loose capacity constraints. Nevertheless, due to the quality
of the lower bounds, the method has some potential to solve large problems
to optimality or at least very near to optimality. This is also shown by the
results of an experiment with three single very large prob lem instances with
1000 customers and 500 potential depot sites (see Table 2). Since no optimal
solution is known for these large instances, Table 2 only shows the percentage
deviation GAP % between the upper and lower bound computed by means
of the partitioning method.
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Table2. Results for 3 single large-scale test problems

T Gap% ItLR ItM TLR TH TM r-:
3 0.06 129 129 21769.8 168.7 768.7 22735.1
5 0.10 167 166 43286.1 66.4 1392.1 44754.3

10 0.40 234 233 59007.7 49.4 2927.3 61997.1

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed the application of a partitioning method to a
number of optimisation problems of the assignment type, and compared this
approach to the standard way of applying column generation to assignment
problems. It has been shown, that the conventional way of transforming as
signment type problems into problems of the set-partitioning type and solv
ing the linear relaxation of this reformulation is equivalent to a Lagrangian
relaxation of the semi-assignment constraints. This relaxation can be im
proved by imposing the constraints that no "activity" may be assigned more
than once to a given subset of agents . Applying Lagrangian relaxation of
the semi-assignment constraints while adding these implied constraints leads
to a Lagrangian (pricing) subproblem which decomposes into smaller opti
misation problems of the same type as the original optimisation problem.
A necessary condition for obtaining this wayan improved lower bound is,
that the added implied constraints are "Lagrangian cuts" (see proposition
1). Computational resu lts obtained with this approach for the CFLP indi
cate that the method is capable to solve large problem instances to optimality
or very near to optimality. The partitioning principle is generally applicable
to assignment problems which are decomposable if the semi-assignment con
straints are relaxed. However, the method has in any case to be fine-tuned to
the specific problem on hand. This raises a number of research questions con
cerning algorithmic design . Topics which have to be addressed are the design
of heuristics for suitably decomposing the "agent" set J , the implementation
of Lagrangian heuristics as well as primal heuristics using the information
of a fractional solution to the primal master problem, the design of effective
algorithms for solving the subproblems (which are of the same type as the
original problem), the implementation of Lagrangian probing techniques for
reducing the problem size, and finally the design of fine-tuned methods for
stabilising the column generation .
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Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of a singl e depot dis tribution/ col
lection system servicing a set of cust omers by mean s of a homogeneous fleet of
vehicles. Each customer requires t he simultaneous delivery and pick-up of products
to be ca rried out by the same vehicle within a given t ime window. Products to be
delivered are load ed at the depot and picked-up products are transported back to
the depot. The object ive is to minimize th e overall distance traveled by the vehicl es
while servi cing all t he customers. To the best of our knowledge no exact algorithms
have been introduced for this problem . We implement a Branch and Price approach
based on a set covering formulation for the master problem . A relaxation of the
elementary shortest pa th problem with time window s and capac ity constraints is
used as pri cing problem. Branch and Bound is applied to obtain integer solutions.
Known benchmark instances for the VR P with time windows have been properly
modified to be used for the experime ntal analysis.

Keywords: Vehicle routing; Pick-up and Delivery; Branch-and-Price.

1 Introduction

In the last year s the interest in reverse logistics received an increasing atten
tion from companies involved in goods distribution and subsequent collect ion
of used products for possible recycling. In a broadest sense reverse logistics is
involved with all the act ivit ies concern ing materials and product s reuse. The
high cost of refuse disposal along with th e pres ence of env ironmental laws
have forced firms to take care of th eir used product s, while t he challenge of
finding an efficient/effective way to manage a reverse distribution network
has become a cri t ica l issue for many distribution companies. In this paper
we are inte rested in the int egration of bi-directional flows in a single depot
network transportation: the forward flow of products st ar ting at a warehouse
(delivery phase) with the backward flow of used products/waste ending to
the warehouse (pick-up phase) .

Past research about single depot routing problems with pick-up and de
livery service has been mainly focused on two different types of problems :
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- Pick-up and Delivery Problems (PDP) . Products are picked up at some
location and delivered to another location. Possible time windows can
be added for each origin and destination. Two objective functions are
typically considered: the number of vehicles needed to satisfy the requests
and the total distance (or travel time) . The Dial-a-ride problem, where
persons have to be picked-up and transported to some destination, is a
particular case of PDP with time windows (PDPTW) . In this case the
objective function is usually a measure of the inconvenience created by
pick-ups or deliveries performed outside the desired time intervals.

- VRP with Backhauls (VRPB) . Each customer has either a pick-up or a
delivery demand to be satisfied. Products to be delivered are loaded at
the depot while picked up products are transported back to the depot.
A set of vehicle routes has to be designed so that all customers are ser
viced exactly once and no " pick-up customer" is visited before any other
" delivery customer" on the same route . The objective is the minimiza
tion of the number of vehicles or the total length of the routes . A typical
generalization of the problem takes time windows into account.

As far as exact algorithms are concerned, the first class of problems has
been mainly studied with the addition of time window constraints. Sol and
Savelsbergh (1995) have proposed an exact algorithm (Branch-and-Price)
to solve the PDP with time windows (PDPTW) and tested it on instances
with at most 50 customers. The branching strategies implemented by these
authors make their algorithm more efficient with respect to the first exact
algorithm proposed for the same problem by Dumas et al. (1991). Exact
solution methods for the second class of problems can be find in Gelinas
et al. (1995) and more recently in Mingozzi et al. (1999). A general survey
on exact and heuristic solution methods for time constrained routing and
scheduling problems can be found in Desrosiers et al. (1995).

In this paper we consider the problem dealing with a single depot dis
tribution/collection system servicing a set of customers by means of a ho
mogeneous fleet of vehicles . Each customer requires two types of service ,
a pick-up and a delivery. The critical feature of the problem is that both
activities have to be carried out simultaneously by the same vehicle (each
customer is visited exactly once) . Products to be delivered are loaded at the
depot and products picked-up are transported back to the depot. Moreover ,
each customer has to be visited within a given time window . The objective
is to find the set of routes servicing all the customers at the minimum cost.
This problem is a generalization of the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time
Windows (VRPTW) since each customer requires a double service, by simul
taneously delivering/picking up a given quantity of products. In the literature
the most successful exact approaches for VRPTW are based on the solution
of some relaxations of the shortest path problem. Desrochers et al. (1992) use
a column generation scheme, Raise (1992) presents a decomposition based on
variable splitting, while Kohl and Madsen (1997) develop an algorithm based
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on Lagrangian relaxation. In all these cases the resulting subproblem is a
shortest path problem with time windows and capacity constraints. More re
cently Kohl et al. (1999) propose for the VRPTW an effective strong valid
inequality, the 2-path cut, which is a generalization of TSP subtour elimina
tion constraints. The authors incorporate the cuts by adding extra rows to
the master problem of a Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition approach. The authors
are successful in solving to optimality previously unsolved problems.

From a practical point of view the VRPTW with simultaneous pick-up
and delivery perfectly models all real situations (distribution of soft drinks ,
laundry service for restaurants and hotels) where the customers are typically
visited only once, but for a double service. To the best of our knowledge no ex
act algorithms have been implemented for this problem, even if some sugges
tions can be found in Halse (1992), where the author proposes a mathematical
formulation and a heuristic solution method. We implement a Branch and
Price approach based on a set covering formulation of the master problem. A
relaxation of the elementary shortest path problem with time windows and
capacity constraints is used as pricing problem. Branch and Bound is applied
to obtain integer solutions. Different branching strategies and some variants
of a pricing algorithm are implemented in order to test their efficiency for
this problem. The Solomon's test problems for the VRPTW has been used
to generate modified benchmark instances for the experimental analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the problem is described
and the notation used is presented. In Section 3 a general mixed integer
model for the problem as well as the set covering formulation for the col
umn generation approach are presented. Section 4 is devoted to the pricing
algorithm: different variants of a basic procedure are described as well as
some re-optimization strategies. In Section 5 the Branch and Bound part of
the procedure is analyzed. Finally, in Section 6 computational results are de
scribed and commented, while in Section 7 conclusions and future research
are drawn.

2 Problem Description and Notation

Formally, the VRPTW with simultaneous pick-up and delivery is defined as
follows. We consider a fleet of K homogeneous vehicles with equal capacity Q
servicing a set N of customers, N = {I , 2, ..., n}, from/to a central depot (the
unique depot is split into two identical nodes, indexed by 0 and n + 1, where
the two indexes are used to emphasize the different role of the depot) . Each
customer i is characterized by his geographic location, his delivery and pick
up requests d, and Pi, respectively and by the time window [ai, b;] in which
he must be serviced. Since each customer must be visited exactly once, it
follows that 0 :s d;,Pi :s Q,Vi. A vehicle is allowed to reach a customer
before the opening of the time window and wait at no cost until the service is
possible. In any case the vehicle is not permitted to arrive after the end of the
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time window ("hard time windows"). The time window [aD, bo] == [an+l , bn+d
associated to the central depot corresponds to the temporal horizon of the
problem: it defines the availability of vehicles and/or drivers to the warehouse.

The problem belongs to the class of the one to many and many to one
problem, as each vehicle must leave and return to the same depot , without any
intermediate transhipment. A solution is a set of at most K routes starting
and ending at the depot such that all the customers are visited exactly once
and time and capacity constraints are satisfied. The objective is to minimize
the total distance traveled by all the vehicles .

Let us denote by G = (V, A) the complete graph induced by the customers,
where V = N U{ 0, n + I} is the set of nodes and A the set of arcs linking any
pair of nodes. Let Cij and tij , be the cost (the distance) and the duration (time
required to cover the distance) associated to each arc (i,j) E A , respectively.
Without loss of generality, we include the service time at customer i into
the duration of the arc (i,j). We assume that ai ,bi ,di,Pi,Q,Cij are non
negative integers, while tij are strictly positive integers. Finally, the triangular
inequality holds both for times and costs, i.e. Cik + Ckj ~ Cij and tik + tkj ~

tij ,Vi,k,j E V .
Let P be an elementary path in G, P = {O = io,i1, ... , ip, i p+ l = n + I},

starting at vertex 0 and ending at vertex n + 1. A feasible solution for our
problem is represented by a set of disjoint elementary paths originating in
o and ending in n + 1. These paths altogether have to visit every customer
exactly once , while satisfying the time windows and the capacity constraints.
Notice that in our assumptions picked-up products cannot be used to sat
isfy delivery requirements . Thus, for every customer in a path , the pick-up
demands already collected plus the quantities still to be delivered must not
exceed the vehicle capacity.

Thus, a path P is feasible if, for each s = 1, ... ,P, the following conditions
hold :

a < T < b15 _ l s _ lij

s P

I>ik + L a; :S Q,
k =! k =s+l

(1)

(2)

where Ti s = max{ais ,Ti s_ 1 + ti s_ l ,i s} indicates the time at which service is
started at node is.

3 Mathematical Formulation

As a generalization of the VRPTW (and thus also of the VRP), the VRPTW
with simultaneous pick-up and delivery is NP-hard. Moreover, it can be easily
shown that if the problem is a "net delivery" , i.e. Pi < d i Vi, then the optimal
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solution corresponds to the optimal solution of the VRP defined on the same
graph G where each customer does require only the delivery service. In fact,
if, for each customer, the delivery demand is higher than the corresponding
pick-up quantity, the quantity collected will always be lower than the room
made available by the corresponding delivery. Similar remarks hold for the
case of a "net pick-up" (Pi> di Vi) .

In this section we present two different mathematical formulations for the
VRPTW with simultaneous pick-up and delivery. The first one is a general
mixed integer formulation, while the second one is the set covering formula
tion which will be used in the proposed column generation approach.

A general mixed integer programming model

Let us define the following four types of variables. For each arc (i, j) where
i -j. j, i ::j:. n + 1, j ::j:. 0 and each vehicle k, we define:

xr = { 1 if the vehicle k travels directly from i to i ,
!J 0 otherwise;

D7 : the amount of the remaining deliveries carried by vehicle k when de
parting from customer i;

Fi
k : the amount of collected pick-up quantities carried by vehicle k when
departing from customer i;

Tt : the starting time of the service of the vehicle k at customer i.

A mixed integer programming formulation for the VRPTW with simul
taneous pick-up and delivery defined on the graph G(V, A) is as follows:

Min L L Cij xt
kEK (i ,j)EA

(3)

L L xt = 1 Vi E N
kEK jEV

L Xfp = L X;j Vp E N, Vk E K
iEV jEV

L X~j:::; 1 Vk E K
jEN

LXi~n+l = L X~j Vk E K
iEN jEN

D7 + Fi
k

:::; Q Vi E V, Vk E K

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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D~ = L Lxtdi VkE K (10)
iEN jEN

P~+l = L L XtPi VkE K (11)
iEN j EN

POk = 0 Vk E K (12)

x t (Pt +Pj - P j
k) = 0 Vi ,jEV, VkE K (13)

xt (Df - dj - Dj ) = 0 Vi, j E V,V k E K (14)

Xi~ (Ti
k + t ij - Tf) ::; 0 Vi ,j E V, Vk E K (15)

ai ::; t; ::; b, Vi E V, Vk E K (16)

D k > 0 Vi E V, Vk E K (17)
1-

p k > 0 Vi E V, Vk E K (18)
I -

xt E {0,1 } Vi, j E V, Vk E K (19)

T he objective function (3) min imizes the total cost of the routes. Con
st raint set (4) states t hat each customer must be serviced by exactly one
vehicle. Constraint set (5) guarantees that the vehicle entering and exiting
from each node is the same. Not ice that the const raint set :

2: 2: x t = 1
kEK iE V

j E N (20)

usually coupled with const raint set (4) in the assignment problem are redun
dant and thus excluded. The constraint sets (6) and (7) ensure that each
vehicle is used at most once. In particular , th e group of constraints (5), (6)
an d (7) are the so called flow constraints requiring that each vehicle leaves th e
depot (node 0) at most once, leaves a node P only if it has been visit ed and
returns to the depot (node n +1) at most once. The constraint set (8) ensures
that t he onboard load of a vehicle k , when departin g from a node i, has to
be always lower than t he vehicle capac ity. The constraint sets (10) and (12)
establish that each vehicle leaves the depot fully loaded with the products
to be distributed , while the pick-up load is null. Conversely, the const ra int
sets (9) an d (11) guarantee that when vehicles return bac k to the depot they
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have distributed all their deliveries and are fully loaded with the picked-up
quantities. The non linear sets of equations (13) and (14) establish that if arc
(i,j) is visited by vehicle k , then the quantity to be delivered by the vehicle
has to decrease by dj while the quantity picked-up has to increase by Pj . The
non linear constraint set (15) states that if vehicle k drives through arc (i ,j),
then the time at which the service will start at node i . will be greater than
or equal to the time at which service started at node i plus the time to travel
from i to i . i.e. Tl 2 T i

k + tij' Notice that this type of constraints allows
for waiting time at each node if the service time window is not open. The
constraint set (16) sets the time window for each customer i E N . Finally,
(17) and (18) are nonnegative conditions, while (19) are binary constraints.

By keeping the binary property of the variables Xi~' constraints (13) can
be linearized as follows:

Vi, j E V, Vk E K

Vi,j E V,Vk E K

(21)

(22)

Similarly for constraint set (14), while constraints (15) are linearized as:

(23)

where T is a constant value arbitrarily large and Q is the vehicle capacity.
Notice that such constraints generalize the subtour elimination constraints
proposed by Miller, Tucker and Zemlin (1960) for the TSP.

A set covering formulation

The presented general mixed integer formulation has the main disadvan
tage of finding poor lower bounds. For this reason we have considered the
following alternative set partitioning formulation :

Problem SP

minimize

subject to

x, 2 0, integer Vs E 5

where 5 is the set of all feasible paths in the graph G, <>is is a constant
with value 1 if route s visits customer i and 0 otherwise, while Cs is the cost
associated to route s E 5, computed as the sum of the costs Cij of the arcs
making part of the route. The decision variable X s , s E 5, is equal to 1 if
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path S E S is selected and 0 otherwise. We do not need to set variable X s as
binary since it will never has value greater than l.

Vehicle routing problems based on set partitioning formulations typically
contain a huge number of variables and thus are solved by means of column
generation techniques.

The original set partitioning problem is usually identified as Master Prob
lem (MP). The main idea is to solve a restricted formulation of the MP - the
Restricted Master Problem (RMP) - characterized by a smaller number of
variables to be more efficiently handled. Given the optimal solution of a RMP,
a Pricing Problem (PP) is solved to find out columns with negative reduced
costs candidate to enter the basis . If new columns are identified, they are
added to the RMP which is then re-optirnized, otherwise the current solution
is optimal also for the original problem.

In our case , this column generation approach can be seen as equivalent to
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition: the problem decomposes into a master problem
which selects the paths such that customers are serviced exactly once (it
is equivalent to constraint (4)) , while a subproblem generates new paths
using the optimal solution of the dual of the restricted master problem by
solving an elementary shortest path problem with time and simultaneous
pick-up/delivery conditions (constraints (5) ~ (23)) .

If the linear relaxation solution of the MP is not integer a branching
strategy can be applied to close the integrality gap. The combination of the
column generation approach with a branching scheme defines the so called
Branch and Price algorithm.

Although the discussion above has considered a set partitioning formu
lation, in our implementation the master problem has a set covering type
formulation . The latter has the advantage of a numerically more stable linear
programming relaxation:

minimize L «s.
sES

subject to L /'isXs 2: 1, Vi E N
sES

x, 2: 0, integer Vs E S

X d E [1, K], integer

x; 2: 0 integer

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)
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In this formulation columns correspond to routes and rows correspond to
the requirement that each customer is visited at least once ("l is can be any
integer and corresponds to the number of time route s visits customer i) .

As it will be thoroughly explained in Section 4, the fact that coefficients
"lis can be any integer larger than 1 facilitates the solution of the pricing
problem. Notice that , in this case , a node is visited more than once by the
same vehicle. The present formulation is less constrained with respect to the
0-1 set covering one, but its linear relaxation can be solved with much less
effort.

Triangular inequality on times and costs guarantees that the optimal so
lution to the set covering problem is also optimal to the set partitioning.

In our set covering formulation of the master problem we have added
two additional integer variables Xd and Xc' The variable Xd represents the
number of employed vehicles and we use it for branching. The variable Xc is
clearly the value of the objective function and is guaranteed to be integer at
the optimum if all Cij , V(i, j) E A are integer. Thus, a cut on this variable
can be added whenever a LP relaxation, throughout the branch and bound
tree, finds a fractional value of the objective function .

4 The Pricing Problem

Given the linear relaxation solution of the RMP, the pricing problem seeks
for some columns in the MP, if there are any , with negative reduced costs.
If no columns with negative reduced costs exist, the current solution of the
relaxed RMP is also optimal for the relaxed MP.

The pricing problem is formulated as follows.
Let (1T, Ad, Ac) be the optimal solution of the dual of the current RMP,

where 1T is the dual vector associated with covering constraints (25) and
Ad and Ac the dual variables associated to the constraints (26) and (27) ,
respectively.

From linear programming the reduced cost Cs for a path s is given by:

Cs = Cs - L 1T i"/ is - Ad - Accs ·

iEN

If any negative reduced costs exist, then we have identified columns to enter
the basis and the RMP is reoptimized; otherwise we have proved that the
current solution of the RMP is also optimal for the MP.

The cost of a path can be computed as the sum of the arcs it is made
of. Thus , given the path visiting p nodes (0 = io, i!, . . . , ip , ip+! = n + 1), its
cost will be equal to c, = L:~=o Ci r,i r + l ' Thus, Cs can be reformulated as :

p p p

Cs =L Ci r , i r + l - L 1Tir - Ad - AcL Ci r ,i r + 1
r =O r-ccI r =O
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from which
p

Cs = L [(1 - Ac )Ci r ,i r+l - 1[ir], when we set 1[0 := Ad ·
r=O

Then , if we define the marginal cost Cij of the arc (i,j) as:

Cij = (1 - Ac)Cij - 1[i ,

finding a path with negative reduced cost is equivalent to determine a path
with negative length in the graph G = (V,::4) derived from the original one
with modified costs Cij . On the other hand, proving the optimality of the
current solution of the RMP requires the determination of the shortest path.

Although we are interested to find elementary paths, it has been shown
(see Dror (1994)) that the elementary shortest path problem with resource
constraints (ESPR) is Np-hard in the strong sense and no efficient algorithms
are available to solve it .

The choice of a set covering formulation of the master problem which
allows the selection of routes (columns) in which a customer may be visited
more than once, permits to formulate the pricing problem as a Shortest Path
Problem with resource constraints (SPPR) without the elementary condition.

The finiteness of feasible paths is guaranteed by time windows and capac
ity constraints and the SPPR remains NP-hard due to possible negative costs
associated to the arcs; nevertheless, pseudo-polynomial algorithms based on
dynamic programming exist for the problem (see Desrosiers et al. (1995)).

To solve our SPPR we have implemented a permanent labeling algorithm,
by extending the procedure proposed by Desrochers and Soumis (1988b) for
the SPP with time windows to the case with simultaneous pick-up and de
livery demands.

Generally, a permanent labeling algorithm assigns tentative labels to
nodes at each step, designating one (or more) label as permanent at each
iteration. The algorithm selects a temporary label associated to a node i,
makes it permanent and scans arcs in A(i) (where A(i) is the set of arcs
emanating from node i) to generate new temporary labels of the adjacent
nodes. The algorithm terminates when it has designated as permanent all
the labels. The shortest path will be the one associated to the label of node
n + 1 with minimum cost.

To each node i in a path k is associated the following label :

(Ti
k

, ci. AL~, M L~),

where Ti
k is the time at which service is started at node i, ct , is the cost of

the path up to i , ALf is the sum of the pick-up loads collected up to node i in
cluded and M Lf is the minimum capacity required to service all the nodes up
to node i included. Obviously, for any path k the label (Tt, c~ , AL~ , M L~) ==
(0,0,0,0) . All the other labels are generated iteratively along the path as fol
lows:
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T/ := max {aj, Tt + tij}

CJ := Cf + Cij

ALj := AL~ + Pj

MLj:= max{ALj,ML~+dj } .

The new label in node i. j E N, is created only if feasible , i.e. if Tj :S bj and
MLj:S Q.

Definition 1 Given two labels (Ti
k, Cf, AL~ , M Ln and (Ti

h, Cf, AL?, M L?)
associated to the same node i, the label (Tik,Cf,AL~,ML7) is said to be
dorninant with respect to the label (Tih, Cf , AL?, M L?), if and only if (Tih 
Tn ~ 0 and (Cf - Cf) ~ 0 and (AL? - AL~) ~ 0 and (ML? - ML7) ~ O.
Similarly, path k is said to dominate path h at node i .

Definition 2 A label (Ti
k, Cf, AL7, M L7), is called efficient if it is not dom

inated by any other label (Tih, Cf, AL? , M L?). Similarly, we call efficient the
path k at node i if the corresponding label is efficient.

The reported dominance relation is not a total ordering. This implies that
more than one efficient paths, corresponding to non dominated labels, can be
assigned to the same node.

The criteria used , at each iteration, to create new labels and to select
temporary labels to be made permanent is critical to algorithm efficiency. The
SPPR creates labels only if feasible and efficient . Moreover, the algorithm
deletes temporary labels dominated by the newly created ones ; finally , it
selects and makes labels permanent according to a qualification condition
such that a new label will never dominate a label which has been previously
treated.

An algorithm for the SPPR may select and make permanent the label
with smallest time. Since arc times are strictly positive, new generated labels
cannot dominate the permanent ones.

In order to efficiently manage labels selection we have used buckets simi
larly to what has been done in Desrochers and Soumis (1988b). Buckets are
time intervals which partition the time axis . The size of a bucket is set equal
to the smallest arc duration, i.e.

h := min {tij}, V(i,j) E A ;

the p-th bucket will contain all the labels , possibly associated to different
nodes , whose field T is included in the interval [ph, (p + l)h[. The number
of activated buckets depends on depot time window size lao,bo], while the
number of labels for each bucket is a function of the number of nodes and of
the number of labels generated in each node .
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In the label selection step we scan the buckets in time increasing order
until we identify the first nonempty bucket. One by one we delete the labels
into the selected bucket by making them permanent and scanning their ad
jacent nodes to generate new labels belonging to higher numbering buckets.
A new label at node j is created only if the time and capacity constraints are
satisfied: r, ~ bj and M t., ~ Q. The new generated labels will be compared
with the other temporary labels to test possible dominance and to eliminate
dominated labels .

In the following we briefly describe the basic version of the implemented
SPPR Algorithm.

SPPR Algorithm
1 begin
IIDetermination of buckets size II
2 dim.bck := min {tij} V(i, j) E A
IIDetermination of number of buckets II
3 num.bck := int( di~'SCk)
4 Create and initialize necessary buckets indexed from 0 to num.bck - 1
II Setting of the initial label/ I
5 Set To := 0, Go := 0, ALo := 0, M Lo := 0 and assign it to bucket 0
6 for p = 0 to tium.bck - 1 scan the buckets with temporary labels
7 while bckp is not empty
8 Cancel label (Ti ,Ci, ALi , M Li) from the bucket
9 Save current label as permanent
10 for each successor j of node i
II Determination of the fields of the new labellI
11 Tj := max {Tj ,aj}
12 ALj := ALi + Pj
13 MLj := max {ALj , M t., + dj }
IITest on time and capacity constraints feasibility II
14 ifTj ~ bj AND ML j <Q
15 Gj := C; + Cij
16 Create the label t., := cr; c., AL j , M L j )

17 Determine the bucket into which the label has to be inserted
II Apply dominance test on the existing labels II
18 if label L j is not dominated by permanent labels
19 Insert L, into the appropriate bucket
20 Eliminate temporary labels dominated by L j

21 end II if label is not dominatedII
22 end Ilif TJ ~ bj AND M t., ~ QII
23 end Ilfor each successor jlI
24 end Ilwhile the bucket bckp is not emptyII
25 next p
26 end I lend algorithm/ I
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4.1 Pricing Strategies

As already stated, the pricing problem consists either in finding columns with
negative reduced costs , if the are any, or in proving that no such columns
exist . Notice that any column with negative reduced cost is a candidate to
enter the basis of the current RMP for re-optimization. Thus, as soon as one
candidate column is available, we do not need to find the shortest path and
the algorithm can be stopped earlier.

For the generation of columns we have applied a 2-100p elimination strat
egy which was first introduced by Houck et al. (1980) . Such strategy returns
paths which do not contain cycles of the type i - j - i . Notice that , in this
case, the basic version of the SPPR algorithm becomes more complex requir
ing labels with additional fields.

We have implemented three different pricing strategies. The basic strategy
executes the SPPR algorithm giving as output all the paths with negative
length. If the number of generated paths is larger than a fixed threshold the
algorithm is stopped earlier.

The remaining two strategies are re-optimization procedures. The basic
idea of these re-optimizations relies on the fact that to solve the VRPTW with
simultaneous pick-up and delivery we need for disjoint paths in which each
customer is visited by exactly one vehicle . A similar procedure was proposed
by Desrochers and Soumis (1988a) for the shortest path problem with time
windows.

There are different ways to get paths which do not intersect. The first
re-optimization procedure works as follows. Once found a path with negative
cost , its nodes are deleted from the graph and the procedure is iterated until
either the graph is empty or no negative path exists. The stored disjoint paths
represent the set of columns passed to the RMP.

The second re-optimization, first finds all the negative paths, then stores
a subset of disjoint ones and finally eliminates their nodes from the graph.
The procedure is iterated analogously to the first one .

5 The Branching Strategy

The column generation scheme usually terminates without finding an integer
solution for the Set Covering problem. In this case, if the total distance
traveled by the vehicles is equal to a fractional value c, we impose the following
cut: Xc 2: [c] . The dual variable >'c of the added constraint is correctly
transferred to the pricing problem.

When, however the optimal solution of the relaxed problem is integer and
it does not contain paths with cycle (this is always the case if the costs satisfy
the triangle inequality) this is also the optimal solution for the VRPTW with
simultaneous pick-up and delivery.

In all the other cases the integrality gap is closed by Branch and Bound.
The use of effective branching strategies is a critical aspect of a Branch and
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Price scheme: the new constraints, introduced with the branching strategies,
must be compatible with the pricing problem, which in our case must remain
a SPPR.

We have implemented two types of branching rules which do not modify
the pricing problem. The first class takes into account the variable repre
senting the number of vehicles as possible branching variable. In the optimal
solution this variable must be integer. In the set covering formulation of the
problem we have indicated this variable as X d . If the optimal solution con
tains a fractional number v, of vehicles two branches will be created: in the
first one we will set X d ::; lvJ in the second one X d 2: rv1. In both cases the
dual variable Ad associated to the new constraint is correctly added to the
pricing problem, as shown in Section 3.

In order to always be able to restore problem feasibility we have added two
dummy variables in the set covering formulation. A high cost is associated to
such variables so that, after being used to restore feasibility, they leave the
basis.

Notice that, in this class of strategies, we do not take into account the
direct branching on variables X; representing the route . In fact , while we
can easily set a fractional variable X; to 1 (all the arcs incident to the nodes
belonging to the path are removed) it is difficult to set the same variable to
o.

The second class of branching strategies takes into account the arcs of the
graph and applies all the times variables Xc and Xd are integer, but some
variables X s are still fractional. We first select a path which contains cycles .
If such path exists we identify the first node visited more than once and we
branch on the first arc incident on it. If no routes contain cycles , we look
for a node shared by two routes either entering the node from two different
predecessors or leaving the node directed to two distinct successors. For such
a node we are able to select an arc belonging to only one of the two routes
and branch on it .

Branching on an arc (i, j) means to set this arc respectively to 1 and to O.
In the first case , the arcs (i , k) E A, k =1= j and (1,j) E A, l =1= i are eliminated
from the graph and all the routes using theses arcs are eliminated from the
subproblem. When an arc is set to 0, we remove it from the graph and all
the routes using the arc are eliminated from the subproblem.

6 The Computational Results

In this section we present and discuss the computational results. The main
objective of these experiments is to test the efficiency of the different proposed
strategies.

The Branch and Price algorithm has been implemented in Visual C++
using ABACUS, a specialized software framework for developing Branch and
Price and Branch and Cut algorithms. The experiments have been conducted
on a PC Pentium III with 800 MHz.
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Since the VRP TW wit h simult aneous pick-up and delivery has never been
solved before, no instances are available in the literatu re to be used for test
ing . For this reason we decided to test our Branch and P rice algorithm on
Solomon's instances for th e VRPTW by modifying them in order to take
into accoun t the presence of simult aneous quanti ties of pick-up and deliver y.
In particular , the quan ti ties given in the origin al Solomon 's instances have
been assumed to be the delivery demands di , i = 1, ... , n. Th en , the pick-up
demands Pi, i = 1, 00 ' n have been generated as follows:

._ { L(l - a)dd if i is even;
Pi·- L(1 + a)dd if i is odd;

where a :::: a :::: 1. Moreover , the vehicle capacity has been set equal to half
of its origin al value.

The exp eriments have shown that the optimal solut ions are not affected
by the presence of the pick-up demands, unless we reduce the capacity of
the vehicles. This is especially true when the number of customers taken into
account is sma ll.

Th e Bran ch and Price algorit hm has been tested on the sets of Solomon
problems in which customers are located in clust ers (C problems) or ra ndomly
(R problems) and on problems based on a mixed st ructure of random and
clustered customers (RC problems). For all th ese sets we have taken into
account the first 20 customers. Euclidean dist ances among customers have
been approximated to the first decimal digit . Th en , we have added a sca lar
equal to 0.1 to all arcs costs Cij to ensure that t he triangular inequality on
costs was satisfied (t his value has been subsequently subtracted from the
solut ions obtained) . The initial fractional values have been mult iplied by 10
to get integer numbers.

Testing the algorithm has shown th e importan ce of dominance test in
drastically reducing th e number of generated labels and thus th e computa
tional time.

Th e two proposed re-optimization strategies t urned out to be unefficient ,
always requiring high computationa l time. A possible reason is due to the
fact th at, if t he first columns generated by th e pricing algorit hm are of poor
quality, then this will preve nt the determination of more promising routes
passing through the eliminated nodes . It could be interesting, in future, to
relax thi s idea of re-optimization by allowing a partial overlapping of the
routes returned by th e pricing algorithm.

We have tested different versions of t he algorithm. The SPPR has been
solved with and with out 2-loop elimination and wit h different thresholds on
the number of columns ret urned by th e pr icing algorithm to t he RMP.

In pa rticular, we have reported the resu lts found when 2-loop eliminat ion
is applied and the th reshold is set to 100 (version 1) and 200 (version 2),
respect ively. See Table 1 and Table 2. In both cases the branch and bound
uses a depth first strategy of backtracking.
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Table 1. Computational results for Q = 0.2

CPU Iee c . ) No . Pricing Col um n s P ricing {s ec .} nSub Tree le ve l
P r o b le m Cos t Veh icle s 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
clO I 2737 4 2 .35 2 .06 290 279 6665 5932 1.4 1. 21 57 61 17 19
c1 02 2719 4 55 .96 44 .98 2406 18 44 10 4 82 5 104164 45 .0 3 35. 69 456 396 31 27
d03 2695 4 129 .77 123 .11 2087 1937 85844 11322 7 121.11 113.72 4 18 4 1 1 29 29
c104 2695 4 390.40 337 .6 7 4 4 68 43 32 214493 301 725 370 .08 3 1 4 .3 9 787 829 35 37
dOS 2 73 7 4 2. 2 8 2.46 266 263 61 39 7 4 8 7 1.44 1.5 53 49 21 18
clO6 2 73 7 4 1.98 0.97 253 9 4 53 9 4 2583 .1.24 0 .67 51 20 20 11
cI07 2737 4 7 0 .3 8 4 .11 9098 438 195454 1 19 3 5 4 2 .6 1 2 .74 1680 87 40 24
clOB 2 7 3 0 4 12.76 10 ,98 902 762 2766 7 28455 9 .4 2 8 .11 177 16 4 24 28
e i os 2713 4 5 7 .28 85 .69 1709 4 556 72871 203182 49 .95 66 .33 320 1054 3 5 42
-roi 5103 7 0 .0 3 0 .03 4 4 113 113 0 .0 1 0 .02 1 1 1 1
rlO2 4340 6 0 .14 0 .12 2 1 11 455 552 0.1 0 .0 5 3 3 2 2
rID3 3 7 0 5 5 3 .16 3 .5 9 125 211 5 6 0 8 10 8 5 2 2 .72 2 .92 2 3 38 14 11
rlQ4 3454 3 1 7 .08 43 .22 228 642 12998 5 51 46 16 .0 9 3 9 .2 3 31 82 12 21
rl OS 4317 5 0 .05 0 .06 7 9 215 270 0 .02 0 .04 1 1 1 1
r l 0 6 3838 4 0 . 74 0 .47 4 8 3 7 2095 1755 0 .61 0 .36 8 6 5 4
rI 0 7 3 49 1 4 0.42 0.26 23 12 1884 1533 0 .37 0 .16 1 1 1 1
rI OB 3199 3 0 .37 0 .51 15 17 12 2 9 2069 0 .34 0 .4 3 1 1 1 1
r l09 3724 4 0 .08 0 .09 8 7 359 4 73 0 .05 0 .06 1 1 1 1
r110 3608 4 1 .59 1.35 34 35 18 2 1 2 411 1. 42 1. 18 4 4 3 3
r ll 1 3530 4 0.21 0 .2 4 14 13 939 11 30 0 .16 0 .19 1 1 1 1
rIt2 3234 3 10 .64 12 .29 13 4 126 7859 11710 10 .0 8 1 1. 4 3 13 16 7 9
relO I 44 16 5 0 .19 0 .17 24 19 599 634 0 .1 0.09 4 4 3 3
rc102 4 310 5 0 .6 4 0.66 26 22 11 3 2 11 25 0.53 0 .59 3 3 2 2
TelO3 42 8 5 5 2.45 1.68 69 5 5 3320 2894 2 .21 1.47 17 13 8 7
rc1 04 4 2 27 5 2 .8 7 1.29 49 2 5 2870 1723 26 7 1. 17 5 3 3 2
TelOS 4325 5 0 .7 3 0 .6 35 2 6 1631 13 49 0 .6 1 0 .49 4 4 3 3
Te l D6 42 74 5 0 .63 0.55 29 22 14 6 9 1488 0.49 0.44 4 4 3 3
r el D7 4 195 5 1.79 2 .17 5 0 53 2308 3845 1.62 1. 91 8 8 5 5
Tel OS 4170 5 3.76 4 .2 65 54 3298 3587 3 .53 3 .96 11 11 7 7
ave r age 26.58 23 .64 77 5.41 548 .45 26605 .3 1 30460 .31 2 3 .6 6 21 .0 5 142 .8 6 112.62 11.55 11. 1 4

We have also teste d the efficiency of a possible reuse of t he generate d
columns. However , in a first group of computational results we have noticed
that the number of columns actually reused was very small and thus we have
decided to abandon the strategy.

Tab les 1 and 2 report the det ails on the computat ional result s for a value
of the parameter 0: equal to 0.2 and 0.8, respectively.

In each tab le the first column refers to t he problem solved , the second
and third give the tot al cost of the routes and the number of vehicles used,
respectively. T he columns from fourth to ninth are divided into two parts
according to the two implemented version s identi fied by numb ers 1 and 2.
Column CPU gives t he CPU times expressed in seconds and include I/O
operations and all the overhead s. T he columns nam ed " No. Pricing" and
" Columns" give the number of times pricing algor it hm is called and the
numb er of columns generated, respectively. T he last three columns report
t he CPU time required by the pricing algorithm (Pricing) , the number of
nodes of the bran ch and bound t ree which have been explored (nSub) and
the length - as numb er of levels - of t he generated tree (Tree level).

By compa ring the results reported in the two tabl es it seems that , on
average, t he following observat ions can be drawn :

1. the number of generated columns always increases when passing from
version 1 to version 2;

2. the number of generated subproblems in the bran ch and bound tree de
creases in moving from 0: = 0.2 to Q = 0.8 and from version 1 to version
2;
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Table 2. Computation al results for a = 0.8

CPU ( sec.) No . Pr ici ng Col u m n s Pri c i n g {ee c.} n Su b T ree le vel
P ro b le m Cost V e h icles 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 J 2 1 2
cl Ot 2862 5 3 .8 5 1.91 405 194 7826 4743 2.73 1. 3 4 61 30 23 13
c1 0 2 2800 4 3 .24 2.87 7 0 56 4 4 0 3 5724 2.99 2 .61 9 7 6 5
d 0 3 2745 4 1 1.98 8.48 2 4 3 J44 12 0 5 7 1 21 4 9 10.84 7 .8 40 22 13 9
cl O4 2743 4 8 7 .4 5 188.49 77 8 663 39 8 8 6 50434 83.98 18 4 .6 125 J20 2 1 2 1
c1 0 S 2862 5 5 .2 4 1.06 55 6 79 11 8 0 9 2 8 0 8 3.51 0 . 75 100 11 26 6
clO6 2862 5 3 .9 7 0.62 42 2 55 8559 17 8 8 2.86 0 .4 73 9 20 6
cI O? 2798 <] 0 .2 6 0 ,2 6 2 1 1 9 841 1 1 4 7 0 .17 0 .1 4 1 J 1 1
clO8 2j98 4 2 .2 7 3 . 72 115 245 54 7 1 1003 3 1 .76 2 .72 2 0 49 13 14
e i os 27 9 8 4 1 3 .9 6 13 .0 7 47 9 456 18 9 6 9 2 4787 12 .1 4 11 .21 87 90 26 25
rlO I 51 03 7 0 .04 0 .04 4 4 119 11 9 0 0 .0 1 1 1 1 1
rl Q2 4 340 6 0 .14 0 .15 11 19 439 595 0 .05 0 .0 8 3 3 2 2
rlG3 3 762 5 0 .5 0.8 7 25 35 11 5 4 2349 0.4 0 .67 4 6 3 4
r l O4 3518 4 53 .5 39 .27 29 4 17 7 17 2 9 8 15 8 94 5 1.87 38 .0 5 4 3 29 15 13
rIDS 4317 5 0 .1 006 8 8 206 2 7 1 0.03 0 .03 1 1 1 1
- i os 3883 4 0 .7 1 0.71 4 6 40 18 14 2549 0.57 0 .56 7 7 5 5
d07 3555 4 0 .2 8 0.26 16 13 985 11 3 2 0.2 0 .21 1 1 1 1
rlDB 3474 3 95 , ] 6 66.77 3 9 8 324 20470 2 675 1 93.18 6 4 .99 68 55 20 15
r l Og 3724 4 0 .11 0.08 9 6 466 4 62 0.07 0 .05 1 1 I 1
r ll O 36 7 7 4 2 .6 9 2 .5 3 7 30 19 3 4 2 030 2 .4 5 2 .33 4 4 3 3
r I ll 3533 4 0 .2 0.19 10 9 7 42 1017 0.16 0 .1 5 1 1 1 1
r 11 2 3479 4 16 .67 15.29 3 14 280 14 5 0 9 1732 9 15.3 1 4 .08 60 58 17 16
rclDI 4601 5 0 .0 7 0.06 9 6 3 4 2 294 0.04 0 .03 1 1 1 I
rc102 4317 5 0. 16 0.14 9 9 5 68 652 0.08 0 .09 1 1 1 1
r c 1 0 3 4292 5 0 .2 5 0.2 12 10 8 75 805 0.15 0 . 16 1 1 1 1
rcl04 4234 5 0 .2 2 0.24 10 9 637 976 0.17 0. 21 1 1 1 1
rcl05 4493 5 0 . 15 0 .1 5 1 1 12 54 6 7 8 4 0 .0 8 0 . 11 1 1 1 1
r c l 0 6 4 42 7 5 0 . 18 0 . 15 10 1J 4 41 8 29 0 .08 0 . 1 1 1 1 1
r eI 07 4 253 5 0 .27 0 .2 7 10 9 7 46 766 0 .16 0 .2 1 1 1 1 1
rcl08 4 180 5 1.03 0 .93 16 15 982 1477 0 .9 2 0 .86 3 3 2 2
e vera g e 10 .51 12 .03 149 .9 3 10 1. 28 6 03 7 .72 65 75 .66 9 .89 11 .5 4 2 4 .8 3 17 .79 7 .86 5 .93

3. on average version 1 solves much more LPs, however the CP U t ime for
the two versions has the same order of magnitude;

4. the instan ces with a = 0.2 are much more difficult of those generated
with a = 0.8 probably due to a less const raining capacity (not e that for
a = 0 the instances redu ce to VRPT W).

7 Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper we present a Branch and Price approach to solve a generaliza
tion of the VRP T W taking into account simultaneous pick-up and delivery
demands for each customer. We have implemented different branchin g and
pricing st rategies testing their efficiency. Computationa l st udy has been con
ducted on instan ces obtained by mod ifying Solomon benchmark prob lems for
the VRPTW . In particular we have compared two different vers ions of the
pricing algorithm fixing the maximum number of routes returned to 100 and
200. It is interesting to notice that for any value of the parameter a the CP U
time required by the two versions is independent by the number of subprob 
lems. This is mainl y due to the fact that the fraction of t ime spent in solving
the relaxation is on average negligible .

As future research , some interesting impl ementation issues are:

1. to find some heuristi cs which eliminate cycles in the columns generated
by the pricing algorithm and possibly ret urn better pat hs to the RMP;

2. about pri cing strategies, to int roduce a different re-optimization proce
dure which better exploits the solut ion found at each iteration and t ries
to reduce t he comput at ional burden of the successive iterations;
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3. about bra nching strategies, to consider the introdu ct ion of branching
st rategies on t ime windows and possibly the extension of 2-pat h cuts
proposed in Kohl et al. (1999) for VRP T W to our problem.
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The Application of a Vehicle Routing Model to
a Waste Collection Problem: Two Case Studies
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Abstract. In this paper we prop ose a unique mod el for the est imation of the
opera t ional costs of each of three wast e collection systems. In th e traditional system,
widely used , t he waste is typi cally collected in plas t ic bags and a three men crew
is needed on each vehicle. Two other systems, which require one man crew per
vehicle and collect street containers , are considered. The side-loader system with
fixed body automatically empties the street containers into th e vehicle bod y and
empt ies th e body at th e disp osal site. T he side-loader system with demountable
body allows t he separ ation of the wast e collect ion ph ase from th e transportation
to the disposal site, since the vehicle body can be demounted . We also present two
case st udies and show how the esti mation of the operat iona l costs is a critic al issue
in decision making relat ed to th e typ e of system to adop t for th e waste collectio n.

Keywords: decision support systems, vehicle routing , heuristics

1 Introduction

Public administrat ions have, during the last decad es, devoted an increasing
level of attent ion to the waste disposal problem , because of the impact on
the public opinion's concern about th e environment . The quan ti ty and the
different types of waste produced in t he industrialized society are such that
landfill s cannot suffice any more to control the problem. One of the easiest
ways to dispose of waste is to burn it . Burning waste allows at the same
t ime to get rid of it , to produce energy and avoid toxic infiltrat ion in the
soil. On the other hand , it also generates among the cit izens a big concern
about the fumes. As a consequence, incinerators are placed as far as possible
from inhabi ted cente rs and serve as many citi es as possible. Recycling seems
to be the most friendl y way to dispose of waste: glass, pap er , aluminium,
green and humid can be successfully recycled in different forms. Recycling
requires much effort in separat ion of waste, bu t a good level of separation
reflects indirectl y also up on the efficiency of the incinerators - for instan ce,
separation allows to divert iner t materials to lan dfill and humid waste to
plants which produce compost .

In general, the community has to pay a cost for every to n of waste pro
duced. The disposal cost per ton is affected by the "quality" of the waste:
an incinerator will ask a higher cost if the waste contains inert materials or
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hum id waste, recycling plants will also price the wast e upon its quality. Good
quality of waste can be attained by separation . The best rule for separation
is: never mix the different types of waste - which implies a change of men
tality and habits for the citizens and an increment of collection cost s for the
community. Let us note that recycling plan ts, as well as incinerators, may
be quite far away from th e collect ion area and the transpo rtation cost s are
t hemselves a relevant ent ry in the economic evaluation of the waste disposal
system.

In conclusion, the disposal of waste involves many socia l and economic
factors. An economic evalua tion of a disposal system must take into account
three main cost ent ries: collect ion, transportation and disposal.

According to what we pointed out above, choosing between differenti
ated and undifferentiated collection is quite a critical decision. In general,
differentiated collection increas es collection costs but leads to a decreasing
of the disposal costs. The specific system adopted to run the service affects
collect ion and transportation costs .

A first system - say traditional - was typical in earlier times and is st ill
in use in most of the cases nowadays: a truck with a three men crew dri ves
from one house to another and two men empty th e dus t bins or throw the
dust bags into th e rear of the truck. This system has two main shortcomings:
it requires a high number of men to do the collect ion and , in the case citi
zens periodically put garbage bags on the st reet, imposes to fix a collection
sched ule for th e same neighborhood . Some municipalities imposed the use of
special dustbins instead of bags and reduced the crew to the single drive r
who at each dustbin gets off the t ruck, moves the dustb in close to the rear
end of t he truck and operates on a semi automatic system which empties the
dustbin. The personnel is reduced but th e time spent on the same dustbin is
substant ially increased .

The second system, which we call side- loader syst em, requires the cit izens
to throw t he garbage into big st reet containers and is operated by a t ruck
which sto ps beside a container and , by means of a semi aut omatic system
cont rolled by the driver from the inside, lifts and empt ies the contai ner into
the t ruck body. This system requires the least number of opera tors, collects
more quantity in any single operation with respect to the tradit ional system,
is faster and does not impose to partition the collect ion area in neighborhoods.

The third system, which we call side-loader system with demountable body
- operates in a quite similar way to the second one, but the trucks can unload
a full body and load an empty one. The ad vantage is th at th e collection phase
can be separated from the tr ansportation phase. Specialized (and expensive)
trucks can be entirely devoted to th e collection while tr ansportation is run
by common trucks. This system has a smaller capacity of the body and a
higher cost with respect to the system with fixed body.

When decision makers have to choose among different systems they have
to take into accoun t many vari ables. Among these variables, the cost plays
a very relevant role. Thus , in particular, they have to estimate both the
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investment and th e operational costs. While standard and simple meth ods
are well known for the investment costs, the estimation of the operational
costs is much more difficult. Thus, a too l for the est imat ion of the operational
costs would be of great help.

In this paper we propose a unique model for the estimati on of the opera
tional costs of each of the three different collection systems mentioned above.
Moreover, we discuss th e applicat ion of the model to two rea l case problems.

The pap er is organized as follows. In th e rest of this sectio n we present
the literature on waste collection problems. Firs t we give a description of the
waste collect ion problem we deal in this paper. Then we recall the features
of th e model presented in Angelelli and Speranza (2001) and describe how it
can be used to model each of the different collect ion problems generated by
the three different collection systems. Afterwards a sketch of the algorithm
adopted to solve the model is given. In the last two sections we present two
case studies worked out in th e fram ework of the LIFE project SELECTIVE
supported by th e European Union. The case studies concern the moun tain
region of Val Trompi a (Brescia - It aly) and th e urban area of the municipalit y
of Antwer p (Belgium) . Finally, we draw the conclusions .

1.1 Literature on Waste Management

A number of works on waste management are available in th e literature.
Some attack the operational costs , such as th e pap er by Belt rami and Bodin
(1974) where the routing costs are minimized. Others take into account multi
criteria object ives or discuss the utilizati on of decision-aid tools for more
genera l waste management problems where economic and social aspects are
involved. Bloemhof-Ruwaard et al. (1996) formulate a variant of the two level
capacitated locati on problem to minimize fixed and variable cost s where the
location of capacitated waste disposal plan ts and the flow of waste are stud
ied. In Eisenste in and lyer (1997) a case study of wast e collection in Chicago
is st udied, where the block st ructure of wards simplifies the rout ing part of
the problem, and a Markov decision model is present ed to schedule th e visits
of trucks to the dumpsite in such a way that th e capacity utilization is in
creased. The case where intermediate facilities are used for temporary deposit
of waste before t ransshipment to final destination is studied by Rahman and
Kuby (1995), where the tr ade-off between the reduction of costs and pub
lic opposit ion to such facilities is examined . Chang et al. (1997) formulate a
multi-obj ective model for the minimization of the total collect ion distance,
the additional collect ion costs and th e total collect ion time, and show how a
geographic information system (GIS) can help th e management in analyzing
different scenarios before taking decisions. Finally, Hokkanen and Salm inen
(1997) report on utili zati on of ELECTRE III - a multicriteria decision-aid
tool - for the management of solid waste in presence of economic, environ
mental and political objectives.
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2 Description of t he Wast e C ollection P roble m

Differenti at ed waste collect ion present s some features which a man ager must
cope with independently of the system adopted to run the service. In th e
typical case a fixed number of vehicles are available to run the collect ion
which is planned on a weekly basi s. A number of collection points , spread
over the collect ion area, are given and every point must be served with a
given frequency. This means t hat if th e frequency for a collect ion point is
twice a week, the man ager can choose to serve the point either on Monday
Thursday or on Tuesday-Friday or on Wednesday-Saturday and in this case
{(M-Th.), (Tu-F), (W-S)} is a list of so called feasible visiting schedules
for th e poin t. Wh ile the service at each collection point must be frequent
enough to preve nt any space or hygienic inconvenience to th e citizens, it
seems sensible to say that a very frequent service would increase th e rout ing
costs with no relevant advantage for the cit izens.

Every day all or part of the available vehicles exit from th e depot and start
a collect ion route (dedicated to a specific type of waste). When the body is
full a vehicle moves to some change over point (COP) which according to
the particular system adopted can be a landfill , a disposal plant or just a
"warehouse" where it deposits the body, loads an empty one and eit her starts
a new collect ion rou te (possibly with another type of waste) or goes back to
the depot if the shift is over. In the case of th e warehouse, the manager
will plan the t ransportation of the waste to its final dest ination by oth er
mea ns. In genera l, there can be a number of COPs, especially in differenti at ed
collect ion, since paper may be carried to a recycling plant , the green fraction
(GFT) to a factory and the rest to an incinerator. If the collect ion is based
on a demount able body system the availability of more than a single COP
may help to reduce the time spent in the collect ion area.

The objective of the manager is to minimize the total length of the routes
while satisfying th e const ra ints on t he vehicle capacity and the duration of
each daily route.

It is natural to model the pr oblem as a generalizat ion of the Vehicle
Routing Problem (VRP) (a recent survey on the vast literature about VRP
and its var iants can be found in Laporte (1997)). The VRP usually considers
a fleet of capacitated vehicles which leave the depot , serve a number of clients
and go back to th e depot. The waste collect ion problem cannot be modelled
a.<; a VRP for various reasons. Let lIS briefly see these reasons. First , the VRP
models the case where a vehicle returns to th e depot immediately afte r its
first visit to a COP while in genera l a vehicle can start the collect ion again
up to the end of th e shift. Secondl y, the optimization is made on the routes
of a single day while the waste collect ion problem requires optimization over
the whole period and involves the assignment of a collect ion schedu le to each
collect ion point . Th e lat ter issue is faced by the Periodic Vehicle Routing
Problem (PV RP), which first assigns a visit ing schedule to each client (a
collect ion point in our case), and afterwards calculates th e best routes for
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every truck on each day of th e week (see Cordeau et al. (1997) for a recent
paper on PVRP) . However the PVRP provides routes with a single collect ion
route, where a collect ion route is a sequence of containers emptied between
two consecutive visits to the COPs. Finally, th e Periodic Vehicle Routing
Problem with Intermediate Facilities attacks the case where mor e collect ion
routes ar e allowed (see Angelelli and Speranza (2001)).

3 The Model

In this section we present th e general model into which the various waste
collect ion problems, generated by the different systems , fit. We first present
th e model and then show how the various problems fit into it.

A number T of days , the duration D of the daily shift, and a fleet of m
vehicles with capacity Qh, h = 1, ..., m are given. Daily routes for the vehicles
must be designed on a graph G = (V,.4) where V = {Vo, Vi , ...Vk, Vk+l , .. .Vk+n}
is th e set of the vertices and A c {(i ,j ) I i ,j E V} is the set of th e oriented
ar cs which make it possible to go directly from vertex i to vertex j . More
precisely, the vertex Vo represents the depot, vertices {VI , ...Vk } represent th e
set of k COPs and vertices {Vk+I , " ,Vk+ n } represent n collect ion points. Not
all th e pairs (i, j ) are included in the set A. In particular , no arc goes from
th e depot to any one of the COPs, since when a vehicle exits from the de
pot it has no load to dump at a COP. For the same reason , th ere is no arc
connect ing pairs of COPs. Besides, no arc goes from a collection point to
the depot becaus e we do not want any vehicle to finish its shift before it has
dumped its load at a COP.

Every ver tex i is given a service time i , which is the tim e spent by a
vehicle every t ime it visits the vertex. The service t ime at the depot is equal
to zero. Collection points are given a list of feas ible collecti on schedules. Every
collection schedule defines the demand (the amount of waste to collect ) of
the collect ion point on each one of the T-day hori zon (e.g. in a 5-day horizon
the collect ion schedul e {O, 10, 0, 5, O} tells us that on days 1, 3 and 5 the
demand is zero and no visit is required , while a visit is required on days 2 and
4 with a demand of 10 and 5, respectively). Note that a collect ion schedule
is a visiting schedule with the additional information of the demand on each
day of visit.

Every arc (i , j ) is given a length d i j and a time t i j which represent the
space distance and the traveling time from vertex i to vertex i . respectively.

We call route a circuit on the graph G which goes through the depot and
collection route any sub-path of a route which starts from a COP (or th e
depot) , goes through a numb er of collection points and finishes at another
COP (possibly the same).

A solution of the model is a set of routes assigned to each vehicle on each
day of th e horizon such that every collect ion poin t is visited according to one
of its feasible collection schedules and no more than once on the same day.
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Note that no const rai nt is given on t he number of visits a COP can receive
on any day, that is many vehicles can visit many times the same COP or a
COP can be not visited at all during the horizon.

A solut ion is feasible if all the rou tes satisfy the dur at ion bound D and
the capacity Qh of vehicle h is not exceeded by the demand of the collect ion
points visited on any of the collect ion rou tes . We want to find a feasible
solution which minimizes the overall distance tr aveled by the vehicles. Thi s
problem is the PVRP wit h intermediat e facilit ies intr oduced in Angelelli and
Speranza (2001) where the COPs play the role of the inte rmediate facilities.

The mod el lends itself to different contexts such as differenti ated and
undifferentiated collection, the t radit ional and the side- loader systems with
or without demountable body. The application of the model to any of the
three collect ion systems for undifferentiated collection is straightforward: the
collect ion points represent dustbins or street containers for traditional or
side- loader systems, respectively.

In th e case of differentiated collection a vehicle cannot mix different types
of waste. Thus, we need to modify th e ar cs of th e graph which connect con
tainers of different ty pe. We can either delete the arcs from th e gra ph or
equivalently set th e travelling time and distance at tributes to infinity so that
no feasible solut ion can contain those arcs. Furtherm ore, if a COP represent s,
for instance, a recycling plant for paper it cannot accept any oth er type of
waste. In such cases we delete all th e arcs which go from a container to any
incompatible COP. There is, in general, no restrict ion on the arcs from a COP
to the containers. There is anot her important issue in ap plying the model to
different iated collection. The capacity of the vehicles may st rongly depend on
the type of waste they collect . Since in the model such capacity is fixed, we
should think of it as a virt ual capacity and multiply t he real demand of each
container by the ratio between the virt ua l capacity and th e real capaci ty for
the ty pe of waste collected. Such opera t ion ensures th at the virtu al capacity
is violated by virt ual demand if and only if the real capacity is violated by
real demand.

4 The Solution of the Model Applied to Real Instances

4.1 Application of the Model to Real Instances

Th e described model assumes data to be available for th e calculat ion. Ac
tually a larg e part of this dat a is not directly available in real problems for
different reasons. Many are just not deterministic: the travelling t ime between
two vert ices, the service tim e at COPs , the service tim e and the demand at
collect ion points, are random variab les. Since our model is deterministic we
use an esti mation of the mean value of any random varia ble in the model.

Oth er data may be not available because of the tremendous effort it would
be necessary for its estimation (e.g. distances between each pair of a large
number of collect ion points). In our two case studies, the problems cont ained
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Fig. 1. Modeling by macro-points

from 181 to 345 vertices which implies more th an 16, 000 distances in the
most favorable case and since no electronic representation of th e road net
work was available th ere was no practical way to calculate the exact distance
between each pair of vert ices of the model. A compromise was found when
th e man agers were able to provide aggregat e inform ation on sets of collect ion
point s.

We found it convenient to use the concept of macro-point as an aggrega
t ion of identical collect ion points which are close to each other, collect the
same type of waste , have the same daily accretion rate of waste and share the
same visiting schedules. These points are almost indis tinguishable from each
other. Note that a visit ing schedule together with a daily accretion rate of
waste suffice to define a collection schedule. The demand on each day is cal
culated according to th e daily accret ion rate and the number of days elapsed
from th e previous visit (e.g. for a (M-Th) visiting schedule and accretion rate
2, th e demand on Thursday is 2 x 3 and th e demand on Mond ay - of the
following week - is 2 x 4) .

If the user of the model can describe the data in terms of macro-points,
providing each macro-point with the number of collect ion poin ts, a list of
feasible visiting schedules, the accretion rate of waste and the total distance
a vehicle covers to visit all the points, th en it is easy to automatically rewrite
such data in terms of collection points. Every macro-point is repl aced by a
clust er of collection points connected to a "central gate" which is th e only
way to reach and leave a single collect ion poin t (see Figure 1). The total
distance inside th e macro-point is equally distributed on t he arcs of thi s
special cluster. If the distances between pair s of macro-points are known, the
distance between each pair of collect ion points can be calculated and the
graph G can be buil t.
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Fin ally, t he average speed between macro-points an d the average speed
inside all macro-points were considered adequate to evaluate the t raveling
time between any pair of vertices in the graph G.

Sum ming up the ab ove remarks, we repor t below the data structure adopted
for the real inst ances:

- number of ident ical vehicles;
- duration of the shift;
- set of distan ces between every pair of macro-points, COPs and depot ;
- aver age speed outside the macro-points;
- average speed inside the macro-p oints ;
- average service t ime at the cont ainers;
- capacity of the vehicles for each type of waste collecte d;
- description of COPs:

list of accepted types of waste;
average service tim e;

- description of macro-points:
ty pe of waste collected;
number of containers;
distan ce required to visit all the cont ainers;
average daily accretion rate of waste;
list of the feasible visit ing schedules.

4.2 The Solution Algorithm

We implemented a Tabu Search algorit hm (TS) to solve the problem (see
Aarts and Lenstra (1997) for references on tabu search algorit hms). Here we
give a sketch of the algorithm which has been pr esented in Angelelli and
Speranza (2001) for the P VRP with intermediate facilities, then describe
the variants we ad opted to solve th e case study instan ces. A few changes in
the base algorit hm were in fact appropriate to adapt the algorithm to the
macro-point structure of the instan ces.

Fir st , a visiting schedule is randomly chosen for every macro-point. All
the containers in each macro-point are assigned t he selecte d schedule so that
for every day the set of containers to be visited and their demand are fixed.
T hen an initial solu tion is buil t. A solut ion is a set of routes ass igned to the
fleet on every day so t hat each container is visited according to its schedule. A
solution is feasible if all the routes satisfy the time and capac ity constraints,
ot herwise it is called infeasible.

Afte r the initial solutio n is created, the algorithm starts to iterat ively
move from a solution to another by means of "small" cha nges of the cur
rent solution - such changes are also called moves. After a fixed number of
ite rations the best feasible solution found is return ed .

The algorithm considers four types of move:
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- a container is removed from a collect ion route and inserted into
anot her one on th e same day;
- a container is assigned a different collection schedule;
- two collection routes are interrupted and differently linked again .
The aim of this move is to eliminate expensive intersections between
collection routes;
- the containers of two collection routes are redistributed. The aim
of this move is to solve at once intricate intersections of collection
routes .

The new current solut ion is selected among the candidates, obtained by
applying th e different moves in different ways, as the one which is "most
promising" and not likely to have already been examined. The most promising
solut ion is the one which minimizes a penalized cost function. Such functi on
takes into account th e value of the objective function and a measure of th e
violation of the t ime and capacity constraints . As a consequence, an infeasible
solution with low value of the obj ect ive function and not too big a violation
of the constraints can be selected instead of a feasible one. In order to avoid
cycling on the same solutions, a list of forbidden solutions is updated at each
iteration. Whichever move is chosen by the algor ith m, a number of containers
ar e moved from one collect ion route to ot hers. A tabu list keeps record of such
movements so that the algorit hm will be able to prevent itself from doing th e
reverse move later. We note t hat for reasons of efficiency a limit ed number
(O(ln n) where n is the numb er of containers) of moves are sto red in the list 
instead of an unlimit ed number of solutions - and t he algorit hm is guara nteed
from short term cycles only.

To solve the Val Trompia case we forced the algorithm to initially assign
the same visiting schedule to all th e containers in the same macro-point
and modified the tabu list as follows. When a container is extracted from a
collect ion route, the ta bu list records th e macro- point to which the container
belongs instead of t he container itself. By mean s of t his device, th e algorit hm
avoids a useless exchange, between two collection routes, of containers which
belong to the same macro-point and are perfect ly equivalent to each other.

Different ly from the Val Trompia case, a macro-point in th e Antwerp case
is composed of a small number of containers. This suggested the idea of an
algorit hm which moves the containers within a macro-point all at once as
if they are a single big container. We tested such a variant versus the basic
algorithm used for the Val Trompia case on the Antwerp case. As th e modified
algorithm t urned out to be faster and more effective we adopted it for all the
simulat ions.

5 The Val Trompia Case

The Val Trompia is a valley in the province of Brescia, Italy, where an undif
ferentiated collect ion of waste is run by a private company. (See road map in
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Brescia

Fig. 2. Road map of Val Trompia

Figure 2.) The collect ion is planned on a weekly basis for an average amount
of 117 tons of undiffere ntiated waste. T he waste is collected from 343 street
containers distribute d among 10 villages. Th e company is engaged, by an
agreement with the municipalities, to do the collection twice a week in all
the villages except Sarezzo which is the most populated one and requires
the collecti on trice a week. Collection schedules are not fixed by the munici
palit ies, but can be rather freely chosen by the company for each container .
Nevertheless, the days of such collect ion schedules are supposed to be uni
formly distributed over the week (see Table 1 for the list of feasible collection
schedu les in Val Trompia). We present the sit uation at the t ime of the case
study. The collect ion is performed by 2 side-loader vehicles, called for shor t
CMP Ls, which work every day, but Sunday, 6 hours a day. Th e load capac
ity of the CMPL is 13.0 tons. The service time at th e containers and at the
incinerator is 55 seconds and 10 minutes, respectively. The average speed be
tween and inside villages is 30 Krn/h and 23 Km /h, respectively. The waste
is delivered to an incinerator located in Brescia very close to the depot. A
part of the daily route of the vehicles is used for t he transportation of the
empty body from the depot to Sarezzo which is located at the begin ning of
the valley and is on the way of all the vehicles which visit any ot her village
of the valley. When the body of a CMPL is filled up the same vehicle has
to transport the waste to the incinerator and covers at least the distance
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Table 1. Val Trompia, visiti ng schedu le codes

Code Visiting days
21 Mo-We-Fr
37 Mo-We-Sa
42 Tu-Th-Sa
41 Mo-Th-Sa
9 Mo-Th
18 Tu-Fr
36 We-Sa
17 Mo-Fr
34 We-Sa

Table 2. Val Trompia, details of villages

Tons of
WlSle Inside

Numberof collectedper distance Feasiblellisltlng
Village containers WlElk (Km) schedules
SAREZZO 158 60 47.0 21374241
MARCHENO 46 14 12.0 9 1836 1734
BROZZO 15 5 1.7 9 18361734
LODRINO 15 4 4.0 918361734
TAVERNOLE 16 5 1.8 918361734
MARMENTINO 11 4 1.2 91836 1734
PEZZAZE 20 5 2.3 918361734
BOVEGNO 29 10 10.9 918361734
COWO 21 7 7.9 918361734
S.COLOMBANO 12 4 4.5 918361734

between Sarezzo and Brescia. The time spent for transportation (of empty
and filled bodies) prevents th e vehicles from a second round trip on t he same
day. (See Table 2 for details on the collection in each village.)

The company which run s the service has to decide whet her to move from
the present side-loader syste m without demountable body to a system with
demount able body. A change of system would not imply any change for t he
citizens. Thus, the economic evaluation of the two systems represents the
crit ical issue for the decision. Given the relatively long life of th e vehicles,
the operational cost is the crit ical part of the economic evaluation.

5 .1 Simulations

Our aim is to compare the operative costs of the CMPL system with the
side-loader system with demountable body, called for short CWS, when one
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Table 3. Val Trompia, results of simulations

RUriiler of J IDuratlon DlStlilce for DISlancefor [Total
Ivehides C....adlw of91ift Denot COP collection ransoortal io n idlstance

2CMPL tons 13.0 h 6.00 Brestla - Km 1102 e e Km 1 102

2CMPL tons 13.0 h 6.00 areseia - Km 1,059 ee Km 1,059

1 CMPL tons 13.0 h 9.00 arsse ia - Infeasible -- --
1 OllIS + 1

truck trailer tons 9.5 h 600 ssrezzo sarezzo Km 582 I<m 340 I<m 922
1 OllIS + 1 sarezzo-

truckIraiIer tons 9.5 h 8.00 arescta Marcheno Km 855 I<m 360 I<m 1 215
1 OllIS + 1
truck Iraller Ions 9.5 h 9.00 Brescia Sare:zzo Km 874 I<m 340 I<m 1 214
1 OllIS + 1

trucktrailer tons 9.6 h 9.00 Brescia Sare:zzo Km 872 I<m 340 I<m 1 212
1 OllIS + 1
truck trailer tons 10.5 h 9.00 Brescia Sare:zzo Km 863 I<m 340 I<m 1 203
1 OllIS + 1
truck lrailer Ions 10.6 h 9.00 Brescia Sare:zzo Km 837 I<m 340 I<m 1,177

or two CO Ps are placed with in the collect ion area, only 1 CWS is used for
the collection and 1 t ruck trailer is used for th e transportat ion of th e waste
from the COP (or COPs) to the incinerator plant. Different assu mptions are
made on the number and the location of the COPs and on the location of the
depot. We also exploit the impact of an increase of th e duration of the daily
shift from 6 to 9 hours, in view of a possib le agreement between th e private
company which runs the service and the Trade Unions. Moreover , we test the
robustness of the cost estimations with respect to the capacity of the CWS
which can be affected both by technological improvements of the vehicle and
by variations of the composit ion of th e waste collected.

In Table 3 we report th e results on the current CMPL system and the
CWS system under the different assumptions. In the first row of the table
the solution adopted in the actual situation is summarized. In the second
and third rows we present the results obtained by running the tabu search
algorithm with the 2 act ual CMP Ls and the actual 6 hours shift and with 1
CMPL and a 9 hours shift. The lat ter simu lation has been run to check the
feasibility of a solution with 1 CMPL only. We note that the current routing
can be slight ly improved, but the service cann ot be per formed by a single
CMPL vehicle even if a 9 hours dai ly shift is allowed. In rows 4-9 we present
th e results of the various simulations run for th e CWS system. A reduct ion
of the total distance (shown in th e last column) can be at tained with a single
CWS if both th e depot and a single COP are located in Sarezzo. Note th at
in this case a 6 hours shift is enough to run the service . In the present case
where the depot is located in Brescia 8 hours are needed if we place 2 COPs
in Sarezzo and Mar cheno , while the maximum durat ion allowed for the shift
is required if we use only one COP in Sarezzo. In th e latter part of th e table
we report the sensitivity analysis on the cap acity of t he CWS under t he
assumption of a single COP located in Sarezzo. As expected, th e distances
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decrease as the capacity increases, although the vari at ions of the distances
are not proportional to the variat ions of the capacity.

The solut ion with 1 CWS, and two COPs in Sarezzo and Marcheno , tu rns
out to be the most convenient one, when the investm ent costs and the per
sonnel costs are considered. This is mainly due to th e fact that this solutio n
involves 1 expensive CWS and 1 common t ruck trailer while 2 expensive CM
PLs are needed in the present situation . In conclusion, the company which
runs the collection service in Val Trompia has decided to move to th e CWS
system. The system is now fully opera t ing providing an increased level of the
service with cost reduction.

6 The Antwerp Case

The company which runs the collect ion service in Antwerp , Belgium , has
adopted a CWS system to run a differentiated collection of paper and GFT
on a selected set of condominiums spread over the urban area. Th e collect ion
is plann ed on a weekly bas is and at the very first stage of the implementation
it involved an average amount of 14.5 and 16.5 tons of pap er and GFT,
respectively, per week from 107 paper-containers and 72 GFT-containers . The
containers are geographically concentrated in small grou ps, which become
the macro-p oints, located where groups of condominiums are loca ted . Th e
number of such macro-points is 42 and 26 for pap er and GFT, respectively.
A list of feasible visiti ng schedu les for the containers is fixed by the compa ny,
according to the rate of accretion at each macro-point . (See Tab le 4 for a list
of possible collection schedules in Antwerp .) Th e collection is performed by
2 CWS on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Wednesday is dedicated
to maint enance. The load capacity of the CWS is 5 and 11 tons for pa per
and GFT, respectively. Paper is collected on each operative day while GFT
is collecte d on Monday and Tuesday only. The daily shift is 6 hour s. Two
COPs are available in the city for the exchange operation , which takes 10
minutes, of a filled bod y with an empty one. Paper is delivered to a recycling
plant about 20 Km North of Antwerp while the GFT is sent about 30 Km
Sout h to a plant which produces compost .

6.1 Treatment of the Available Data

Th e data on the Antwerp instance were provided by the company which runs
the service in th e following form .

Each macro-point is identified on a map of the city by means of a small
circle which covers the small area where the containers are located. Similarly
to the macro-points, the COP s and the depot are identified on the map by
small circles.

The da ta of th e prob lem were made available through the daily collect ion
tables of a " typical" week. The tab les, availab le for each collection vehicle ,
reported the following information:
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Table 4. Antwerp , visit ing schedule codes

vlsmng vlsmng
schedules schedules

Code for paper for GFT
1 Mo Mo
2 Tu Tu
8 Th
16 Fr
9 Mo-Th
18 Tu-Fr

- day of collection and type of waste collected;
- departure time from the depot and mileage;
- for every macro-point visited: number of containers, quantity of
waste collected, arrival time and mileage, departure t ime and mileage;
- to tal weight of th e waste collected and mileage at the COP;
- mileage at th e depot in th e evening.

The quantity of waste reported in the tables was expressed in numb er of
quar ters of a container.

Some of the dat a required by the instan ce data-structure are directly
available in the tables provided by th e company. Other data have to be ex
tr apolated from the tables:

- the service time at t he containers is est imated as the average time spent
in a macro-point with one container only;

- the average traveling speed between macro-points is deduced from the
arrival and depar ture mileage and t ime;

- th e average weight of a quar ter of a container is estimated for each type
of waste by th e ratio between the total weight of waste and the numb er of
quar ters collected during th e week;

- the daily accretion rat e in a macro-point is calculated as the total num
ber of quart ers collected during the week multiplied by their average weight
and divided by 7;

- the feasible visiting schedules are computed as follows. Fir st, th e min
imum number of visits is calculated such that overflow of waste is avoided
(e.g. if 5 quarters are collected from every container in a macro-point dur
ing the week, then at least two visits are necessary). The result is th at all
th e GFT containers may be serviced only once a week and two feasible visit 
ing schedules are generated for all GFT containers: th e first schedule requires
only one visit on Monday while the second requires only one visit on Tuesday.
Obviously, the demand of the container on the visit day is equal to the total
waste collected in th e week. Some of th e paper containers must be visited
at least twice a week, others can be visited only once. Two feasible visit ing
schedules are generated for all paper containers: the first requires visits on
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Monday and Thursday, while the second requires visits on Tuesday and Fri
day. Four further visiting schedules of only one visit are added to the list of
th ose paper containers which do not need two visit s a week;

- the average traveling speed inside the macro-points is computed using
the distances as they are reported in the collection tables and the correspond
ing time diminished by the average service time spent at th e containers;

- th e distances between macro-points, COPs and depot are calculated as
follows. First, we assign to every macro-point , as well as to the depot and
the COPs, a pair of coordinates drawn from the map of the city so that the
Euclidean distance between any pair is easily calculat ed. Then, we calculate
a transformat ion coefficient as the average ratio between true distances (re
ported in the collection tables) and the corresponding Euclidean distances
on the map . Finally, we use as "real" distances t he Euclidean distances mul
tiplied by the transformation coefficient .

6. 2 Simulations

The company which runs the collect ion service in Antwerp has only recent ly
moved from the traditional system to the CWS system which is at present in
an experimental phase. The company has to decide wheth er it is worthy to
extend the C\VS system to the rest of th e city or to limit its application to
the condominiums. The company believes that th e cost of the CWS system,
measured in cost per ton of collected waste, is very high , bu t that this may
due to the fact that th e capacity of the vehicles is not completely used and
th at the vehicles spend most of the time traveling because the condominiums
are spread over the urban area. The problem is to est imate the operational
costs when the capacity is fully used and when the containers are closer to
each other.

In order to give a proper answer to the estimation probl em, we have
simulat ed some scenarios. In the " Augmented" scenario the production of
waste is increased so that each CWS can be used for two full load collections
per day. In t he "Shrunk 1" scenario the distances between macro-points are
halved and the production of waste is increased so that we can investigate t he
case where the CWS vehicles are used more int ensively for collection instead
than for traveling between very sparse collection points . In the "shrunk 2"
scenario t he logic of th e "shrunk 1" scenario is repeated and the distances
are halved again.

In Table 5 we repo rt the result s of the simulations run on the Antwerp
case . In the "Collection " column we report the number of containers , t he
quanti ty of waste collected in tons, th e distance traveled by the CWSs and
the number of bodies unloaded at the COPs during the week. In th e "Trans
por tati on" column the number of trips to the disposal plants and the distance
traveled by the t ruck trailer are reported. Finally, in the "Totals" column the
total distance traveled and the distance per collected ton are reported. T he
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Table 5. Antwerp, results of simulat ions
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distan ce t raveled per collected ton allows us to compare the different sit ua
ti ons and can be easily transform ed in cost per ton to obtain the operationa l
cost per uni t of collected waste, a parameter which is of immediate impact
and interpreta tion for the company. In Table 5 we also show th e " Initial" sce
nario which corresponds to the real dist ances and quanti ties of waste and the
" Undifferentiated" scenario which is the initi al scenario where no distin ction
is made between paper and GFT containers (in a single collect ion tour , both
paper and GFT containers may be emptied) . The latter simulation is carr ied
out to est imate the cost of the differentiated collection with respect to the
undifferent iated one.

As we may expect , when an undifferentiated collection is perform ed the
total distance traveled decreases as well as the distance per ton. However , even
limitin g the analysis to the economi c aspect of the problem and ignoring the
relevant environmental conseq uences, the disposal costs in the differentiated
collecti on are much lower, since no disposal cost is paid for the paper and a
low cost is paid for the GFT disposal.

The ot her scenar ios show how the performance ratio, distan ce per to n,
improves when the capacity if fully used an d much more when th e capacity
is fully used and the distan ces to be traveled are redu ced. A more intensive
use of the CWS syste m on the urban area would generate such a situation.
The Municipality is now increasing the number of vehicles involved in the
collection .
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7 Conclusions

The economic evaluation of a waste collection system requires an estimation
of the operational costs . In this paper we presented a model to estimate the
operat ional costs of a waste collection system which are strictly related to
th e dist ance tr aveled to collect the waste and deliver it to th e disposal plan ts .
Th e model can be applied to different collection systems (traditional, side
loader , side- loader with demountable bod y) so th at a compar ison between
the systems can be performed. We applied the model to two case studies.
In the first case we compared the operational costs of a side-loader system
versus a side-loader with demountable body under different scenarios on the
capacity of th e trucks, on the duration of the shift and on the location of
the COPs. In the second case we used the model to estimate the operational
costs of a side-loader with demountable body system under different sce
narios: undifferentiated and differentiated waste collect ion, extension of the
collect ion area and quan tity of waste to be collected. Practical issues such
as th e management and t reatment of the available data in real problems are
also addressed .
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Strategic Vehicle Routing in Practice - A pure
Software Problem or a Problem Requiring
Scientific Advice? Routing Problems of Daily
Deliveries to the Same Customers
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Abstract. For improving their delivery tours, newspaper and magazine wholesalers require

a practice-oriented solution to the strategic vehicle routing problem. The main too l to

achieve this goal is a specia l software but if the most is to be gained from the existing opti
mization potential, it is necessa ry to have a detai led knowledge of the problem in its real
con text. Th is knowledge can be easily acquired by solving the probl em in dia log. This pa

per discusses a practicable approach to the press distribution probl em. It presents the si tua

tions where software tools are helpful and how they should be applied. Furthermore, a
worki ng-in-dia log procedure is described .

1 Introduction

We are faced with many difficulties when trying to solve the problems of strategic
vehicle routing in practice. By planning the press distribution process for nearly
35 out of the 106 wholesalers located in Germany, we obtained the pract ical ex
perience at the background of this paper. It is structured as follows: First of all, we
will give a brief descrip tion of the various aspects of the problem. Then we will
discuss the data issue and offer our proposa l as to which data should be introduced
into the solution process. After that, we will demonstrate how software can be
used during the solution process, and why it is necessary to integrate a dialog
based approach. A final chapter gives a summary of successful and failed projects.

2 Description of the Problem

At the moment, there are 106 wholesalers in Germany. They supply 120,000 cus
tomers every day. However, the situation is changing. We can observe a concen
tration of wholesalers due to mergers, so that the number of wholesalers does ob
viously vary. Furthermore, due to the fact that the publishers of the newspaper
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"Bild" currentl y intend to introduce a later deadl ine, we expect wholesal ers to in
crease the number of their depots.

The press distribut ion problem is a strategic vehicle routing problem with time
windows and restricted loading capacities. Every night the publishers of newspa
pers and magazines deliver their products exclusively to wholesalers. They have to
organize daily deliveri es in such a way that they meet the individual deadlines
fixed for every retailer. We advised nearly 35 wholesalers on how to solve the
daily press distribution problem. The number of their customers, i.e. retailers, var
ied between 400 and 2,700 , and the number of tours between 14 and 67. An aver
age tour serves more than 40 customers. Usually, vehicles with a loading capacity
of 1.2 to 2.4 tons are used.

What is the situation we are confronted with? Although every customer has a
latest deliver y time, only very few customers have an earliest delivery time, as it is
in most cases possibl e to lock the consignment up in special boxes for which the
drivers have the keys. Therefore, the customer is usually not present during deliv
ery. Only when drivers cannot enter certain locations with special traffic regula
tions early in the morning, e.g. health-resorts, or have to observe ramp times, e.g.
in case of supermarkets, we are restricted by two-sided time windows.

The volume of the delivery is subject to seasonal and daily fluctuations because
wholesalers have to distr ibute a variety of publications. The final version of a
daily newspaper is printed around midnight and delivered late in the early morning
hours. As it is not possible to start deliver y earlier , the distribution of daily news
papers presents one of the most time-restricted delivery problems. In regions
where different newspapers of regiona l importance are published daily, the time
window problem is often dealt with in such a way that the consignment is picked
up by drivers at a specia l location and then put together during the tour. This
means that, when supplying the customer, the driver takes the number of copies
ordered from the consignment he has picked up and adds these copies to the pack
age, which has been prepared at the wholesaler 's warehouse. Due to this addi
tional work , the duration of these tours is longer. On the other hand, they can start
earlier.

Many magazines are printed weekly, fortnightl y, monthly or irregul arly. Most
of these are published on Wednesdays, Thursdays or Fridays. Especially TV
guides are rather heavy, and millions of copies have to be distributed. Fortnightly,
they considerab ly increase the number of copies to be delivered. At first sight it
seems to be attractive that delivery schedules change regularly according to the
daily change of the number of copies to be delivered. However, this means that the
tours are not stable, whereas wholesalers generally prefer stable tours. They fear
problems with regard to box keys and longer delivery times.

Wholesalers try to solve the problem caused by the daily change of the required
capacities by planning pre-tours for Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays, i.e. addi
tional tours starting before the usual tour. Nevertheless, they are faced with the
problem that they over load their vehicles on some days when planning with the
capaci ty, which is sufficient for 40 weeks of the year. However, if they provide for
capacities and times that would be sufficient for any day of the year, deliveries
will becom e very expensive. Yet press products only yield a low trade margin.
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The wholesalers ' objectives apparently varied from case to case. In the course
of the case study, wholesalers stated the following object ives :

- Reduction of costs. Only in very few cases can this be achieved by reducing the
travel distance, as drivers refuse to accept a reduction of work and, thus, of
their wage. The best way to reduce costs is to reduce the number of tours by re
distribut ing the work on fewer tours and then to reduce the travel distances.

- Reduction of tours. This is rarely stated as an explicit objec tive.
- More tours in case of enormous overloading is an objec tive explici tly ex-

pressed in severa l projects.
- Arriving earlier at customers ' who open early . This task is stated in most cases.
- Homogeneous tours. Wholesalers never formulated this objective at the begin-

ning, but they often consid ered it a desirable goal when discussing the new
proposals for the tours. Wholesalers realized that they could sell homogeneous
tours more easily. A definition of what should be regarded as homogeneous is
to be made. We defined a routing plan as being homogeneous if the least time
consuming tour only lasts somewhat longer than the most time-co nsuming tour.
A definition based on the number of customers, capaci ties or distances seemed
to be inadequate because of the topography of the regions to be serve d.
We were often faced with the situatio n that the current routing plans were well
organized in the region near the depot, but that there were overloaded tours in
case of long distances. Customers located far away from the depot were served
very late. We explicitly recommended to wholesalers that tours with long dis
tances should be tours with low capacities. It is very difficult to orga nize pre
tours if the main part of the consignment is to be brought to customers located
far away from the depo t. It should be taken into consideration that in most cases
pre-tours arc added to the main tour and done by the same driver.

In all cases we studied, we found that wholesa lers felt that their problem required
a multi-criteria decision. Therefore, route plann ing in practice cannot be seen as an
isolated task. It is the wholesaler's job to schedule the product range of every cus
tomer, and to put the consignment together every morning. A bad organization at
the time of compiling the consignment and loading the vehicles is time consuming
and will increase the delivery problem, as tours cannot leave the depot as early as
they should. In such cases, we sugges t an organizatio nal pre-processing. Such an
organizatio nal pre-processing includes the reorganization of the process of putting
the consignment together as well as dealing with the probl em of how to handle
newspapers publi shed late , or how to organize the supply of customers at a very
isolated location. Possible solutions with regard to these specia l eases range from
delivering the consignment to the customer's address early in the morning to ar
rangements with bus drivers to deliver the consignment to a nearby bus stop. A
considerable amount of creativity should be invested to relax the real probl em in
stead of trying to so lve an unrelaxed prob lem mathematically.

In some case s a reorganization of the loading process was the fundamental step
towards ach ieving a punctual delivery. A simple reallocation of machines pro
vided for the use of more assembly lines early in the morning. In another case,
drivers first put the consignment together, and then started their tour only when
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the complete proc ess was finished. We achieved an earl ier time of delivery simply
by hiring additional staff for loading, so that it was not necessary for the drivers to
be present when their vehicles were being loaded.

3 The Data Problem

Definite data is requ ired to solve the press distribution probl em. However, what
we have to measure in order to obtain the desired data is rather complex. The fol
lowing two examples are to show this. First of all, there arc the exact departure
times. The time of departure differs from day to day by a few minutes because the
time at which wholesalers receive the time-critical newspapers vari es (especially
in case of "Bild", "Bild" is important for two reasons: First of all, it is the best
selling daily newspaper in Germany, and second , it is exclusively distributed by
wholesaler s, in contrast to subscriptions; with more than 1,200 ,000 ,000 copies
sold per year, "Bild" alone account s for nearly 10% of the whole press business
compri sing more than 3,000 publications altogether). The newspaper wanting to
present the latest news, an important sports event may cause a later deadline.
Thus, due to the importance of departure times of tours, it seems to be essential to
find out on which times a new routing plan should be based.

Second, there are the capaci ties. The loading weight of 1.2 - 2.4 tons per vehi
cle is not a problem of loading space but only of weight. Loading the vehicles un
til all loading space has been used up leads to an extreme overloading. Due to the
fact that the weight of the newspapers and magazines distribu ted during the least
busy week often accounts for less than 50% of the weight of those distributed dur
ing the busiest week, a second question should be raised: Which weeks of the year
should be regard ed as typical with regard to capacity utilization, and therefore
should serve as a basis for defining the capacity restrictions and loading times on
which all time schedules and evaluations with regard to punctuality will be based ?

To find a successful and practice-oriented solution to the press distribution
problem, we propose the information base describ ed in the following. As we had
to estimate the required data in many cases, we will explain our approach in detail.
The person planning the tour has to be informed (if possible, by the wholesaler)
- about the required geographic information. Although road networks often form

the basis of geographic information, and the user tries to identify the customer
whose location is the nearest point within the network, it would be advanta
geous to subdivide the road section in question by introducing the custom er's
location as a new node. Thus, the directed road section is divided into two di
rected parts . Positioning the customers adequa tely within a network was a diffi
cult task. For example, we encountered a lack of information on the house
numbers of road sections. The information available is improv ing every day.
However, we observe in practice that the exact ness of road networks is ove res
timated. To gain experience with regard to the degree of exactness, the user
should try to construct a network by means of digitization or to follow the GPS
record of a trip on the computer. For technical reasons, parts showing a high
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Fig. 1. lIIustration of customer locationsand sequences in a geographic in
formation system

degree of exactness alternate with parts of an inadequate qualit y. We followed a
very simple appro ach and used Gauss-Kruger coo rdinates. We digit ized the
customers into special maps, which assign a Gauss-Kruger coordinate to each
point on the map (see Fig. 1).
As approximation of the distance between two points, we used Euclid ean dis
tances multiplied by a factor (for methods to measure distances on the basis of
coordinates and estimates of the exactness of these procedures see Berens /
Kading (1985), Brimberg / Love (1991), Christo fides / Eilon (1969), Love /
Morris (1972) and (1988), Ward / Wendell (1985), for their use in practice see
Holt / Watts (1988), Stokx / Tilanus (1991)). We were very often confronted
with the point of view that the use of Euclidean distances is an antiquated base
for sequencing. Software companies offering application software to solve stra
tegic problems support this opinion. They had developed this software at a time
when customers had to be placed at the end points of street sections, and when
networks of the main routes were available only. When trying to find a minor
road in a rural region, users of such a software often have to find out much to
their surprise that they can only mark their customers at some pre-selected
points. Furthermore , representatives of software comp anies often try to con 
vince whole salers that routes can be taken as scheduled without encountering
any problems, and some of them strictly deny the fact that sequencing in strate
gic situations should be considered a project requiring scie ntific advice.
We experienced that if the computed sequences based on Euclid ean distances
are checked by means of the maps they are based upon, geographical barriers
will appear and can easily be avoided. As a result , our approach is sufficient for
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characterizing the relative position of customers and for sequencing. But it is
not suited for determin ing the correc t distances. In fact, such a de termination is
only requi red for the final sequence (see also Fig. 5 and Fig 6.).
Th e data base has to be evaluated with regard to the whole procedure. The
softwa re we saw showed a mixture of Euclidean distances and network dis
tances with an insufficient degree of digit ization. For example, we tested net
works in the region of the Nord-Ostsee-Kanal. We tried to cross the channel
and were not informed that we had to use a ferry. As we have already pointed
out, it is true that data bases are continuously improving, but they are also sub
ject to daily changes. Euclidean distances are a good means for planning se
quences when maps validate the tours and misleading information is detected.
Other solutions are more convenient , but they are much more expensive and
they involve a risk: They sugges t that plans thus created are abso lutely reliable.

Table 1: Types of customers according to opening hours

regular
regular
regular
regular
open 24 hours

qrl?lIP.
I

2
3
4
5
6
7

l'yp~ . . Qp~l1ing~()lIr~
shops selling newspapers and magazines regular
only
corner shops
food stores
supermarkets
hospitals, homes for the aged etc.
gasoline stations
kiosks

- about the time windows within which customers are to be supplied. This is a
very important aspec t, which seems to be easy to solve at first sight. But our
experience has been to the contrary. To understand the difficulties involved, we
subdivide the customers into seve n groups (see Table 1).
Th e first five gro ups are easy to handle. Gasoline stations, however, are often
open 24 hours. They should be supplied as early as pos sibl e, as many people
tend to buy a weekly when refuelling their car on their way to wor k. The earli
est possible time of delivery depends on the time the vehicles depart from the
depot. Th is is generally after midnight. Therefore, wholesa lers have to fix a
deadli ne for delivery to gas stations. We learned that this is a difficult task be
cause wholesalers often have no idea of a realistic and advantageous time for
serving gas stations.
Kios ks, the last grou p, tend to cause further problems because there is no fixed
earlies t opening time required by law. Existing routing plans always included
kiosks that were supplied with a delay, i.e. afte r opening. Man y owners accept
this delay and hesitate to ask the wholesa ler for an earli er time of delivery.
Hence, the wholesaler thinks that the customer agrees with the time he has
fixed and enters this time into his list of delivery dead lines . Establishing a new
distribution plan based on this data ca n cause serious probl ems. For example, if
a new and improve d plan is introduced to kiosks both located in the same
neighborhood and opening at the same time. Before the new plan was intra-
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duced , all kiosks had been supplied with a slight delay. Let us further assume
that after the improvement all kiosks are supplied on time, but not at the same
time. This means an important change with regard to competition among the
neighboring kiosks. Usually, early customers , such as construction workers,
buy some cigarettes, something for breakfa st, a bottle of beer or other alcoholic
drinks at the kiosk. If possible, they also want to buy a daily newspaper, espe
cially "Bild". It goes without saying that many of these early customers will
buy "Bild" at the kiosk , which opens first. As a consequence, the owners of
those kiosks which are served later by other tours will then ask for earlier de
livery times, claiming that their kiosk had always opened earlier and that the
opening time stated in the wholesaler's list was wrong.
Therefore, when replanning tours, we have to take into consideration that the
delivery deadlines of neighboring customer s cannot be treated separately, but
that they have to be coordinated. We detected this problem in the old town of a
metropolis. The routing plan made sure that every customer was served on
time. However, after the introduction of the new plan a lot of kiosks in the old
town corrected the time of delivery they had originally requested. Especially
those kiosks corrected their delivery times which had been served later accord
ing to the former plan, but which were now confronted with the situation that a
competitor was served earlier according to the new plan.

- about a figure defining the capacities required for supplying every customer
throughout the year. This data does not present a major problem. Wholesalers
can provide data as to the value of their daily deliveries . Delivery notes are
produ ced automatically and kept for half a year to a year. Often wholesalers
can also furnish data on the weight of the consignment. In general, we calcul ate
with € 5 per kg of the consignment. Although this may not apply to individual
cases, it is obviou sly a good basis for obtaining an estimated average figure.

- about the departure times of the tours throughout the year. These figures are
frequently available. Whol esalers often automatically record the times vehicles
depart from the depot. In other cases, the times of departure are collected over a
certain period of time in order to prepare the planning process. A problem oc
curs only if the publishers deliver their newspapers in the morning with a delay.
In this case, arrangements have to be negotiated between the publisher and the
wholesaler as to the maximum period of time a vehicl e will wait for a delayed
consignment, or whether this consignment will be delivered separately, and
who will have to bear the costs of such an extra delivery.

- providing a distance matrix of the times required to reach every customer from
every other customer's location. This information should depend on the time of
the day the tour is effectuated. Obviously, we can only base plans on estimates
of these times. Expensive network systems include a categorization of streets.
The user can select an average speed according to the categories of the selected
streets (Solot / Cuenot / Proca (1990)). However , the average speed also de
pends on fluctuations caused by the flow of traffic and the weather. Therefore,
these networks can only provide for an estimate of the time sequence. In view
of these probl ems, we suggest that the duration of a tour should be estimated by
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using a linear function of the Euclidean distance (Becker I Beckefeld I Dill
mann (1995) and (1996), Kolesar I Walker I Haussner (1975)).

- about the time required fo r unloading the consignment at the customer's loca
tion. This time also varies from day to day and is unknown in most cases. We
proposed that time estimates should be based upon a standardized volume of
the consignment.

- about the duration of every tour. Obviously, the duration varies from day to
day. Time estimat es for tours are usually based upon the following formula:

durat ion of the tour = average speed * distance + stationary time * number of
stops + unloading time per parcels * number of parcels

This formula is used when road networks form the data base. It can be applied
to different average speeds for different categories of streets. For better ap
proximations we choose piece-wise linear functions of the Euclidean distances,
using different parameters for different lengths. As far as longer distances are
conc erned, trunk roads or highways can be taken to avoid inner-city traffic and,
thus, achieve a higher speed. Furthermore, when separating the actual tour du
ration we over-estimated the average driving speed and the unloading time.
Underestimating the time necessary for driving but over- estima ting the time re
quired for unloading serves as a buffer for the replanning process, using the
same parameters. The unloading time remains constant, while the travel dis
tance of the new tours is reduced.

- about the actual sequence of the tours. This require s a reconstruction of the
status quo before replanning the tour , characterized by
- the daily travel distance
- the number of customers served with a delay
- the time by which deliveries to customers are delayed
- the number of customers on every tour.
This reconstruction is necessary because although the majorit y of wholesalers
draw up a list defining in which order delivery is to be effected to the customers
assigned to a tour, in most cases this order does not corre spond to the actual se
quence followed by the driver. Moreover, expecting that deviations may be de
tected by simply looking for zigzag lines in a tour also proves to be misleading.
As most tours including time windows show zigzag lines, this is only possible
in a small number of cases .

Although reconstructing such a status quo seems to be an easy task, none of the
wholesalers was able to provide us with a complet e set of the most fundamental
data. In some cases the only description of the delivery sequenc es available to us
was the order in which the vehicles were loaded . Thus , we had to reconstruct the
status quo ourselves. However, mistakes may lead to an overestimation of the
travel distance and an underestimation of the qualit y of the existing plans. Such
mistakes are due to
- an inappropriate positioning of the customers within the network because of

different addresses (delivery address and invoice addr ess, special arrangements
for individual customers nobod y had thought of when preparing the data base)
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wrong delivery deadlines, especia lly in case of kiosks and supermarkets with
fixed loading ramp intervals (moreover, small hotels can be supplied later, if,
for example, the delivery deadline is 5 a.m., but there is only little turnover at
that time. When asked whether it was really necessary to deliver so early, these
customers said that 6 a.m. was still early enough.)
unrealistic delivery deadlines for gasolin e stations
a poor knowledge of the details of the actual delivery sequence. (See Fig. 2,
which shows the visualization of original sequences stored in the press whole 
saler' s database. According to the database, customer A is served afte r cus
tomer B. Th e actual situation, however, is just the opposite: Customer A is
served first. In fact, the database shows the packing sequence and not the daily
driving sequ ence.)

Apart from the problem of obtaining and validating the data required for a suit
able reconstruction, the persons responsible for logistics at the wholesaler's are
sometimes not of much help, either. The y often do not correct mistakes. The staff
accepted the standard forms without reflecting on the actual status quo.
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4 The Planning Philosophy

Computer software for ve hicle routing offe rs several local search methods, and
sometimes also metah eur istics as well as a function to change sequences by hand .
T he methods of local search are based on simple definitions of neighboring tour
plans. The complete neigh borhood of a solution is checke d for possible advanta
geo us changes. Such genera l neighborhood definitions are usually based on the
question as to what shou ld be changed and how many tours will be affected. In the
relevant literature we ca n find informatio n about

- the number of edges changed in one tour. For example, there is the
2-optimality to avoid crossings (see Croes (1958)); the 3-optimality to move
sec tions within a tour (see Lin / Kern ighan (1973)); the Or-optimality concept
as a special case of a 3 edges' change (see Or (19 76)); a 6 edges' change to
change two strings at the best places as special cases of the A-interchange (see
Osman (1993»; and spec ial 4 edges' changes like the 4'-optimality (see
Renaud / Boctor / Laporte (1996a)) - the last one restricts the number of 3
edges' changes and 4 edges ' changes by regarding two chains (vj, V2, V3) and
(wo, w .,.. . ..w., Wl+I), where u ~ t ~ 1 for a fixed u. T he number of possible 4
edges' changes is reduced from 0(n4

) to 0(n2
) by fixing the shorter edge of (V2'

WI) and ( V2' w.] first , which is feasible if it is shorter than the longest one of the
edges (v. , V2), (V z, V3), (wo, WI), and (w" Wl+I)' Let (V 2' W I) fulfil this condition.
Then all remainin g 8 possibilities to replace (vj, V2), (V2, V3), (wo, WI), and (WI '

WI+I) by (V2, WI ) and 3 other edges are examined.
- how to change several nodes; Renaud / Boctor / Laporte (1996b) give a 3-tour

exchange as an exa mple: Choose node VIOl' tour 1, insert it betwee n V2 and V3 in
tour 2, selec t node V4 of tour 2 where V4 ? V2 and V4 ? V3 , insert V4 betwee n V5

and V 6 of tour 3. T his procedure can be interpreted as a special case of two
3 edges' changes or a A-interchange.

- a combination of a node-change and a local rearrangement of the schedule
(see Gendreau / Her tz / Laporte (1992) with GENI and US; in GENI , they de
lete 3 or 4 edges and insert one node and 4 resp. 5 arcs in a prescribed form. In
US, they delete 4 or 5 edges and insert 3 resp . 4 edges by excl udi ng one node
from the tour. To keep the number of possibilities low, they res trict the proce
dure to p-neighborh oods. For any node v, its p-neighb orhood is the set of the p
nodes on the tour closest to v. In case of GENI , it is the p-neighborhood of the
node behind which the new node is inserted ; in case of US, it is the
p-neighborhood of the node to be excluded.)

These and other methods may be combined with metaheuristics to overcome
weak local optima. Such methods are

- simulated anneali ng (see Burkard / Rendl (1984), Cherny (1985), Rossier /
Troyon / Liebli ng (1986), Osman (1993), van Breedam (1995), Marin / Sal
meron (1996), Hornberger / Gehring (1998»)

- tabu search (Glover (1989) and (1998), Glover / Lag una (1995), Glover / Tail 
lard / de We rra (19 93), Pesc h / Voss (1995), Osman (1993»
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record-to-record (Golden (1993) , Dueck (1993))
- Great Deluge Algorithm (Dueck (1993))
- threshold accepting (Dueck / Scheuer (1990))

We feel that such methods are too unspecific to solve typical press distribution
problems with many stops, i. e. nodes, as discussed here. First of all, introducing a
neighborhood that adequately reflects the problem would lead to an extremely
high number of possible cand idates. Due to time windows there are only a few
admissible so lutions in spite of a very high number of candidates in the neighbor
hood . The task of propo sing complex concepts of neighborhoods and restricting
the number of possible candidates by introducing adequate rules could not be
solved in a satisfactory way. Instead, we implemented multi-objective-oriented
automated sequences such as

the breaking up of complete tours by relaxing the departure times and capaci
ties of other tours; in most cases there is only a small number of tours into
which the customers of the resolved tour can be adequately inserted.

- Then, it is necessary to re-sort the customers to equalize the capaci ties of the
tours. Thi s is done step by step. The number of tours to which customers are
added is increased, and the number of tours from which customers are remov ed
is reduced. The first tour to which customers are added is the tour with the
highest degree of free capacities. In every step we increase the set of tours 10

which customers are added by the tour with the highest degree of free capaci
ties, which is currently not in the set. If necessary, we repeat the procedur e up
to three times.
After that, we re-sort every tour by placing customers opening late at the end in
order to be able to effec t earlier deliveries to customers opening early.
Then, we re-sort those customers who are supplied with a delay into other
tours.
Finally, we try to homogenize the numbers of customers supplied by every
tour.

While these changes help 10 achieve a number of objectives, they may also af
fect the achievement of other goals to a certain extent. Th is may be due to an ac
ceptance of:

- detours of, for example, 1 km per step (depending on the probl em)
an additional delay of 5 minutes
10% overloading

- a maximum number of customers on a tour.

Intensifying those restrictions, which are easier to fulfil , will prevent solutions
from being repeated. After some steps involving a guided acceptance of the fact
that there may be negative effects on some objectives, there will be a phase of re
optimizat ion, keeping the current status of restrictions. The complete procedu re
may be repeated several times. The main potential of success of this app roach re
sults from the possibility that geographically suitable changes are accepted which
could not have been effectua ted earlier because there had been other constraints.
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Although we know from previous experience that such procedures improve
schedules, they do not reach the potentials achieved by dialog. The usual defini
tions of neighborhoods are based on a change of the maximum number of custom
ers within the same tour or on an exchange between tours. These definitions are
space-oriented, i.e. they are motivated by a reduction of distances. But time win
dows restrict the number of possible changes, which are advantageous from a
geographical point of view. Many wholesalers who had tried to optimize their
plans with professional systems especially designed for solving transportation
problems in case of tours that are subject to daily changes were not able to detect
any optimization potent ials, because the neighborhood the software was based
upon was too simple. These wholesalers were impressed even by small improve
ments and thought that they had obtained an optimum plan.

To achieve a higher optimization potential, we take advantage of the fact that
routing probl ems can be visualized quite well. We experienced that the human eye
is able to recognize those potentials easily where using a mathematical approach
for defining an adequate neighborho od concept would be difficult , time
consuming and therefo re too expensive.

Neighborhood concepts like

"re-sort the predecessors of a time-critical customer of tour A as far as possible
into other tours by accepting a limited detour and fill the gap by insert ing an
other customer who is producing serious detours in the current tour B and who
is located on the way to the time-critic al customer in tour A"

or

"sort part of a cluster of tour A, which can be served by tour B on time and
without any major detours, into tour B, so that you can (for capacity reasons)
sort into tour A a cluster of customers of tour B located far away from the other
customers of tour B and therefore producing considerable detours "

are two examples of improvements, which can be easily detected by visualization .
Another example is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In Fig. 3 customer A is served too
late because this tour does not reach the region in question on time. We sorted the
customer from tour 1 into tour 2, which reaches the same region ear lier. Customer
B could be sor ted into tou r 1 without causing any time-related problems and any
violation of capacity restrictions. This exchange does not cause any major detours
in both sequences, so that time buffers are only used up on a limited scale. The
customers are served on time.

Such neighborhoods can be defined in many ways. A successful approach de
pends on the underlying problem. Moreover, defin ing mathematical functions for
such neighborhoods is obviously complicated. We observed that practicians real
ize this, as well, so that it is not surprising that professional programs are not
based on such functions. Instead, we trust our eyes to find out how to choose a
particular neighborhood in a given situation.
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Changing sequences

Consequently, improvements based on such neighborhood concepts are best
achieved by changing sequences by hand. However, the solution procedure is thus
changed fundamentally.

Compl ex improv ement potentials are detected visually and checked by care
fully analyzing schedules. Calculations are made in dialog . The deci sive and com
plicated changes are effecte d by hand. The implemented general neighborhood
concepts show the new optimization potentials achieved by manual rearrange
ments. In fact, such a planning is a carefully directed trial-and-error approach. An
analysis of schedules by an experienced person will show the improvement poten
tial that may be achieved by effecting several manual rearrangements. If expec ta
tions are not met, return to the original situation, or complete the rearrangemen t
with less success than expec ted.

Classical heuristics were based on the idea of defining simple and efficient
general neighborhood concepts and of examining all possible candidates for 2
changes , 3-changes and so on. We think that our procedure is a consistent further
development of a common approach of neighborhoods; We created more complex
exchange rules by reducing the number of neighbor s and excluding a lot of candi 
dates by a further rule which is illustrated by the work of Renaud! Hoctor! La
por te (1996a) and Gendron ! Hertz ! Laporte (1992). They restrict the number of
candidates by using parameters when defining their neighborhood concept. In
stead, we use our eyes to detect the candidates who are of interest to us. Thus, we
reduce the number of cases to be examined and increase the complexity of the ex
amination in a natural way. There would be no point in introducing these proce
dures on a general basis . In contrast to the genera l defini tions of neighborhoods,
this examination is case-specific . The efficie ncy of this procedu re results from the
fact that each situatio n is handled individually, modifyi ng general ideas in such a
way that they can be specifically applied to the individual case.
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The procedure proposed by us is recommended in situations where a redu ction
o f the travel distance will reduce costs, due to the fact that the number o f routes
has been reduced . For exa mple, a reduction of the daily travel distanc e by 10 km
will save 3,000 km a year. Table 2 pro vides data o n a consulting project. The plan
developed in the scope of this project leads to an overall cost sav ing of over €
100,000 per year. It reduces the distance to be covered by about 500 km. More
ove r, all custo mers are supplied on time.

Table2: Improvements achieved in the course of a planning project

AfterrJplarll1i ~lg .

37
3,536 km
o

Before
1,728
40
4,429 km
132

Number of customers
Number of tours
Total air distance
Total number of customers
supplied with a delay

",I~~~}!:,~~ ..... ~~.. ~I~ ..•.•.••._ ...Q".
1 Including data errors
2 29 customers closed down their business during planning

Th e success of our approach shows that marketing slogans like "optimum effi
ciency within seconds" are misleading. Since our approach is a time-consuming
on e, ther e is a natural end to the replanning process. The payback period of the
plann ing project sho uld be fixed . Th en eac h planning day for which payback is
high er than costs is a useful day.

Th e planning procedure proposed by us offers o the r adva ntages , as well. First
of all, the pract icability o f the plan ca n be co ntro lled at an early stage . Alth ough
we schedule o n the basi s o f Euclidea n distances, there will be no problem of being
misl ed (lack of bridges, no dire ct connections), because thes e barriers are detected
by visualizing every tour. This is an important part of the dial og procedure. In ad
diti on , we implemented the pos sibility of introducing artificial nodes between two
cu stomers, replacing the straight line by a pol ygon (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) .

Th e user ca n rep roduce those par ts of the traffic network j udged as important
for a better evaluat ion of the plan wi thout buying a co mplete network. This is an
imp ort ant aspec t of o ur co ncept: Unn ecessary tec hnica l and expe nsive solutions
are replaced by case-specific manual wo rk, ph ysical effort and stami na, giving the
user a feeling for the situation imm ediately.

Secondly, this approach offers a practice-oriented so lutio n. To make sure that
the solution reflects the real situation , experienced and trustworthy drivers validate
each tour in practice. They rearrange the schedule with regard to o ne-way streets
and o ther local problems unknown to us. Moreover, the real length in km is de
termined, which ca n be checked with the help of standard network-based pro 
grams used for ca lculating the sho rtest distance between two nod es, o r by recalcu
lat ing the tour distance o n the basis of tra ffic networks. Our too l, w hic h allows for
an integration of artificial tour s tops, offers ano ther possibili ty of ca lculating the
length of the tour ad equately.
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Fig 5. Air distances Fig. 6. Air distances approximated to the
street network

Furthermore, the fact that experienced and trustworth y drivers veri fy the tours
is a useful instrument for achieving an acceptance of the new plans. As drivers
participated in the decision-making process, they were able to have an influence
on the schedules. Th ey could apply their know-how, especia lly their good knowl
edge of the actual traffic situation.

5 Successful Projects and Failures: A Resume

T he approach descr ibed in this paper is not suited for problems, which are subject
to daily changes, as it remains a time-consuming one. These problems are usually
not very complex, beca use the input data is far clea rer and there is no high degree
of complexity resul ting from the number of stops.

Whe ther it is recomm ended to consider taking scientific advice to solve a vehi
cle routing problem apparently depends on the customer-related deg ree of com 
plexity (growing number of stops, growing number of constraints, growing danger
of neglecting constraints, growing advantage of reducing distances) and the stabil 
ity of deliveries. The better these requirements are fulfilled, the more likely is a
successful introduc tion of the results of planning in practice.

Reasons for failures:

1. In one case, the delivery deadlines were not correct. We reduced the number of
tours by about 20%. The potential of reducing costs while maintaining a good
service was enormous because the exis ting plan was very convenient. But 20%
proved to be wrong. Thi s would not have presented a serious problem, as rais
ing the number of tours by 2 tours would have bee n sufficient to correct the
plan. The first day was chaotic; on the second day the company returned to the
former pla n, without giving it a seco nd try. Once a plan has failed, there will be
no seco nd chance any time soon .

2. In another case, the wholesaler saw no possibility of considerably reducing
payments to his drivers. Although every tour was overloaded, he refused to ac
cept increasing costs. This was a serious restriction, as we could only shift the
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problem from one tour to the next. The probl em was over-restr icted, and the
best thing would have been to refuse to accept the task. There was no way that
a new plan would be accepted, as it would have only meant to pass the problem
on from one person to the next.

3. A third case showed that increasing the number of tours while keeping the
overall distance had to be compensated for by higher total cos ts in order to
maintain a good working climate. The wholesaler tried to keep the costs at their
current level, because he was able to reduce the entire daily work, although
there were more tours. When the new plan was introduced, cos ts did not in
crease . Unfortunately, however, the drivers grew suspicious, so that later on
changes were only accepted after lengthy discussions.

4. Another probl em came up because the person responsibl e for logistics had
changed. The successor was faced with the problem that if the project were
successful, this success would be attributed to his predecessor. He poin ted out
that he was afraid of implementing the new plan. He did not say why. He re
fused to control the plan, as in his opinion the tours were not "compact" be
cause they did not follow his concept of regionality. The wholesaler supported
this point of view. What we learned from this project was that a good plan does
not automatica lly mean a successful outcome of the project. If the person re
sponsible for such a project changes, it can easily happen that there is no inter
est in its success any more on part of the successor. Routing is existential for
wholesalers, and routing projects cannot be implemented successfully if they
collide with the interests of persons in decisive positions. We learned that a
mentor exercisi ng a strong influence is crucial for the success of a project.

5. In another case, the printing sequence of a newspaper had to be changed be
cause there had been a fire in the printing company. As a result, the tours
started from the depot later. With the original plan, the difficulties would have
been much worse, but the delays occurred immediately after the new plan had
been introduced, so that retailers attributed the delays to the new plan.

On the other hand, 30 projects were successful, with cost reductions of 5% to
20%. To evaluate our success, it is important to understand how cos t reductions
could be reached. We always reduced the length and the number of tours. But that
was no guarantee for a significant cost reduction. Moreover, replanning the deliv
ery completely offe rs the chance of introducing a new cost calculation scheme to
overcome historically grown payment arrangements. There had often been indi
vidual events in the past, which had led to the fact that payments were much
higher than necessary. There had been no correction of these unnecessar y pay
ments before, as it had not been possible to detect them. Therefore, detecting such
costs strongly contr ibutes to the efficiency of our approach. Although there is no
direct relation to the quality of the new logistics solution, it is important to define
the underlying problem precisely. Against this background, re-defining the cost
calculation scheme of a tour was an important task with most of our logistics pro
jec ts.

Very high returns co uld be achieved with regard to delivery plans, which had
been established within a short period of time, as it was the case in eastern Ger
many after the German reunification. It seems to us that in western Germany,
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where routing plans had been established a long time ago, our main success poten
tial was based on working in dialog and on achieving a fast increase in the aware
ness of the probl em and the knowledge of the region in question in the course of
the project. These were the main reasons why we were able to build up confidence
among drivers, logisticians and wholesalers.

When changing sequences fundamentally and completely re-organizing daily
deliveries, we were not only faced with the problem of mathematical planning , but
also of accepta nce. Drivers have to be convinced, and the staff managing logistics
has to opt in favor of the implementation of a new plan. These people must be
given the opport unity to change the plans. It is our task to propose solutions, not to
make decisions. Software companies offer tools to find the optimum solution.
These companies often try to convince people that, by using their software, an op
timum solution can be reached with little effort. This, however, seems to be a fun
damental error. Our experience has shown that plans that have been gradually de
veloped by hand cannot be matched by the simple heuristics on which software
applic ations and their automated processe s are based. Yet, working in dialog is of
ten possible. But an experienced user should do this. Seizing the opportunity of
changing an automated solution by hand will lead to a gradual change of the plan
ning process from an automated one to a process that compares with a solution
based on scientific advice.

Yet, it was not until the end of the project that we were able to define all the as
pects of the individual press distribution problems we intended so solve. Such an
insight had not been possible when we started to advise wholesalers.
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Abstract . We present analytical resul ts aimed at providing a methodology for
the design of a 2-stations Automated Gui ded Vehicle System (AGVS). The AGVS
consist s of a number of vehicles transporting pr odu cts between 2 stations. In t his
paper, the design of an AGVS consist s of determining the dispatching ru les and
the number of vehicl es needed to guarantee some product mean waiting time. Th e
dispatching ru les indicate how to well utilize the vehicl es. T hose ru les ar c pr ovided
by using Reorder Poin t Inven tory Policy in order to achieve a fill rate. The fill ra te
is computed in order to respect the maximum mean waiting time. We use Markov
Chain theory to estimate t he minimum number of vehicles needed to ensur e that the
dispat ching ru les work correc tly. Finally, we carry out some simulations to validate
our model.

1 Introduction

An Automa ted Guided Vehicle (AGV) is a dr iverless vehicle which can ac
complish material han dling tasks (i.e. load, transport and unload). An Au
to mat ed Guided Vehicle System (AGVS) consists of a num ber of vehicles
operat ing in a facility, usually cont rolled by a computer. The com puter takes
the dispatching and the routing decisions. AGV technology is a key factor
in reducing material handling operat ing costs and increasing the reliab ility
of mat erial handling systems. However, th e purchasing and installation costs
ar e significant, hence t he design is an important decisio n that should be made
carefully.

In this paper, we analyze the design of a 2-stations system depicted in
F igure 1. This research is originated from a real case , which has to remain
confidential. Imagine, for instance a transport system between a workstation
and a warehouse. P roducts are processed at the workst at ion according to
independent processes. After operations at the workstation , the products
are transported by vehicles (AGVs) towards the war ehous e. The war ehouse
sends also products loaded on vehicles towards th e works tation, when they
are required at the workstation. T he vehicles are un loaded when they arrive
at their dest inat ion and the empty vehicles join a storag e area .

We seek a model to estimate the minimal num ber of vehicles needed to
guarantee some target serv ice level expressed in terms of mean wait ing t ime.
To achieve this we also need to design dispatching rules in order to utilize
th e vehicles in th e best way. Our soluti on pro cedure starts by comput ing the
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necessary fill rat e in order to respect th e maximum mean waiting t imes. The
dispatching rules and the minimum number of vehicles are determined to
guarant ee th e fill rate.

~ = AG V storage area

~ ...~ ,,~ =unloading

~ ..~} =loading

Fig. 1. Environncment

The content of th e paper is as follows. Section 2 present s the AGV envi
ronment and the moti vations of the analysis. Section 3 presents a literature
review for similar AGVS design problems. In Sect ion 4, we present our solu
tion procedure . In section 5, we evaluate the quality and th e relevance of our
approach. We conclude in sect ion 6.

2 AGV Environment and Research M ot ivat ions

Consider a 2-stat ions system depicted in Figure 2. Products ar rive at each
loading station to be transported to the other station. For each stat ion i
the arrival process is characterised by a mean interarrival time of {i and
a vari ance of fJ[. A product waits in queue until a vehicle is availab le to
transport it towards the ot her station. When arriving at th e oth er station,
the product is unload ed and leaves the system (and thus the environment
analyzed). T he emptied vehicle joins the storage area and becomes available
for a transportation request at the other station.

We introduce the following assumptions :

The interarrival t imes form a rene wal process (interarr ival tim es are IID
random variables) .
The arrival processes of the two stations are independent .
The queue of products at the two st ations have infinite capacity.
Only one product can be t ransported by a vehicle at a time.
The products are dispatched according to the Fi rst-Come-First-Served
rule.
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- The loading time and the unlo ading time are zero.
- The internal travel t ime within the st at ion is neglected .
- We denote by L\ the minimum time sepa rating the sending of two vehicles

at a st ation (technology limit) .
The travel t ime T between the two stations is known with certainty and
is independent of the load being conveyed by the vehicle.
The vehicle storage area at each st ation is unlimited.
We will only study the system in its steady state.

The products are supposed to be transported as soon as possible . The
objective is to minimize the time separating the entry of the product in
the waiting queue at one station and the unloading of this product from a
vehicle at the other station. Since the travel time T between the two stations
is constant, it is equivalent to mini mize the produ ct waiti ng t ime before
loading. Hence , the level of performance is measured by the mean product
waiting time at station i, denot ed by W qi.

1.1,0 1

~ = AGV storage area

'• ...~} = unloading

~ ...~) e Icading

Fig. 2. Environnem ent

We introduce the following notation:

X i (t) = The number of vehicles in th e storage ar ea of station i at time t.
Yi(t) = The number of vehicles (loaded or emp ty) traveling towards st ation

i at time t .
Ci (t ) = The number of products waiting at station i at tim e t .
Ni( t) = The cumulated numb er of products that ar rived from t ime 0 to

time t at stat ion i.
X =The total numb er of vehicles in the syste m = Xl (t)+Yl (t)+X2 (t )+Y2(t) ,

for all t .
i - = Station preceding station i ,
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The purchasing and the installation costs of vehicles are often significant.
So we seek a model to find the min imal numb er of vehicles X needed to
guarantee some predefined minimal serv ice level expressed in ter ms of mean
wait ing t ime for t ransportation requests.

To be ab le to determine this minimal numb er of vehicles, we first need
to determine how to best utilize the vehicles. Th erefore we must determine
dispatching rul es. Dispatching rules are used to man age the stock of vehicles
at the two stations. In order to prevent a shortage of vehicles at a station
to cover t ransportation requests, the dispat ching rul es determine whether to
send empty vehicles from one station towa rds another. In this way, available
vehicles are divided am ong stations to provide the best service level.

2.1 Research Motivations

In thi s sect ion , we explain how th e number of vehicles and th e dispatching
rules have an influence on the mean waiting tim e.

Fir st of all, the number of vehicles will never need to exceed 21 because
2T is the total t ra nsportation t ime for a round trip and ,1 is the minimal time
interval between two depar tures of vehicles (technology limit ). Therefore, a
lower bound on the mean wait ing t ime is observed when one vehicle leaves
each station every ,1 uni ts of t ime. This lower bound is the mean wait ing
t ime of a G/ D /1 system with service t ime ,1, denoted by WD (,1 ). If the
num ber of vehicles is 21 the lower bound WD (,1) can easily be reached by
send ing the vehicles at regular int erva ls, one every ,1 uni ts of t ime. But , the
obj ect ive is to minimize the num ber of vehicles.

Similarly, when the number of vehicles is X, it is possible to send one
vehicle from each station every 2; units of time. Therefore, we observe that
the mean waiti ng time of a G/ D/ 1 syst em wit h serv ice time 2; , denoted
by HID(2J) is a level of perform an ce easily reached. W D ( ~i{ ) is an upp er
bound on the optimal mean t ime for a given numb er X of vehicles.

Moreover, we observe that the role and the imp act of the dispatching rules
and the numb er of vehicles depends on the dist ribu t ion of the t ra nsportat ion
demand and its evolut ion over t ime. In par ti cular , let us assume th at E is th e
duration of a peak of transpor tation demand. Figure 3 represents possibl e
demand evolut ion over time where th e demand evolution is measured by
t he instan taneous demand rate. The first case is cha rac ter ized by a lot of
ra ndomness . This is t he case, for instance , when the interarrival t ime process
follows an exponent ia l distri bu tion. In the second case, the distribution is
regular. T his is t he case when the interarrival t imes are relatively constant
and correlated (which is cont ra ry to our IID assumption) .

If the demand peak does not last a long time (small E) it is possible to
const itute a stock of vehicles before the beginning of the peak in order to
cover the demand peak. A minimal numb er of vehicles is required in order
to have enough vehicles in stock at the stations to cover these peaks. The
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Fig. 3. Demand evolution over time

dispatching rules have the purpose of constituting this stock, and the quality
of the dispatching rules is measured in terms of mean waiting time in this
case.

I[ the demand is regular (large s ), the dispatching rules are not useful
because there are not enough vehicles to stock and cover the peak. Therefore,
the upper bound on the minimal mean waiting time will be reached by sending
the vehicles regularly, every 2] units of times. It corresponds to the mean
waiting time of a G/ D /1 system with service time 2], denoted by W D ( Z;).

Figure 4 represents for a given number of vehicles, the evolution of the
mean waiting time as a function of the length of the peak. A demand with
a small e corresponds to a demand with a lot of randomness such a Poisson
process, a demand with a large e corresponds to a demand with relatively
constant and correlated interarrival times. The mean waiting time approaches
W D(L1) when the peak demand is short and approaches W D( 2]) when the
demand is regular or the peak is long . Between these two extreme cases , the
mean waiting time depends on the quality of the dispatching rules . Curve 2
represents the performance of a better dispatching rule than that of Curve 1.

In conclusion, if the demand is regular , the number of vehicles determine
the performance of the system. I[ there is a short peak of demand, the dis
patching rules and the number of vehicles are both important. We want to
determine the number of vehicles and the dispatching rules in order to achieve
a given performance for given demand distribution. Since this model is sup
posed to operate in a highly stochastic environment, we anticipate that the
dispatching rules will play an important role.

3 Literature Review

The purchasing and installation costs of AGVS are significant, and hence the
design is an important decision that should be made carefully. For a given
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Mean waiting time
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( I)

WD(.6.)

Fig. 4. Evolution of the mean waiting time as a function of the peak length

network layout , AGVS design is pr imar ily concerne d with the determination
of the number of vehicles needed . T he required num ber of vehicles is affected
by several factors: number of transportations , travel t ime, network layout ,...

Newton (1985) estimates the number of vehicles needed in an AGVS by
means of a simulation experiment. Wysk , Egbelu , Zhou and Ghosh (1987)
and Egbelu (1987) use simulation to test the quality of solut ions from ana
lytical determ inistic models based on the tot al transportation distance. van
der Meer and de Kost er (1997, 1998) used a simulation model to compare
decentral cont rol (t he vehicle dri ves in assigned loops from work st ation to
workstation) with central cont rol (a cent ral cont roller is used for disp atch
ing of loads or vehicles) . T hey also classified different dispatching rules for
uni-Ioad vehicles . It was concluded th at cent ral cont rol out performs decen
tralized cont rol. van der Meer and de Koster (1999) look at the robu stness
of the classification when multi-load vehicles are used, and also see how th e
class ificat ion holds up when loads are released in batches at the receiving
stat ion. In those pap ers, the vehicle is sent to a workstation when it is free.
They use a " push" approach. We use a " pull" approac h; when a workstation
needs a vehicle, it calls one. Moreover, we t ry to provide an ana lyt ical model
and use simulation only to validate our model.

According to Askin and Standbridge (1993), considerable theory exists
aiding the determination of the nu mber of vehicles needed to suppo rt the
materi al handling requ irements. Although the actual problem is stochastic,
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most of them use a simpler deterministic model to estimate requirements.
These models estimate the number of vehicles needed as the ratio between
the total vehicle utilization time and the effective time a vehicle is available.
The total utilization time can be divided into five components: loaded travel
time, load time, unload time, unloaded travel time and waiting and blocked
time.

Rajotia, Shanker and Batras (1998) describe the analytical model usually
employed for the loaded travel time estimation. The loaded travel time re
quired can easily be determined from the information available on material
flow intensities and travel time matrix among various pairs of pick up/delivery
(P /D) stations. Likewise , specifications on load and unload times can be mul
tiplied by the number of loads to find total load and unload times.

Maxwell and Muckstadt (1982) did pioneering work in analytical modeling
of operation features of an AGVS. They estimate for instance the empty
vehicle travel time by computing the net flow at each P /D station as the
difference between the total number of unit loads delivered there and the total
number of unit loads picked up from there. It represents the number of empty
trips into or out of that station. A standard transportation problem was
formulated which assigned empty trips between various stations minimizing
the total empty vehicle travel time. Authors such as Srinivasan, Bozer and
Cho (1994), Mahadevan and Narendran (1990) , Lin (1990) , Malmborg (1990)
proposed similar approaches to estimate the loaded and unloaded travel times
and the number of vehicles . Askin and Standbridge (1993) discussed several
research studies for the purpose of empty travel time estimation and proposed
a new model. The model begins with the objective of minimizing empty
vehicle trips . the frequency of such trips from/to a station is constrained by
the total number of loads delivered at/picked up from that station. Because of
these additional constraints, the number of empty trips is greater than the net
flow as considered by Maxwell and Muckstadt (1982) . They used simulation to
validate the approach and the results indicate that the model underestimates
the minimum AGV requirements but provides results close to the simulation
results. Mahadevan and Narendran (1991) take into consideration the limited
local buffer. Mahadevan and Narendran (1994) demonstrate the use of a
two stage approach for determining the number of vehicles , the layout of
tracks , the dispatching rules for the vehicles and the provision of control
zones and buffers . The required number of vehicles is estimated using the
model presented in Mahadevan and Narendran (1990) in the first stage. In
the second stage, the effects of AGV failures and AGV dispatching rules on
the system performance are observed through simulation studies.

The last component of vehicle utilization is waiting and blocking time.
Waiting time refers to the time an AGV spends while waiting empty at a
delivery station for assignment of the next load transportation task. Block
ing time is the time an AGV remains in a blocked state because of traffic
congestion while it is traveling either loaded or empty. According to Askin
and Standbridge (1998), it is not possible to compute such waiting and block-
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ing times in advance because they are dependent upon the AGV fleet size,
a parameter which has to be determined first. They depend also upon the
dispatching and routing strategies, guidepath layout, and vehicles clearance
procedures at crossings. Koff (1987) presented empirical approximation of
vehicle idleness (empty travel time and idle waiting time) and blocking time
factors . The range of values suggested is 10 to 15% of total loaded vehicle
travel time for each of the two.

In all these approaches, the number of vehicles is determined using deter
ministic approaches based on the mean transportation load . The performance
is usually observed by simulation. Our approach is to impose a priori a system
performance target, and develop analytical models to compute the number
of vehicles required to achieve it, taking into account the stochastic aspect of
the demand. Simulation is only used to validate our approach .

Closer to our methodology, Tanchoco, Egbelu and Taghaboni (1987) model
the AGVS as a closed queuing network in order to determine the minimum
number of vehicles required. The effectiveness of this modeling approach is
compared to a simulation based method . Since their analysis ignores the
time a vehicle spends traveling empty, it generally underestimates the ac
tual number of vehicles required. Mantel and Landeweerd (1995) developed
a hierarchical queuing network approach to determine the number of AGVs .

Johnson and Brandeau (1993) propose analytical models for the design of
an AGVS. Taking into account the stochastic nature of the demand process,
they apply results from queuing theory to estimate system congestion . They
investigate an AGVS that delivers material from a central storage depot to
shop floor workcenters. The objective is to determine which workcenters to
include in the AGV network and the number of vehicles required to service
those workcenters , in order to maximize the benefit of the network, subject
to a constraint that the average waiting time at each station does not exceed
a predefined limit. The benefit of each station is defined as the net present
value of direct labor savings of delivering material via the AGVS minus the
cost of constructing a pickup and dropoff station at th at workcenter. Their
contribution is to solve the problem using an analytical model. The pool of
vehicles is modeled as an M / G/ c queuing system and the design model is
formulated as a linear binary program with a set of nonlinear constraints to
model average waiting time at each station . The constraints are expressed
by an approximating queuing formula. The approximation attempts to ad
just the M / M / c formula to account. for service time variations. Thonemann
and Brandeau (1997) introduce also an analytical model for th e design of a
multiple-vehicle AGVS with multiple-load capacity operating und er a "go
when-filled" dispatching rule. The AGVs deliver containers of material from
a central depot to workcenters throughout the factory floor . The demand of
the workcenters and the time until delivery are stochastic. They develop a
nonlinear binary programming model to determine the optimal partition of
workcenters into zones , the optimal number of AGVs to purchase, and the
optimal subset of workcenters to service by the AGVS, subject to constraints
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on maximum allowable mean waiting time for material delivery. They develop
an analytical expression for the mean waiting time and present an efficient
branch-and-bound algorithm that solves the AGVS design model optimally.

Johnson and Brandeau (1993) and Thonemann and Brandeau (1997) are
closer to our methodology because they propose an analytical model taking
into account the stochastic nature of the demand process and they apply
results from queuing theory. But in our paper, we analyze and suggest dis
patching rules in order to "best" utilize the vehicles to achieve a given mean
waiting time with a smaller number of vehicles .

Almeida and Kellert (2000) study job shop like flexible manufacturing
system (FMSs) with a discrete material handling device and machine transfer
blocking. They propose an analytical queuing network model to evaluate
the quantitative steady-state performance of such FMSs. The FMS complex
devices are structured in order to prevent deadlocks from occurring. So, in
this paper, they suppose a light load. In our paper, the system is heavily
loaded. Bozer and Kim (1996) determine optimal or near optimal transfer
batch sizes in manufacturing systems and develop an analytical relationship,
issued from queuing theory, between the material handling capacity and the
expected work in process in a manufacturing system. The models developed
by Almeida and Kellert (2000) and Bozer and Kim (1996) are not applicable
to our problem because the aim is not the same. But the methodology is
identical. They present an analytical model based on queuing theory and the
results are validated against discrete event simulations.

AGV5 design is also concerned with dispatching rules .
According to Taghaboni and Tanchoco(1988) , dispatching involves the

selection rule, or methodology, that is used for selecting a vehicle for pick up
of delivery assignments. The problem addressed here is not exactly the same.
More precisely, the dispatching rules are used here to organize or distribute
the stock of empty vehicles in order to best cover the transportation demands.
Due to the simple structure of the transportation system, the dispatching
rules are not used to assign vehicles to specific transportation requests .

4 AGVS Design Model

4.1 Framework

The level of performance is measured by the product mean waiting time at the
2 stations, denoted by W ql and W q2. As the purchasing and the installation
costs of AGVs are significant, we try to minimize the number of vehicles
needed to guarantee the level of performance. 50 we have to good utilize
the vehicles . For that, we determine the dispatching rules which guarantee a
certain level of stock at the two stations. The dispatching rules are determined
by using a classical Reorder Point Inventory Policy (RPIP) from inventory
management theory. But, this policy is based on the concept of fill rate and
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not on the concept of mean waiting time. The fill rate r is the probability to
have an available vehicle at the station to satisfy a request , at the moment
the request occurs.

So, in the first step of our model, we have to provide an expression for the
mean waiting time in terms of the fill rate r in order to be able to use the
RPIP to determine the dispatching rules . Finally, we determine the number
of vehicles necessary to be sure that the dispatching rules work correctly.

4.2 Finding the Appropriate Fill Rate

We try to provide an expression for the mean waiting time W q in terms
of the fill rate r . Each station is considered here independently and can be
modeled as a queuing process. The independence hypothesis will be satisfied if
there are enough vehicles in the system. The products enter a waiting queue
according to some interarrival times distribution with a mean interarrival
time of t and a variance of a2

. To estimate the waiting time we use the
following approximation proposed by Marchal (1978) for a GIGI1 system:

Wq = '\(a2 + Var(S)) p2 + ,\2Var(S)
2(1 - p) 1 + ,\2Var(S)

(1)

where S is the service time distribution (time between successive departures
of vehicles from a station), Var(S) is the variance of S, p = ,\ * E(S) and
E(S) is the expected service time.

So, in order to calculate W q, we need to estimate the expected service
time E(S) and the variance Var(S). We assume here that the dispatching
rule used will ensure a fill rate r. Thus when a request arrives, there is a
probability r of having at least one vehicle available and a probability 1 - r
that the product should wait for the arrival of a vehicle .

1. With a probability r , at least one vehicle is available to transport a prod
uct. In this case, the service time is distributed according to a constant
distribution of parameter Ll (technological limit) because one product is
sent to the other station every Ll units of time.

2. On the other hand, with a probability 1- r, there is no vehicle available at
the station when a product arrives. The product has to wait until a vehicle
arrives. In the worst case, the second station does not send any product.
It sends only empty vehicles when the first station requires one. The first
station requires a vehicle each time a product arrives, consequently the
time between arrivals of empty vehicles will have the same distribution as
between arrivals of a product at that station. Therefore, the distribution
of the arrival of empty vehicles at the first station, and the service time
distribution, are the same as the arrival distribution.

So, together for the two cases, the expected service time is
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1
£(5) = rL1 + (1 - r ) * :\

As £(52 ) = r L12 + (1 - r) * (02 + -&), the variance of t he service t ime
distribu tion is

1
V ar(S) = £ (S2) - £(S)2 = r (l- r)( L1- :\ )2 + (1 - r )0 2

Knowing £ (5) and V ar(5), for a maximum waitin g tim e W q* , we deter
mine the appropriate fill ra te r" as

t" = min{r: W q(r) ~ Wq*}

The expression of W q has been developed in te rms of th e fill rate r . W q
depend s on r , L1 , ,\ and 0 2 , assuming th at the fill rate r can be guaranteed.

Now, we want to find the dispatching rules needed to achieve the fill rate
r.

4.3 Dispatching Rules

Any request for a vehicle at stat ion i has to wait on average W qj . Wh en
station 1 as ks for an empty vehicle, it has to wait on average T + W q2 uni ts
of time for the vehicle to arrive. This means that to ensure a fill rate r at
station 1, we must make sure wit h probab ility r , that at any t ime there are
enough vehi cles t rave ling to station 1 to cover the t ransportation demand (of
station 1) during T + W q2 units of time.

Recall that Nj(t) is t he cumulated numb er of products that ar rived from
time 0 to t ime t at station i. If the cur rent t ime is t, (NI (t +T +W q2) - N I (t))
is the number of products that will ar rive at station 1 during the next T +W q2
uni ts of t ime . We want to make sure th at the number of vehicles traveling
to stat ion 1 is high enough so t hat the probabili ty of t he number of arrivals
being greate r does not exceed 1 - r. We call SI the smallest number which
satisfies t he inequality:

We want to have at least S, vehicles available at stat ion i at any time.
We have the same express ion for the station 2. In genera l, for the stat ion i,
S, is the smallest number which satisfies the following inequality:

P ((N j (t + T + W qj_) - Nj( t)) 2 Sj) ~ 1 - r (2)

In ot her words the probability of not having enough vehicles (i.e. more
demands tha n Sd is at most 1 - r. The dispatching rules try to ant icipate the
possible demand by calling empty vehicles if necessary. So, we introduce t he
concept of net stock of available vehicles for station i at time t, Sj(t), which is
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defined as the sum of vehicles at station i plus the vehicles en route to station
i and minus the products waiting at station i (corresponding to vehicles not
available to transport new requests). Formally, Si(t) = Xi(t) + Yi(t) - Ci(t).
The net stock Si(t) has to be higher than S, in order to satisfy the fill rate
T. This suggests the following dispatching rule :

When the net stock of vehicles at station i, Si(t), is less than 5 i , the other
station sends an empty vehicle to station i.

This dispatching rule is similar to a classical reorder point policy from
inventory management theory.

4.4 Number of AGVs

Our dispatching rules suppose there are enough vehicles so that a request
for an empty vehicle waits on average W qi at station i. We will now try to
determine the minimum number of vehicles required to ensure this .

First Observation It is obvious that the number of vehicles must be higher
or equal to 51 + 52. Indeed X = Xl (t) + Yl (t) + xz(t) + yz(t) and the net
stock Si(t) = Xi(t) + Yi(t) - Ci(t) must be at least 5 i , for i = 1,2.

We need more than 51 +52 vehicles. Indeed, if the system has just 51 +52
vehicles, there is a risk to see the vehicles running without interruption only
to satisfy the dispatching rules (empty transportation requests) . If the station
1 sends a vehicle, its net stock becomes less than 51, hence the station 1 ask
for a vehicle. Station 2 sends this vehicle and its net stock becomes less than
52, and so on . This does not allow to satisfy the fill rate requirement.

Number of Vehicles en route To achieve a fill rate T, we need - with
probability T - at least one vehicle available at each station. So, we want,
with probability T, more vehicles in the system than the vehicles en route.
If we know the maximum number of vehicles en route, we can deduce the
number of vehicles required .

The number of vehicles en route is the number of vehicles sent by the two
stations. A station sends loaded vehicles at rate Ai (Ai is given) and empty
vehicles at the rate Vi (according to the dispatching rules). If we know Vi,

we assume that the time between successive vehicles on a link (between two
stations) has the same type of distribution as the interarrival time process of
demand, with the distribution being scaled to take the empty vehicles into
account . That is,

I a A + V
fi (X) = I; (X * -A-)

where
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If0 is the probability density function of times between vehicles on a
link .
l iaO is the probability density function of arrivals .

Let Ni (t) be the cumulat ed number of vehicles that arrived at station
i according to the distribution If0 from time a to t ime t. We want , with
probability T , more vehicles in the syst em than the number of vehicles en
route. In other words, we want with a probability 1-T, more vehicles en route
than the number of vehicles in the system. The number of vehicles en route at
tim e t between station i- and station i is defined by NHt+T+W qi-) - Ni(t) .
So we determine S; for each link to be th e smallest number satisfying:

P((Ni(t + T + Wqi-) - Ni(t)) ~ SD ~ 1 - T (3)

If we adopt the same reasoning for the two stations, we can thus say
that , with probability T, there is maximum S~ + S& vehicles en route. In
conclusion , knowing the rates of empty vehicles (VI and V2) , the minimum
number of vehicles necessary to cover the total transportation is thus S~ +S&.
In the following section, we develop an expression for VI and V2 '

Estimation of Vi We suppose that a station can send a vehicle as soon as
the other station requires one . To estimate the rate at which station i sends
empty vehicles to the other station, we have to know when the other station
requires an empty vehicle . A station requires an empty vehicle when its net
stock goes below the limit Si ' Let us define n as the number of vehicles above
the minimum of SI + S2 , in other words : n = X - SI - S2. We define a
stochastic process E(t) = sdt) - SI' E(t) is the number of vehicles abov e
the dispatching rule limi t at station 1. E(t) will increase by one unit each
time a product is sent from station 2 to station 1. E(t) will decrease by one
uni t each time station 1 sends a product to stat ion 2. When E(t) = a and
station 1 sends a product then th e net stock would go below the minimum
threshold of th e dispatching rule and consequent ly an empty vehicle should
be sent from station 2 to station 1. We have the same situation at the other
direction when E(t) = n .

We will approximate the sto chastic process E(t) by a markov process M(t)
where we assume the tim es between transitions are exponenti ally distributed
with parameter )'1 and ..\2 respectively. This corr esponds to Poisson arrival
processes for the products. Our simulation results (an example is given in
section 5.1.3) show that this approximation gives satisfactory results. Figure
5 represents this Markov process.

The first station requires an empty vehicle only when the markov process
is in state a and a transportation request arrives to st ation 1. Station 2 re
quires an empty vehicle when the system is in t he state n and a transportation
request arrives to station 2. So, the expression of VI and V2 are:

(4)
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(5)

Knowing Al and A2, we have to find Po and Pn . If the demands are
the same at the two stations (AI = A2), all states ar e equiprobable, and
Po = PI = Pn = ..,= n~I ' If the demands ar e different at the two stations,

then Pn = p" * Po and Po = 1 _~~/+ 1 ) where p = ~, assuming without loss
of generality that A2 ::; AI .

C onclusion We now have two equat ions in order to find th e numb er of
vehicles X . The first one finds IIi from n and th e second one est imates X
from IIi. We solve thi s system in an iterative way. We propose the following
procedure.

1. For a given mean waiting time W q, we compute the corres ponding fill
rate T (expression 1).

2. For a given fill rate T , we compute 5 1 and 52 (expression 2).
3. We pose n and we compute II I and 112 (expression 4 and 5).
4. We compute 51' and 52' and X = 5 1' + 52' (express ion 3).
5. If X - (51+ 52) > n , increase n and go back to the ste p 2.

If X - (51+ 52) < n , decrease n and go back to the ste p 2.
If X - (51 + 52) = n , n is optimal, go to ste p 5.

6. X = 51 + 52 + n

We did not study the th eoreti cal convergence property of th is pro cedure.
But a very small number of iterations were needed in all test cases.

5 Evaluat ion of t he Quality and the Relevance of t he
M odel

In this sect ion, we evaluate the quality and th e relevan ce of our approach .
Fir st , we carry out simulat ions of the system using the Extend Softwar e",
Then , we show that a deterministic approach or a pure queuing theory ap
proach can not achieve result s of similar quali ty.

1 Extend v4.1.3, Imagine That , Inc., 1998, San Jose
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5 .1 Evaluation of the Quality of the Model

We carried out four series of simulations. The t rave l time is 100 un its of
t ime and the technology limit .:1 is one unit of time. The simulations vary
in terms of interarrival t ime processes. The interarrival time distribut ions
are cha racterized by a lot of randomness (see our lID assum ption) and we
know the mean and the variance of the distributions. In the first simula
tio n, t he inter arrival time processes at the two stations are exponent ia l and
asy mmet ric. In the second simulation, the int erarrival t ime processes are ex
ponential and symmetric. In the third simulat ion, the interarrival processes
are non-exponential and asy mmetric. In the four th simulation experiment ,
we evalua te the robustness of our solution.

We compute , for different fill rates, the mean waiting t ime (W q), the
dispatching ru les (Si) and th e number of veh icles (X) needed . In th e simu
lati on , we compare the observed fill rate (Tabs) to the given fill rate (T) and
th e observed mean waiting t ime (Wqobs) to the computed mean waiting time
(W q).

The three series of simulations rela te to 10 runs of 10.000 uni ts of time.
The tables below present the computed and simulated quantities with their
95% confidence interval.

1. Asymmetric exp onential demands
The interarrival t ime processes at t he two stations follow an exponent ial
distribution, with a mean of 2 time uni ts at station 1 and 4 t ime units at
station 2. The simulation resul ts are given in Tabl e 1.

Table 1 . Asy mmetric ex ponential pr ocesses

objective design pr ed ict ion observation
T 51 52 X Wq1 W q2 ri obs T20bs Wql obs Wq20bs

99% 67 37 134 0.54 0.22 0.99 0.99 0.51±0.04 0.4±0.0256
95% 62 34 124 0.71 0.45 0.97±0.02 0.97±0.06 0.7 ± 0.23 0.51±0.05
90% 60 32 120 0.94 0.76 0.94±0.01 0.95±0.01 0.84±0.1 2 0.6±0.07
85% 58 31 116 1.21 1.1 0.88±0.02 0.92 1.24±0.28 0.83±0.15
80% 57 30 114 1.5 1.5 0.83±0.045 0.9±0.02 1.96±O .93 O.95±O.2

For instance, for a fill rat e of 90%, stat ion 2 sends a vehicle to station
1 if the net stoc k of vehicles at st ation 1 is less tha n 60 vehicles. The
simulat ion presents a fill rate of 94% and 95%, better th an what we
expected . The mean wait ing t ime calculated (0.94 and 0.76 ) seems to
be a goo d approximation of the mean wait ing t ime simulated (0.84 and
0.6) . Since the dispatching rules are mainly used by the station with th e
highest load , the resul ts are better for that station . The model at that
station is closer to reality.
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To achieve a fill rate of 100%, the number of vehicles has to be 21 and
the best level of performance W D(Ll) is reached by sending the vehicles
at regular time intervals. In this case , 21 = 200 for a mean waiting time
of 0.54. Our model proposes 134 vehicles for a fill rate of 99% and a mean
waiting time of 0.94 units of time. This result is interesting knowing that
the purchasing and the installation costs of vehicles are often significant.

2. Symmetric exponential demands
The interarrival time processes at the two stations follow exponential
distribution, with a mean of 2 time units . The corresponding results are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Symmetric exponential processes

objective design prediction observation
7 51 52 X Wql Wq2 710bs 720bs Wqlobs Wq20bs

99% 67 67 144 0.54 0.54 0.99±0.04 0.99 0.6±0.02 0.6l±0.04
95% 62 62 134 0.71 0.71 0.96±0.01 0.96±0.01 0.72±0.01 0.73±0.09
90% 60 60 130 0.94 0.94 0.92±0.02 0.92±0.02 l±0.05 0.96±0.14
85% 58 58 126 1.2 1.2 0.89±0.01 0.89±0.02 1.27±0.29 1.26±0.23
80% 57 57 124 1.5 1.5 0.84±0.02 0.84±0.03 1.36±0.19 1.5l±0.3

The observed fill rates are larger than what we expected in our analysis .
The mean waiting time calculated seems to be a good approximation of
the mean waiting time simulated.

3. Non-Poisson process
The interarrival times of transportation requests follow a log-normal dis
tribution, called X n with a mean time of 2 units of time for station 1 and
a variance of 2, and a mean time of 4 units of time and a variance of 8
for station 2. Table 3 presents the results.

Table 3. Non-Poisson processes

objective design prediction observation
7 5152 X Wql Wq2 710bs 720bs Wqlobs Wq20bs

99% 63 35 126 0.27 0.1 l±0 l±0 0.l±0.01 0.19±0
95% 59 32 118 0.34 0.2 0.98±0 0.98±0 0.19±0.06 0.25±0.02
90% 57 30 114 0.44 0.33 0.94±0.01 0.96±0 0.35±0.1 0.36±0.02
85% 55 29110 0.56 0.49 0.86±0.01 0.92±0 0.94±0.1 0.52±0
80% 55 28110 0.7 0.68 0.86±0.02 0.92±0 1.02±0.19 0.52±0.03

The observed fill rates are larger than what we expected for the large fill
rates . According to Marchal (1978) , the performance of the mean waiting
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time approximation deteriorates as the service times or interarrival times
deviate further from exponentially. Moreover, to compute the dispatching
rules limits Si, we utilised the Central Limit Theorem. It is known that
this approximation will be less precise for the tails of the distribution.

4. Robustness
In real cases, the interarrival mean time varies with time >.(t) around the

nominal rate t .In our approach , we determine dispatching rules and the
number of vehicles with a nominal rate, but if the mean varies with time,
the level of performance would not be too degraded. We expect that the
degradation will be proportional to the difference between A(t) and A. We
have simulated the worst case in which dispatching rules and the number
of vehicles are based on exponential interarrival time processes with an
interarrival mean time of 2 and 4 units of time, respectively at the two
stations, but the real interarrival times have a mean of 4 and 2 units of
time, respectively. In other words we expect the heavy flow to be from 1
to 2, but we observe the opposite. We see that the level of performance
(Wq) is not too degraded. The simulation results are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Robustness

objective design prediction
T 51 52 X Wql Wq2 TIObs

99% 67 37 134 0.54 0.22 1
95% 62 34 124 0.71 0.45 0.99
90% 60 32 120 0.94 0.76 0.98
85% 58 31 116 1.21 1.1 0.94±0.02
80% 57 30 114 1.5 1.5 0.93±0.02

observation
T20bs W ql obs W q20bs

0.07±0.1 0.37±0.01 20.78±1.06
0.03 0.42±0.03 26.99±1.14
0.02 0.45±0.04 30.87±0.1
0.02 0.65±0.15 34.33±2.08
om 0.65±0.1 35.96±1.14

The fill rate of station 2 is very small because there is constantly a back
log of vehicles at each station. In fact a queue of products will appear
at station 2 that will increase untill station 2 calls in enough empty ve
hicles. The simulation shows that at some point this happens and that
the number of products in queue (and thus the waiting time of products)
does not grow indefinitely.

In conclusion, we observe that the model suggested offers a good degree
of approximation for the fill rate and for the mean waiting time. Moreover
the dispatching rule ensures that the system stays in a stable state even if
the arrival process is not as expected. This observation gives us an idea for
installing a self-adapting system. At regular intervals, we will observe the fill
rate for the preceeding period and if the fill rate observed exceeds the fill rate
to be achieved, we decrease the dispatching rules limit . If not, we increase
the dispatching rules limit .
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5.2 Evaluation of the Relevance of our Model

We conclude this evaluation section by showing that our results represent
an improvement of a nave approach. Indeed, our model proposes to run the
system with much less vehicles than the number of vehicles obtained through
other simpler design approaches. Moreover , our dispatching rules guarantee
smooth operating conditions even with less vehicles.

A deterministic approach, as the one proposed in Egbelu (1987) and Ma
hadevan and Narendran (1994) , would place all the vehicles at equidistance
on the loop and does not take into account the stochastic aspect of the arrival
process. In this approach, the number of vehicles needed is 2T A. For instance,
if A = 0.5 and T = 100 units of time, X = 100. The system with 100 vehicles
will achieve a very bad level of performance. We need more than 100 vehicles .

Similarly, the anticiped level of performance of a simple queuing approach
placing all vehicles at regular time intervals is the mean waiting time of a
M / D / 1 model with a service time of 2]'.

A
Wq=--

2J.L(J.L - A)

where J.L = :r.
In our example, to have a mean waiting time less than 1 unit of time, such

a simple queuing approach needs 160 vehicles . In our approach, to achieve a
W q of 0.94 units of time, we only need 120 vehicles (see Tabl e 1). So, we see
that our model allows one to compute a smaller number of vehicles for the
same performance, and proposes adequate dispatching rules to achieve the
required performance.

Of course, we have been able to improve the models used to estimate the
number of vehicles needed because our transportation network is much sim
pler . It is the goal of further research to extend the models to more complex
transportation settings.

6 Conclusions and Practical Implications

In this paper we address a design problem of a 2-stations AGV system. The
objective of this design phase is to achieve a given performance level. The level
of performance is the mean waiting time at the stations. We use a combined
approach based on three different operation research techniques: inventory
management, queuing theory and stochastic processes. Our approach starts
by determining a fill rate necessary to achieve this mean waiting time. To
achieve a fill rate T , each station has to maintain a sufficient number of
vehicles (at the station or traveling to the station) to cover the demand.
To assure this, we determine dispatching rules, according to which a station
asks empty vehicles to the other station. To assure that the dispatching rules
work correctly, there must be enough vehicles in the system. We propose an
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iterative procedure to determine the minimum number of vehicles needed to
allow the dispatching rules to work correctly.

We simulate our model and we prove that our model offers better results
than simpler deterministic and queuing approaches.

Finally, our model lends itself well to a self-adapting system. Indeed, if the
level of performance (Wq) is degraded, th e dispatching rules and the number
of vehicles can be modified. It is particularly interesting in the case where
the mean process arrival varies with time.

Our design model is based on the assumption that there are two stations
and that the product is always unloaded at the station following the loading
station. One area of future research is to investigate more complex guidepath
layouts. First, we want to extend our results to a closed loop of n stations.
Secondly, we want to allow the products to be unloaded at any station. In
this case, all the vehicles traveling to a station may not be considered to be
available at the station when they arrive and we have to know the destination
of the product. Finally, in some environments, the guidepath layout might
not consist of closed loops. An interesting area for future research would allow
the vehicles to use more general routes between stations.
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port whatever load they encounter first, i.e. the First-Encountered-First-Served
rule . The latter rule does not make use of load information such as release times,
and it appears that this simple rule is outperformed by the central control systems,
which use less vehicles and have smaller load waiting times . In Van der Meer and
De Koster (1998), the model for central control systems is extended. Several con
trol rules such as: First-Come-First-Served (FCFS), Nearest-Vehicle-First (NVF),
Shortest-Travel-Distance-First (STDF) and Work-list-Dispatching (WLD) are
compared. By forecasting the load release times a short time in advance, the au
thors introduced a virtual release time to signal the vehicles in advance for a pick
up job to be released soon . This extra information in turn reduced load waiting
times, but only to a certain extent.

When the forecast time could be extended to a complete day (or daily shift) , the
vehicles could be routed in such a way as to maximize the performance, i.e, to
minimize the load throughput times (the load waiting times plus load travel times).
When all move requests at a facility would be known in advance, an efficient
schedule could be made off-line to move all requests with a minimum average
load throughput time. With the growing use of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI),
such scenarios might seem more likely to happen. However, due to last minute
updates and unexpected failure of equipment, a stochastic environment is usually
the reality. Scheduling vehicles or loads a complete day in advance is therefore
near to impossible. In fact, the longer the planning horizon, the less reliable it will
be. However, in order to compare off-line control and on-line dispatching we as
sume in this paper that all information needed for off-line control can be obtained
and vehicles can be scheduled optimally. This is done by formulating the situation
as a multi-vehicle Pick-up and Delivery Problem with Time Windows, which is
solved using Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) for the situation of uni-load vehi
cles. This exact method using exact information can be seen as an off-lin e control
rule and is compared to the performance of the on-line FCFS and NVF dispatch
ing rules . The idea is to use off-line control performance for uni-load vehicles as a
benchmark for on-line performance. We compare the following situations:

• The value of having all information needed for off-line control
• the value of additional vehicles for on-line control
• the value of additional load capacity of vehicles.

Acquiring exact information on loads and load release times is expensive and
difficult, if not impossible. Furthermore, solving optimal vehicle schedules re
quires MIP algorithms that are complex, time consuming and difficult to integrate
in vehicle control software. Therefore, perhaps a simple heuristic rule like Inser
tion (see Solomon (1987) and Solomon & Desrosiers (1988)) is already good
enough to be used for off-line vehicle control systems. The latter will also be sub
ject of study in this paper.

Section 2 describes the off-line and on-line control rules used . In section 3 we
describe how the vehicles will be dispatched in two different layout environments
to investigate the effects of different topologies for different types of dispatching
rules . The results will then be discussed in detail in section 4. It will also be shown
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that the performance difference between on-line dispatching and off-line control
depends mainly on the load throughput and the spread of load-release instances. In
low throughput environments, vehicles can become idle and park when dispatched
on-line . When controlled off-line, this idle time is used to travel to the next load
transportation assignment, hence, compared to on-line dispatching, reducing the
average load waiting times and possibly the average throughput times. The paper
ends with some concluding remarks.

2 Problem Formulation

As stated before , vehicle-based internal transportation systems can be found in
many forms. In each case, loads have to be transported from one location, called
the origin, to another, the destination. Loads can be pallets, crates, totes, contain
ers etc.. We consider the general case where loads are released to a transportation
system at a certain time i.e. the release time, and need to be transported to a desti
nation . The object is to minimize the average time between the release time of the
load and the drop-off time of the load at its destination. This time, the average lo
ad throughput time, defines the performance of the control rule for the vehicles.
The smaller the average load throughput time, the better the performance. In other
words, loads have to be picked up after their release time (start of time window)
by one of the vehicl es and brought to their destination in such a way that the aver 
age load throughput time is minimal. It is desirable to keep the average load wait
ing time to a minimum in order to service waiting trucks at the shipping lanes , re
lease new space at small output buffers, quickly transport perishable products to
cooled areas, service other handling equipment, etc.. The transportation time can
usually not be influenced much, except in the case of multi-load vehicle control.
When a load transport is combined with another load transport, the first load has
some extra travel time. This is the main reason why we define the performance as
the sum of the load waiting times and load travel times.

In the off-line case, where all transport jobs, including release times, are known
in advance, the problem can be modeled as a multi-vehicle pick-up and delivery
problem with time windows (m-PDPTW) where the objective is to minimize the
load throughput time. The following sections describ e the off-line control rules
used. The vehicle routes can be optimized with mixed integer programming algo
rithms. The m-PDPTW is NP-hard and the algorithms to solve this problem opti 
mally are very time and memory consuming. We therefore also describe a heuris
tic to solve larger problem instances.

2.1 Off-line Control Rules

The following sections describe the off-line control rules used. Because all infor
mation is known beforehand, the vehicle routes can be optimized with Mixed In-
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teger Programming (MIP) algorithms. However, in practice, these algorithms can
be very time and memory consuming. We therefore also describe an Insertion heu
ristic and use it to solve the same and larger problem instances.

2.1.1 The Multi-Vehicle Pick-up and Delivery Problem with Time
Windows

An extensive discussion on the PDPTW is given by Dumas et at. (1991). In their
model the vehicles must pick up a load at the load origin between the start and end
of the pick-up time window and deliver the load at its destination between the start
and end of the destination time window. However, the time window formulation
for the study in this paper is different. The release time of the load defines the start
of the pick-up time window, so the loads can be picked up any time after that and
must be delivered directly. Furthermore, to keep the problem computationally
tractable, only uni-Ioad vehicles are used for our MIP algorithm. This is also re
ferred to as a full-truck load problem, see Savelsbergh and Sol (1995).

A full-truck load pick-up and delivery problem can be formulated as a Travel
ing Salesman Problem (TSP) by representing a transportation job as a single job 
node (instead of an origin and destination location-node) in which the travel time

from job i to job j (/;j ) equals the travel time from the origin of job i to the desti

nation of i (t .+._ ) plus the travel time from the destination of i to the origin of j
I I

(1.- .+). SO I ;}" = 1.+._ + t ._ .+ . This origin to orig in formulation would cause prob-
I I I I I }

lems for the time window constraints for destination locations. However, in the
formulation of this paper, there are only start time constraints at the origins. The
PDPTW in this special case can therefore be formulated as a TSP with time win
dows (TSPTW) with the objective to minimize the load throughput time, which is
the sum of all load waiting times plus load travel times.

With multi-load vehicles the load travel times would not be unique since a
load 's travel time can increase when another load is picked up and dropped off
first by the loaded vehicle. In the case of uni-Ioad vehicles, the load transportation
times are constant and the objective reduces to the minimization of the load wait
ing time (we will add the loaded trip times at the end) . This in turn is also referred
to a Traveling Repairman Problem with time windows (TRPTW) (see also Ball et
al. (1995» . The formulation in the next section has no restriction for the end-time
of the time window; this is the main difference with other TRPTW formulations
found in literature and is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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2.1.2 The Traveling Repairman Problem with Time Windows

We give the formulation for the TRPTW involving a single depot (which is repre
sented by a node where the vehicles start from to serve their first job , and return to
after completing their last job) and a homogeneous fleet of vehicles for the models
studied in this paper. The notation used is listed in Table 1, the mathematical for
mulation is listed in Formulation 1.

Table 1. Notat ion for the TRPTW

Index sets
N

P
V

Parameters
n

r i

Variables

set of nodes {O, ..., n + I} for the vehicle network , indexed
by i andj
set of nodes {I , ..., n} other than the depot nodes
set of vehicles {I , ..., IVI} to be routed where IVI is the
number of vehicles, indexed by v

number of load transportation jobs lPl, associat e to job i a
node i
release time of the load at node i, (which defines the start of
the pick-up time window)
travel distance/time from i to j for each distinct i, j in N
(that is from the origin of load i to the origin of load j)

binary flow variables which equal 1 if vehicle v travels
from node i to nodej and zero otherwise, VEV, i,jEN
time at which service at node i begins, iEP
time vehicle v leaves the start depot (node 0), v EV
time vehicle v returns to the end depot (node n + 1), VEV

As vehicles travel on the network transporting loads form one location to an
other, some locations are visited more than once. However, a Gob-)node is associ
ated to each transportation job in order to assign a unique service or departure
time to each job. Therefore different nodes may refer to the same physical location
at which a transport request was placed . Since each vehicle starts and ends its
route at the depot, the depot would be associated with several service-times. How
ever, a variable can only be associated with one value . Therefore extra dummy
service-time variables (DV

o, DV

lI+1 were VEV) are introduced for the depots which
all refer to the same physical depot location .
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Min~)Di - ri)
iel?

Subject to

LLxij =1 ViEP (2)
veV jeN

Lxij-Lxli=OViEP,VvEV (3)
jeN jeN

LXOj =1 VVEV (4)
jel'

Lxin+l = 1 Vv E V (5)
iel'

xij =1==>Di +tij ~Dj Vi,jEP,VvEV (6)

XOj =1==>Do+tOj ~Dj VjEP,VvEV (7)

Xin+l =1==> D, + tin+l ~ D~+l Vi E P, Vv EV (8)

o, ~ ri Vi E P (9)

DO =0 VVEV (10)

D~+l ~ 0 Vv EV (11)

L LX~+lj =0 (12)
veV jeN

LLxio =0 (13)
veV ieN

xij binary Vi, j EN,VVEV (14)

Formulation 1: The mathematical formulation of the TRPTW

We seek to minimize the sum of the load waiting time (see equation (1», i.e.
the sum of differences between the departure time D, of a vehicle at node i, and
the release time/earliest possible pick-up time r, of the load at that node. The cor
responding objective implicitly minimizes the average load waiting time as well.
And when the loaded trip times are added, it also minimizes the average load
throughput time. If a vehicle arrives at a node before the load is released, the vehi
cle must wait. Constraints (2)-(5) and (12)-(13) form a multi-commodity flow
formulation, in which constraint (2) ensures that all nodes are visited exactly once .
Constraint (3) in turn ensures that a vehicle arriving at a node will also leave that
node. Furthermore, vehicles must leave the starting node (constraint (4» , and con
straint (13) makes sure that no vehicle can return to the starting node. Constraints
(5) and (12) make sure vehicles arrive at the end node and never leave from the
end depot respectively.

Next, constraints (6)-(8) describe the compatibility requirements between
routes and schedules, while constraints (9)-(11) are the time window constraints.
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Constraint (9) defines the start of the pick-up time window, since vehicles can
come any time after the release time; there is no constraint for the end time.

Constraints (6)-(8) in Formulation 1 are not linear, but can be rewritten in an
equivalent linear form using a large constant M:

Di + l ij-D jsM(l-xij) Vi,jEP,VvEV (6')

Do +lOj -D j SM(l-XoJ VjEP,VvEV (1')

D, + lin+l - D~+1 S M(l- Xrn+l) Vi E P, Vv E V (8')

Constraints (6')-(8') also impose increasing times at the nodes of the route.
Thus, eliminating possible cycles. These constraints are in fact a generalization of
the subtour elimination constraints proposed by Miller et al. (1960).

Since a node has a pick-up time window with a start time only, a vehicle can ar
rive any time after that. This will result in a large number of possible routes. By
introducing an end for the pick-up time window like constraint (9') below, some
routes are eliminated and thereby the speed of finding the optimum is increased.

ViEP (9')

In this case, a constant C is used to form a time window of length C in which a
vehicle should pick up the load at node i. However, setting the pick-up time win
dow too narrow will lead to a suboptimal solution (possibly even an infeasible one
if all feasible routes are eliminated, C should then be increased). The (suboptimal)
value of the objective function of this 'previous run solution' can be used to set a
new end time for the pick-up time window. Adding the ' previous run solution' to
all load release times will create new end times for the pick-up time window (see
constraint (9") next page) . This will lead to the optimal value when the MIP is run
again, since the optimal value will always be smaller (or equal) than the time win
dows created with a 'suboptimal' answer.

More formally , since

[L: (Di _ rJ]OPlimOI solution s [L: (D
i
_ rJ]preViOus run

I EP IEP

it follows that all individual waiting times of the optimal solution are smaller than
the sum of the waiting times, and
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which leads to

ViEP

ViEP (9")

This means that for the optimal value, the MIP should be run again with constraint
(9') replaced with (9"). However, the second run is only necessary when the solu
tion of the first run is larger than C. Note that the solution of a heuristic algorithm
(such as Insertion) can also be used to estimate C. With such an (over)estimate of
C, only one run is necessary to obtain the optimal value . However, the running
time can be relatively high since the bound can be rather weak.

2.1.3 The Insertion Rule

When using CPLEX to solve the MIP model, memory problems (over 125 MB of
RAM was available) and long running times (on an IBM/RS6000 model 370)
were soon encountered for relatively small problems (see also Section 4.1). To de
crease the running time, increase the problem size and increase the chance of prac
tical implementation, we also analyzed the results with an Insertion heuristic. In
sertion heuristics have been studied for a variety of vehicle-routing problems (see
Solomon (1987», dial-a-ride problems (see Jaw et al. (1986» and traveling
salesman problems (see Gendreau et al. (1992» . Insertion heuristics have shown
very promising results in these studies. For off-line vehicle-control based on the
traveling repairman problem of Section 2.1.2, we will describe an Insertion type
heuristic and compare the results with the optimal results for small problem sizes.
The Insertion heuristic will then also be used for larger problem instances.

The pseudocode of the Insertion algorithm used to construct the vehicle routes
off-line is presented in Algorithm 1. After sorting the jobs in increasing order in
terms of the release time, the position with the cheapest insertion cost of the job is
calculated for each job. This is the minimal extra waiting time needed to add job i
to a vehicle route v. Since the number of candidate positions is at most n, and the
number of jobs considered to one of the positions is at most n, an algorithm that
enumerates all jobs for all candidate positions (the Insertion heuristic) will have a
time complexity of O(n2

) . The algorithm is actually carried out twice in case a job
can be inserted in different vehicle routes with the same costs (ties). The first time
the data about the possible insertion position is not updated in case of a tie, (so the
job is assigned to the first route encountered with that solution) . The second time
the data about the possible insertion position is also updated when a tie is encoun
tered, (so the job is assigned to the last route encountered with that solution).
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Perform jobs to job -nodes transformation;
Construct the node-list by sorting tasks on increasing release times ;
for v ;= 1 to I~ do
Initialize vehicle route v with depot D"0;
for i ;= 1 to n do {

for v ;= 1 to I~ do {
for j ;= 1 to (nr. nodes of vehicle route v) + 1 do {
Temporarily insert node i at position j of route v;
Recalculate the sum of differences between departure and release times

(waiting times) for all inserted nodes so far; }}
Insert node i at positi on j of vehicle route v for which the total sum of waiting time s

was minimal ; }
Report total waiting time ;

Algorithm 1: Simplified algorithm of the Insertion heuristic in pseudocode

The next situation of four locations (including the depot) , three jobs and two
vehicles is an example of the Insertion procedure. The travel times between the
four locations for this example are shown in Table 2. Table 3 gives the jobs to job
nodes transformation (origin-to -origin) and Table 4 the corresponding node to
node travel times. For example, the travel time from node 2 to node 3 in Table 4 is
the travel time from location 1 to location 3 (the third job row in Table 3), which
equals 20 (see Table 2) plus the travel time from (destination) location 3 to (ori
gin) location 1.

Table 2. Travel timesbetween locations

Location Depot 1 2 3
Depot 0 10 10 20
1 10 0 10 20
2 10 10 0 10
3 20 20 10 0

Table 3. Jobs to job-nodes transformation

Load release time (r;) Job Node (i)

0 Depart depot 0
9 From location 3 to location 1 1
15 From location 1 to location 3 2
19 From location 1 to location 2 3

Vehicle 1: \0\=0 H01=20 I
.;====~ °1-r l = 11

Vehicle 2: I0
2
0 = 0 H~~ ~ r~5= 0 I

Fig. 1. Load to vehicle assignments after two insertions
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Table 4. Travel timesbetween nodes

Node 0 1 2 3
0 - 20 10 10
1 - - 20 20
2 - 20 - 40
3 - 20 20 -

Figure land Figure 2 represent how the vehicle routes are constructed using the
Insertion heuristic with the notation of the TRPTW for the departure and release
times, the release times of Table 3 and the node to node travel times of Table 4.
After two Insertion steps, each vehicle has one job and the sum of the load waiting
times is as small as possible (11) , as shown in Figure 1. In the next step, the third
job is inserted in the most favorable position of the route for one of the vehicles,
giving the four alternatives shown in Figure 2.

h ' 1 1~Ve Ice :L---J~~
Vehicle 2: 10'0= 0 Hg; ~r~ ~ol

Vh' l1~e Ice : L---J~~
Vehicle 2: 10'0=0 Hg:~r~ :ol

~ . ~o =o D1 =20
Vehicle 1: L---.J~ Vehicle 1: L---J~
Vh' 1 2~ Vh'12'~e Ice :~~ e Ice 'L---J~~

Fig. 2. Load to vehicleassignment possibilities when insertingjob 3

In this case , the first alternative leads to the smallest total waiting time (30) ,
and job 3 is inserted at the beginning of the route (after leaving the depot) of vehi
cle 1. In the case of more jobs and vehicles, the algorithm proceeds in a similar
fashion checking all possibilities until all jobs are assigned to a vehicle .

Although this algorithm will not guarantee an optimal route , we can still use the
value of off-line control systems when using a simple heuristic by demonstrating
that the solutions are sufficiently close 10 the optimum. These solutions can still be
further improved by using more advanced heuristics such as those using column
generation techniques (see Dumas et ai, 1991). The latter are beyond the scope of
this study and will not be discussed.

2.2 On-line Dispatching Rules

In this paper, two on-line control rules are compared where loads and vehicles can
only be assigned after the release of the loads (the moment they can be trans
ported). The first rule described is a distance-based rule, which has been studied in
earlier papers of De Koster and Van der Meer (1998), and Van der Meer and De
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Koster (1998) and has proven to be very effective. We also include a time-based
rule studied by Boozer et al. (1994), De Koster and Van der Meer (1998), Sriniva
san et at. (1994) and Van der Meer and De Koster (1998). Both rules use the same
data used with off-line control. In this case however, the information of the jobs is
made available to the vehicles at the release time of the loads.

Nearest-Vehicle-First

Under this rule, the load or workcenter has the dispatching initiative. When a
load is released at a workcenter, the workcenter places a move request. The short
est distance along the traveling paths to every available (idle and motionless) ve
hicle is then calculated. The idle vehicle, whose travel distance to the load is the
shortest, will be awoken to be dispatched. On the other hand, when a vehicle be
comes idle, it searches for the closest waiting load in the system, i.e., at that point
the dispatching initiative is at the vehicle and the rule used is similar to shortest
travel-di stance-first (STDF). If there are no vehicle requests for loads in the sys
tem, the (empty) vehicles will park at their current locations and become idle until
a request becomes available.

Modified First-Come-First-Served

The FCFS rule is a vehicle-initiated dispatching rule. A vehicle delivering a
load at the input queue of a station first inspects the output queue of that station.
The vehicle is then assigned to the oldest request (longest waiting load) at that sta
tion if one or more loads is found. However, if the output queue of that station is
empty, the vehicl e serves the oldest request in the entire system . If there are no
move requests in the system at all, the vehicle will park at that location and be
comes idle until a move request becomes available.

Multi-load vehicle dispatching

Multi-load vehicle dispatching is based on the concept of closest task. There
fore, a multi-load vehicle picks up as many loads as it can carry from its current
location before moving away. When the vehicle moves , it either delivers one of its
loads or picks up another load if it has remaining capacity. The vehicle only looks
for additional loads to pick up that are closer in distance than the closest destina
tion of its onboard loads. If the vehicle goes to deliver a load, it always goes to the
closest among the destinations of its onboard loads.
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No

Look for work
closer than close st

onboard load.

Work
found?

Fig. 3. Vehicle dispatching behavior

The concept of closest task for multi-vehicle dispatching applies to the previously
described NVF and FCFS dispatching rules. The flowchart of Figure 3 shows the
decisions made during vehicle-initiated dispatching . When a vehicle drops off a
load, the vehicle continues by checking for (additional) work. When vehicles are
parked when a load is released in the system, the (idle) vehicles are awoken which
then check for (additional) work.

Figure 4 shows how vehicle behavior is affected with load-initiated rules. If a
load is released and no (idle) vehicle is found with remaining capacity, the dis
patching initiative is passed to the vehicles .

Idle Yes
vehicle >-- - --.1
here?

No

Yes

Look for vehicle with f----.(
remainingcapacity.

Vehicle
found?

Fig. 4. How loads affect vehicle behavior

So the performance of the NVF and modified FCFS rules is mainly character
ized by the dispatching rule triggered by the first onboard load when multi-load
vehicles are used. In this study the capacity of the vehicles is at most two; i.e.
dual-load vehicles .
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3 The Model

3.1 The U-Iayout and I-layout Environments

Figure 5 gives a representation of an I-layout and If-layout transportation envi
ronment respectively; two common warehouse layouts found in practice. The
dashed lines represent the contours of the building. The solid lines represent the
network on which the guided vehicles travel. The vehicles are stored in the vehicle
depot and also start and end their daily tasks at the depot. The other nodes on the
vehicle path represent different locations (the origins and destinations of loads)
which the vehicles visit to serve transportation requests. The numbers beside the
paths represent the distance units between the nodes when that path is followed.
These numbers can also be seen as time units since the vehicles travel with con
stant unit speed, i.e, one distance unit per time unit.

,--- --------------------------------------------------,· ,
: Outbound :
, ,

, ...--- -- ------- -- - - ----- - -- - -- --------- - --- - - - - - -- ---- ..
.... _- -- --- - --- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---- - -- - -- - - -- - - po,

Labeling

5
Storage 1

10

Storage 2

: Storage 1

Vehicle depot

6 4
Storage 2 !

5 5 Vehicle:
Lab~ng dep<J.I..! 10

5 -- 5 5-1

~----------~ ----------------------------~----- ---- -----;

Outbound

10

Inbound

, ,r--------------------------- ------------------------,· .· ,· ,

Inbound, ,
,- ---------------------- ------------------------------,

Fig. 5. Representation of the V-layout (left) and l-layout (right) warehouses

The design of the facility is mainly dependent on the nature of activities being
performed inside the facility and the access to outside transportation facilities, see
Tompkins et al. (1996). If both receiving and shipping occur simultaneously, then
close supervision is required to ensure that received goods and goods to be
shipped are not mixed.

If storage is one of the main functions of the warehouse, then both the receiving
(Inbound) and shipping (Outbound) lanes are usually at one side of the building.
The result is a so-called V-layout warehouse with a rectangular shape (see Figure
5). In this way it is possible to partly utilize the same docks, personnel and han-
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dling equipment for shipping and receiving operations. The storage modules are at
the other side of the building and the stations with for example, added value logis
tics (VAL), in this case a labeling station, in the middle of the warehouse.

The l-layout warehouse (see Figure 5) is an example warehouse commonly
used in situations where transshipment is the most important process and storage
is less important. Loads are received at one end and leave at the other end. Hence,
the receiving (Inbound) and shipping (Outbound) lanes are at opposite ends of the
warehouse, and all other stations more or less in the middle .

An extra advantage of the V-layout is the greater possibility for double-plays
(combining inbound trips with outbound trips) since the Outbound and Inbound
areas are relatively closer to each other. This means that vehicles may be better
utilized since empty travel times decrease (and load waiting times possibly de
crease).

In this case, the advantage of the I-layout is the smaller transport distances for
stored material from Storage 1 and 2 towards the Outbound lanes . The disadvan
tage is the greater distance between the Inbound and Outbound areas, which
slightly increases the average distance between any location to any other location.
Observe that the I-layout is less symmetric in distances than the If-layout. This has
been done on purpose, in order to investigate whether symmetry has an effect on
the performance of certain dispatching rules. Intuitively, one can imagine that a
distance-based dispatching rule works better if there are differences in the travel
distances, like in a non-symmetrical environment. The vehicle paths for both
warehouses are bi-directional and vehicles may pass each other if necessary. The
pick up and set down times of loads are negligible and idle vehicles park at their
current location.

In the case of the example warehouses, Inbound loads arrive at the Inbound
area and are transported to Storage 1 or Storage 2. At Storage 1 and Storage 2,
loads that need to be transported are sent to the Labeling area. From the Labeling
area Outbound loads are transported to the Outbound area. In both V-layout and 1
layout situations, the average inbound travel time is the same. For the V-layout ,
the travel time is either 10 or 20 units; this means 15 units on average. For the 1
layout, the travel time is either 16 or 14 units; this also means 15 units on average .
The Outbound loads first go through the Labeling area. In the Ll-layout this means
that those loads always travel 20 units. As mentioned before, the Outbound loads
of the l-layout have a travel time advantage. In this case the Outbound loads travel
15 units on average.

So there are three classes with a total of 5 job types :

Class 1: Inbound
1) Inbound to Storage 1 (travel time: 20 time units for If-layout and 16 for 1
layout);
2) Inbound to Storage 2 (travel time: 10 time units for V-layout and 14 for 1
layout);
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Class 2: Labeling
3) Storage 1 to Labeling (travel time : 10 time units for V-layout and 11 for 1
layout);
4) Storage 2 to Labeling (travel time : 10 time units for V-layout and 9 for 1
layout) ;

Class 3: Outbound
5) Labeling to Outbound (travel time : 10 time units for V-layout and 5 for 1
layout).

In general, two vehicles are used for the transportation jobs. However, in case
of on-line dispatching, more vehicles are needed to transport all loads in the given
time period. The jobs are generated such that three different daily shifts are con 
structed with different throughput characteristics, as described in the following
sections.

3.3 Random Shifts

To keep the MIP problem computationally tractable, the number of jobs could not
exceed 12 (see also Section 3.6.1). Since there are three classes, the idea is to gen
erate four jobs of each class on average. Using a uniform distribution, job types
are generated at random (where the Outbound job type is weighed twice). It is
then easy to see that the (daily) shift of 12 jobs on the V-layout has a total loaded
trip time of 140 time units (see Table 5) on average, or 70 time units per vehicle
on average. When the empty trip time is estimated at 80% of the loaded trip time,
or 56 time units per vehicle, the total trip time will be 126 time units.

Table 5. Average total loaded travel time units per layout

U'-lav-out l-lav-ou t

Job tvne Loaded travel time units Loaded travel time units

Inbound 2520 + 2510 2516+2514

Labeli nl.!: 4510 2511+259
Outbou nd 4510 455

Total 140 120

Although similar calculations for the I-layout result in an average total trip time
of 108 time units per vehicle (see Table 5), the same data (transport jobs and load
release times) generated with the calculations of the Uvlayout is used for both lay
outs. Jobs for both layouts are therefore generated between 0 to 126 time units (the
daily shift) from a uniform distribution. These jobs are then assigned to the vehi
cles according to the dispatching rule used. Observe that one vehicle can have
more job assignments than another. The average load throughput times are calcu
lated over a total of 10 different generated shifts.
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3.4 Structured Shifts

In the case of Random shifts, the 12 jobs are uniformly generated over a period of
126 time units. With Structured shifts, one-third of the jobs are uniformly gener
ated over the first 40% of the total shift time and consist (only) of Inbound jobs.
The last 40% of the shift consist of Outbound jobs (also one-third of the total
amount of jobs), and the middle 40% (so there is an overlap of 10% on each side)
consists Labeling jobs, see also Figure 6.

+-- ~~Labelingjobs'4_.. __

o
Inbound jobs Outbound jobs

Time 126
Fig. 6. Structured dispersion of jobs over the shift

The Structured shifts comes from the idea that in many warehouse and manu
facturing situations; inbound jobs precede processing jobs, which in turn precede
outbound jobs during a day.

3.5 High Throughput Shifts

In order to investigate the dependency of the performance gap between on-line
dispatching and off-line control on throughput and vehicle utilization, we in
creased the throughput level. In many environments, peaks of high workloads can
be observed. When the jobs are generated in a shorter time period , the probability
of on-line dispatched vehicles waiting for a transport assignment is reduced , simi
lar to peak behavior. So by reducing vehicle idle times, the extra load waiting
times will be reduced and we can expect that the performance of on-line dispatch
ing and off-line control will be closer together. This is the main idea of High
throughput shifts.

The job s are uniformly generated in a structured shift as shown in Figure 6. The
number of jobs, however, is increased to 60 (20 Inbound, 20 Labeling and 20 Out
bound). In this case , the jobs are generated over a period equal to the average
loaded trip time of the Uvlayout (so 10*20 + 50*10 = 700 time units) plus an extra
20% to account for (some) of the empty trip time; in total 420 time units per vehi
cle. Aga in, although similar calculations for the I-layout result in an average total
trip time of 360 time units per vehicle, the data generated with the calculations of
the V-layout is used for both layouts. The Insertion heuristic is used as the off-line
control rule since exact off-line control appeared to be intractable for this situa
tion.
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4 Results

The discu ssion of the results will start by presenting the performance gap , i.e, the
differences in expected load throughput times, between off-line and on-line con
trolled uni-load guided vehicles. It will also be shown to what extent the on-line
controlled vehicle fleet has to increase to approximate off-line performance. Next ,
we present the effects of using dual-load vehicles with on-line control and com
pare the results with increasing the fleet size with uni-load and dual-load vehicles.

4.1 Varying the Number of Vehicles

Table 6 gives an overview of the average throughput times (see 'Average ') and
standard deviation (see ' St. dev.') of the throughput times for 10 runs for both off
line control and on-line dispatching for both layout types in the Random shifts
situation. For the off-line rules, 'Optimal' refers to the optimal solution from the
TRPTW, i.e. the minimum load throughput times possible, when two guided vehi 
cles (GYs) are used . In case of 12 jobs, the computation times for the Optimal so
lution solving the TRPTW with CPLEX, varied from two minutes to several hours
on an IBM/RS6000 class computer, and in some instances up to 120 Mb of mem
ory was required for the branch and bound tree . The throughput times in the ' In
sertion' column represent the throughput times obtained when two vehicles are
routed with the Insertion heuristic (less than one second computation time) . Thi s
leads to the optimal solution in several insta nces ; overall it deviates about 4% and
5% from the optimal value (see 'Deviation' in Table 6)for the U-Iayout and 1
layout respectively. When on-line dispatching rules are used, the loads have to
wait about twice as long to be transported with the same number of vehicles and
the average throughput time is more than 50% higher in the I-layout case. Notic e
that the average throughput times are smaller in the l-layout environment. This is
due to the travel time advantage for Outbound load s.

To bring the average throughput times with on-line dispatching within 10% of
the optimal solution, the fleet size had to be doubled to four vehicles.

Table 6. Average load throughput times with Randomshifts (10 runs consisting of 12 jobs)

Off-line control On-line control: NYF On-line control: FCFS
Optimal Insertion 2 GYs 3 GYs 4GYs 2 GYs 3 GYs 4 GYs

Uvlav-out
Average 235.2 244.1 328.2 260.7 245.1 321.5 261.4 248.0
St. dev. 20.7 22.9 41.5 24.4 22.9 47.5 26.4 18.3
Deviation - 4 % 40 % I I % 4 % 37 % II % 5 %
l-lav-out
Average 195.0 204.6 300.7 235.2 210.3 304.4 230.5 219.6
St. dev 44.6 45.1 44.3 33.7 27.0 38.2 45.5 26.9
Deviation . 5 % 54 % 21 % 8 % 56 % 18 % 13 %
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Even when the fleet size is quadrupled (not in table), the optimal off-line rule
outperforms the on-line rules on average. This is due to the fact that off-line con
trolled vehicles can use idle time to move closer to the next task, hence reducing
load waiting time. In the Random shifts case, the vehicle idle time with on-line
control appears to be about 15% (not shown in the table) , this means that there is
some slack in the system which could be used to route the vehicles to the next as
signment and reduce the load waiting times.

Table 7. Average load throughput times with Structured shifts (10 runs consisting of 12
jobs)

Off-line control On-line control: NYF On-line control: FCFS
Optimal Insertion 2 GYs 3 GYs 4 GYs 2 GYs 3 GYs 4 GYs

Uvlav-out
Average 215.6 218.5 274.8 221.8 21 1.0 277.0 214.6 193.0
51. dev. 12.8 12.8 20.3 19.6 15.6 19.2 16.5 11.0
Deviation - 1 % 27 % 3 % -2 % 28 % 0 % -10 %
l-lav-out
Average 198.4 201.1 26 1.7 197.9 173. 1 262.8 197.8 175.3
51. dev. 23.6 25.2 19.9 17.4 10.8 23.6 16.3 13.7
Deviation - 1 % 32 % 0 % -13 % 32 % 0 % -12%

Next, the case of Structured shifts is studied. Because of the design of the
warehouse and the overlapping periods within the shifts, a combination of drop
ping off an Inbound load and picking up a load for Labeling or the combination
Labeling and Outbound loads , leads to smaller waiting times and thereby smaller
load throughput times with the uni-load vehicles. This can be seen by comparing
the values of Table 6 with those of Table 7.

For two vehicles, the average load throughput times with online dispatching are
about 30% higher than the optimum. The difference between Insertion and the Op
timal valu e is about 1% and the fleet only needs 50% extra vehicles instead of
twice as many to approximate Off-line performance within 10%. We can conclude
that Structured shifts leads to a better performance for both off-line and on-line
control than when the jobs are Random in a shift. Although the differences in the
average load throughput times between NYF and FCFS are small, it seems that
NYF is a little more favorable in the I-layout environment and FCFS in the V
layout environment (in both cases two out of three times on average, see Table 7).
Since the Uvlayout is rather symmetrical in travel times, the dispatching decisions
with a time-based rule turn out to be more favorable. In the less symmetrical 1
layout , the dispatching decisions can be made based on different travel distances
and the distance-based rule turns out to be more favorable.

In the next experiment, the transport request intensity is increased. This means
that there will be less idle time for the vehicles, which will reduce the performance
gap between off-line control and on-line dispatching. A total of 60 loads are gen
erated in a time frame that has a length of 1.2 times the load transport time. This
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will be done in a similar manner, as was the case for 12 loads. Th e extra 20% is
added to acco unt for (some) empty trip time.

We continued the study without calculating the Optimal performance with
TRPTW since this led to high running times and computer memor y problems.
Since the Inser tion heuristic leads to very satisfactory results (see the previous par t
of this sec tion) in a very simple and quick way, we will continue to use Insertion
for the off-line cont rol.

Table 8. Average load throughput times with High throughput shifts (10 runs with 60 jobs)

Off-linecontrol: On-line control: On-line control:
Insertion NVF FCFS
2GVs 3 GVs 2GVs 3GVs 2GVs 3 GVs

Uvlay-out

Average 6422.8 2006.3 6907.3 2355.1 6805.0 2417.8
St. dev. 629.0 361.3 700.0 382.4 582.0 412.1
Deviation - - 8 % 17 % 6 % 21 %
I-Iav-out
Average 6073.2 2095.2 6518.7 2592.3 7265.9 2586.6
St. dev. 730.0 847.8 710.2 834.1 757.3 791.3
Deviation - - 7 % 24 % 20 % 23 %

Th e results in Table 8 show that the deviation in load throughput times between
on-line dispatching and off-line contro l is smaller when extra waiting time is
eliminated by removing the slack in the syste m. For the 2-vehicle situatio n, the
load throughput times with on-line dispatch ing are about 8% and 7% higher, and
17% and 24% for the 3-vehicle situation for the U-layout and I-layout respec
tively. Considering that the load throughput times with Insertion were up to 5%
above the optimum (see the results for Random shifts) , we expec t that the devia
tion with the optimal performan ce is still reasonable.

4.2 Varying the Capacity of Vehicles

The alternative to increasing the number of vehicle s is to increase the vehicle ca
pacit y. In general , two uni-Ioad vehicl es are more expensive than one dual-load
vehicl e, whil e the number of loads that can be transported simultaneously is the
same.

With doubling the fleet size as in the previous section, we risk congestion, etc .
Instead, we would like to see the effec ts of doubling the vehicle capaci ty, although
the control of dual-l oad vehicles is more complex than the contro l of uni-Ioad ve
hicles as explained earlier. The dual -load vehicles are used with NVF and FCFS
dispatching only and are also compared with the performance (average load
throughput times) of off-line contro lled (Insertion) uni-load vehicles . From the re
sults in Ta ble 9, we see that increasing the vehicle capacity leads to a limited in
crease in performance and diminishes as the fleet size increases. The performance
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of two dual-load vehicles, (when four loads can be transported simultaneously), is
worse than the performance of three uni-load vehicles. In fact, four uni-load vehi
cles (see Table 6) outperform three dual-load vehicles (see Tabl e 9) .

Tab le 9. Average load throughput times for Random shifts (12 jobs)

Off-line control On-line control: NYF On-line control: FeFS

Inser- Inser 2 GYs 2GYs 3GYs 3 GYs 2GYs 2 GYs 3 GYs 3 GYs

lion: lion: cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap. 2

2 GYs 3 GYs

Ll-lay-out

Aver 244.1 176.1 328.2 300.7 260.7 255.0 321.5 298.2 261.4 256.8

age

51. 22.9 13.9 41.5 38.6 24.4 24.3 47.5 36.5 26.4 29.2

dey.

Devia - - 34 % 23 % 48 % 45 % 32 % 22 % 48 % 46 %

lion

l-lay-out

Aver 204.6 141.1 300.7 272.1 235.2 233.7 304.4 278.6 230.5 240.0

age

51. 45.1 15.4 44.3 43.7 33.7 30.2 38.2 43.4 45.5 33.1

dey.

Devia - - 47 % 33 % 67 % 66 % 49 % 36 % 63 % 70 %

lion

In Table 9 we can also see the negative effects of dual-l oad vehicles on the load
throughpu t time. Although the load waiting time can reduce when dual-load vehi
cles are used, the load transportation time can increase. Load transpor tatio n times
can increase since loads do not have to be delivered immediately afte r being
picked up. Certain loads can remain on the vehicle while other loads are service d
with the remainin g vehicle capaci ty. The result is that the sum of the load trans
portation time and load waiting time (i.e. defined as the load throughput time), can
then also increase. Thi s phenomenon can be seen in the I-layou t environment
when three vehicl es are dispatched with the FCFS rule. When the vehicle capacity
increases, the average load throug hput time increases from 230.5 time units to 240
time units.

Since transportation jo bs are more structured in the Structured shifts, the oppor
tunity for combining transportation jobs with dual-load vehicles increases. It can
be seen in Table 10 tha t the deviations are more favorable compared to Random
shifts in Table 9. Th e load throughput time can still increase as ca n be see n in the
l-layou t enviro nment when three vehicles are dispatched with the FCFS rule, but
to a less extent compared to Random shifts.
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Table 10. Average load throughput times for Structuredshifts(12 jobs)

Off-line control On-line control: NVF I On-line control: FCFS
Inser Inser 2 GVs 2 GVs 3GVs 3GVs 2 GVs 2 GVs 3 GVs 3 GVs
lion: lion: cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap.2 cap. I cap. 2
2 GVs 3GVs

U-Iay-oul
Aver 218.5 164.1 274.8 256.9 221.8 219.2 277.0 256.9 214.6 210.3
age
St. dey. 12.8 10.8 20.3 21.9 19.6 19.9 19.2 21.9 16.5 13.1
Devia - - 26% 18 % 35 % 34 % 27% 18 % 31% 28%
lion
1-laY-OUI
Ave 201.1 150.1 261.7 245.1 197.9 197.1 262.8 244.1 197.6 197.7
rage
St. dey. 25.2 8.9 19.9 14.4 17.4 18.5 23.6 14.2 16.7 18.5
Devia - - 30% 22% '32% 31% 31 % 21 % 32% 32%
lion

We also see that increasing the vehicle capacity leads to a smaller decrease in
average throughput times compared to Random shifts, and the decrease in
throughput times diminishes as the fleet size increases. In fact, using dual-load ve
hicles with an increased fleet size does not lead to a significant increase in per
formance.

From Table 11 it is clear that using two dual-load vehicles leads to smaller av
erage load throughput times than three uni-load vehicles in the High throughput
case (this was the reverse for Random and Structured shifts). Apparently , adding
vehicle capacity in an environment with high vehicle utilization has a greater im
pact on the performance than adding capacity in environments with low vehicle
utilization. In this case, the performance still significantly improves when three
uni-load vehicles are replaced with three dual-load vehicles. Although the differ
ences in average load throughput times for on-line control are rather small, the
phenomenon that FCFS generally leads to smaller average load throughput times
in a symmetrical layout compared to a less symmetrical layout, and NVF gener
ally leads to smaller average load throughput times in a less symmetrical layout
compared to a symmetrical layout seems to occur for the dual-load vehicles case
as well.
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Table 11. Average load throughput times for High throughput shifts (60 jobs)

Off-line con On-line control: NVF On-line control: FCFS
trol

lnser Inser- 2GVs 2GVs 3GVs 3GVs 2GVs 2GVs 3GVs 3 GVs
tion: tion: cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap. 2 cap. 1 cap. 2
2GVs 3GVs

U-Iav-out
Ave 6422.8 2006. 6907.3 2012.6 2355.1 1477.5 6805.0 2052.4 2417.8 1470.8
raze 3
St. dey. 689.0 361.3 700.0 196.4 382.4 96.1 582.0 237.0 412.1 103.2

Devia - - 8 % -69 % 17 % -26 % 6 % -68 % 21 % -27%
tion
l-lav-out
Aver 6073.2 2095. 6518.7 1998.8 2592.3 1328.3 7265.9 2033.5 2586.6 1334.0
age 2
St. dev. 730.0 847.8 710.2 278.5 834.1 88.5 757.3 368.4 791.3 109.8
Devia - - 7 % -67 % 24 % -37 % 20 % -67 % 23 % -36 %
tion

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we compared the average load throughput times of several off-line
control and on-line dispatching rules for guided vehicles used for internal trans
port. Using off-line control means that all information on load release times, ori
gins and destinations has to be known in advance. This is not a real situation
found in practice due to the stochastic nature of internal transportation environ
ments. However, for theor etical purpo ses we assumed that all information is avail
able when off-line control rules are used. The performance is defined as the aver
age load throughpu t time; the time needed to serve a transport request from the
moment a load is (physically) released to the system and ready for transport until
it is dropped off at its destination, (i.e., the load waiting time plus the load trans
portation time).

Our goal was to study the performance gap (difference in average load
throughpu t times) between on-line control and off-line dispatching and to investi
gate how this gap is affected when the fleet size is increased and when the on-line
vehicle capaci ty is increa sed -in combin ation with increasing the fleet size, for dif
ferent dispatch ing rules in different layout environments.

The results show that for different studied layouts and shifts, considerable gains
on performance (reductions in average load throughput times) are possible with
off-line algorithms (exact and heuristics) if the system is relatively quiet, i.e. dis
patch requests are spread out evenly (low throughput) and vehicles have relatively
high idle times (in this case about 15% or more). This is due to reductions in load
waiting time by already traveling to a load before it has been physically released.
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Therefore the load can be picked up relatively sooner, which leads to a reduction
in average load waiting times and in most cases the average load throughput times.
In low throughput systems, we see that the fleet size has to increase by 50 % or
more to obtain similar results to the Optimal routing. However, in systems with
high throughput, and therefore a smaller opportunity to reduce load waiting time ,
the performance of on-line control is alr eady satisfactory (in our case differences
of 6-20%) .

Table 12 summarizes the results for adding extra vehicle capacity when two or
three vehicles are used . (The value between brackets represents the performance
of three off-line controlled uni-load vehicles relative to two off-line controlled
uni -load vehicles). It is clear that heavily utilized GVs benefit most from adding
vehicle capacity. The benefits decrease as the fleet siz e increases .

Table 12. Average load throughput time deviations between off-line control (Insertion) and
on-line dispatching for changes in fleet capacity

Control form: vehicle types Performance deviation by Performance deviation by
heavily utilized GYs GYs with idle time
(High throughput shifts) (Structured shifts)

U-Iay-out NYF 1FCFS NYF 1FCFS
Off-line: 2 uni-Ioad GYs - -

On-line: 2 uni-Ioad GYs 8 % / 6 % 26 % 127 %

On-line : 2 dual-load GYs -69 % 1-68 % 18 % /18 %
Off-line: 3 uni-Ioad GYs (-69 %) (-25 %)

On-line: 3 uni-Ioad GYs 17 % /21 % 35 % / 31 %

On-line: 3 dual-load GYs -26 % 1-27 % 34 % / 28 %

l-lav-out NYF 1FCFS NYF 1FCFS
Off-line: 2 uni-load GYs - -
On-line: 2 uni-load GYs 7 % 120 % 30 % 131 %

On-line: 2 dual-load GYs -67 % 1-67 % 22 % 121 %
Off-line: 3 uni-Ioad GYs (-65 %) (-25 %)

On-line: 3 uni-load GYs 24 % /23 % 32 % 132 %
On-line: 3 dual-load GYs -37 % 1-36 % 31 % / 32 %

In Table 13, we can also see the effects on on-line performance when the fleet
capacity increases, compared with two GVs controlled off-line. In the case of high
throughput environments, the difference between off-line control and on-line dis
patching performance is in the standard situation already almost negligible (8 % or
less, as can be seen the second column of Table 13) . In fact , adding vehicles to the
fleet or adding capacity to the vehicles improves the performance beyond the off
line (standard) situation.
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Table 13. Average load throughput time deviations for several situations of on-line dis
patching relative to off-line control (Insertion) with two uni-load vehicles

Situation Performance deviation by Performance deviation by
heavily utilized GVs GVs with idle time
(High throughput shifts) (Structured shifts)

Uvlav-out NVF 1FCFS NVF 1FCFS
Standard (2 GVs) 8 % /6 % 26 %127 %
50 % extra GVs -63 % 1-62 % 2 % 1-2 %
Dual-load GVs -69 % 1-68 % 18 % /18 %
50 % extra + dual-load GVs -77 %1-77 % 0.3 % 1-4 %

l-Iav-out NVF 1FCFS NVF 1FCFS
Standard (2 GVs) 7 % /20 % 30 % 131 %
50 % extra GVs -57 % 1-57 % -2 %1-2 %
Dual-load GVs -67 %1-67 % 22 %/ 21 %
50 % extra + dual-load GVs -78 %1-78 % -2 % 1-2 %

• Increasing the fleet size by 50% for the Structured shifts with vehicle idle time
(relatively low throughput environment), leads to a performance deviat ion of
2% for NVF and -2% for FCFS from the off-line heuristic. However, this is still
better than doubling the vehicle capacity, which leads to a performance devia
tion of 18%. The effect of increasing the number of vehicles in a low through
put environment is so dominant that combining the effects of extra vehicles
plus extra vehicle capacity does not lead to a combined increase in perform
ance . Table 13 reveals which steps could be taken to close the performance gap
between off-line control and on-line dispatching for a certain environment.

• Careful study also reveals that the NVF rule seems to perform more often more
favorable in a non-symmetric layout environment and FCFS more favorable in
a symmetric environment. This seems logical since decisions based on symmet
ric distances with the NVF rule are similar to random load-to-vehicle assign
ments. Furthermore, the standard deviations of the average load throughput
times are in general higher for on-line control compared to off-lin e control and
decreases as the fleet capacity increases. This is due to the phenomenon that
when the fleet capacity is relatively greater during peak periods of load re
leases, the maximum load waiting times decrease.
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Abstract While th e net present value (NPV) approach is widely accepted as th e
righ t framework for studyin g production and inventory cont rol systems , average
cost (AC) models are more widely used. For the well known EOQ model it can
be verified that (under certain conditions) th e AC approach gives near optimal
results, bu t does this also hold for more compl ex systems? In this paper it is argued
that for more complex systems , like multi-source syste ms , one has to be extremely
careful in applying the AC approach on intuition alone , even when these systems
are deterministi c. Special attention is given to a two-source inventory system with
manufacturing, remanufacturing, and disposal , and it is shown that for this type of
models th ere is a considerable gap between the AC approach and th e NPV aprroach.

Keywords: Net present value, average costs, inventory cont rol, manufacturing,
remanufacturing, disposal , holding costs.

1 Introduction

Several authors (e.g. Hadley, 1964; Trippi and Lewin , 1974; Thompson , 1975;
Hofmann , 1998; Klein Haneveld and Teunter , 1998) have argued that for the
EOQ model the average cost (AC) framework as an approximation to the
superior net pres ent value (NPV) framework leads to near optimal results
und er the following condit ions:

- Products ar e not moving too slow,
- Interest rates are not too high ,
- The customer payment structure does not depend on th e inventory policy.

The first two condit ions have to guarantee that compounded int erest does
not effect th e results too much. That the latter condition is crucial was first
put forward by Beranek (1966) , who 's concern was confirmed later by Grubb
st rom (1980) and Kim et al. (1984) .

The main objections against the average cost approach, as it is usu ally
applied as an approximat ion to the net present value approach, are threefold :
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01 The time value of money is not explicitly taken into account,
02 There is no distinction between out-of-pocket holding costs and op
portunity costs due to inventory investment, while other sources of op
portunity costs/yields (fixed ordering costs, product sales) are not taken
into account at all .
03 Initial conditions are not taken into account

Yet , the net present value approach is often rather complicated, so an
approximation may still be preferred.

Several authors have tried to deal with the above problems by showing
that a certain transformation of the holding cost parameters in EOQ-type
models gives near optimal results from an NPV perspective. This, however,
shifts the problem to finding the right transformation. Up to now only ad
hoc solutions have been given that are often very counter-intuitive (see e.g.
Beranek, 1966; Corbey et al., 1999; Luciano and Peccati, 1999). No general
principle has been developed to solve the transformation problem.

This paper intends to systematically analyze the differences between the
AC and NPV approach and its consequences for modeling inventory systems.
To that end we will analyze a number of deterministic models with increas
ing complexity, starting with the standard EOQ model and moving towards
multi-echelon and multi-source models . It is shown that there are basically
two classes of systems: 1. systems for which a transformation of model pa
rameters exists that is independent of decision variables, such that the AC
approach and the NPV approach are approximately equal , and 2. systems for
which such a transformation does not exist .

This paper is further organized as follows: In the next section we propose a
general principle that allows us to handle the NPV approach for deterministic
systems in a very simple way. Moreover , with this principle we can easily
compare the AC approach with the NPV approach. We then show how the
NPV approach compares to the AC approach for the EOQ model (Section
3), multi-echelon systems (Section 4), and multi-source systems (Section 5).
The theoretical results are further illustrated by a small numerical study in
Section 6. We end with a summary and discussion of the main results in
Section 7.

2 A General Principle for the NPV Approach in
Deterministic Models

We define the Net Present Value (N PV) as the total discounted cash-flow
over an infinite horizon. Additional to the N PV we define the Annuity Stream
(AS) as

AS = r{NPV}.
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where r denotes the discount rate. The annuity stream is the transfor
mation of a set of discrete and/or continuous cash flows to one continuous
stream of cash-flows, such that the latter has the same net present value as
the original set of cash-flows . The notion of an annuity stream is useful, since
it can be directly compared with average costs.

If T denotes the cycling time of a discrete cash-flow C, with first occur
rence time T I , then the annuity stream is given by

00 C -rr,
AS = rC """' e-r(Tt+nT) = _r_e_=

L.. 1- e- r T '
n=O

This can be written as the McLaurin expansion

rCe -
r T t

C [( 1 T) ]AS = 1 _ e- r T = T + C r 2- ~ + O(r2 max{T, T I } ) ,

(1)

so that we have the following linearisation in r of the annuity stream:

- C (1 TI)AS = - +rC - --T 2 T . (2)

Note that in most practical applications r is small and 0 ~ T1 ~ T, so
that the above approximation is quite reasonable.

The first term of (2), C/T, denotes the average cash-flow per time unit ,
as it would follow from a standard AC calculation. The second term may
be viewed as a first order correction term to account for the time value
of money. This is graphically shown in 1. Approximately, the AC approach
underestimates the interest component of the annuity stream if TI ~ T /2
and overestimates otherwise. The results of both approaches are the same if
TI ~ T/2 .

The above only holds for discrete cash-flows, but we can do a similar anal
ysis for continuous cash-flows. Suppose that a product is sold with continuous
rate A for a price p, starting at time T I . Then, its annuity stream is given by

AS = rp). f;: e-rtdt

=rpAe- r T t

=pA[l - rTI + O(r2TI 2
) ]

~ pA[l - rTr] . (3)

The way that the AC approach usually deals with the underestimation
of the interest component for cash-flows related to variable production costs
is to add a certain factor to the out-of-pocket holding cost parameter. This
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Fig. 1. Compar ison between the average cash-flow per time unit (CIT ), the annuity
stream (AB ), and its linearisation (AS) for T = 4, C = 1, and r = 0.2

factor is usually taken as th e interest rate r tim es th e 'value' of the sto cked
it em. This approach has a number of disadvantages. First , it assumes th at
the overestimation is proportional with average inventory. We will show that
this does not need to be the case. In fact , size and timing of cash-flows
are dependent on cycle times rather than the existence of physical stocks.
Second , it only deals with underestimation of the interest component and
not with overestimation, since th e value of a sto cked item is usually taken to
be positi ve. Third, this approach only considers the interest component s of
variable production costs, while interest components of all other cash flows
(fixed costs, sales, etc. ) are not taken into account. Fin ally, it is unclear what
is mean t by th e 'value' of a stocked item, since this depends on the type of
decision that has to be made.'

3 From NPV to AC with the EOQ Model

First consider th e basic EOQ model in an NPV fram ework (Figure 2). De
mand for a product with selling price p is continuous with ra te .x, generating
a cont inuous cash inflow of .xp per time unit. Every T periods a batch of Q
products is produced against variable cost c per product and fixed cost K
per batch (zero lead time) starting at time t = O. To keep the analysis simple
and transparent we will not consider out-of-pocket holding costs. Note that in
the AC framework holding costs appear as an approximation to the annuity

1 Dep ending on the type of decision that has to be made one could say that a
product return has value zero if it has been obtained for free. At th e same time
one could say it has value cp - c- , since after rem anufacturing against cost Cr it
can be sold for cp o As a third opt ion one could say that its value is Cm - Cr , since
this is the difference between manufacturing against cost Cm and remanufacturing
against cost C'"
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stream to ac count for inter est component s. We will refer to this hold ing cost
parameter as th e 'opportunity cost rate of inventory investment ' .

cas h-flows

p' I
revenue rate -

production cost •
0 T 2T t ime

- cQ-K • • •

F ig. 2. Relevant cash-flows for the EOQ mode l with cont inuous demand

The total annuity stream for this deterministic system consists of the
annu ity stream due to a) t he variable revenu es and produ ction costs (ASv )

ABv = r -: e- r1 dt - cQ f: e- r nT
)

o n=O
_ >. _ rcQ
- p 1- e- rT

::::: (p - c)>. - rcQ/ 2,

and b) t he annu ity stream due to fixed set-up costs (ASf )

rK
- l _e- r T

::::: - K >'/Q - rK/2 ,

(4)

(5)

where we have used linear izations (2) and (3) with T1 = O. Combining
(4)- (5) we arrive at the approximated total annuity stream fun ctio n

AS = (p - c)>. - K>'/Q - rcQ/ 2 - rK/2 (6)

The first term in (6) denot es marginal net profit s per ti me uni t , and the
second term deno tes the average set-up costs per time unit . The other terms
are interest components .

as
The standard AC approach calculates the average profit (AP ) function

AP = (p - c)>. - hQ/ 2 - K >'/Q, (7)
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where h is the holding cost rate to account for the opportunity costs of
inventory investment . Optimizin g (7) leads to th e well-known EOQ formula ,
but it is not immediately clear what the value of h should be. However , if
we want th at optimizing AP gives th e same order size as optimizing AS
we should choose h = re. Alt hough thi s value will appeal to most people 's
intuition it is important to note that more complicated models, as the ones
encounte red in th e remainder of th e paper , call for more complicated holding
cost rat es for which an intuitive explana t ion is often hard to give.

4 Multi-Echelon Systems

Consider a two-echelon system (Figure 3) consist ing of processes i , i E {I, 2},
with fixed processing time L, per batch, unit processing cost Ci and fixed
processing cost K i . A production batch of size Q is initiated every T time
units starting at time T1 = O. As soon as process 1 finishes process 2 starts.
As soon as process 2 finishes, the batch ente rs servicea ble inventory. The
relevant cash flows are depicted in Figure 4. Note th at product ion costs are
incurred at the beginning of each process and th at product sales only st art
after the first production batch has entered the serviceable inventory, i.e., at
time L 1 + L 2 .

WIP process 1
Q

Ol-.l----..J-.__......I-_--L _

o

WIP process 2
Q

time

0
0 L 1 L 1 +L2 T+L 1 time

servicable inventory

:1 ~
0 L 1 + L2 T+ L 1 + L2 time

Fig. 3. The inventory processes of a two-echelon system
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cash-flows

•

revenue rate 
production cost •

tim e

Fig. 4. Relevant cash-flows for the two-echelon system

A formal deduction of ASv gives

T he first term in (8) is just th e marginal net profits per t ime unit, whereas
th e second term denotes the opportunity costs of inventory investment. The
last term represents the opportunity cost s of delayed product sales.

The t raditional average cost approach would calculate the average profit
funct ion as th e average net marginal profits per time unit minus th e average
holding cost s per time unit ,

(9)

where the second term is th e average work in process inventory of pro
cess 1 charged with opportunity holding cost rate hI, th e third term is the
average work in process inventory of pro cess 2, charged with rate hz , and
the fourth te rm is the average serviceable inventory charged with rate hs .

Equation (9) corres ponds to (8) if we employ the following transformation of
cost param eters:

hz ~ rp

n, ~ r(cI + cz )

T he parameter hs can be interpreted intuitively as th e interest rate t imes
t he total marginal production costs. Th e ot her holdin g cost rates are less intu
it ive, bu t t hat is not really a problem since for any value of these parameters
the difference bet ween NPV and AC will merely be a constant.

The annuity stream due to fixed set-up costs is
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In th e tradit ional average cost approach opportunity costs of set-ups are
never explicitly taken into account (compare to the EOQ model, where op
portunity costs of set-ups are a constant and can be left out) . Here, however ,
we see tha t th e opportunity costs do depend on the order size Q and can no
longer be discarded. Again, we can map (up to a constant) the average cost
approach to th e linearization of the annuity st ream by th e tr ansformation

Summarizing, we can say that the tr adi tional average cost approach is
st ill applicable for multi-echelon st ructures, as long as the right t ransforma
tions of model parameters are used. These transformations, however, depend
on initial conditions and are not very intuitive. Thus, to find the correct
transformations we have to rely on an NPV analysis. It is comforting though
tha t for this class of models th e t raditional average cost models can sti ll be
applied.

5 Multi-Source Systems

Until now we only considered situations in which inventories consist of prod
ucts that all have generated the same cash-flows. Additional problems may
arise if inventories consist of products th at have been produced in different
ways against different costs. This is the case with products that can be both
newly manufactured and remanufactured from old products . Remanufactured
products have the same functionality and quality as newly produ ced produ cts
and can therefore be sold at th e same market for th e same price. In this sense
th ey are indistinguishable and can be put in the same inventory. However,
the cash flows genera ted by manufactured products are different from reman
ufactured produ cts , since th ey follow from different pro cesses with different
costs . In th is sect ion we show how this affects th e difference between NPV
and AC.

5.1 A System with Manufacturing and Remanufacturing

Consider a two source system (Figure 5), where product demand can be
fulfilled both by manufactured products , with marginal cost em and fixed
set-up cost K m , and remanufactured products, with marginal cost Cr and
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fixed set-up cost K«. Manufactured and remanufactured products have th e
same quality standards and are sold on the same market against t he same
price p with rat e A. The main difference between th e manufacturing pr ocess
and remanufacturing pro cess is that the latter depends on the flow of product
returns, which for now is assumed to be deterministic with rate "'(,0 < "'( < A.

product
demand

~I

manufacturing
process

remanufacturing
process

~T
product /returns ,.- ---, serviceable

_ inventory

~T--+
remanufacturable L..~"--__----J

invent ory

Fig. 5. Schemat ic representation of a manufacturing/ remanufacturing system

Thi s system was first proposed by Schr ady (1967) and further analyzed
by Richter (1996) and Teunter (1998). In the above-ment ioned paper s the
system is cont rolled by subsequent ly producing N manufacturing batches
and !VI remanufact uring batches. For ease of explanation we assume here
that N = M = 1 so that the syste m is cont rolled by repeatedly prod ucing
one manufacturing batch of size Qm, succeeded by one remanufact uring batch
of size Qr. 2 We assume th at at time 0 we start wit h zero inventory of both
serviceables and remanufacturables. Thus, to start up the system and to
guarantee a monotonous ordering strategy at th e same t ime, we have to start
with a manufacturing batch of size Qr. The first regular manufacturing batch
of size Qm then occurs at time T: = Qr/ A and the first remanufacturing
batch occurs at tim e T = (Qm + Qr)/ A. Cont inuing this way, manufactu ring
batches and remanufacturing batches occur every T time units. Lead tim es are
assumed to be zero. Note th at, since all returns are used for remanufacturing,
we have Qr = "'(T, Qm = (A - "'()T and Qr = >.~-y Qm . The timing of all
relevant cash-flows is visual ized in Figure 6.

The AB v for this system reads

AS
_ \ _ ( Q QmCmC-rTr + Qrcrc- rT )

v - p/\ r rCm + 1 T- e- r

~ (pA - Cm(A - "'() - cr"'() - rcmQm a- x) - r (Cm - cr / 2) Qr' (10)

2 The following analysis is easily extended to arbitrary N and M, but this would
only lengthen the mathematical expressions without gaining additional insight.
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PA
cash-flows

revenue rate 
produ ct ion cost •

-CrQr - K;
-CmQm - K m
- CmQ r - Km

o

•
•

T T+ Tr

• •
2T
•

t ime

Fig. 6. Relevant cash-flows for the two-source syste m without disposal

Again, th e first term denotes the total marginal profits and th e last two
terms deno te t he total opportunity costs of inventory investment.

serv iceable inventory
Qm

L~
Qr

0
0 t; T T+Tr time

remanufacturable inventory

Qr

~0
0 T tim e

Fig. 7. The inventory processes of a two-source syste m

Let's now compare the above expression with t he corresponding average
profit function. Figure 7 depicts the invent ory process of serv iceables and
remanufactu rabl es, from which we der ive that the long run average inventory
of remanufactured products equals QrTr/(2T) = h / ).. )Qr/ 2, the long run
average inventory of manufactured pro ducts equals Qm(T - Tr)/(2T) = (1 
r / ).. )Qm/ 2, and th e average inventory of remanufacturable pro du cts equals
Qr/2. This leads to t he following average profit funct ion:

APv = (p).. - cm().. - , ) - Crr ) - hm (1- X) Qm/2 - li; (X) Qr/ 2 - hn Qr/ 2.
(11)
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Clearly, bo th opportunity costs and average inventory are linear in Qm
and Qr so th at hrn, hr , and hn can be chosen such that (11) is equivalent
to (10). Since th e average inventory of remanufact ured products and the
average inventory of remanufacturables are both linear in Qr, either hr or hn
is redundant. Naturally we choose hn = 0 because th ere are no investments
in remanufacturable inventory and thus no associated opport unity cost exist .
This gives

hm -t 7'Crn ( A~'Y)

li; -t rc; (2 - ~)
hn -t 0 .

So, setting hn = 0 leads to different holding cost rates for manufactured
and remanufactured products. This is rather counter-intuitive and may lead
to the (false) conclus ion th at in fulfilling produ ct demands priority should be
given to either manufactured or remanufactured products, whichever gener
ates more opportunity costs. T hat thi s conclus ion is false can be clearly seen
when we look at it from an NPV perspective. Th e financial consequences of
selling either a manufactured item or a remanufactured item are exactly th e
same, since they generate the same cash inflow at th e sam e time.

These counter-intuitive result s can be avoided by choosing the same hold
ing cost ra tes for manufact ured and remanufactured products. Thi s gives

What ab out the set-up costs? The ASf is derived as

_ ( /{me- r
. T" + /{re- rT)

AS! - - r /{m + T
1 - e- r

~ -(>' - 'Y)/{m/Qm - 'Y/{r / Q r - r/{m (~- X) + r/{r/2, (12)

and we observe that the opportunity costs of set -ups do not depend on
the policy parameters. This however will change in th e next section.

Our framework shows that the only way to influence the opportunity costs
of holding inventories is to somehow change the timing of the investments Cm

and Cr , for instance by using pull and push type policies (see van del' Laan et
al., 1998), or to somehow change th e fraction of (rej ma nufact urcd products by
using a disposal policy (sec e.g. Inderfurth , 1997; van del' Laan and Salomon,
1997). In th e next paragraph we extend the manufacturing/remanufacturing
model with t he option to dispose product returns.
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5.2 A System with Manufacturing, Remanufacturing, and
Disposal

A number of authors have considered disposal strategies in a manufactur
ing/ remanufactur ing environment in order to optimize total system costs
(e.g. Heyman, 1977; Inderfurth , 1997; Richter ,1996; Simpson , 1978; van der
Laa n and Salomon , 1997). However , doing so, care should be taken in the
mode ling process.

Consider the example of Section 5.1, but instead of remanufactu ring all
product returns we decide to use only a fra ction U, °:S U :S 1, and con
t inuously dispose a fraction 1 - U. The unit 'cost' relat ed to disposal , Cd
can be positive (for ins tance if produc ts contain hazard ous materials, which
need to be processed in an environmental friendl y mann er), or negative (for
inst ance if product returns have a positive salvage value and can be sold to
a third party). Define t he decision variable T = U" then th e total amount
of disposals during a product ion cycle of length T equals (, - T) T .

T he ASv for t he sit uation with conti nuous disposals is

AS = p); - ("'V - T )c - r (Q c + Qm cme - r Tr +Qr cre -"T )
V I d r m 1 e- rT

::::::: (p>. - cm(>' - T) - Cr T - Cd(r - T) )

- rcmQm U- f) - r (Cm - cr / 2) Qr .

The parameter Cd only appears in the mar ginal cost term so th ere are no
opport unity costs associated wit h product disposal.

If Cd > 0, it is more efficient from a financia l point of view to dispose as
late as possible. One could choose to dispose a batch of remanufacturables
whenever a certain capacity limit has been reached. Here, we choose to ac
cumulate the product s to be disposed and dispose them all at once whenever
a remanufacturing batch is init iated, i.e. at t ime Tm , T + Tm , and so on.
The amount disposed at the end of each cycle equals (, - T) T . The ASv for
batch-disposals thus rea ds

AS - p) - r (Qc + Qmcme- r Tr + (Qrcr+(-y- rrrCd)e-rT )
v - '" r m l - e r l'

- rcmQ m (~ - f) - r (cm - cr / 2) Qr + rCd(Qm + Qr) ('Y;t)
(13)

Not e the opport unity cost / yield related to disposal, rCd(Qm +Qr) ('Y;/) .
The annuity st ream due to (re) manufactur ing set-ups is derived as
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~ -(.\ - T)Km/ Qm - TKr/Qr - rK m (~ - f) + r K r/ 2. (14)

We observe that the opportunity costs of set-ups depend on the policy
parameter r , and can no longer be ignored (compare with (12)) .

Combining (13) and (14) we find that for 0 < T < .\ the total annuity
stream is given by

AS = p); - - itc; + Qrcm)

_ r (Km + Qmcm)e- rTr + (Kr + Qrcr + h - r) TCd)e-
rT) (15)

1 - e-rT '

which can be approximated by the function

AS = p); - cm(.\ - r) - crT - cdh - r)

-(.\ - r)Km/Qm - TKr/Qr

- r K m - r( K m + cmQ m) (~- f) + rKr/2 - r(cm - cr / 2)Qr

+rCd(Qm + Qr) ('Y;/) .
The traditional AC approach calculates the total average profit function

as the total marginal profits, set-up costs , and inventory costs as

- (.\ - r)K m/Qm - T K r/Qr (17)

- hm(1 - f)Qm / 2 - hr (f ) Qr / 2 - s; (t) (Q m + Qr)/2 .

Using the relation Qr = >.~r Qm it is easily verified t hat we can tr ansform
AP into AS (up to a constant), by using the following transformations of Cr,
hm , h-; and hn :

(18)
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Clearly, this is a non-linear transforma t ion in the decision variable r ,
which indicates the considerable gap between the t ra ditiona l average cost
approach and the linearization of the annuity st ream. This is further illus
t rated by some analyt ical and num erical results in the next section.

6 Analytical and Numerical Comparison of Alternative
Transformations

Consider the inventor y system with manufacturing, remanufacturing, and
batch-disposa l of Section 5.2. In this sect ion we investi gate how the average
cost approach performs with respect to the linearization of the annuity stream
approach, when forcin g a linear t ransformation of the cost par am eters that
does not depend on decision vari ables.

Since demand is either fulfilled by manufacturing or remanufacturing and
th e number of (re) manufact ur ing batches wit hin production cycle T is fixed
to one, we have Qr = )..~r Qm . Hence, for 0 < r ::; "( < ,\ expressions (15)
- (17) can be t ransformed int o functions of Q m and r only. For the special
case r = 0 th ese functions are derived in the appendix . For all the numerical
examples in this sect ion we use the base-case scenario of Table 1, unless
specified ot herwise.

Table 1. Base case scenario

parameter >. , p Cm Cr Cd K m K r r
value 20 10 20 10 5 5 10 10 0.10

As a performance measure for batch size Q we define the relative difference

R (Q) = [1 - !fS(~~ ] x 100%,
A5(Q· )

where ,45 (.) = A5(.) - (p,\ - cm ( '\ - , ) - cr "( ) is the relevan t annuity
st ream and QAS is the batch-size that maximizes A5(.).

In our analysis we consider two t ransformations.

Transformation A An intuitive, though rath er naive, t ransforma tion is the
following:
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The above choice follows from the (false) intuition that opportunity costs
of inventory investment are (approximate ly) equal to the interest rate times
the average inventory invest ment . Par am eter c; is chose n acco rding to (18))
to take the opport unity cost of remanufacturing batches into account:

{
em +rKm/A , if r > 0

Cm ~ h .
Cm , ot erwtse

(19)

Transformation B A seemingly more sophist icated transformation of b-«,
hr , and hn was proposed by Inderfurth and Teunter (1998) on th e basis of
a heuristic argument: "T he money tied up in a non-ser viceable item is -cd,
since that could have been 'earn ed ' by disposing of it . Hence, b« = r( -Cd )

(... ). The money tied up in a remanufactured item is that tied up in a non 
serviceable item plus the cost c; of rem anufacturing the item. Hence, h.; =
r (c, - Cd) ( . ••) . The money tied up in a manufactured ite m is simp ly the cost
Cm of manufacturing an item . Hence, hm = rcm ." Summarizing:

Parameter c; is chose n according to (19) to take the opportunity eost of
remanufacturing batches into acco unt . Note th at for Cd = 0 Transformation
A and Transform ation B are equivalent .

To compare the various approaches, we consider two cases.

Case 1: T = 0 If r =0 th e differ ence betw een AS and AP is given by

where the last t erm is just a constant bu t th e first term dep end s on Qm . If
Transformation B is applied the first term vanishes, hence the two approaches
are equal up to a constant. For Transformation A however the righthand side
of (20) equals

rCd ( ~) Qm/2 - r K m/ 2

Thus under Transfo rm ation A the two approaches will differ significantly
for large enough ICd l (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Perform ance of Q~S and Q~P under the base -case scenario for r = a
and vario us values of cs.

Transform. A Transform. B

Cd Q~S A-S(Q~S ) Q~S R(Q~S) Q~P R(Q~P) Q~P R(Q~P)
-15 15.1 73.01 15.1 0.0 20.0 1.5 15.1 0.0
-10 16.3 24.94 16.3 0.0 20.0 2.1 16.3 0.0

-5 17.7 -22.97 17.9 0.0 20.0 -0.7 17.9 0.0
a 19.7 -70.67 20.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 20.0 0.0
5 22.4 -118.10 23.1 0.0 20.0 -0.1 23.1 0.0

10 26.6 -165.12 28.3 0.0 20.0 -0.4 28.3 0.0
15 33.8 -211.49 40.0 -0.1 20.0 -0.9 40.0 -0.1

Case 2: r = I If T = 'Y the difference between AS and AP is given by

AS - AP = [hm (1- X) - rCm ( ~ - X)] Qm/2

+ [hr (:k) - r(2cm - cr ) + hn ] Q r / 2 - rKm a-X)+ r K r /2 .
(21)

Under Transformation A t he righ thand side of (21) reduces to

r(cr - em) (~) (~ ~ ~ ) Qm/2 - - k ; (~- ~) + -tc. n.
The difference will be significant for large enough ICm - c. ] and/or v (see

Table 3 and 4).

Table 3. Perform ance of Q~S and Q~P und er the base-case scenario for r = l '
and various values of Cr. a) The objective function is an increasing function in Qm

Transform. A Transform. B

C r Q~S A-S(Q~S) Q~ R(Q~) Q~P R(Q~P ) Q~P R(Q~P )
a 14.2 -28.71 14.1 0.0 28.3 -23.8 00" ) - 00

5 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 00" ) -00

10 19.7 -20.67 20.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 40.0 -26.7
15 26.1 -15.27 28.3 -0.3 17.9 -7.5 28.3 -0.3
20 43.1 - 7.47 00

0
) - 00 16.3 -75.5 23.1 -31.6

Under Transformation B t he righthand side of (21) reduces to

r(cr - Cm - Cd ) (D (~ ~ ~ ) Qm/2 - -tc; (~ - ~) + -x.n.

The differen ce will be significan t for lar ge enough ICm + Cd - c; I, 'Y , and/ or
Icdl (see Table 3,4, and 5).
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Table 4. Performance of Q~ and Q~P under t he base-case scenario for r = 7

and various values of 7. a) The objective function is an increasing functi on in Qm

Transform . A Transform . 8

7 Q~S AS(Q~S) Q¥ R(Q¥) Q~P R(Q~P ) Q~P R(Q~P )
o 19.7 -20.67 20.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 20.0 0.0
5 24.5 -25.27 24.5 0.0 27.5 -0.6 32.1 -3.6

10 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 ooa ) - 00

15 7.0 -28.66 7.1 0.0 12.1 -15.4 ooa) - 00

19 1.2 -33.42 1.2 0.0 2.1 -16.6 ooa ) - 00

Table 5. Performance of Q~S and Q~P under th e base-case scenario for r = 7

and var ious values of cs . a) The objective funct ion is an increasing function in Qm

Transform. A Transform. 8

Cd Q~S AS(Q~S) Q~S R(Q~S) Q~P R(Q~P) Q~P R(Q~P)
-15 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 11.5 - 6.1
-10 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 13.3 -2.1

-5 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 16.3 0.0
0 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 23.1 -6.0
5 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 ooa) - 00

10 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 ooa) - 00

15 16.3 -25.00 16.3 0.0 23.1 -6.0 ooa ) - 00

7 Discussion

Although the net present value approach is th e mor e appropriate framework ,
average cost models dominate the field of inventory control and production
planning. In this paper we have shown that the traditional average cost ap
proach , which does not make a distinction between opportunity costs of hold
ing inventor ies and physical inventory costs , leads to reasonable results for
sing le-source systems, but not necessarily for multi-source syst ems. The NPV
approach does make a clea r dist inction between physical inventory costs and
opportunity costs, since the two are not direct ly related . The lat ter does not
depend on physical stocks at all, but only on the amount an d t iming of the
investments.

The traditional approach only takes the opportunity cost s of holding
inventories into account, but thi s should not be a general rule. All cas h
flows generate opportunity costs or yields that cannot be disregarded if the
cash-flows depend on decision parameters. For exa mple, in a manufactur
ing/remanufacturing system with disp osal the t hroughput of the (re)manu
facturing pr ocess is contro lled by a decision variabl e. In that case also oppor
tunity costs of set-ups and disposals shou ld be taken into account. Clearly,
these opportunity cost s have got little to do with physical inventories.
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Main conclusion of this paper is t hat basically there are two classes of
models: a class for which a holding cost t ra nsforma t ion exists th at does not
depend on decision variab les, such that NP V coincides with AC (up to a con
stant ), and a class for which such a transformation does not exist. A typical
example of t he latter class is a system with manufacturing, remanufacturing,
and disposal.
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Appendix

If T = 0 there are no cash-flows rela ted to remanufactu ring operations. Hence,
expressions (15) - (17) are given as
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AS = p); - cm ).. - Cd"( - )"Km/Qm - r(Km + cmQm )/ 2 + rCd (~) Qm/2,

and
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1 Introduction

More and more companies are using Advanced Planning Systems (APS) to
plan and control the operations of their production/distribution network.
These software too ls support specific planning tasks with quite sophist icated
modeling faciliti es and optimizat ion algorithms. Most of th e APS implemen
tations are based on th e concept of hierar chical planning, using a rolling
horizon and deterministic models.' Th erefore, in make-to-stock industries
(we focus on the consumer goods indu stry) the whole planning process is
based on more or less uncertain forecast s. Addi tional safety buffers (inven
tory or time) are necessary to guarantee a certain level of service for the
customers.

In the following it will be shown how time-independent safety stocks 55i

can be ca lculated for products (i ,j = 1, ... , N ), which are supplied by a
single-stage capacitated produ cti on process. Thi s mult i-product process can
be characterized by high sequence-depende nt setup costs Sij and times stij
and thus requires simultaneous optimization of production lot size and se
quence. We assume that this lotsizing and sequencing problem (LSP) is based
on net requirements m i t, which can be calculated from predetermined fore
cast s f it. For th e LSP a multitude of different MIP -formulations and solution
pro cedures exists-.

In this paper we will use the General Lotsizing and Scheduling Problem
(GLSP3

) to model the production planning pro cess, but the results derived
here are also ap plicable to similar LSP models. The tim e st ructure of the
GLSP consists of macro periods t , which are used to model th e inventory

1 d. Zijm (2000) and Stadt ler and Kilger (2000)
2 d . Drexl and Kimms (1997)
3 Meyr (1999) and Meyr (2000)
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st at us, and micro periods 5, which represent production lots and setup times.
These micro periods are assigned to one specific macro period (5 E 5t )4 and
t heir length is variable. The planned inflow to the stock pile of product i in
period t is t hen given by the sum of all micro period production quant it ies
Xi s : Yit = 2: s Es, Xis, The object ive function of the GLSP includes cha ngeover
cost s and also the cost s for cycle stock due to lotsiz ing. Solutions are usually
generated by heuristic procedures, which are ab le to solve this hard problem
in reasonabl e t ime.

Safety stocks 55i are considered as minimum stock levels in the calcula
tion of net requirements for the GLSP. If the production plan is frozen for
some periods, then the planned safety stock has to cover the uncertainty in
the frozen horizon and th e t ime until the product is set up next (lead time).
Therefore, one could calculate the necessary safety stock after solvin g the pro
duction planning problem, because the lead time is known then. However, the
net requirements are based on safety stocks which have to be available in ad
vance. Thus, in our model the calculation of safety stocks is considered to be
a t acti cal problem, which is fixed in the operat ional producti on scheduling
decision .

The safety stock level depends on the length of t he frozen horizon and th e
replanning inte rval (= 1 / planning frequency). Frequent replanning based on
updated forecasts increases the service level, because it is possible to respond
to higher demand (e.g. by earlier production) and to incorporate forecast
changes previously. Bu t high replanning frequencies can also lead to more
frequent setups and t herefore to increased changeover effort. Fur thermore,
planning nervousness due to fluctuating forecasts is possible. Thus, it is nec
essary to find a suitable planning frequency balancing th e advantages and
disadvantages. The following three control mechan isms can be different iated:

permanent replanning: Changes of any kind initi at e the replanning.
fixed planning rhythm: A new plan is created each T periods; in th e
meantime it is not possible to react to chan ges.
event-based planning: The plan is revised every time a specific event
occurs. Exa mples are the following:

• T he inventory position drops below a specific value (according to the
reorder poin t in stochast ic inventory control) or

• backorders, which are expected in the following X periods.

The integration of a fixed planning rhythm and event-based repl anning is
possible. Then a fixed planning interval of T periods is established, but events
can require replanning inbetween two "regular" planning events.

The decision on the control mechanism (or the replanning interval) in
fluences the necessary amount of safety stock. Increased responsiveness is
possible due to frequent replanning, which reduces the risk interval , that has

4 S, denotes t he set of micro periods ass igned to macro period t
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to be protected by safety stocks. Thus, if the control mechanism is not pre
determined by company specific st ruct ures, both planning tasks have to be
tackled simul taneously (under consideration of dependencies).

In the following section a short overview on literature concerning safety
stocks in production systems with rolling horizons is given (Section 2). Subse
quently, in Section 3 a model for the calculation of sa fety stocks is introduced.
Some numerical examples show the efficiency of the proposed concept in Sec
tion '1. In Section 5 we give some concluding remarks and an outlook on
further research.

2 Related Literature

T he calculation of safety sto cks for rolling horizon planning systems has been
discussed intensively for MRP-systems (material requirements planningj.P
The MRP planning concept differs in a few issues from the AP S concept
considered here. In cont rast to MRP-systems the APS-tool considers finite
capacities and multi- produ ct lot sizing. Fur th ermore, it integrates the decision
on the sequence because of the sequen ce dependency of changeovers. Most
authors restri ct their research to safety stocks for finished products and thus
to the master production scheduling (MPS) level. A good review of available
concepts (safety stoc ks, safety time, hedging) for the treatment of uncer tainty
in multi-level MRP-systems is given by Wijn gaard and Wor tmann (1985).
Nevert heless, they assum e fixed lead t imes and lot-for-lot ordering in all mod
els.

Th e cost impact of stochastic demand in MRP lot-sizing models is an
alyzed by de Bodt and van Wassenh ove (1983). The calculation is based on
t he time between two successive setups (time between orders (TBO) = nat
ural cycle). Changes in demand or forecast cannot cause replanning in this
case, because the next set up is fixed by the lotsize. They validate th eir mod el
by simulation and report some dynamics for thi s single-stage uncapacitated
MRP system.

A similar study was conducte d by Wemmerl6v and Whybark (1984): Th ey
compare heuristic lotsizing methods for deterministic and stochastic demand
and conclude, that the relative advantage of specific heuristics decreases in
t he stochastic case .

Planning of safety stocks for finished products follows exclusively the clas
sical MRP literature and th erefore is based on th e assumption of fixed lead
t imes for each product. In contrast to thi s philosophy Blackburn et al. (1987)
st udy th e influence of various concepts on th e red uct ion of un cer tainty in
multi-st age MRP-systems. They compare safety stocks, fixation of orders in
t he rep lanning interval and lot- for-lot order ing for components. For the spe
cific case of assemb ly st ructures Lambrecht (1984) develops a heuristi c for

5 Wijngaard and Wor tmann (1985)
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safety stock calculation based on the Clark-Scarf approach. They use deter
min ist ic lead times, periodic review (s,S)-ordering and cent ra lized cont rol.

While th e above mentioned literature does not focus on the rolling horizon
concept, the following summarizes the research on the problem of set ting pa
rameters (e.g. replanning interval, planning horizon etc.) for this concept and
their impact on safety stocks. Yano and Carlson (1987) explain the trade-offs
between rescheduling and safety stocks. Th ey cons ider 2-echelon production
systems, which are cont rolled by using a rolling MRP-plan , and they differ
enti ate between two scenarios: One in which the product ion orders are fixed
during a frozen horizon and one in which all orders can be rescheduled each
period. The calculation of safety stocks for the first scenario is based on a pe
riod ic review policy using the natural cycle as review period. Their simulation
results show, th at it is not possible to determine which concept is better a
priori . In the end they state, that frequent rescheduling should be done with
cau tion as costs increase due to thi s. Lin and Krajewski (1992) also investi
gate the single-stage case (MPS) wit hout capaci ty rest rict ions. They develop
a detailed concept for th e determination of replanning interval , frozen interval
and forecast window. The calculat ion of safety stocks is based on t he standard
deviation of forecast errors in th e frozen interval. The proposed concept is
based on analytical relationships among th e parameters, which are deriv ed by
th e au th ors. They verify their findings according to cost and service level by
simulation of th e planning system. Sridharan et al. (1988) focus on th e MPS
schedule stability in Wagner-Whitin schedules. They vary t he parameters
planning horizon , replanni ng interval and frozen period. T he frozen inte rval
is either given by a specific t ime interval or by a certain number of future
orders .

The first paper (to our knowledge), which incorporates capaci ties in th ese
models has been published by Yang and Jacobs (1999). They show that re
planning interval and planning horizon have very little impact on the perfor
mance of a capacitated job-shop. But th e influence of the dispatching rule
is quite larg e if the forecast error is lumpy. Met ters and Vargas (1999) ex
tend the rolling horizon concept by adding reorder points for single products.
They recalculate t he net demands in each period , bu t the quan t ities are only
changed, if the inventory position falls below th e reor der point . Th erefore,
the planning concept is event-based and the schedule can react to demand
chang es in each period. Since this model does not consider restricted capaci
ties and multi ple products, it cannot be applied to the APS-case invest igated
here, because rescheduling of one product in the cap acitated case causes
changes in the lead time of oth er products too.

The concepts from MRP-literature presented here provide some general
ideas, which can also be applied to APS environments. However, almost none
of the safety stock calcu lations consider capacity restrict ions . Havin g signifi
cant influence on the lead t ime the restricted capaci ty has to be incorporated
in th ose models. The following sect ion shows how to deal with this additional
requirement.
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3 Model Description

We study a single-stage, multi-product, capacitated production-inventory
system with stochastic demand and lotsizing. The system has to ensure a
given fill-rate constraint while minimizing the costs for setups, cycle stock
(stock due to lotsizing) and safety stock. All unsatisfied demand will be back
ordered. The problem is decomposed in a tactical safety stock problem and
the operational lotsizing and scheduling problem. This enables us to model
the LSP as deterministic optimization problem and solve it by one of the
proven solution procedures (see e.g. Meyr (1999)).

3.1 System Dynamics

For th e safety stock model (SSM) the detailed timing of planning decisions
and the corresponding system dynamics have to be known : We use a rolling
planning concept with a fixed planning rhythm as it is shown in Figure 1. This
means, that a production schedule is created every r th period (replanning
interval) for the next T periods (planning horizon) . Only the first T periods
ar e frozen and have to be put into practice. In our model the frozen horizon
equals the replanning interval , whereas in practical applications the frozen
horizon may be longer than the replanning interval.

periods

1st
schedule

frozen
2nd
schedule

replanning interval:
5 periods

planning horizon

Fig. 1. Rolling planning concept

The following notation will be used below:

p beginning of the planning horizon (p E {O, T, 2T, . . .})
dit demand for product i in period t
D , random variable of the period demand of product i
(ii , a; mean and standard deviation of D ,
fit demand forecasts for product i in period t
mit net requirements for product i in period t
55i planned safety stocks for product i



Yit
T BOi

Ai
B i

lip
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scheduled prod uction of product i in period t
average productio n cycle of product i
(time between two consecut ive setups)
planned lead t ime of product i according to schedule created in p
random vari able of the lead time of pro duct i
projected net stock of product i at the end of period t

for t = P+ 1, ... , p + T
physical stock level at th e beginning of th e planning cycle
backordered demand at th e beginn ing of the planning cycle
initi al net stock = Ai - B i

At the beginning of a planning cycle (t = p) net requirement s for the plan
ning horizon T are calculated from initi al inventories, backorders, planned
safety stocks and demand forecasts. T hese are used as input to the LSP
which returns a production schedule for the next T periods . We assume, that
lots for a single produ ct i span one ore more consecut ive periods t for which
the production quantities Yit > O.
T he net requirements are calculated according to equations (1) :

mit = max{ O, f it + 5 5i - li,t-d
l it = max{55i , Ii.t - 1 - f it }

,if t = P + 1, ... p + T (1)

The definition of th e net requir ements implies th at init ial backorders have
to be produced in the first period of the planning horizon p + 1. T his also
applies to the case of low safety stocks, which have to be refilled in the same
manner. Table 1 shows the results of the above procedure for a simple example
with four produ cts. T he planning pro cedure starts at t he end of period p = 0
and comprises a planning hor izon of T = 10 periods. T he net requ iremen ts
include predefined safety stocks of 55i = 10 units for all products i.

From t he definit ion of mit it is obvious, that ther e exist three different
types of requirement s: forecast, safety stock and backordered demand . All
types are summed up in one figure and thus have the same pri ority for pro
duction. This rest ricts the flexibili ty of the system and should be tackled in
further research.

3 .2 The Safety Stock Model

Our conce pt is based on well-known periodic review inventory policies. The
review period (replenishment cycle) is equivalent to the rep lanning interval
T and th e supply is given by planned productio n lots. However, in contrast
to classi cal inventory policies no (product ion) orders are generated by using
simple 'order-up-to t-r ules. Instead, the timing and size of production lots
(orders) is optimized in a separate lot sizing and scheduling step.
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Table 1. Calculation of net requ irem ents and production sched ule for a simple
example

period
product 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
forecas t lit 10 12 13 20 25 15 19 17 14 13

project. ne t stock l it -10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
net requireme nt m it 30 12 13 20 25 15 19 17 14 13

sched uled product ion Ylt 44.1 50.0 5.9 18.7 32.8 13.5 13.0
~

lead t ime = 1

product 2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
forecast 12t 21 18 22 19 17 13 17 19 20 16

proj ect . net stock 12t 50 29 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
net requiremen t mu 0 0 21 19 17 13 17 19 20 16

scheduled production Yu 43.543.5 19.036.0
'-----v------"
lead t ime = 3

product 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
forecast [ec 16 18 14 18 17 10 17 19 14 15

project . net stock ht 70 54 36 22 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
net requirement m3t 0 0 0 6 17 10 17 19 14 15

sched uled production Y3t 6.0 46.2 30.8 15.0
" .. J

lead time = 4

product 4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
forecas t 14t 12 15 17 15 18 11 16 15 18 19

project . net stock 14t 100 88 73 56 41 23 12 10 10 10 10
net requirement m4t 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 15 18 19

scheduled production Y4t 16.6 30.4 19.0
" v

,

lead t ime = 7

T he production lead time will be defined as the interval between th e plan
nin g period p and the planned start t ime of t he first production lot:

lip:= min {t lYit > O} - p
p<t<T

In t he example in Table 1 the resulting lead times are II p = 1,12p = 3,13p =
4,14p = 7 periods. Besides the length of th e replanning int erval T , the t iming
of the productio n quant it ies Yit mainly influences t he lead t imes. As these
product ion quanti ties are underlying a complex optimization pro cedure it
is not possible to give an analyt ical expression for Ytt. Therefore, we are
modelling the lead times lip as discrete stochast ic variables L i , which are
drawn from an empirical distribution .
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PROPOSITION : The distribution of the lead time L; is independent of the
safety stock level 55i.

PROOF: The safety stock 55i only influences the lead time lip, if the produc
tion quantities Yit depend on the safety stock. The production schedule is
created from net requirements mit, which comprise 'refill quantities' for
safety stocks, if the initial stock is below 55i . If an initial backlog exists,
then the requirements also contain 'refill quantities' for this backlog. The
total refill quantity stays the same if safety stocks are changed, because
the backlog is substituted by safety stocks and vice versa. Both compo
nents are equally weighted input to the net requirements calculation (1)
and thus mit are independent of safety stock levels.

This property allows us to draw samples from historical production sched
ules , calculate frequency distributions of the lead time and therefrom safety
stocks for future operation of the system. The lead time distribution usu
ally varies heavily depending on the main factors influencing the outcome
of the lotsizing and scheduling decision . The most important are the finite
production capacity and the sequence-dependent changeovers. For instance,
reducing the capacity of the example in Table 1 by 10% results in the fol
lowing lead times: hp = 1, hp = 3, l3p = 2, l4p = 7. In this case only the lead
time of product 3 is changed from 4 to 2, but the variability of lead times
increases significantly due to capacity reduction. If not enough historical data
is available for the frequency distribution, then it might be necessary to draw
the sample of lead times from a simulation of the production system.

In the following we consider the case of a fill-rate constraint ({3) for the
safety stock 55 calculations." The fill-rate is defined as follows7 :

(3 = 1 _ E(shortage per replenishment cycle)
E(demand per cycle)

The expected demand per cycle can easily be approximated by the mean
demand din T BO periods. However for the expected shortage per replenish
ment cycle (ESPRC) it is necessary to know the density functions f DR(zR)
and fDdz L) of the demand during the risk interval R = L + T and the lead
time L:

00

E5PRC= f (zR-55-d·R) ·fDR(zR)dzR

SS+(j·R

(3)
00

f (zL - 55 - d· R) · fDL(zL)dz L

SS+(j·R

6 The index i is omitted in the following because the calculation is similar for all
products.

7 cf. Tempelmeier (1999) , p. 370
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The demand in the risk interval and the lead time depends on the stochas
tic variables D (demand per period) and R (length of the risk interval) or L
(lead time). Therefore, the distribution function of the stochastic variables
DR and D L can be derived by convolution of the demand variable and the
corresponding time variable.

In the following we assume that the demand per period dt is normally
distributed'' (i.i.d .) with mean d and standard deviation (Jd. The density
function of the discrete random variable L , however, is calculated empirically
from the frequency distribution of a sample. This is reasonable, because it is
usually hard to find a standard distribution which approximates the frequency
distribution quite well. In this case all potential values of the lead time are
known lmin :S l :S lmax and therefore the common density of D and R can
be calculated by conditional probabilities (Eppen and Martin (1988)) :

lma.r + r

fDR(zR) = L fDR(zRIR = r) . P(L = r - r )
r=lmin+r

Im aJ:

fDL(zL) = L fDJ·(zLIL = l) · P(L = l)
l=lm in

The expected shortage per cycle can be expressed by the following equation
(Tyworth (1992)):

lmaor

ESPRC = L ESPRC/· P(L = l)
l=lmin

Where the expected shortage for a specific duration of the lead time"

(
SS) (SS+d.r)ESPRCI = G u -- . (Jl+T - G u . (Jl

(J1+T ai

(4)

can be calculated using Brown's rational 10 Gu(k). The standard deviation in
x periods (Jx is based on the standard deviation of forecast errors per period
a; ((Jx = Vi· (Je).

If a specific service level has to be guaranteed, then the expected shortage
per cycle should not exceed the maximum shortage (1 -{3) . d· TEO:

(1-{3)· d· TEO 2 L ESPRCI' P(L = l)
l =lmin

(5)

As the inequality (5) cannot be transformed for SS, the minimum safety
stock has to be evaluated by a numerical search procedure (e.g. Newton
Raphson, bisection etc.) for each product. Although the safety stock problem

8 The procedure is also applicable to other standard distributions.
9 see de Kok (1990)

10 for the derivation of Gu(k) see Silver et al. (1998), Appendix B for example
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was decomposed in single product inventory models, the influence of the com
mon capac ity can be captured by stochastic lead times . The major drawback
of the model is t he assumption, that historical dat a is availab le to derive
the frequency distribution of lead times . Analytical approximations would be
favourabl e, bu t the production problem is too complex to gain enough insight
into the dynamics of the system. Fur thermore the production problem has to
be solved by a heuri sti c procedure, which possibly returns different schedules
depend ing on the par am eter setting and the allowable computation time.
The safety stock procedure can be summarized by the following ste ps:

1. Determine t he repl anning interval r and the mean demand d.
2. Calculate the standard deviation of forecast erro rs ae from historical

demand and forecast data and derive a frequency distribution of lead
t imes (for each product i) from historical production schedules.

3. Determine th e safety stock levels S S for each product i by numerical
search.

4 Case Study and Simulation Results

In the following the ste ps shown above will be explained by using a simple
example. We conside r a production line which produces 4 different sku's to
stock. All pr oducts requi re the same capacity amount per item produced
and customer demand is normally distributed with the param eters shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 . Parameters for the demand distribution

products i = 1 2 3 4
d 100 8012060
ad 10 20 30 20

The forecast s were generated by using exponent ial smoo thing (see for
example Silver et al. (1998)). The company reschedules according to a fixed
planning rhythm of three weeks (= 15 days / period s) for a planning hori zon
of four weeks (= 20 per iods). T he cha ngeover costs and inventory costs are
preset such that each product is produ ced approximately once or twice a
week.

T he desired fill-rate is set to 98% for all products. The lotsizing and
sequencing decision is met by a local search heuri stic for the ctsr-» . In the
first scenario it is assumed that the capacity is not constrained and therefore
backorders cannot cause infeasib le produ ction planning problems. However ,

11 General Lotsizing and Scheduling Problem, Meyr (1999) and Meyr (2000)
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this is possible, if the capacity is constrained and the backord er level at
the beginning of the planning horizon B; creates net requirements E;mit
(+ changeover t ime) which exceed the available capacity although t he mean
demand does not . As the deterministic lot sizing and schedu ling model has to
fulfill a ll demands (hard const raint), it does not find a feasible solution to the
planning problem. This means, that requirements have to be delayed to later
periods to get a feasible solut ion. The following (heur istic) procedure can be
used to meet th e required service level anyhow and to minimize additiona l
cost where possible:

1. Postpone net requirement s which are necessar y to refill the safety stocks
5 5; until a feasibl e plan is reached. If this is not possible, then "planned"
shortages have to be taken in a second st ep:

2. Postpone forecasted demand lit in following periods for products which
have no initial backorders B;. This st ep eventually has to be repeated for
all products until a feasible plan can be determined .

First we consider an example with infinit e cap acity. In this case the lead
t ime distribution in Table 3 and Figure 2 could be calculated from historical
data .l?

Table 3 . Distribut ion of lead ti mes in t he un cap acit ated case

1= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
P (L 1 = I ) 0.74 0.16 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P (L2 = I ) 0.34 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.16 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P (L3 = l ) 0.65 0.14 0.12 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P (L4 = l ) 0.29 0.06 0.05 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01

For each of the ite ms the minimum safety stock has to be found by the
Newto n-Ra phson method. Considering the mean demand (refer to Tabl e 2)
the maximum shortage per replenishment cycle (see Table 4) can be calcu
lated . The minimum safety stock 55 is then derived by equat ion (5).

Table 4. Safety stocks for {3 = 98.0%

product 1
max. shortage per replen ishment cycle 558
safet y stock S S 11.7
simulate d fill-rat e [%] 98.0

2 3

519 595
70.9 115.8
98.6 98.0

4
389

92.5
98.4

12 In our case the lead t imes were generated by simulation .
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Fig. 2. Dist r ibu t ion of lead ti mes (uncap acitated case)

T he validity of th e model was tested by an extensive simulation st udy
with different replanning intervals, demand par ameters, cost parameters and
service levels. For the example shown ab ove the fill-rates given in Tabl e 4 were
measured in the simulation. The duration of the simulation was 3000 periods.
In all simulate d cases the deviation from the given fill-rate was beyond 1%.
But if mean lead t imes are used instead of the real distributions, then the
deviat ions rise significantly compared to the proposed method .

This difference between th e two models is increasing , if constrained ca
pacities have to be considered. For example, if the mean utiliz ation is about
80% in the case described above, then the set up cycles cha nge significant ly
and thus also the lead t ime distribution (see Table 5 and Figure 3).

Table 5 . Distribution of lead t imes in the capacit ate d case

l= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
P (L I = l) 0.53 0,33 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P (L2 = l ) 0.61 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P (L3 = l ) 0.56 0.24 0.12 0.05 0.02 0-01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P(L3 = l) 0.53 0.09 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0-01

In this case shorter lead t imes leading to lower safety stocks can be ob
served . But on the other hand more setups are necessar y and the costs for
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Fig. 3. Distribution of lead times (capacitated case)

changeovers increase. In our case th e increase in changeovers outweighs the
reduction in inventory cost and the total costs rise by 13 % (see Table 6).

Table 6. Cost comparison

stock cost
uncapacitated

3,331,578
capacitated

3,003,469
change

-10%
changeover cost
total

2,543,300
5,874,878

3,642,600
6,646,069

+43%
+13%

In Section 1 we already pointed out the dependency of the replanning
int erval and the level of safety stocks. If both parameters are vari abl e and
can be optimized , then the question of the right obj ective function arises.
In the previous Section the minimum safety stock was calculated under con
sideration of a specific servi ce level and the replanning interval. But if the
replanning interval is variable, th en the stock which has to be optimized also
compr ises the lotsizing or cycle stock. Both stock types can be redu ced by
shor te r repl anning cycles, but at the same time the number of setups is in
creased. Thus, the obj ective function has to include stock costs for both stock
types and also changeover costs. In this objective fun ction all relevant per
form anc e measures are captured and therefore it is not necessary to measure
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the planning stability or the planning nervousness-" , which is already covered
by changeover costs.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

Although, the Advanced Planning Systems are using deterministic algorithms
for lotsizing and scheduling, they lack support for the calculation of safety
buffers in production systems in most cases. This either results in frequent
plan revisions (and therefore nervousness) or the adaption of safety stocks
or times which are based on "experience" or "ru les of thumb" . Our concept
applies standard methods to this complex task and provides fast and robust
access to reliable safety stock settings. As the APS are implemented in an
rolling horizon concept in most cases, the method can be used for man y
capacity-const rained multi-product production systems.

More flexibility can be expecte d from event-based planning systems. These
systems can react faster to changing demand or forecast situations. Our con
cept is not directly applicable to these environments, because the event which
causes replanning is triggered by only one product but affects also all other
products on a mach ine . This fact has to be integrated into th e model explic
itly.

In the consumer goods industries products are often produced at one
site but shipped to more than one distribution cente r. The extension of our
model to those 2-echelon divergent structures is possible if the stock points
ar e controlled locally. Under certain circumstances the distribution of lead
times for the second echelon can even be derived analytically!" .
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Abstract. In many practical situations the coordination of transportation mana
gement and inventory management may lead to considerable cost reductions . Trans
portation management includes the application of different types of shipment con
solidation policies. Shipment consolidation takes into account the logistics strategy
of combining two or more shipment orders to optimize transportation. When the
shipment consolidation policy changes, the shipment lead time changes as well and
if the lead time changes, the inventory policy needs to be re-evaluated , since chan
ging lead times affect customer service. In this paper the lead time comprises two
elements: waiting time due to order consolidation and the shipment time. The lead
time is an important parameter for inventory management. We derive approxima
tions for the lead time behaviour in (s,nQ) models where the items are consolidated
according to different types of consolidation policies .

1 Introduction

The coordination of inventory management and transportation management
is crucial for an efficient management of the supply chain. Transportation
management includes the application of different types of shipment con
solidation policies . The consolidation policy coordinates shipment processes
of different item orders for the same (intermediate) destination, and this can
lead to a reduction in transportation costs. Higginson and Bookbinder (1994)
distinguish between two types of consolidation policies: the time policy and
the quantity policy. The time policy dispatches orders when a shipping date
is expired. The shipping date is usually set through consideration of service
levels. Higginson and Bookbinder (1995a) give some normative approaches
to set the shipping date. The quantity policy dispatches orders when a fixed
quantity is consolidated. Higginson and Bookbinder (1995b) use a Markov
chain model to determine the optimal consolidation policy given an (8,5)
inventory policy generating shipment orders.

Another line of research is the joint replenishment or coordinated re
plenishment problem. Goyal and Satir (1989) present an early review of all
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models, start ing from a simple determinist ic problem . In the joint replenish
ment literature we observe two ty pes of cont rol policy; viz. the cont inuous
review can-order policy (S i ,Ci,Si) and the period ic review order-up-to po
licy (Ri,Si)' In the cont inuous can-order policy (Si,Ci,S;) , when the inven
tory posit ion of an it em i reaches the must-order point si, a replenishment
is triggered as to raise the item's inventory position to order-up-to level Si.
Meanwhile, any ot her item in the group wit h an inventory posit ion at or
below its can-order point c, is includ ed in the replenishm ent as to raise the
inventory posit ion up to Si. See, e.g., Liu and Yuan (2000) or Federgruen,
Groenevelt and Tijms (1984). In the periodic review (Ri,Si) policy, the in
ventory position of it em i is inspected with intervals R, and the review mo
ments are coordinated in order to consolidate orders of indi vidu al items, see
Viswan athan (1998).

In this pap er , we analyze shipment consolidat ion policies und er th e as
sumpt ion of compound renewal customer demand. The compound renewal
demand process enables accurate modeling of real-world demand processes.
In the literature discussed above order-up-t o-policies are employed for inven
tory man agement. In practice, it is often more appropriate to employ (s,nQ)
policies, which take into account restri ctions imposed by material handling
uni ts such as pallets and boxes. T he focus in this pap er is to model the
interaction between shipment consolidat ion processes and inventory man age
ment policies. In genera l this involves multipl e items or stock keeping units
(sku 's) and mul tip le stock locations. It is easy to see that a building block for
the analysis of the interaction between shipment consolidation and inventory
management, is the ana lysis of a line ha ul between two stocking locat ions,
for example between a warehouse an d a ret ailer. We assume for ease of refe
rence that the warehouse holds stocks of multipl e items. The same items are
held by the retailer who sells to customers. The inventories at the retailer are
controlled according to an (s ,nQ)-policy. The retailer has to satisfy fill rate
requirements for all items. The reorder level, which ensures the required fill
rate, depends on the lead time of orders from the warehouse to the retailer.
T he lead time of an order comprises the waiting t ime for t ruck depar ture and
the t ransportation time. The waiting tim e for t ruc k departure is t he main
subjec t of this paper. The cont ribut ion of this pap er to literature is twofold.
Fir st of all, we analyze shipment consolidat ion policies und er th e assumpt ion
of compound renewal demand, where this demand represent s the cust omer
orders at the retailer . We present an overa ll analysis of this problem integra
t ing shipment consolidation and inventory management taking into account
material handling restrictions. The latter is dealt wit h thro ugh the use of
(s,nQ)-policies.

In t his pap er , we use the method of Whitt (1982) to superpose renewal
processes with mixed-Erlang distributed inter-renewal t imes. Not ice that the
superposed process is not a compound renewal pr ocess. Yet , our analysis
reveals that in line wit h the research of Whi t t (1982) , assuming that the
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superposed process is renewal yields good approximations for performance
characterist ics, c.f. Smits, de Kok and, van Laarhoven (2000) .

T he sequel of this pap er is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe
in detail the model and we derive approximat ions for the waiti ng time. In
sect ion 3, we test the approximations through extensive computer simulations
and in the las t section, we give some conclusions and ind icate a few thoughts
for fur ther resear ch.

Retailer

!
+

Transportation of the
consolidated orders

Warehouse I Replenishment ordersl
r===;;---- ---, •

Waiting time
duetoconsolidation

'Transportation time

Fig. 1. Schematic repr esent a t ion of the replenishment process

2 Model Description

The model considers a line haul between a warehouse and a ret ailer. At
both locations stocks of all items are kept. At the retailer the customer de
mand for each item arrives according to a compound renewal process, i.e. ,
customer orders for an item ar rive according to a renewal process and the
demand per customer has some arbit ra ry distribution function. Demands of
different customers for an item are independent and identically distribu ted .
We furthermore assume that the compound renewal demand processes for
different ite ms are independent of each ot her. Addit ional constraints of the
model are the item fill rate constraints at the retailer. T his implies that at
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the retailer for each item a target fill rate is given . The fill rate is the fraction
of demand directly delivered from shelf. The inventories at the retailer are
controlled by (s,nQ)-policies. It operates as follows: as soon as the inventory
position, which is expressed as the physical inventory plus the stock on order
minus the backorders, drops below reorder level s an amount nQ is ordered
such that the inventory position is raised to a value between sand s + Q. Q
is called the batchsize, n is an integer. The demand that cannot be met im
mediately is backordered. We assume that the warehouse always has enough
stock to fulfill the replenishment orders towards the retailer. To be able to
calculate the reorder levels of the different items, the lead time towards the
retailer is needed. In our model the lead time comprises the waiting time
due to transport consolidation and the handling and transportation time. In
this paper, we derive approximations for the waiting time due to consolida
tion for the time policy and the quantity policy. Figure 1 gives a graphical
representation of the model. Below a list of the used notation is introduced.

Parameters and variables

Ld driving time
Z waiting time due to shipment consolidation
L* lead time
T time between two truck departures. In the time policy T is

deterministic and in the quantity policy T is stochastic
Ai time between two subsequent arrivals of item i

at the retailer
D, demand size of item order i (in volume) at the retailer
P2i fill rate at the retailer
Di(L*) demand for item i during the lead time
s, reorder level of item i (in volume)
xt physical inventory level at an arbitrary point in time
Qmax predetermined consolidation quantity (in volume)
.:1(t) consolidated quantity at time t , .:1(T) is the shipped quantity
Qi batchsize of item i (in volume)
O, order process of the retailer towards the warehouse for item i
R, time between order placements at the warehouse for item i
0* aggregate order process at the warehouse
O;'i aggregate order process of all item except i at the warehouse
R* aggregate process of the time between two order placements

at the warehouse
R;'i aggregate process of the time between two order placements

for all items except i at the warehouse
V rest part of the split order in the quantity policy

with partial shipments
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U undershoot process
N(T) is defined as the number of arrivals in (O,T]
Wi is defined as 0ii + V + O,
N(X) is defined as the number of arrivals between the arrival of an

arbitrary customer and the departure of the truck
Y(t) inventory position at moment t

Functions and Operators
E[Y] expectation of the random variable Y
(T2(y) variance of the random variable Y
E[y 2 ] second moment of the random variable Y
Cy coefficient of variation of the random variable Y
(y)+ max(O,y)
PiA} probability of event A
Fn*(t) n-fold convolution of Fy(t)
Fy(t) pdf of random variable Y

00

M(t) renewal function, M(t) = 2: Fn*(t)
n=O

associated with pdf Fy(t)

6(1)
truck leaves

/~

orders
6(T)

lime
T T

Fig. 2. Sample path of the collected quantity for the time policy

Time policy
In case consolidation employs a time policy the trucks depart at fixed time
intervals T (for example, every week). Figure 2, gives a schematic represen
tation of the time policy. All replenishment orders arriving within one time
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interval T are consolidated and shipped together to the retailer. We define
L1(t) as the collected quantity at moment t and L1(T) as the consolidated
amount that is shipped. We want to find expressions for the time between
the arrival of an arbitrary order and the departure of the truck.

Quantity policy
In case consolidation employs a quantity policy, we distinguish between two
alternatives; partial shipments and full shipments/flexible truck capacity. In
both cases we assume that at time 0 a truck leaves the warehouse.
i) Partial shipments
The orders are consolidated until the collected quantity L1(t), is larger than
or equal to a predetermined quantity Qmax . The last order 0 N(T) is split such
that L1(T) is equal to Qmax, where T is the time of the first truck departure
after time O. The consolidated quantity L1(T) is shipped to the retailer and
the consolidation process starts all over again with as starting quantity the
remaining part of the order V. So 0 N(T) - V leaves directly and the remaining
part V leaves with the next truck. Figure 3a) gives a schematic representation
of the process. In order to determine the probability distribution function of
L1(t) we apply the following proposition.

A(t) Ylt)

Truck leaves

/\
~i-··_····"··I·Y. . i}&lT~Q_

time

a) Quantity consolidation policy
with partial shipments

lime

b) (0, nQm~) inventory policy

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the similarities between the shipment consoli
dation policy with partial shipments and the (O ,nQmax) inventory policy

Proposition 1. The consolidation process of a quantity policy with partial
shipments under a compound renewal demand process is equivalent to the
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inventory position process under an (O,nQmaxJ control policy and compound
renewal customer demand.

Explanation. In the (O,nQmax) inventory policy with compound renewal cus
tomer demand, the inventory position Y(t) decreases at the arrival of a cus
tomer order. When the inventory position drops below °an amount Qmax
is ordered . The amount by which the inventory position drops below 0 is
called the undershoot and is denoted by U . In the quantity consolidation
policy with compound renewal replenishment orders, the collected quantity
increases at the arrival of a replenishment order. When the collected quan
tity exceeds Qmax, an amount Ll(T) = Qmax is shipped towards the retail
warehouse. In the consolidation process the cumulative order between two
shipments is Ll(T) . The inventory position has the same course as the con
solidated quantity at a moment in time. The undershoot process U in the
(O,nQmax) inventory policy is similar to the split order process V in the
shipment consolidation process (see Figure 3).
ii) Full shipments/flexible truck capacity
The orders are consolidated until the collected quantity is larger than or
equal to a predetermined quantity Qmax . The consolidated quantity Ll(T) is
equal to the entire collected quantity in (0, T] and hence Ll(T) 2 Qmax . The
consolidated quantity Ll(T) is shipped to the retailer and the consolidation
process starts all over again. Figure 4 a) gives a schematic representation of
the process. The probability density function of Ll(t) can be derived from the
following proposition.

Proposition 2. The quantity consolidation process with full shipments/fle
xible truck capacity under compound renewal demand is equivalent to the in
ventory position process under an (D,SJ control policy and compound renewal
customer demand where 5 = Q max '

Explanation. In the (0,5) inventory policy, where 5 = Qmax , with compound
renewal customer demand, the inventory position decreases at the arrival of
a customer order. When the inventory position drops below 0, an amount
Qmax + U is ordered such that the inventory position is raised up to Qma x .
In the quantity consolidation policy with compound renewal replenishment
orders, the collected quantity increases at the arrival of a replenishment order.
When the collected quantity exceeds Qmax , an amount Ll(T) = Qmax + V is
shipped towards the retailer. The inventory position has the same course as
the consolidated quantity at every moment in time (see Figure 4).

To be able to calculate the waiting time between the placement of an
arbitrary order and the departure of the truck, we must derive expressions
for the arrival process of orders to be consolidated. To calculate this arrival
process, we derive approximations for the order process of the different items
from the retailer towards the warehouse. These approximations are described
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ll.(t)

Truck leaves

/\________ ___L--:C _

a) Quantity consolidation policy
with full shipments and flexible truck
capacity

y(n

b) (0, Qm~) inventory policy

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the similarity between the shipment consolida
tion policy with full shipments/flexible truck capacity and the (O,Qmax) inventory
policy

in Appendix A. After that , we superpose the order processes of the differ
ent items. The approximations for the superposed process are described in
Appendix B. The superposed compound renewal process constitutes the de
mand for the consolidation process. With this superposed process we can
derive expressions for the first two moments of the waiting time due to ship
ment consolidation. Notice that the superposed process is not a compound
renewal process. Yet, our analysis reveals that assuming that the superposed
process is a compound renewal process yields good approximations for the
performance characteristics. From the first two moments of the waiting time
due to shipment consolidation and the first two moments of the transporta
tion time we compute the first two moments of the lead time of an arbitrary
order for an item. Using the analysis in Smits et al. (2000) we can compute
the reorder levels that yield the required fill rate level and the associated
average net stocks.

2.1 Waiting Time Due to Consolidation

In this section, we derive expressions for the waiting time due to shipment
consolidation. Again we distinguish between two types of consolidation poli
cies, the time policy and the quantity policy. Due to the compound renewal
demand process we cannot hope for exact results of the waiting time distribu-
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tion. Our generic approach is to derive expressions for the first two moments
of the waiting time and fit a tractable distribution to these first two moments.

Time policy
We assume that the orders arrive at the warehouse according to a compound
renewal process. In appendix A and B approximations of the superposed order
arrival process are given. This process is independent of the truck departure
process , which is a renewal process with deterministic inter-renewal times.
Under stationarity it holds that the waiting time until truck departure of an
arbitrary order is uniformly distributed on (0, T). The proof of this statement
can be found in appendix D. Thus we find

E[Z] = ~

E[Z2] = T
2

3

(1)

(2)

Quantity policy
The derivation of the waiting time distribution under the various types of
quantity policies is much more complicated than in case of the time policies .
Exact results are only available for special cases. Therefore we have to resort
to the derivation of approximations for the first two moments of the waiting
time distribution.

We have defined N(X) as the number of arrivals between the placement
of an arbitrary order and the departure of the truck. For the first moment
we obtain

00

E[N(X)] = L n(p(n-l)*(Qmax - X) - p(n)*(Qmax - X)) (3)
n=l

Qma :r:

E[N(X)] = J M(Qmax - x)dPx(x) (4)
o

To be able to evaluate this for the different consolidation policies , we have to
find an expression for Px(x) for the two different policies.

i) Partial shipment
We can use Proposition 1 and the fact that the inventory position of an (8,nQ)
inventory policy is uniformly distributed between (8,8 +Q) . Therefore we can
conclude that L1(t) is uniformly distributed between (O,Qma x), this gives

P{X ::; x} = _ x_.
Qmaa:
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ii) Full shipment/flexible truck capacity
We can use Proposition 2 and the fact that the inventory position of a (s,S)
inventory policy is a renewal process. Therefore we can conclude that Ll(t) is
a renewal process, this gives

When O, is Poisson distributed, we could precisely calculate N(X) for
the first two cases , but in practice the coefficient of variation of the reple
nishment orders are lower than 1. Another difficulty is the calculation of the
waiting time from N(X) , since we have to take into account that a part of
the last replenishment V may not leave directly in the partial shipment case .
We observe that it is difficult to find an exact expression for the waiting
time. However in practice, it may be possible to standardize the volume of
the batchsizes for the different sku's to pallets or boxes and the volume of
the truck to a multiple of this volume unit. In this case the consolidated
quantity Ll(T) is exactly equal to the predetermined quantity Qmax and we
can compute exact derivations for the waiting time.

a. Equal batchsizes for all items
In this subsection we derive the first two moments of the waiting time when
the volume of the batchsizes of the different items are equal to some Q.
The volume of the predetermined shipped quantity Qmax is assumed to be a
multiple of Q. In this case Ll(t) has a discrete distribution . The consolidation
process starts at the arrival of the first batchsize Q, after this a second batch
arrives and the consolidated quantity is 2Q, then 3Q until the predetermined
shipped quantity is reached. In the steady state, Ll(t) is uniformly distributed
over [0, Q, 2Q , ... , (QQa~ - 1)]. The different consolidated quantities have the

same probability namely Q~u . It easily follows that

(-9== _1 )

E[N(X)] = t k~ = ~(Qmax -1) Qmax~ = ~(Qmax -1)
k =O Qmax 2 Q Q Qmax 2 Q

(5)

E[Z] = E[N(X)]E[R*] (7)
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b. Heuristic for non-equal batchsizes
In the derivations of the waiting time for the quantity policy with non-equal
batchsizes we encounter two difficulties: the waiting time is dependent on the
quantity consolidation policy (partial shipments or full shipments/flexible
truck capacity) and the waiting time may be different for different items. If
a batchsize is very large compared to other ones then it is likely that the
waiting time for this batchsize is smaller than for the other ones.
We observe that it is not efficient to have a high probability of having more
than two batches of the same item in one truck. When there is high probability
of having two orders in one truck, we can increase th e batchsize without
increasing the inventory level which leads to the same inventory costs but
may lead to lower transportation and handling costs. To calculate the wait ing
time of batchsize i, we assume two types of ord er processes. The order process
of item i and the order process of all other items except i. We use the formu las
in appendix A and B to calculate the aggregate order process of all products
except it em i. We define E [R;;] and E[R;~J as the first two moment of the
inter-arrival times of all other items except item i and we define E[O;iJ and
E[O;~J as the first two moments of the order size of all items except i.

i) Partial shipments
The last order is split such that the consolidated quantity is equal to the
predetermined quantity. The part of the last order which is split is denoted
by V . Since this consolidation pol icy is equ ivalent to the (O,nQmax) inventory
policy, V is equivalent to the undershoot process in the (O ,nQmax) inventory
model.
For the first two moments of the undershoot process (Appendix B formu la 's
33 and 34) , we use the asymptotic results for the first two moments of the
forward recurrence time distribution. Therefore the first two moments of V
are

E[O*2]
E[V] ~ 2E[0*J (9)

E[V2J '" E [0*3] (10)
- 3E[0*]

Now let us define n, as the amount of products orders i that are consoli
dated in an arbitrary conso lidated shipment. We neglect the probability that
ni > 1, since we deduced previously that it is not cost efficient to have a
high probability of having more than 2 orders of the same item in one truck.
Figure 5 gives a schematic representation of the truck consolidation process.
We define Wi = O;i + V + Oi. Given that n, = 1, the probability that the
number of arrivals of order process =j:. i is equal to k, is as follows:

k k+1

P{n"'i = klni = I} = P{'LWi ~ Qmax} - P{'L Wi ~ Qmax} (11)
i=1 i=1
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N(X)

v
order *i

(~_ _ ~A~__~,

I I I I I I There are

~ '---y--J \. .I k orders *i

V order '* j order i

Shipped quantity (A(T))

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the shipment consolidation policy with partial
shipments

If OJ is discrete then we can evaluate the formula above by assuming that
k k

L:: O¥i + V is mixed Erlang distributed, else we assume that L:: Wj is mixed
j=1 j = 1

Erlang distributed. Formula (11) gives correct results when k is large and
when O¥i and V are exponentially distributed. We assume that the proba
bility that the item i order is the first one is equal to the probability that the
item i order is the second one, the third or the last one, given that n#j = k
and nj = 1. We define N(X)i as the number of arrivals between the placement
of an arbitrary order i and the departure of the truck.

00 1 k 1
E[N(X);]::= L P{n#i = klni = l}(k + 1 L S + "2) (12)

k=O 5=1

00 1 k 1
E[N(X);}::= LP{n#i = klni = l}(k+ 1 Ls2 + 4) (13)

k=O 5=1

The first two moments for the waiting time are

E[Z;J ::= E[N(X)j]E[R¥i] (14)

E[Z?J ::= E[N(X)i]1T2(R¥j) + E[N(X);}E[R¥d 2 (15)

We can derive similar expressions for the full shipment/flexible truck capacity.
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3 Simulations and Results

In this section, we test the approximations found for the first two moments
of th e waiting time. The testing is done with th e help of discrete event si
mulations. The simulations start all with the same seed and stop after 40 000
arrivals of item orders, which ensures accuracy of th e simulation results. We
assume that the inter-arrival time between customer orders at the retailer is
mixed Erlang distributed . Furthermore we assume that the customer ord er
sizes are mixed Erlang distributed .

3.1 Input for the Simulations

For the time policy, we ran 84 different simulations to test the approximations
of th e waiting time distribution. In the derivations of the aggr egate order
process some approximations are made to est imate th e second moment of
th e time between two replenishment orders , the approximations perform less
if the number of superpositions is smaller than 16. For this reason we varied
in the simulations th e number of items between the 16 and 32. This is in line
with practice where the numb er of different items is usually larger than 16.
All items are identical with E[Ad = 1 and E[D i ] = 100, because the derived
approximations for the waiting time in time policy are independ ent of t he
arrival process of orders to be consolidated . We varied C~i and Chi between
0.4, 1 and 1.6. The batchsizes at the retailer were varied between 500, 1000,
1500, ..., 5000. T is varied between 1, 3 and 6 and P2i between 90 %, 95 %
and 99 %. c, is varied between 2 and 8.

For the quantity policy with equal bat chsizes we performed 84 different
simulations. The number of different items are varied between 16 and 32.
For all items E[Ad = 1 and C~i is varied between 0.2, 1 and 2. In th e
quantity policy the waiting time due to shipment consolidation is dependent
on the arr ival process of orders to be consolidated , therefore we assume for th e
different items different demand processes. We used the fact that in practi ce,
a few items have a large demand and many items have a small demand . We
distinguish between two types of items large demand and small demand. 66
% of the items have a small demand. E[D i ] = 100 for th e larg e demand and
E[Dd = 10 for the small demand. ch is varied between 0.2, 1 and 2. Ld is
varied between 2, 4, 8 and 16. The batchsize is varied between 500 and 2000.
Qma x is varied between 2000 and 4000 and P2i is varied between 90 %, 95 %
and 99 %.

For the quantity policy with non-equal batchsize, we performed 14 differ
ent simulations. In th e simulations we assumed 16 items with four different
types of dem and. Type j demand is defined as D j . The L d is varied between
2 and 8 and the fill rate is varied between 90 %, 95 % and 99 %.
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The input for the cases are given Table 1.

Table 1: Input for the quantity policy simulations with non-equal batch
sizes

Case E[A] c~ E[Dd E[D 2 ] E[D 3 ] E[D 4 ] cb E[Q] Qmax
1 1 1 100 150 200 250 1 900 4000
2 1 1 50 70 90 110 1 900 4000
3 1 0.4 50 70 90 110 1 900 4000
4 1 1.6 50 70 90 110 1 900 4000
5 1 1 50 70 90 110 0.4 900 4000
6 1 1 50 70 90 110 1.6 900 4000
7 1 1 50 70 90 110 1 300 8000
8 1 1 50 70 90 110 1 600 8000
9 1 1 50 70 90 110 1 900 8000
10 1 0.4 50 70 90 110 1 900 8000
11 1 1.6 50 70 90 110 1 900 8000
12 1 1 50 70 90 110 0.4 900 8000
13 1 1 50 70 90 110 1.6 900 8000
14 1 1 50 70 90 110 1 2000 8000

where E[Q] is the average batchsize over all different items.

3 .2 Results

We used the approximations derived previously in th is paper to calcu late
the first two moments of the waiting time due to shipment consolidation.
We fit a mixed Erlang distribution to these first two moments. Using the
expressions in Appendix C we computed the reorder levels that ensure the
required service levels and the resulting average physical inventory levels. To
test our approximations we compare the error in th e first two moments of the
waiting times, the fill rate and physical inventory level. The error in the first
two moments of the waiting time and the average physical inventory level is
expressed in a percentage error. The error between the target P 2i and the
one obtained with the simulation is expressed in absolute percentage error.
For every simulation we calculate the relative absolute deviation as follows:

RADi = Ip2i - pifr g et I* 100 (16)

The percentage error in the average inventory (PEAl) is calculated as follows:

IE[xt] -E[xt"]1
PEAli = E[XtO] * 100 (17)

where E[Xt 0] is the calculated average inventory and E[Xt ] is the simulated
average inventory. To be able to draw meaningful conclusions, we define ac
ceptable margins for the RAD; values and the PEAl; values . To construct
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a realist ic margin , we look at the er ror in the probabili ty of having backlog
(1 - P2 ;) . In Tabl e 2 shows good and acceptable values for the fill rate.

Table 2: Good an d acceptable fill rates.

ptarget Good P2i Acceptable P2i2i

Min Max RAD i values Min Max R AD i values
90 % 89 % 91 % 1 88 % 92 % 2
95 % 94.5 % 95.5 % 0.5 94 % 96 % 1
99 % 98.9 % 99.1 % 0.1 98.8 % 99.2 % 0.2

For the P E Ali th e good mar gin is 2.5 % and the acceptable margin is 5%.
Time policy
In this section , we discuss th e resul t s of the simulations with time policy. For
84 simulat ions, the percentage error in th e E[Z] is between 0.5 % and 1.5 %,
the percen tage error in the second moment of th e waiting t ime is between 2
% and 3.5 %. Tabl e 3 summarizes the resul t s.

Table 3: Summar y of the resul ts for the " t ime" policy

P2i E [R ADd R ADi GP2 AP2 E[P EAld PEAli GI AI
90 % 0.38 0.93 100 % 100 % 1.03 6.45 83 % 95 %
95 % 0.52 1.17 93 % 98 % 0.79 5.06 90 % 100 %
99 % 0.16 0.36 64 % 78 % 0.57 3.75 90 % 100%

Where RADi and P E Ali are respectively the maximum RAD and PEAl,
GP2 and AP2 are the percentage wit hin res pectively the goo d and the ac
ceptable ran ge for the error in the fill rate and GI and AI are the pe rcentages
wit hin the good and acce ptable ran ge for the errors in the average inventory.
Hence we conclude that our approach yields excellent res ults for the time
policy.
Quantity policy, equal batchsizes
T he resul t s for the sit uation wit h batchsizes that are equal in volume are
summarized in Tabl e 4.

Tabl e 4: Summar y of th e results for the quan ti ty policy wit h equal batch
sizes

P2i E[RAD i ] RADi GP2 AP2 E [P EAliJ P E Aljm GI AI
90 % 0.38 1.13 92 % 100 % 1.90 7.46 80 % 99 %
95 % 0.30 0.77 81 % 100 % 1.47 6.53 80 % 99 %
99 % 0.20 0.45 20 % 60 % 1.22 4.32 90 % 99 %

T he err or in E[ Z] is between 0.7 % and 4.2 % and (T2(Z) is between 3.4%
and 7.2 %. T he peak values ar e caused by a high probability of having two
order s of the same item in one truck. If t here is a high probability of having
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two orders of the same item in one truck t hen the demand during the lead
t ime can be no longer approximated by a mixed Erlan g distribution because
the distribu tion function of the demand during the lead t ime has more than
one peak . The results were not satisfying in cases of ext reme large or low
coefficients of variation of the inter-arrival t imes and order sizes, which is
in line wit h observat ions about two-moment approximations in general in
T ijms (1994) . Generally, when the numb er of ite ms increase, the coefficients
of variation will converge to 1 and the results will show bet ter outcome.
Quantity policy, non-equal batchsizes
In section 2.1, we derived approximations for the waitin g t ime due to ship
ment consolidat ion for the par ti al shipment non-equal batchsize quan ti ty pol
icy. In a similar way, we derived expressions for the waiting time due to ship
ment consolidat ion for the full shipment / flexible truck capac ity policy and
for the full shipment/fixed truck capacity. In th e full shipment/fixed truck
capacity the ord ers ar e consolidated until the collecte d quantity is larger
than or equal to a predetermined quantity Q max' In this policy, L\(T) =
Q m ax - O N (T ) + V is directly shipped to th e retailer and the last ord er
O N (T ) will be shipped with the next truck to the retailer.

For the three possible consolidation policies the erro rs in the E(Z] are
between 2.58 % and 7.44 % and in (j2(Z) ar e between 4.90 % and 16.10 %.
The resul ts for the fill rate and the average inventory are as follows:

Table 5: Summ ary of t he results for t he non-equal batchsizes

Quan ti ty P2i E(RADi ] R AD j GP2 AP2 E (PE Ali ] P E Al;" GI AI
policy

1 90 % 0.74 2.22 79 % 97 % 2.16 4.96 64 %98 %
1 95 % 0.32 1.64 68 % 100 % 2.56 5.46 64 %98 %
1 99 % 0.15 0.46 46 % 93 % 1.86 4.05 64 %98 %
2 90 % 0.93 1.99 86 % 97 % 3.22 5.84 52 %91 %
2 95 % 0.48 1.49 71 % 96 % 2.87 5.29 58 % 91 %
2 99 % 0.15 0.48 61 % 86 % 2.33 5.14 58 % 94 %
3 90 % 1.17 2.20 50 % 86 % 3.65 6.36 0.33 87 %
3 95 % 0.67 1.93 46 % 75 % 3.56 6.02 0.39 87 %
3 99 % 0.19 0.93 43 % 86 % 3.03 6.34 0.33 87 %

In Table 5, quantity policy 1 refers to the partial shipment policy, quanti ty
policy 2 refers to the full shipment / flexible truck capac ity policy and quantity
policy 3 refers to the full shipment / fixed t ruck capacity policy.

In quant ity policy 2, the fill rates obtained with the simulations where
higher than the target fill rates and in qua nt ity policy 3, the fill rates obtained
with the simulations where lower than the target fill rates. The errors increase
when the coefficients of variation of demand are high (1.6) or low (0.4) due
to approximations mad e in the su perposit ion of mixed Erlang dist ribut ions.
For example, for the cases 2 to 6, for reference see Table 1, wit h P2i = 90%
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and Ld = 2, Table 6 shows the differences in E [RAD ;] for different coefficient
of variations .

Table 6: Differences in E[RADiJ for different coefficient of variations.

c~ 1 0.4 1.6 1 1

cb 1 1 1 0.4 1.6
E[RAD;] 0.19 0.60 0.42 0.70 0.74

The erro rs in the fill rate increase when the average batchsize is lar ge com
par ed to the truck size. Tabl e 7 show this results , the t ruck size was kept
constant at 8000 uni ts and the tar get fill rate was 90 %.

Table 7: Differences in E[RADiJ for different number of orders per t ruck

The heuri stic perform s well as long as the order sizes are not too large com
pared to the t ruck size and c~ and cb are not ext remely large or low.

4 Conclusions and Further Research

In this pa per we st udied the interactions between shipment conso lidation
policies an d inventory management policies. We argued that the lead ti me
of orders from a retailer to a warehouse is influenced by the shipment con
solidation policy used at the warehouse. In order to get a deeper insight
into this interaction we derived approxi mations for t he waiting time dist ri
bution of ret ailer replenishm ent orders due to consolidation at the warehouse
for different consolidation policies used in pr actice. An extensive num erical
st udy was conducted to underst and and test the different approximations.
The st udy revealed that the approximations perform ed well. The only prob
lems occur red when t he coefficient of vari ations were very low or very high.
Those errors were usually due to approximations mad e in the superposit ion
of the inter-arrival tim es. We know from previous resear ch (Smits, de Kok ,
and van Laarhoven 2000) that if the number of customers and items is large
and the dem and between customers var ies a lot the errors will diminish .

A next ste p in this research will be to find express ions for the waiti ng
ti me in a multi-echelon setting and to find close to optimal values for the
batchsizes and T in the time policy and close to optima l values for the batch
sizes and Q m ax in the qua nt ity policy. T hese extensions should enable to
develop models for the integrated design of t ransportation and supply net
works that incor porate the operational cha racteristics of the processes under
considerations, such as stochastic demand and stochastic lead t imes .
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APPENDIX

A Replenishment Process

In this section we present a procedure that translates the demand process
of an item at the warehouse to a replenishment process of the it em towards
the central warehouse. These expressions have been derived by Pyke, De Kok
and Baganha (1996). Assume O, is the order process of product i , The first
two moments of O, are derived as follows:

QiE[D;]
E[0 i] = -=-Q,-'--'-----'---

J P{D i ;:::: x}dx

°

(18)

00

E[O;] = Q; 1)2z + I)P{Vi ;:::: zQd
z=o

(19)

where

(20)
Q i

J P{D i ~ x}dx

°

Q i

J P{D i ~ ZQi + x}dx
P {Vi ~ zQ i} = -'-0----:: _

The time between the placement of two orders is defined as R i . It is evaluated
as follows:

(21)ti, = LNiAij
j =l

where N, is defined as the number of arrivals during an arbitrary replen
ishment cycle at the central warehouse and Aij as the jth inter-arrival time
during th is replenishment cycle at the central warehouse. There a replen
ishment cycle is defined as the time that elapses between two consecutive
replenishment orders generated by the retailer for product i. Then the first
two moments of R; can be calculated as follows:

E[Ri] = E[N;]E[A;] (22)

E[R;] = E[N;]a-2(A
i) + E[Nl]E2[A;]

Due to flow conservation the following relation holds for E[Ni ] :

(23)

E[N] = E[Oi]
t E[D i ]

(24)
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To determine an expression for E(N?], we apply the following approximation
which is accurate when E~;] is not too small (EfD;] > 1):

(25)

B Aggregate Order Process

In this paragraph we will find expressions for the first two moments of the
inter-arrival time and the order size of an arbitrary order towards the central
warehouse. To do this , we apply the stationary interval method developed by
Whitt (1982), to superpose renewal processes. Instead of superposing hyper
exponential and shifted exponential distributions we superpose mixtures of
Erlang distributions. In the superposition procedure it is assumed that the
superposed process is a renewal process, which is not true. Because when
we superpose N renewal processes, the first renewal time of the superposed
process should be the minimum of the first renewal times of the N individual
renewal processes. The superposition gives exact results when the renewal
processes are Poisson distributed. The superposed process converges to the
Poisson process when N tends to infinity (Tijms (1994)) . The N products are
represented by index i. The first two moments of T" and 0" are calculated
as follows: (see De Kok (1996))

1
E(R"] = N (26)

L Elk;],=1

E(O"] = i: E(R"] E(O] (28)
i=l E(Ri ] ,

E(O"2] =t E(R"] E(02] (29)
i=l E(Rd '

C Derivation of the Reorder Level and Physical
Inventory Level

First, we derive some analytical approximations to calculate the reorder levels
for a target fill rate. Given the inter-arrival time Ai of each item and its
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demand size D i , the reorder levels can be analytically evaluated. The reorder
levels s, are calculated as follows: (see Janssen (1998) for a proof)

It is possible to evaluate the reorder level s, using the bisection method. L·
is the total lead time, it is expressed as the sum of the waiting time due to
consolidation and the transportation time. Di(Lj) is the demand for product
i at the warehouse during the lead time Li. The mean and the variance of
Di(Lj) are calculated as follows: (For a detailed explanation see De Kok
(1991))

(31)

(32)

Expressions for the first and the second moment of the undershoot are

(33)

(34)

For a derivation of these results see Tijms (1994) . The average stock on hand
is calculated as follows:

For a derivation see Janssen (1998) or De Kok (1991).

D Derivation of Z for the Time Policy

Theorem 3. Z is uniformly distributed over the interval (O,T) for time po
licy.
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Proof. We define A as the residual life time of the inter-arrival time of an
arbitrary customer at an arbitrary moment in time. We define W as the
residual lifetime of the truck arrival process at the arbitrary moment in time.
Since W is the time between an arbitrary moment in time and the departure
of the truck, W is uniformly distributed over (0,T), for references see Doob
(1953). kEN

A+Z= W+kT

A+ Z + T - W = (k + l)T

We define X =T - W , it is easy to see that X is uniform distributed between
(0,T) and k = k + 1

P{Z::; z} = P{X + A E (kT - z,kT),k EN}
00 T

= I: ~J P{Ls E (kT-z-x ,kT-x)}dx
k=l 0
00 T 00 00

= I: ~ J[ J dF;. (ii) - J dF;. (ii)]dx
k=l 0 kT-z-x kT-x

T-z 00 0 00 T 00

= H J J dF;.(ii)dx + J J dF;.(ii)dx - J J dF;.(ii)dx]
o T-z-x T-z 0 0 T-x

00 00 T kT-z T
+ I: ~[ J JdxdF;.(ii) + J J dxdF;.(ii)

1<=2 kT-z 0 ((k-l)T-z) (I<T-z-a)
00 T kT T

- J JdxdF;. (ii) - J J dxdF;. (ii)]
kT 0 ((k-l)T) (kT-a)
T-z T-z 00 T-z 00 T

= ~[J J dxdF;.(ii) + J J dxdF;.(ii) - JJdxdF;.(ii)
o T-z-a T-z 0 T 0

T T 00 00 00

+z - J J dxdF;.(ii)] + I: [ J dF;.(ii) - J dF;.(ii)
o T-a 1<=2 (kT-z) kr

kT-z - kT_
+ J (a-Z-~-l)T)dF;.(ii) - J a-(k.;:l)T dFA(ii)]

(k-l)T-z (k-l)T
00 T 00

= -r + J T:rzdF;.(ii) - J ~dF;.(ii) - J dF;.(ii)
T-z T-z T

00 kT-z (k-l)T_
+ I: [ J -rdF;.(ii) + J a-(k

1-:1)T
dF;.(ii)

1<=2 (k-l)T-z (k-l)T- z
kT _

- J a--;T dF;.(ii)]
kT-z

00 T 00

= -r + J T:rzdF;.(ii) - J ~dFA(ii) - J dF;.(ii)
T- z T-z T

00 T
+ J -rdF;.(ii) + J aTTdF;.(ii)

T-z T-z
=-r
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